Engage Owasso 2018
Public Opinion Survey
In October 2018, the City released its first public opinion survey in nearly 8 years called Engage Owasso.
The purpose of the survey was to measure current public opinion on topics ranging from streets,
stormwater issues, police and fire services, parks and recreation elements. The survey was assembled
using questions from the 2011 Quality of Life Survey (QOL) survey and from surveys conducted by other
communities. The overall goal of the survey was to identify key issues that citizens feel are most important
rather than City staff or elected officials making assumptions.
The survey questions were designed to reveal critical issues that may need to be addressed in the short
and long term, where the City is performing adequately, why people choose to live in Owasso, and what
elements are missing in the community. The information gained from the survey may serve to assist the
City Council in making capital investment decisions and establishing policy that reflects the community’s
desires and needs. The survey which concluded on December 31, 2018, generated 1,324 responses and
was promoted using various social media outlets, the City web page, Chamber of Commerce, and articles
placed in the Owasso Reporter.
Like the 2011 QOL survey, the results from the 2018 Engage Owasso survey revealed that Quality of Life
means different things to different people. For some, quality of life is represented by parks, trails, and
other such amenities; for others it means quality streets, water, and the delivery of city services; and for
yet others it incorporates public safety.
Since the original QOL survey was conducted, several items identified as being important to citizens have
been addressed. Some of the projects that were completed since the 2011 survey was conducted are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Intersection improvements at East 76th Street North and Main Street
East 86th Street North widening from Main Street to Memorial Road
Intersection improvements at East 106th Street North and Garnett Road
Signalization and intersection improvement at North 19th Street and Garnett Road
(where Academy Sports is located)
Lighting of several baseball and softball fields in the Sports Park
Skate Park lighting and facility upgrade
Festival Park
Dog Park
New playground facility in Rayola Park
Adoption of Complete Streets policy for new street projects, which will allow for safe
travel for cars, bicycles, and pedestrians

The Engage Owasso survey results were presented to the Owasso City Council during the February 12,
2019 Work Session Meeting and available for viewing on the city's website at www.cityofowasso.com
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Q1 Do you live in Owasso city limits? (Residents who live inside the city
limits of Owasso have their residential trash collected by the City of
Owasso. Residents who contract for residential trash collection live
outside the city limits.)
Answered: 1,324

Skipped: 0
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I live in the Owasso school district, but not inside the city limits.
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TOTAL

1,324
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Q2 What is your age?
Answered: 1,321

Skipped: 3
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Q3 What do you like about Owasso?
Answered: 1,243

Skipped: 81

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

Shopping and location.

12/31/2018 4:01 PM

2

I'm new here, so just figuring everything out. But I like that Owasso is expanding and growing.

12/31/2018 12:40 PM

3

Clean quiet community.

12/31/2018 11:47 AM

4

Everything in the city is about 15 minutes away, and the people have a good sense of community

12/31/2018 10:06 AM

5

Store variety and proximity to highways

12/31/2018 9:44 AM

6

Owasso is a quiet, safe city. While it is large enough to have every convenience available, it still
has a small town feel. The expansion and renovation of the downtown area and Gathering on Main
events give us a centrally located community feel.

12/31/2018 8:55 AM

7

A small town environment, revitalization of the downtown, good school district

12/31/2018 8:38 AM

8

I love the feel of a small town and the sense of community with the amenities of shopping and food
options of a larger city.

12/30/2018 8:53 PM

9

convience to tulsa

12/30/2018 8:16 PM

10

Lifestyle and safety.

12/30/2018 5:26 PM

11

Schools, shopping, restaurants,

12/30/2018 4:45 PM

12

Owasso is a great place to raise children. We love the community. It has everything we need, but
still has a small town feel.

12/30/2018 4:31 PM

13

Quiet. Convenient to work and shop.

12/30/2018 3:46 PM

14

Quality of life, support for schools, shopping and restaurant choices.

12/30/2018 2:30 PM

15

low crime rate, tolerable traffic, decent shopping, good schools. Centennial Park is very nice.

12/30/2018 2:27 PM

16

Community togetherness Our amazing police department and wonderful school system

12/30/2018 10:53 AM

17

Owasso is my hometown. I love the way the town still has the small town vibe while also providing
us with enough options that we don't have to drive into Tulsa for anything.

12/29/2018 11:34 PM

18

Proximity to stores, doctors, and dining

12/29/2018 8:40 PM

19

It’s size.

12/29/2018 8:36 PM

20

The people

12/29/2018 5:13 PM

21

I love all the options we have but still a small town home feeling. I don’t want it to grow to much
more it’s getting so much traffic and becoming so crammed

12/29/2018 12:53 PM

22

Close to highway, low major crime

12/29/2018 12:19 PM

23

I like that I can do all my shopping for everything I need in owasso

12/29/2018 12:10 PM

24

I don’t have to go to Tulsa to shop. All the stores I need are here.

12/29/2018 11:01 AM

25

Family friendly community.

12/29/2018 1:46 AM

26

Safe place to live and raise a family

12/29/2018 12:10 AM

27

I can shop for almost anything I need in an environment I feel relatively safe compared to Tulsa.

12/28/2018 9:25 PM

28

It has everything you need but feels like a small town. There is a strong sense of community.

12/28/2018 9:42 AM

29

Schools

12/28/2018 9:41 AM

30

Owasso feels like a small town community. We have great schools.

12/28/2018 7:44 AM

31

Availability of everything I need without having to go to tulsa . Feels safer than tulsa.

12/28/2018 7:36 AM
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32

I work in Owasso but live in Sperry. I love having all the options and conveniences of big city
without having to go to the big city!

12/28/2018 7:20 AM

33

Small town feel with amenities

12/28/2018 7:16 AM

34

Citizens — it’s what makes our community the best!

12/28/2018 6:52 AM

35

Safe, great schools, friendly residents

12/28/2018 12:02 AM

36

Its a friendly convenient community. Its safe.

12/27/2018 11:16 PM

37

Owasso is large enough that it has everything you need and a lot of what you want, but small
enough to not be too overwhelming to get around. We're close to Tulsa if we need anything a
larger city has to offer (like TPAC and the Tulsa county library system!), but we don't have to live in
the middle of it.

12/27/2018 11:06 PM

38

Friendliness, local shopping,

12/27/2018 10:40 PM

39

Small town feel but still has most everything I need

12/27/2018 10:23 PM

40

We have everything we need without having to go into Tulsa and are getting new business
frequently. Clean and positive.

12/27/2018 10:21 PM

41

The community feel yet all of the big city amenities.

12/27/2018 10:19 PM

42

How’s safe it is, the care of the streets and care of public land. Misting all the businesses.

12/27/2018 10:18 PM

43

Everything!

12/27/2018 10:13 PM

44

The community feel. The local stores. The activities.

12/27/2018 9:58 PM

45

Small and chain businesses.

12/27/2018 9:32 PM

46

Safe, quiet neighborhoods with close proximity to Tulsa.

12/27/2018 9:23 PM

47

Close proximity to anything we need.

12/27/2018 9:20 PM

48

Small town feel with most everything I need.

12/27/2018 9:09 PM

49

It is very family oriented.

12/27/2018 9:04 PM

50

It’s close enough, and FAR enough, away from Tulsa!

12/27/2018 8:31 PM

51

Schools

12/27/2018 8:31 PM

52

It’s small town feel and close proximity to Tulsa.

12/27/2018 8:26 PM

53

Lots of places to shop and eat but still feels small town. Plus an awesome library!

12/27/2018 8:14 PM

54

The small town feel with almost all of the amenities of Tulsa without having to go there

12/27/2018 8:08 PM

55

How you can get almost anywhere in 10-15min.

12/27/2018 7:55 PM

56

That everything is very accessible

12/27/2018 7:11 PM

57

Rual, yet has everything we need. Great people! Awesome police and fire departments.

12/27/2018 7:05 PM

58

How close everything is

12/27/2018 6:42 PM

59

Friendly people

12/27/2018 6:34 PM

60

Lots to do and great shopping/dining. Really good well supported schools .

12/27/2018 6:11 PM

61

Small town feel

12/27/2018 5:43 PM

62

Proximity to Tulsa Great shopping Variety of restaurants Safety Great schools

12/27/2018 5:28 PM

63

The layout of the city is very well engineered, allows for growth and yet the ability to get around
quickly. I love the shopping capabilities without having to go to Tulsa. I love the police presence
and determination to keep Owasso safe.

12/27/2018 5:11 PM

64

The sense of community and family friendly activities.

12/27/2018 5:03 PM

65

Good quality of life and amenities. Safe community, good public services. Some shopping,
restaurant scene is improving.

12/27/2018 4:26 PM

66

Conservative family oriented values

12/27/2018 3:54 PM

67

Community. Pride. Easy. Convenient

12/27/2018 3:51 PM
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68

I live in Ramona and Owasso is THE place for 95% of our shopping and family needs. Everything
from groceries, dr office visits, items needed for household repairs to just a nice lunch on the
weekend. I’ve grown up around this area and have seen great improvements.

12/27/2018 3:48 PM

69

Everything is close together so you dont have to drive very far to get to where you're going in town.

12/27/2018 2:27 PM

70

Family-friendly feel, excellent school system, variety of restaurants and parks

12/27/2018 2:18 PM

71

I love all of the shopping available so close to home! The schools are my favorite part! Such a
wonderful district to send my kids to school in!

12/27/2018 2:17 PM

72

Small town feel

12/27/2018 1:50 PM

73

Culture of community...Gathering on Main. Timely developments with quality additions to
business/restaurant options...76th & Main Development’s. High quality school staff across the
school district! Positive involvement of police and fire departments...Special Olympics fundraiser
Respectful and informative reporting in Owasso Reporter.

12/27/2018 1:41 PM

74

nice people, not far from Tulsa, smaller

12/27/2018 1:05 PM

75

Convenient location. Small town feel.

12/27/2018 12:54 PM

76

The feeling of community

12/27/2018 12:38 PM

77

Small town feel

12/27/2018 12:33 PM

78

Small, but mighty!

12/27/2018 12:32 PM

79

Small town feel but all conveniences of city

12/27/2018 11:28 AM

80

Convenience, diversity, right-size.

12/27/2018 11:08 AM

81

It has almost everything I need and don't have to drive far

12/27/2018 11:07 AM

82

Shops restaurants

12/27/2018 10:47 AM

83

Community involvement.

12/27/2018 10:41 AM

84

It has a wonderful balance of small/big and near/far. It's a small city compared to Tulsa, but still big
enough to have a lot of great shopping, eating, and community events. It's near Tulsa, and 169
makes it quick and easy to get there for anything you may need or want to do there. But it's also
far enough away that Owasso has its own individual feel. One of the best things about Owasso is
how safe it is. Nowhere is perfect, but Owasso excellent comparatively, and that brings a lot of
peace of mind.

12/27/2018 10:25 AM

85

The small town charm, with the big city atmosphere

12/27/2018 10:17 AM

86

It's small town charm

12/27/2018 10:16 AM

87

Small town feel

12/27/2018 10:16 AM

88

The fact that everything is within 5 mins driving distance

12/27/2018 10:09 AM

89

The community spirit.

12/27/2018 10:08 AM

90

Convenience of most shopping opportunities. Clean.

12/27/2018 10:01 AM

91

It’s small town feel but city options of shopping and eating. There’s always activities for families
throughout the year either put on by local businesses or by the city.

12/27/2018 9:43 AM

92

small town feel

12/27/2018 9:37 AM

93

Small town feel with a lack of high densisty housing that makes it feel less so.

12/27/2018 9:28 AM

94

It’s my hometown. Where I grew up and went to school. I’ve seen it grow and flourish. It’s still a
small town feel but has almost everything I need.

12/27/2018 9:26 AM

95

The small town feel of Owasso and that everything is conveniently here. I rarely have to drive into
Tulsa to get anything

12/27/2018 9:06 AM

96

The shopping and food choices. Still feels small town in a big town.

12/27/2018 9:02 AM

97

Size and location

12/27/2018 8:52 AM

98

Small town feel

12/27/2018 8:37 AM

99

Safety, school system

12/27/2018 8:30 AM
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100

I used to like how we were such a small town and basically knew everyone but now I guess I like
the Smith market more

12/27/2018 8:02 AM

101

Community feelings

12/27/2018 7:56 AM

102

Community!

12/27/2018 7:52 AM

103

Sense of community

12/27/2018 7:50 AM

104

Friendly community and everything you need close by

12/27/2018 7:28 AM

105

It's my home. We have always had a hometown small feel even though it's gotten much larger. I
feel safe here.

12/27/2018 7:22 AM

106

I appreciate that Owasso still has the feel of a small town yet has many restaurants and
entertainment offerings. Schools.

12/27/2018 7:01 AM

107

Being outside of Tulsa, and both my wife and I are close to our jobs.

12/27/2018 6:59 AM

108

That you don’t even have to leave Owasso to go do things

12/27/2018 6:24 AM

109

Great schools and just the right size town

12/27/2018 6:22 AM

110

Family community, several shopping options- don’t have to leave owasso

12/27/2018 6:14 AM

111

People. Schools.

12/27/2018 4:59 AM

112

Quiet rural-like neighborhood feeling.

12/27/2018 4:55 AM

113

Safe place to live, low crime with conviencince of most restaurants and shops that tulsa has, all
within 4 miles

12/27/2018 4:33 AM

114

Small town atmosphere

12/27/2018 3:38 AM

115

Small town that has everything! Except a Costco

12/27/2018 2:43 AM

116

The stores, restaurants, and schools

12/27/2018 1:43 AM

117

That is clean, close to Tulsa and safe

12/27/2018 1:42 AM

118

there Is not much need to go into Tulsa because pretty much everything is here

12/27/2018 1:14 AM

119

Family-oriented

12/27/2018 12:52 AM

120

The community

12/27/2018 12:50 AM

121

Our community as a whole, our city really seems to care about what the residents needs wants
and concerns are. Always looking to better our town for the families that live here.

12/27/2018 12:46 AM

122

It's safe, I can walk my dog at night! Quality shopping is available and nearby including clothing,
health food, sporting goods, etc. People are friendly. City is clean and citizens take pride in their
property. City planning anticipates future needs.

12/27/2018 12:06 AM

123

Smaller town atmosphere.

12/26/2018 11:48 PM

124

Convenient shopping, small town feel

12/26/2018 11:35 PM

125

The shops, restaurants, and safe atmosphere

12/26/2018 11:24 PM

126

Small town feel with growing amenities.

12/26/2018 11:18 PM

127

Very pretty. People are friendly

12/26/2018 11:16 PM

128

The small businesses

12/26/2018 11:11 PM

129

Still feels like a small town community.

12/26/2018 11:01 PM

130

It has midt things I need... restaurants, shopping, my doctors. But it still has a small town feel.

12/26/2018 11:01 PM

131

Small town feel but nice amount of businesses

12/26/2018 10:59 PM

132

Small town feeling close to owasso. Good school district

12/26/2018 10:52 PM

133

The small town feel but accessibility to the things we need

12/26/2018 10:51 PM

134

The small town feel with city amenities.

12/26/2018 10:45 PM

135

Friendly people and the city is expanding. We have several places to shop at, and eat at although
we need more activities for families.

12/26/2018 10:42 PM
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136

The park system is fantastic. I love how we have access to almost everything we need and most
things we want close by in Owasso, and I appreciate the sense of community in this town.

12/26/2018 10:39 PM

137

convenience to access stores (grocery and retail) from small communities like my own

12/26/2018 10:34 PM

138

I love that almost everything we need is here. Less bullying in Schools.

12/26/2018 10:30 PM

139

People, churches, not too big of a city

12/26/2018 10:26 PM

140

Safety, community

12/26/2018 10:20 PM

141

The schools, the community feel

12/26/2018 10:19 PM

142

Great people, great churches, close shopping

12/26/2018 10:19 PM

143

Close to everything

12/26/2018 10:15 PM

144

Safe, friendly, convenient

12/26/2018 10:09 PM

145

Schools, Churches, Community of Character

12/26/2018 10:01 PM

146

Community

12/26/2018 9:57 PM

147

I love the whole community and how everyone is so involved and kind to each other.

12/26/2018 9:52 PM

148

The revitalization of old town in progress, convenience of services/goods, small town atmosphere

12/26/2018 9:49 PM

149

Everything ... just a few options of restaurants

12/26/2018 9:43 PM

150

Clean, convince, caliper of people

12/26/2018 9:43 PM

151

The small town feel with the large town conveniences. We are very excited about the downtown
revitalization taking place! The school system is THE BEST.

12/26/2018 9:32 PM

152

Small town feel, with lots of shopping and restaurant options

12/26/2018 9:07 PM

153

Small town feel yet has a lot of big town amenities.

12/26/2018 9:03 PM

154

Everything...it is definitely a city of character

12/26/2018 8:52 PM

155

Friendly people and the convenient layout of Smith Farms shopping to the Walmart area and N.
Owasso Expressway shopping area.

12/26/2018 8:50 PM

156

Essentially, everything.

12/26/2018 8:45 PM

157

Small town feel with amenities of city living.

12/26/2018 8:39 PM

158

The small town feel

12/26/2018 8:32 PM

159

School system, community support of public education, shopping

12/26/2018 8:27 PM

160

Shopping and food choices

12/26/2018 8:26 PM

161

Family friendly lots of activities and a city of character!

12/26/2018 7:53 PM

162

Small town with shopping, restaurants, library, churches, and great schools without the large city
issues.

12/26/2018 7:22 PM

163

Small town feel

12/26/2018 6:58 PM

164

Love the layout, the streets dont have very hefty traffic, and everything I'd want to go to feels
conveniently close.

12/26/2018 6:39 PM

165

Just the right size town . Good police force. Plenty of shopping.

12/26/2018 6:38 PM

166

Shopping, places to eat, exercising at the Parks.

12/26/2018 6:35 PM

167

Great school, distance from Tulsa, community spirit

12/26/2018 6:32 PM

168

Size shops schools

12/26/2018 6:16 PM

169

Community engagement

12/26/2018 6:14 PM

170

I like that Owasso is clean, easy to get around for the most part, and it's not super duper fast
paced.

12/26/2018 6:11 PM

171

Shopping

12/26/2018 6:08 PM

172

Home town feel, low crime.

12/26/2018 6:06 PM
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173

Close to airport and all shopping needs are in town.

12/26/2018 5:55 PM

174

The small town feel and everything close to home

12/26/2018 5:36 PM

175

Everything

12/26/2018 5:22 PM

176

The schools

12/26/2018 5:08 PM

177

Been here forever. It's all I know

12/26/2018 5:08 PM

178

Everything I need is here. I don’t need to go to Tulsa or another City.

12/26/2018 5:03 PM

179

Cleanliness, a small town feel with amenities of a larger city

12/26/2018 5:01 PM

180

Love it.

12/26/2018 4:57 PM

181

The small town feel in a growing city!

12/26/2018 4:54 PM

182

Close to Tulsa close to Bartlesville

12/23/2018 8:35 AM

183

Wide variety of shopping

12/22/2018 3:59 PM

184

Size

12/21/2018 3:59 PM

185

Close to Tulsa, but far enough away that it still feels like its own city.

12/19/2018 1:47 PM

186

Traffic

12/18/2018 5:48 PM

187

Quiet, safe, with most of the stores we need.

12/18/2018 5:49 AM

188

Small city with big city amenities

12/17/2018 10:58 PM

189

The calm who reigns there it is really a good place to raise children

12/16/2018 9:49 PM

190

The city is growing, but still has a "small town" feel about it. The city managers seem to be
keeping up with the growth and development of Owasso.

12/16/2018 4:53 PM

191

The sense of community and the special ed programs in the secondary schools.

12/16/2018 2:13 PM

192

It's a small town feel but it has almost everything we need here, and if we need something from
Tulsa it's an easy drive

12/15/2018 10:35 PM

193

Small town feel with big town amenities with easy highway access.

12/15/2018 8:17 PM

194

Clean, good schools, & many grocery/ merchandise shopping.

12/15/2018 7:39 AM

195

Close community and feeling of high city worth.

12/14/2018 7:31 PM

196

Friendly atmosphere. Small-town feel with many amenities.

12/14/2018 3:32 PM

197

The people

12/14/2018 3:27 PM

198

I love the updates that are being made to Main Street. I like living close to stores like target, hobby
lobby, and the neighborhood market.

12/14/2018 1:35 PM

199

Friendliness; location

12/14/2018 1:19 PM

200

Everything is so close. Easy commute to Tulsa.

12/14/2018 9:06 AM

201

School opportunities and close locations for needs

12/14/2018 7:46 AM

202

We moved here from KC 3 years ago, and love the kind people and sense of community. Even
though it continues to grow, Owasso has a "small town" feel.

12/14/2018 5:45 AM

203

It is safe, good schools, not too big

12/14/2018 1:42 AM

204

Emergency services

12/14/2018 12:08 AM

205

The rural areas that remain.

12/13/2018 11:33 PM

206

The sense of community, good school system, and safety

12/13/2018 11:30 PM

207

The PEOPLE!!

12/13/2018 11:28 PM

208

Low crime, nice neighbors, friendliness

12/13/2018 10:12 PM

209

I like that it’s a small city but everything can be found here. There are a lot of shops and
restaurants.

12/13/2018 10:05 PM
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210

small but thriving community

12/13/2018 9:11 PM

211

Close to tulsa

12/13/2018 9:11 PM

212

I’ve lived here 41 years, I like the development of new businesses

12/13/2018 8:26 PM

213

Small town atmosphere. Easy access by car to necessary places. A couple of nice parks for
activities. Decent schools

12/13/2018 5:14 PM

214

The size of the city, the availability of shopping, the choice of businesses,

12/13/2018 4:57 PM

215

Small town feel, nice neighbors.

12/13/2018 2:46 PM

216

It has everything we need in Owasso without having to go to Tulsa for what ever.

12/13/2018 2:16 PM

217

Small community with lots of shopping, restaurants, and things to do.

12/13/2018 1:42 PM

218

Lots of shopping & restaurants, but still feels like a small town.

12/13/2018 1:35 PM

219

We have enough amenities we don’t have to go into Tulsa much anymore. Need more Starbucks
and CURBSIDE RECYCLING.

12/13/2018 1:14 PM

220

Nice people, nice neighborhoods, good parks.

12/13/2018 1:10 PM

221

Has everything you need and starting to get some exciting new places. Also love the close
community.

12/13/2018 12:50 PM

222

Close proximity to Tulsa

12/13/2018 12:47 PM

223

Small town feel

12/13/2018 12:31 PM

224

Still has somewhat of a small town atmosphere.

12/13/2018 12:29 PM

225

Everything I need is always a short drive

12/13/2018 12:15 PM

226

Low crime, smaller town feel, sense of community

12/13/2018 12:11 PM

227

Small

12/13/2018 12:03 PM

228

Community support

12/13/2018 11:58 AM

229

Small town community feel with large town amenities

12/13/2018 11:57 AM

230

I like that it's not as busy as Tulsa proper but still offers plenty of shopping and things to do. I also
enjoy being in a city that has a huge possibility for growth and living here while Owasso continues
to define itself.

12/13/2018 11:56 AM

231

Lived here 30 years. I love Owasso. It is a clean safe town. With good schools, plenty of shopping
opportunities and a variety of eating places. Next phase of development jobs. It would be nice to
have multi-story professional's building or an anchor company build a multi-story building along
the highway.

12/13/2018 11:54 AM

232

size, proximity to Tulsa

12/13/2018 11:48 AM

233

Easy access and country style living

12/13/2018 11:46 AM

234

Size, that everything I need is close. The people. It is home!

12/13/2018 11:38 AM

235

Small town feel with big box stores and such

12/13/2018 11:36 AM

236

The community and the people in it! Having all the amenities of a larger city while still feeling like a
smaller town.

12/13/2018 11:32 AM

237

It's home

12/13/2018 10:04 AM

238

Clean, nice people, great amenities, schools are great

12/13/2018 9:22 AM

239

It is a safe place to live with good schools, adequate shopping and good atmosphere.

12/13/2018 9:17 AM

240

It’s a nice community but we need mandatory curbside recycling - it’s horrible all the trash
everyone is making!!

12/13/2018 9:07 AM

241

Far enough away from Tulsa, but has most everything you need in a city. The people are great
here

12/9/2018 10:34 PM

242

Decent size, fairly friendly people.

12/4/2018 2:31 PM

243

Ease of shopping . Its quick to get to the things that are needed daily for my household.

12/3/2018 9:21 AM
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244

Small town vibe.

11/28/2018 10:25 AM

245

I enjoy the small city feel while still having everything available nearby.

11/26/2018 2:50 PM

246

Convenient shopping and friendly people

11/26/2018 12:51 AM

247

Low crime, good schools, great people. Has some of the stuff of the big City, but still has a small
town atomosphere

11/25/2018 4:35 PM

248

Safety

11/20/2018 6:00 AM

249

It has everything I need without having to travel to Tulsa all of the time. I also think Owasso Public
Schools are some of the best schools in eastern Oklahoma.

11/19/2018 5:37 PM

250

great people, character education, size

11/19/2018 1:39 PM

251

Character, feeling of community, my church, our schools, retail & dining options, commute
distance to Tulsa, OPD, response time of emergency personnel, the cleanliness...

11/19/2018 10:32 AM

252

I like the combination of small town unity and the access to stores, restaurants that you can only
find in the city.

11/19/2018 10:20 AM

253

I have lived here my whole life. I am a Ram true and true. I love this community and the support it
offers it's residents.

11/19/2018 9:57 AM

254

Many things! I love that I can be part of the community events. I love that it has a small town feel
even though it's large.

11/19/2018 9:22 AM

255

The schools are top-notch

11/19/2018 9:19 AM

256

Being born and raised in Broken Arrow, I like that Owasso reminds me of where I grew up before
BA became the major suburb it is. It's a small-town feel with nearly everything my family needs.

11/19/2018 9:14 AM

257

The small town feel is what initially drew us to Owasso.

11/19/2018 8:55 AM

258

Too many things to list! It starts with the people. In general, people are friendly & helpful. The
schools are top notch. Our fire dept & police dept are second to none. The town is clean & seems
to have a heart to give & serve.

11/19/2018 8:52 AM

259

The small town feeling and the selection of shopping available.

11/19/2018 8:34 AM

260

The fact that we have still a small town feel even though we have grown in number. I also like the
opportunity to shop locally in the shops that are here! I also like the restaurants that are here to
choose from for eating out.

11/19/2018 8:24 AM

261

Quality of life, beautiful place to live, low crime rate, availability of medical care, shopping, parks,
great school system.

11/19/2018 8:21 AM

262

the selection of stores, the people, the school system, my church

11/19/2018 8:12 AM

263

The small town feel

11/19/2018 8:08 AM

264

The sense of community. Schools have good class sizes. Clean community overall.

11/19/2018 7:59 AM

265

Small town sense of community with the amenities typically only found in larger towns.

11/19/2018 7:57 AM

266

The closeness of the community

11/19/2018 7:57 AM

267

Small town vibes, Big City Options

11/19/2018 7:46 AM

268

It is a big enough area to have all the conveniences that I need, but it still feels small.

11/19/2018 7:46 AM

269

I love the community feeling. I love the schools but also the rural feeling just minutes from the city.

11/19/2018 7:45 AM

270

Even though we are growing, we still have a home-town feel.

11/19/2018 7:45 AM

271

being able to work, shop, eat and play in the community without having to drive to some other
location

11/18/2018 11:40 AM

272

A great selection of shopping and restaurants as well as city services all with a small town feel.

11/17/2018 10:28 AM

273

It's hometown feeling, even though it's grown.

11/16/2018 3:00 PM

274

School System, Safety, Lots of access to shopping

11/16/2018 2:58 PM

275

Still has small town feel. The Owasso Community Center. Not necessary to run to Tulsa for
shopping, dining or medical.

11/14/2018 3:55 PM
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276

small community with convenience of a variety of needs for shopping and entertaining, food and
sports

11/14/2018 9:22 AM

277

friendly people throughout

11/12/2018 10:46 AM

278

People, parks (dog park rocks!), various festivals, library, character initiative project, and Timmy
and Cindy.

11/12/2018 9:38 AM

279

Has most of what I need

11/12/2018 9:18 AM

280

Community, all of the shopping, clean, activities, parks.

11/11/2018 10:00 AM

281

The wholesome hometown feel but with all the conveniences of shopping & restaurants.

11/10/2018 9:05 PM

282

Easy to get around. Nice people

11/8/2018 3:46 PM

283

Friendly people

11/8/2018 3:41 PM

284

Clean, has everything you need, friendly people, convenient

11/8/2018 3:40 PM

285

Everything

11/8/2018 3:31 PM

286

Friendly and lots of shopping opportunties

11/7/2018 8:16 PM

287

Small town feel, great school system, plenty of restaurants and shopping options so that I don’t
have to venture into Tulsa.

11/7/2018 4:59 PM

288

The friendliness of the community. For the most part, the character of the people that live and work
in Owasso.

11/7/2018 1:01 PM

289

It feels like a small town, but is big enough that I don't have to go to Tulsa

11/6/2018 12:16 PM

290

Friendly people and has most of our needs met for our family.

11/6/2018 9:53 AM

291

Feels safe while out and about, feels comfortable asking for help if needed

11/5/2018 11:01 AM

292

Good schools, great place to raise a family

11/4/2018 12:14 AM

293

Convenience of location

11/3/2018 1:07 PM

294

Small town.

11/3/2018 12:55 PM

295

It’s size

11/3/2018 9:59 AM

296

Security, cleanliness, culture... so mdny things!

11/3/2018 7:03 AM

297

The people, community, and small town feel with so much to do.

11/2/2018 8:06 PM

298

Less crime than Tulsa, small community but everything we need.

11/2/2018 3:33 PM

299

Where my husband and I work, Smaller community. Like to come here to shop and go to movies
occasionally

11/2/2018 2:22 PM

300

Has everything I need.

11/2/2018 12:22 PM

301

Not having to go to Tulsa for things I need.

11/2/2018 12:18 PM

302

Small town with big city feel

11/2/2018 12:05 PM

303

Just about everything except traffic at 96 and 145, it is very busy

11/2/2018 11:23 AM

304

Very nice, friendly small town feel with easy accessibility to major stores you want. Great school
system.

11/2/2018 11:16 AM

305

Small town feel with the benefits of the city.

11/2/2018 10:46 AM

306

I like the small town feel but still have the growth that we are.

11/2/2018 10:19 AM

307

Convenience, generally clean, close proximity to Tulsa while still having the buffer of the 169
Corridor/Tulsa International Airport.

11/2/2018 10:05 AM

308

COMMUNITY ACTIVITIES

11/2/2018 9:48 AM

309

Community spirit, small town traditions, new shopping, new restaurants, feeling safe, ease of travel
around city, being close to Tulsa.

11/2/2018 6:11 AM

310

Shopping a d dining options.

11/2/2018 3:02 AM

311

Small town feel with the conveniences of the city. Quality public school system

11/1/2018 7:36 PM
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312

Small town feel, but with the amenities of a larger city.

11/1/2018 5:53 PM

313

How friendly it is! Owasso is also very easy to navigate.

11/1/2018 4:57 PM

314

Good schools. Low crime. Good choice of eating establishments. Nice shopping choices.

11/1/2018 4:18 PM

315

I love how we have almost everything you need, right in one town while still having small town
values.

11/1/2018 4:13 PM

316

Small but not too small.

11/1/2018 3:43 PM

317

Nice people, lots of services and lots of good restaurants and a great school system

11/1/2018 3:08 PM

318

Friendly. Quality of life.

11/1/2018 1:11 PM

319

at the moment i have very little respect for this city as you are negligent with city funds and have
done nothing with the roads even though sales tax dollars have been funneling in from
surrounding communities for the past 20 years. your lack of vision and budget oversight has
brought in an over abundance of low paying retail jobs, poor roads, terrible traffic and changed the
fabric of the community for worse.

11/1/2018 11:06 AM

320

Small town feel with big city amenities

11/1/2018 10:42 AM

321

The quality of life, and especially the growth potential. I love that the city is a clean city.....and
aesthetically pretty. That there is thought in planning.

11/1/2018 8:03 AM

322

I love the sense of community, my neighborhood, the shopping, and being close to Tulsa without
the craziness of being in Tulsa.

10/31/2018 9:31 PM

323

Have lived here since 1964 and i like the growth but it has a traffic problem.

10/31/2018 8:19 PM

324

Sense of community and the feel of a smaller town.

10/31/2018 2:53 PM

325

The continuous feeling that it is growing

10/31/2018 1:19 PM

326

Excellent schools, small town feel, relatively low crime

10/31/2018 1:03 PM

327

It's clean, safe, well-laid out.

10/31/2018 12:52 PM

328

Owasso still has the feel of a small community even though we have had tons of growth in the 30
plus years that we have lived here.

10/31/2018 9:51 AM

329

schools, cleanliness, safety, many restaurants and parks

10/31/2018 7:50 AM

330

Love the community

10/30/2018 9:03 PM

331

I feel safe. Lots of places to shop and dine.

10/30/2018 4:11 PM

332

Friendly people, small town feel

10/30/2018 4:05 PM

333

Has great people with small town American values... a Great place to raise a family!!

10/30/2018 3:34 PM

334

Good neighborhoods, close to hospitals, doctors and lots of shopping and places to eat

10/30/2018 2:55 PM

335

Nice size smaller community. Close enough to Tulsa and Broken Arrow

10/30/2018 2:26 PM

336

Small, home town feel.

10/30/2018 9:37 AM

337

convenience of having most retail stores available while still keeping the small town feel.

10/30/2018 8:59 AM

338

I moved here to be close to my daughters school. Household shopping is close and easy to get to
downtown and midtown.

10/30/2018 8:10 AM

339

Great community to raise a family. Lots of restaurants and shopping minimizes the need to go to
Tulsa.

10/30/2018 8:00 AM

340

Everyone is very nice to me. Everything I need is here.

10/30/2018 5:54 AM

341

Has everything you need and a close drive to tulsa

10/29/2018 9:11 PM

342

Safety, affordable housing, friendly residents

10/29/2018 9:10 PM

343

The shopping!

10/29/2018 9:07 PM

344

The growth. Dont have to go to Tulsa for shopping.

10/29/2018 9:00 PM

345

The small town feel.

10/29/2018 8:38 PM
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346

Friendly people

10/29/2018 7:09 PM

347

It has been a great place to live. Relatively low crime and good choices to eat and shop.

10/29/2018 5:16 PM

348

It is safe and a great place to raise a family. There is plenty of shopping and eating. You can get
anywhere in about 10 minutes or less. People look over for each other.

10/29/2018 3:43 PM

349

Clean, Clean, Clean

10/29/2018 3:37 PM

350

I did like the small town feel, but now that is lost with all the new construction!

10/29/2018 3:36 PM

351

Clean. Shopping choices.

10/29/2018 3:29 PM

352

Suburban Good schools

10/29/2018 3:06 PM

353

Schools, little crime

10/29/2018 3:05 PM

354

It's where I've always lived.

10/29/2018 2:17 PM

355

Small town feel with a decent amount of retail options.

10/29/2018 12:51 PM

356

Small town feel

10/28/2018 7:21 PM

357

The size of the city, better police presence, engagement of the neighborhoods through the
leadership team meetings, and communications through the Neighborhood websites. Retail
available without going to Tulsa. Nice library, YMCA and parks.

10/28/2018 5:48 PM

358

Small town appeal, great school system, friendliness and charm

10/28/2018 3:33 PM

359

Overall positivity of the city. It just feels like a good place to live.

10/28/2018 3:09 PM

360

The city has most of the necessary retailers but still has a small town feel.

10/28/2018 12:06 PM

361

Although there seems to be increased crime the city feels relatively safe. Love what’s happening
on Main Street Dog park was a great idea but not sure I’m comfortable going there alone due to
location.

10/28/2018 11:35 AM

362

suburban feel, all the amenities, family oriented

10/28/2018 10:43 AM

363

The friendly citizens of Owasso and all the local shopping and entertainment in Owasso.

10/28/2018 7:10 AM

364

The small town feel with some of the bigger city actives.

10/28/2018 2:58 AM

365

Available businesses including medical

10/27/2018 11:08 PM

366

Nothing. I've lived in many different towns and cities from California to Oklahoma and Owasso is
by far the most stuck up town I've ever lived in.

10/27/2018 9:18 PM

367

Size, good schools, nice library, enjoy activities at community center, parks and walking trails could
use some attention and care

10/27/2018 5:00 PM

368

Small town feel, affluent, great schools,

10/27/2018 4:26 PM

369

Community, values, people, and safety

10/27/2018 3:49 PM

370

It is a friendly town and you are doing many activities to draw people in and to provide events to
be a part of. I like the way the Red Bud district is taking shape.

10/27/2018 2:59 PM

371

Small town feel with great amenities

10/27/2018 11:54 AM

372

I’ve lived here since 1976. It’s had amazing growth and yet it still captures some of the small
hometown warmth. Some new elements (people/behaviors) are not assets to our community but
people still have some of the friendliness that I’ve enjoyed for over 40 years.

10/27/2018 8:35 AM

373

Small town pride

10/27/2018 8:20 AM

374

We like that it is a fairly large city, but still with a somewhat small town feel. We have found the
school district to be better than average. And we enjoy the location with easy access to both Tulsa
and Bartlesville.

10/26/2018 11:03 PM

375

Everything

10/26/2018 9:46 PM

376

Community events

10/26/2018 9:36 PM

377

The small town atmosphere.

10/26/2018 8:54 PM

378

Everything

10/26/2018 4:10 PM
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379

Semi small town, great place to live for 47 years. Semi small town, great place to live.

10/26/2018 2:31 PM

380

It’s my home town. It’s a friendly place to live. It has nice stores and restaurants, but still very close
to Tulsa for other choices.

10/26/2018 2:12 PM

381

Lots of amenities with a small town feel

10/26/2018 11:27 AM

382

The small town atmosphere.

10/26/2018 10:55 AM

383

Great safe community thanks to its law enforcement.

10/26/2018 10:24 AM

384

Cleanliness, The People of Owasso, and the City's desire to make a difference.

10/26/2018 9:44 AM

385

Small town feel. Big town amenities.

10/26/2018 9:26 AM

386

I like the small town feel and the areas of green space thought.

10/26/2018 7:10 AM

387

Small town feel

10/26/2018 6:31 AM

388

I am employed by the City of Owasso and even though I live outside the city limits, I consider it my
“hometown”.

10/25/2018 8:35 PM

389

Friendly community

10/25/2018 7:42 PM

390

Small city with all the amenities needed for living a comfortable life

10/25/2018 7:31 PM

391

Great community involvement and small business shopping.

10/25/2018 7:15 PM

392

Parks, shopping

10/25/2018 7:12 PM

393

Quiet family centered village.

10/25/2018 5:27 PM

394

My neighbors and the memories of when the town had half as many people.

10/25/2018 4:16 PM

395

The police department.

10/25/2018 4:15 PM

396

Safe, great schools, convenient shopping and small hometown feel.

10/25/2018 2:02 PM

397

The fact that almost all of my needs as a resident are met. I.E. shops and other services.

10/25/2018 1:53 PM

398

Convenience and the good schools

10/25/2018 1:32 PM

399

The convenient location. Owasso has all of the retail services that we like. We love living in the
Fairways at Bailey Ranch. Great neighborhood for kids.

10/25/2018 1:12 PM

400

I grew up here in the ‘60’s

10/25/2018 12:31 PM

401

Friendliness of people and convenient shopping and other facilities that make life easy and safe.

10/25/2018 10:46 AM

402

Small town feel, people care about our town

10/25/2018 10:38 AM

403

It's Ok

10/25/2018 10:31 AM

404

Pro-Active response to concern citizens request's and thought's on specific ideal's and problem's
in the city.

10/25/2018 10:23 AM

405

Small town Small Businesses

10/25/2018 10:15 AM

406

Small town with big city amenities. Access to several shopping areas, arts, and events

10/25/2018 9:42 AM

407

Owasso is a growing city, but still retains a small town feel.

10/25/2018 9:20 AM

408

Retail Shopping, Low Crime, Decent Roads

10/25/2018 8:25 AM

409

Still has a small community feel, most citizens are good people, police and fire forces are top
notch, good schools

10/25/2018 7:38 AM

410

The convenience to shopping.

10/25/2018 7:26 AM

411

City conveniences, but still keeping that small town feel.

10/25/2018 7:18 AM

412

Its a great place to raise a family. Big city convenience with a small town feel.

10/25/2018 7:12 AM

413

How clean and safe it is

10/25/2018 7:03 AM

414

It's clean, and the neighborhoods are fairly well kept up.

10/25/2018 6:40 AM

415

Public facilities are placed conveniently and are easily accessible

10/25/2018 6:08 AM
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416

Very little crime

10/25/2018 5:36 AM

417

(In no particular order) School district, quality retail and restaurants, first responders, road
conditions, convenience around town, churches, character & diversity

10/25/2018 5:22 AM

418

restaurants

10/25/2018 4:46 AM

419

I've lived here most of my life. I like the small town features and big city convenience. I believe our
911 dispatchers, police officers, fire fighters and emergency medical responders are exemplary.

10/25/2018 3:22 AM

420

Most everything

10/25/2018 1:28 AM

421

The Police

10/25/2018 12:49 AM

422

Good shopping, nice community, low crime rate

10/25/2018 12:04 AM

423

I like that I don’t have to go into Tulsa for my shopping.

10/24/2018 10:52 PM

424

Small town feel, close knit community, low crime rate, many shops to choose from, cleanliness of
the town. We love our neighborhood,Oakridge at Cooper Ranch, it is so beautiful there!

10/24/2018 10:40 PM

425

Places to shop, Reasor's Grocery, good medical facilities, good schools, and friendly people.

10/24/2018 10:36 PM

426

Great place to raise a family

10/24/2018 10:32 PM

427

Good place to raise a family. It doesn't take long to get anywhere in the city. Great Police and Fire
Departments.

10/24/2018 10:21 PM

428

The once small town feel

10/24/2018 9:56 PM

429

Feels like a small town but still has everything I need. I love the school spirit and sense of
community. I love How active our community is! There are always people out biking and running!

10/24/2018 9:34 PM

430

Great schools

10/24/2018 9:31 PM

431

The small town feel with the ability to get what I need here without going to Tulsa

10/24/2018 9:27 PM

432

The small town feel. Love the character of it.

10/24/2018 9:24 PM

433

It is close to Tulsa. Owasso has several good stores and restaurants

10/24/2018 9:10 PM

434

smaller community feel with a little bit of everything

10/24/2018 9:10 PM

435

Our police department specifically detective Fell. Her passion for her career is apparent in every
call she’s on.

10/24/2018 9:02 PM

436

There's a real sense of community in this town. The people who live here have pride for Owasso
and respect for each other.

10/24/2018 8:51 PM

437

The safety

10/24/2018 8:49 PM

438

Small town feel with big city amenities. Good schools, safe neighborhoods, easy shopping

10/24/2018 8:44 PM

439

Lots of things, school, community , closeness, great place to live, safety, small town feeling

10/24/2018 8:42 PM

440

The close knit familt friendly community.

10/24/2018 8:32 PM

441

Safe, small town feeling community with modern conveniences. Great places to raise a family. I
love that the Redbud district is coming along with more restaurants and shopping.

10/24/2018 8:30 PM

442

Love the small town big city feel. Awesome community events!

10/24/2018 8:29 PM

443

Shopping, Easy commute to Tulsa, Friendliness, variety of restaurants.

10/24/2018 8:28 PM

444

The people

10/24/2018 8:20 PM

445

Size and population. Fire and EMS services response time.

10/24/2018 8:15 PM

446

It is a clean city

10/24/2018 8:09 PM

447

Growing community that is good for families

10/24/2018 8:06 PM

448

The community is very family geared. Lots of festivals or events geared towards families.

10/24/2018 8:04 PM

449

Less traffic

10/24/2018 8:02 PM

450

All the great shopping

10/24/2018 7:55 PM

451

Schools and the friendly people!

10/24/2018 7:47 PM
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452

good schools, low crime, everything i need is accessible and close

10/24/2018 7:39 PM

453

Nothing

10/24/2018 7:36 PM

454

Nice and quiet

10/24/2018 7:31 PM

455

The small town feel but all the luxuries of a big city.

10/24/2018 7:17 PM

456

Community events, friendliness

10/24/2018 7:09 PM

457

Small town feel with everything we need of a big city. No need to go into Tulsa or other towns
when everything is right here in our own backyard. Crime rate is low. Safety is priority.

10/24/2018 6:45 PM

458

Small town with city amenities. Great schools and great Football Coach!

10/24/2018 6:39 PM

459

Small town feel.

10/24/2018 6:31 PM

460

Small town character but big town amenities.

10/24/2018 6:30 PM

461

It’s safe, crime is fairly low

10/24/2018 6:28 PM

462

Small community atmosphere.

10/24/2018 6:25 PM

463

Small community feel with access to shopping and services.

10/24/2018 6:21 PM

464

Highway access to Tulsa area, schools.

10/24/2018 6:07 PM

465

Small town feel, ability to shop for most of the items needed within the town. Easy to get around
town.

10/24/2018 5:59 PM

466

My house

10/24/2018 5:37 PM

467

Lots of schools

10/24/2018 5:28 PM

468

I don’t know

10/24/2018 5:03 PM

469

I like the many places to shop and eat out. We have a good school district and healthcare facilities.

10/24/2018 4:55 PM

470

I grew up here, Owasso got big... IDK what I like... it is a nice, clean town.. I definitely like that. I
think I have more dislikes now that it is big.

10/24/2018 4:52 PM

471

It's a safe community

10/24/2018 4:41 PM

472

Small town attitude with modern city conveniences.

10/24/2018 4:28 PM

473

I like that it is growing and making renovations on Main Street

10/24/2018 4:20 PM

474

Convenience

10/24/2018 4:19 PM

475

It’s well taken care of and seems safe. Good school and full of middle to upper class people.

10/24/2018 4:10 PM

476

Good small town living in a larger city

10/24/2018 4:05 PM

477

Small town feeling

10/24/2018 3:45 PM

478

The community, schools, people and access to venues I'd otherwise have to drive to Tulsa for.

10/24/2018 3:44 PM

479

Shopping, restaurants, The people

10/24/2018 3:40 PM

480

Everything is close and safe place to live

10/24/2018 3:39 PM

481

Easy access

10/24/2018 3:38 PM

482

Small town feel in a decent size city

10/24/2018 3:28 PM

483

small town attitude

10/24/2018 3:22 PM

484

How the town has grown into a vibrant community

10/24/2018 3:19 PM

485

Like the shopping, parks and restaurants

10/24/2018 3:15 PM

486

small town feel

10/24/2018 3:14 PM

487

Clean, attractive - everything I need is here

10/24/2018 3:14 PM

488

Proximity to Tulsa, shopping, wonderful schools

10/24/2018 3:13 PM

489

Almost everything.

10/24/2018 3:11 PM

490

Small town atmosphere and traditions with a lot of amenities of a bigger town.

10/24/2018 3:10 PM
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491

Small town feel

10/24/2018 3:09 PM

492

People and small town atmosphere. Educational institution variety and quality. City leaders.

10/24/2018 3:08 PM

493

The small town feel with all the convenience of living in a larger city.

10/24/2018 3:07 PM

494

The community

10/24/2018 3:07 PM

495

Small town feel with amenities of a larger town.

10/24/2018 3:06 PM

496

I like that it still has a small town feel.

10/24/2018 3:05 PM

497

home town feeling

10/24/2018 3:00 PM

498

Small town feel close to big town.

10/24/2018 2:56 PM

499

Able to get anything I need without having to travel into Tulsa.

10/24/2018 2:53 PM

500

The prompt response time of emergency services and easy access to shopping.

10/24/2018 2:47 PM

501

Owasso has everything my family needs so I rarely need to go into Tulsa.

10/24/2018 2:47 PM

502

I like the variety of stores.

10/24/2018 2:47 PM

503

Restaurants

10/24/2018 2:46 PM

504

Everything

10/24/2018 2:42 PM

505

I like that it is a mostly quiet, close-knit community. I am close to fire and police if needed. There
are many churches...many restaurants and a few gas stations and grocery stores.

10/24/2018 2:38 PM

506

Still maintaining the small town feel with convenience of shopping/eating establishments.

10/24/2018 2:37 PM

507

Still small enough to enjoy close shopping and hospitals and neighbors

10/24/2018 2:36 PM

508

It’s a reasonably sized town with friendly people.

10/24/2018 2:34 PM

509

rftg

10/24/2018 2:30 PM

510

Small town feel with opportunities like a larger town

10/24/2018 2:28 PM

511

Ease in getting around. Centennial Park. Just a Bite Bakery.

10/24/2018 2:25 PM

512

The small town/community feel with tons of entertainment and shopping

10/24/2018 2:25 PM

513

It's not Tulsa.

10/24/2018 2:17 PM

514

Small community feel!

10/24/2018 2:15 PM

515

Canvenience of small town living with availability of big town amenities

10/24/2018 2:12 PM

516

Everything

10/24/2018 2:12 PM

517

How much the citizens care about their community.

10/24/2018 2:08 PM

518

It's a small town that has a lot to offer because of the growth within the last few years.

10/24/2018 2:08 PM

519

It's a good community.

10/24/2018 2:06 PM

520

That I work here and pretty much everything I need is here.

10/24/2018 2:06 PM

521

It has that small hometown feel bit conveniences close by

10/24/2018 2:01 PM

522

Availability of goods and services

10/24/2018 2:01 PM

523

How the city is maintained through beauty and saftey

10/24/2018 1:56 PM

524

Schools, shopping, communication from the city.

10/24/2018 1:55 PM

525

Shopping options

10/24/2018 1:50 PM

526

Small town feel

10/24/2018 1:49 PM

527

The people here are so kind! So much shopping near by, things to do everything about Owasso is
just the best

10/24/2018 1:49 PM

528

The small town feel with all the necessities of a big city.

10/24/2018 1:46 PM

529

It's inexpensive

10/24/2018 1:45 PM
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530

small town feel but with bigger city stores and resturaunts

10/24/2018 1:44 PM

531

Having everything I need without the hustle and bustle of the big city.

10/24/2018 1:43 PM

532

Small and caring community

10/24/2018 1:43 PM

533

I love the community- lots of young families, feels safe, love all the community events

10/24/2018 1:43 PM

534

Family friendly community

10/24/2018 1:43 PM

535

I have lived here all my life and I love the small town atmosphere

10/24/2018 1:34 PM

536

a small community feel with the amenities and closeness to the big city!

10/24/2018 1:29 PM

537

Location, Schools, Shopping

10/24/2018 1:29 PM

538

The schools

10/24/2018 1:24 PM

539

Access to shopping and eating

10/24/2018 1:20 PM

540

Love the small town feel and deep sense of community

10/24/2018 1:16 PM

541

Convenience. Not too small. Not too big.

10/24/2018 1:14 PM

542

safe

10/24/2018 1:10 PM

543

Small town feel

10/24/2018 1:04 PM

544

Schools, value, and access to most things.

10/24/2018 1:01 PM

545

Friendly

10/24/2018 12:57 PM

546

People, small city vibe

10/24/2018 12:55 PM

547

Honestly, I haven't found much to like since the big box stores came in, bringing crowds, traffic,
and light pollution. However, I am very excited to see how the revitalization of downtown goes. I
am excited to see an area of architectural interest that is walkable, seems to be focused on small,
local businesses, and allows for community events.

10/24/2018 12:54 PM

548

small town atmosphere

10/24/2018 12:50 PM

549

Small town feel with many amenities. Good schools and affordable cost of living.

10/24/2018 12:47 PM

550

Accessible shopping. Don't have to go to Tulsa.

10/24/2018 12:45 PM

551

small town atmosphere with the benefits of Tulsa restaurants and shops

10/24/2018 12:40 PM

552

Still has the small town feel.

10/24/2018 12:37 PM

553

safe environment, suburban feel

10/24/2018 12:34 PM

554

It’s clean! Lots of pride in our community.

10/24/2018 12:32 PM

555

Fairly safe neighborhoods. Friendly people. Great school spirit.

10/24/2018 12:30 PM

556

We have most everything most people need to avoid going to Tulsa.

10/24/2018 12:27 PM

557

Hometown atmosphere

10/24/2018 12:22 PM

558

It's distance from Tulsa. Just close enough and just far enough away.

10/24/2018 12:19 PM

559

Easy access to everything

10/24/2018 12:16 PM

560

Small town feel and ease of shopping..

10/24/2018 12:08 PM

561

Compact community that has most everything I need. I don't need to go to Tulsa much anymore.
That didn't use to be the case.

10/24/2018 12:02 PM

562

I like that it has a small town feel, but with access to restaurants, businesses, parks, and other
conveniences - either locally or a short distance away in the metropolitan area.

10/24/2018 11:54 AM

563

Not having to go outside Tulsa to shop, most of the roads, but not the intersections

10/24/2018 11:39 AM

564

It's a clean city, good retail and food establishments

10/24/2018 11:26 AM

565

It has all of the shopping, entertainment, restaurant, doctors/hospitals for my families needs
keeping us from having to go to Tulsa.

10/24/2018 11:25 AM
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566

It is attractive, safe, clean, and accessible. It is close enough to Tulsa at a healthy distance. It has
everything I need for personal care and activity. My employer is here, so I really don't have to
leave Owasso for much, nor do I want to. It is fiscally responsible. When I visit other area suburbs,
I am thankful for the hard work and attention to detail that our city government has for making
Owasso so safe, relevant, and attractive.

10/24/2018 11:25 AM

567

Feeling of a safe community and the new growth occurring in the downtown area

10/24/2018 11:23 AM

568

Low Crime rate, close to Tulsa, variety of retail stores

10/24/2018 11:21 AM

569

Clean, near and well kept. Easy to get around and numerous amenities.

10/24/2018 11:14 AM

570

schools

10/24/2018 11:11 AM

571

Most everything

10/24/2018 11:10 AM

572

Shopping convenience.

10/24/2018 11:04 AM

573

Small town feel with great restaurants and shops

10/24/2018 11:00 AM

574

The location and good schools

10/24/2018 10:57 AM

575

Low crime, friendly, police that are truly dedicated to their community and want to help, good
schools, strong sense of community, everything is here, still has that small town feeling...that
hopefully stays for decades to come.

10/24/2018 10:55 AM

576

small town feel, although it is really growing

10/24/2018 10:50 AM

577

Location, amenities (don't need to go to Tulsa much), still a small community, City of Character.

10/24/2018 10:49 AM

578

How all of the residents are so nice

10/24/2018 10:47 AM

579

Shopping options and my family lives here

10/24/2018 10:46 AM

580

It has a nice variety of shopping, restaurants, and medical services locally. There is little need to
go to Tulsa for these services.

10/24/2018 10:43 AM

581

great community to live in

10/24/2018 10:43 AM

582

The school system, No real need to leave the community for most activities.

10/24/2018 10:41 AM

583

The small town fill.

10/24/2018 10:40 AM

584

Everything

10/24/2018 10:37 AM

585

most of everything I need is here

10/24/2018 10:36 AM

586

I love the family-friendly atmosphere. Love seeing the city continue to build up and not get run
down.

10/24/2018 10:36 AM

587

small town

10/24/2018 10:30 AM

588

Still has that small-town charm, despite growing way too fast.

10/24/2018 10:30 AM

589

small town feel

10/24/2018 10:29 AM

590

It's a safe community with many shopping and eating options.

10/24/2018 10:27 AM

591

I love that it still feels like a small town, but we have everything that we need right here.

10/24/2018 10:27 AM

592

It has a multitude of things to do in a relatively safe environment.

10/24/2018 10:26 AM

593

The friendliness

10/24/2018 10:25 AM

594

My paycheck

10/24/2018 10:23 AM

595

Shopping and restaurants

10/24/2018 10:23 AM

596

Small town feel but with the comforts of city life.

10/24/2018 10:19 AM

597

The small town feel, the schools, the convenience, the community

10/24/2018 10:18 AM

598

The convenience

10/24/2018 10:17 AM

599

Feels very safe, good community involvement and the schools

10/24/2018 10:17 AM

600

Parks

10/24/2018 10:15 AM

601

Its clean

10/24/2018 10:11 AM
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602

Better value when buying a home. We were able to get more for our money by moving from Tulsa
to Owasso.

10/24/2018 10:10 AM

603

1. Police are fast to respond, making my family feel safe! 2. Variety of shopping and eating options
are always expanding!

10/24/2018 7:38 AM

604

Small town, clean,

10/23/2018 10:40 PM

605

People

10/23/2018 10:26 PM

606

Clean and friendly

10/23/2018 9:33 PM

607

The smallish town feel although that’s diminishing with the growth

10/23/2018 9:09 PM

608

The small town feel and low crime.

10/23/2018 8:48 PM

609

Community

10/23/2018 8:25 PM

610

Small community; wonderful people. Everything in a 3-5 mile radius. Gathering in Main. Owasso
Schools.

10/23/2018 8:01 PM

611

Small town feel.

10/23/2018 7:58 PM

612

Can do most of my life activities here, but it's close to Tulsa if there is something different I
want/need.

10/23/2018 2:42 PM

613

Clean, safe, small town feel but gaining more access to shops and restaurants

10/23/2018 2:34 PM

614

Small town feel. Easy to get around. Friendly. Good schools. Open land that has not been sold and
developed yet.

10/23/2018 2:28 PM

615

Conveniences of a larger community but still has a smaller town feeling.

10/23/2018 2:23 PM

616

Small town feel with city shopping choices

10/23/2018 12:07 PM

617

Great neighborhoods and schools... convenient shopping.

10/23/2018 11:55 AM

618

I love the small city feel but the larger city shopping.

10/23/2018 11:45 AM

619

The sense of community and overwhelming friendliness of all who live in Owasso.

10/23/2018 10:11 AM

620

Love the convenience and the cleanliness of the town. It still feels like a “small town”.

10/23/2018 9:57 AM

621

Small town

10/23/2018 9:48 AM

622

Love community feel but large enough town to not have to go to Tulsa for majority of needed items.

10/23/2018 9:35 AM

623

It’s convenient to Tulsa but not in Tulsa

10/23/2018 9:04 AM

624

After living there for the past 23 years I like my house and the fact there are more restaurant and
shopping choices.

10/23/2018 7:53 AM

625

Community

10/23/2018 7:11 AM

626

The sense of a smaller community with great amenities, great schools, and close proximity to
Tulsa.

10/23/2018 6:59 AM

627

Smaller town feel, great shopping!

10/23/2018 5:38 AM

628

Family friendly

10/23/2018 5:22 AM

629

Friendly, a great school system, and has many of the amenities needed for a mid-size community.

10/23/2018 4:58 AM

630

Small town feel with big city amenities.

10/23/2018 4:18 AM

631

Friendly community. Nice neighborhoods. Enough shopping to avoid driving to Tulsa.

10/22/2018 10:59 PM

632

size

10/22/2018 10:28 PM

633

Convenient in terms of retail, services, etc

10/22/2018 9:00 PM

634

Small city feel w/ big city amenities

10/22/2018 8:19 PM

635

The small town feel but that it still has a lot to offer.

10/22/2018 8:12 PM

636

Small town feel. Quality of life.

10/22/2018 8:10 PM

637

Small town feel Family centered Feels like being in the country - sort of

10/22/2018 8:08 PM
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638

Small town feel, close to Tulsa, Christian community, city events, great schools.

10/22/2018 8:01 PM

639

Access to Tulsa

10/22/2018 6:37 PM

640

It’s friendly people. The large amount of services law enforce, fire department ambulance

10/22/2018 12:53 PM

641

I love that it is growing so big! I love that it has a target, Sam's and sprouts.

10/22/2018 9:42 AM

642

I feel safer in Owasso than in Tulsa. Would run in my neighborhood without feeling anxious.

10/22/2018 8:26 AM

643

Great sports teams

10/22/2018 8:02 AM

644

I like that it has big city amenities with a smaller town feel.

10/21/2018 10:41 PM

645

availability to all the many shops. No need to go into Tulsa.

10/21/2018 10:21 PM

646

Convenience of everything and closeness of the community.

10/21/2018 9:56 PM

647

Friendly people, convenience to services and shopping, well-maintained neighborhoods, forwardthinking leaders, good schools.

10/21/2018 9:37 PM

648

Sense of community. Safe.

10/21/2018 4:41 PM

649

Small town vibe while being progressive and having everything you need.

10/21/2018 4:34 PM

650

Close to everything! Small town feel near the city.

10/21/2018 2:32 PM

651

It's a beautiful town with everything we need yet close enough to Tulsa for everything else. The
cost of living is quite reasonable.

10/21/2018 2:07 PM

652

family friendly, small town feel

10/21/2018 1:40 PM

653

The feel of small town community with great amenities

10/21/2018 12:04 PM

654

The city is clean most of the time; I feel safe here, even though I am aware that crime is on the
rise; there have been major improvements in the streets. People here are friendly for the most
part; education options are plentiful.

10/21/2018 10:58 AM

655

Kids live here. Vet and Get, doctor and dentist are here.

10/21/2018 7:06 AM

656

Shopping convenience, friendly people

10/21/2018 6:34 AM

657

The school system. The area it's self is wonderful!! I love it here in Owasso!!

10/20/2018 9:12 PM

658

quiet-peaceful environment-local shopping - excellant schools/faculty-attentive police-helpful
neighbors and residents

10/20/2018 5:23 PM

659

Community

10/20/2018 1:43 PM

660

Close proximity to Tulsa with small town feel

10/20/2018 12:04 PM

661

It's a great place to raise a family-perfect size town/city too.

10/20/2018 10:07 AM

662

Everything I need is in town. The schools are top notch.

10/20/2018 8:40 AM

663

Still have a few friends from high school here

10/20/2018 8:14 AM

664

Still has a decent demographic make up. Pretty safe, clean and quiet.

10/20/2018 7:22 AM

665

Mostly safe community and places offered, I still like the small town feel even though it has grown

10/20/2018 1:56 AM

666

0

10/19/2018 11:42 PM

667

Has various stores. Has various places to eat. Good selection, getting even better.

10/19/2018 9:28 PM

668

Not too much traffic

10/19/2018 5:39 PM

669

Good schools, small town feel, conveniences of a larger town (shopping, restaurants).

10/19/2018 4:39 PM

670

Small town feel with almost everything you need close by

10/19/2018 2:45 PM

671

Everything is close. People are generally friendly. Seems like a safe town.

10/19/2018 2:16 PM

672

Nice parks.

10/19/2018 1:31 PM

673

We like everything.

10/19/2018 1:22 PM
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674

I feel safe. I love the small town family atmosphere. We moved to Owasso to raise our kids and
have not regretted it. I like that I don’t have to go to Tulsa too often for things, I can normally get it
all in Owasso.

10/19/2018 12:59 PM

675

Quality of life. Small feel. Our Church. would like more entertainment. Able to shop here not
needing to go to Tulsa.

10/19/2018 10:48 AM

676

Small Town feel with amenities of a larger town

10/19/2018 10:26 AM

677

it's home

10/19/2018 10:24 AM

678

Quiet & clean

10/19/2018 10:06 AM

679

Small town feel, shopping amenities and proximity and ease of access to Tulsa.

10/19/2018 9:42 AM

680

I love Owasso but there needs to be improvement in traffic control.

10/19/2018 8:41 AM

681

Born and raised

10/19/2018 8:14 AM

682

Small town but unfortunately that seams to be slipping away

10/19/2018 7:46 AM

683

The small town feel with the availability of large city living. As well as a low crime rate.

10/19/2018 7:35 AM

684

Its close by where I live and I shop there and dine.

10/19/2018 7:34 AM

685

Away from the city but close enough to get there quickly. Friendly community great schools

10/19/2018 5:34 AM

686

Big city, small town feel

10/19/2018 4:08 AM

687

Small town

10/19/2018 12:59 AM

688

small town feel, large town shopping and restaurants

10/18/2018 9:59 PM

689

The new dog park, all the parks, revitalizing main Street and the many businesses.

10/18/2018 9:51 PM

690

Clean and safe community

10/18/2018 9:50 PM

691

The cleanliness and having city convenience without having to go to Tulsa

10/18/2018 9:46 PM

692

Conveniences of shopping without having to live in Tulsa. Great schools and opportunities for kids.

10/18/2018 9:31 PM

693

Community, small town feel

10/18/2018 8:53 PM

694

I enjoy the sports complexes, parks and amenities to include the many businesses loca, regional
and national that set up shop here.

10/18/2018 8:40 PM

695

Small town feeling, close to tulsa

10/18/2018 8:36 PM

696

Location, neighborhoods, shopping

10/18/2018 8:06 PM

697

Community

10/18/2018 7:11 PM

698

The community spirit.

10/18/2018 6:49 PM

699

Not a big city

10/18/2018 6:31 PM

700

Behind 8th grade center

10/18/2018 5:55 PM

701

Small town feel. Everyone helps everyone, but you have all the amenities of Tulsa, the school
system is amazing! They really have great teachers who pay attention to the kids and help them
learn!!

10/18/2018 5:41 PM

702

Everything is very close by.

10/18/2018 5:31 PM

703

Small town feel, convenient retail centered layout, big city amenities, affordable housing

10/18/2018 5:19 PM

704

Access to bigger stores and restaurants like you would find in tulsa but less traffic and people;
less congestion. Seems like a nice and safe community. Hear good things about the school
districts although my child is not school age yet.

10/18/2018 5:14 PM

705

Safe community

10/18/2018 5:00 PM

706

Size. Pretty well run government.

10/18/2018 4:19 PM

707

Everything is close

10/18/2018 4:09 PM
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708

The city is constantly seeking ways to improve the quality of life, including streets, public safety,
other city services, schools, infrastructure, shopping and dining options, recreation, and
entertainment.

10/18/2018 3:54 PM

709

Engaged small town (but not too small) community feel. Size.

10/18/2018 3:43 PM

710

My family lives there.

10/18/2018 3:34 PM

711

Growing with new businesses and retail/entertainment. Still not too terrible of traffic. Lots of
housing and larger lots.

10/18/2018 3:12 PM

712

It's compact size but still having most of the shops and restaurants that I like.

10/18/2018 2:30 PM

713

I like that there are many churches here. It is a family community. People are friendly and most
seem to have good values.

10/18/2018 2:17 PM

714

I have lived here my entire life. I love my community. The people, the schools, the way every one
works so well together. Owasso has been very blessed to have amazing community leaders.

10/18/2018 1:44 PM

715

Its small town feel with all the amenities of Tulsa.

10/18/2018 12:45 PM

716

Everything is close to home

10/18/2018 12:31 PM

717

Small town feel

10/18/2018 12:15 PM

718

Lots of amenities without the crazy tulsa traffic

10/18/2018 10:53 AM

719

Schools Community

10/18/2018 10:50 AM

720

It is small, but all the amenities of a larger city

10/18/2018 10:40 AM

721

Convenience of shopping and services, close to but separate from Tulsa, good schools, within
easy commuting distance of my job in BA and my spouse's job in Tulsa

10/18/2018 10:22 AM

722

I love the “small town” feel while still having access to a large variety of businesses. There is a
great community and many opportunities to engage.

10/18/2018 10:18 AM

723

Small town feel, but with big city convenience

10/18/2018 10:15 AM

724

small community close to tulsa

10/18/2018 10:08 AM

725

Less crime than larger cities

10/18/2018 9:07 AM

726

Safety

10/18/2018 9:02 AM

727

We still have a small hometown feeling.

10/18/2018 8:50 AM

728

Schools, proximity to Tulsa, all the shopping, safe community, not too large of a city

10/18/2018 8:43 AM

729

Small town feel, big town conveniences

10/18/2018 8:11 AM

730

The people!

10/18/2018 8:11 AM

731

Small town

10/18/2018 7:53 AM

732

Community

10/18/2018 7:36 AM

733

Safe Community

10/18/2018 7:23 AM

734

Small town feel

10/18/2018 7:22 AM

735

Family friendly and the feeling of being safe. The schools are also amazing.

10/18/2018 7:12 AM

736

It balances the small town feel and big city shopping.

10/18/2018 7:09 AM

737

Its safe, i can wave to my neighbors ,everyones friendly, the schoos are good, its always been my
dream town and a little over a year ago we bought a house here

10/18/2018 6:43 AM

738

It is a smaller town with all the amenities of a large town so I don't have to go to Tulsa on the
weekends.

10/18/2018 6:35 AM

739

I love that it’s a city large enough to have all the shopping and parks a person could want, yet it
doesn’t feel like a big city.

10/18/2018 6:31 AM

740

Small town feel with big city shops

10/18/2018 6:30 AM

741

Lower crime and choices for shopping.

10/18/2018 6:09 AM
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742

I love that it has a small town feel with all of the close conveniences.

10/18/2018 5:57 AM

743

Cleanliness

10/18/2018 5:15 AM

744

School system Retail and restaurants Community feel

10/18/2018 3:26 AM

745

Its growing

10/18/2018 1:54 AM

746

Small town feel, great schools

10/18/2018 12:11 AM

747

How we keep the city nice looking.

10/17/2018 11:55 PM

748

The people that have a desire to improve our community

10/17/2018 11:38 PM

749

Small town feel but also the retail and commercial feel of a bigger city. I can do most my shopping
here without going into Tulsa!

10/17/2018 11:34 PM

750

Proximity to Tulsa. Sometimes it still feels like a small town... Overall, have most of the vendors
and services that we want/use here. First Responders are all amazing.

10/17/2018 11:24 PM

751

Friendly people, lots of varieties of businesses, still small enough to know everyone and get to
varying places in less than a 15 minute drive

10/17/2018 11:18 PM

752

SMALL TOWN FEEL.

10/17/2018 11:02 PM

753

I love the “small town” feel of Owasso.

10/17/2018 10:39 PM

754

It’s a safe place to let my children live worry-free. It has enough amenities that I never need to
drive far. There’s a sense of community and belonging. The schools are excellent.

10/17/2018 10:36 PM

755

Size and convenience. It has changed a lot the past 20 years.

10/17/2018 10:33 PM

756

Love it! I love the people, the layout and ease of shopping, the low taxes, the effort put into
developing the city, etc.

10/17/2018 10:27 PM

757

Safe, family oriented

10/17/2018 10:23 PM

758

The small community feel.

10/17/2018 10:01 PM

759

Community events, shopping, food variety and small town feel.

10/17/2018 9:53 PM

760

Great for families!

10/17/2018 9:52 PM

761

Love the small town atmosphere with lots of amenities, great people, and close to Tulsa.

10/17/2018 9:47 PM

762

Like school system, active chamber, Main Street development,

10/17/2018 9:40 PM

763

Nice smaller town with a good amount of businesses, but still a rural feel. Friendly people

10/17/2018 9:35 PM

764

Amazing community. I love the small feel it has. Feels like little traffic, can get anywhere quickly,
community pride, people wanting to help fellow neighbor.

10/17/2018 9:28 PM

765

The people! Sense of community.

10/17/2018 9:21 PM

766

I did like the small town but it has over grown the past few years

10/17/2018 9:18 PM

767

Shopping, restaurants

10/17/2018 9:15 PM

768

The small town feel

10/17/2018 9:11 PM

769

Love the smaller city feel with the close proximity to big city.

10/17/2018 9:09 PM

770

I love the small community feel.

10/17/2018 9:08 PM

771

Smaller town feel with big city conveniences

10/17/2018 9:04 PM

772

Small town feel. Almost everything I need is here. Variety of restaurants and shopping.

10/17/2018 9:00 PM

773

Great schools, low crime rate, economic growth, shopping choices

10/17/2018 8:52 PM

774

It is a nice, safe place to live. Most everything is clean and up to date.

10/17/2018 8:45 PM

775

Sense of community and great elementary schools.

10/17/2018 8:44 PM

776

The friendliness

10/17/2018 8:43 PM

777

The younger age of the residents. The overall appearance of the town. It’s not full of cheap
housing and crime. It has the appearance of a town filled with mostly educated and employed
citizens. That makes it feel safer and provides more business, shopping, and dining opportunities.

10/17/2018 8:37 PM
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778

Community spirit - retail so do not have to go to Tulsa

10/17/2018 8:33 PM

779

Everything I need is here. Rarely have to leave town except to go to work. Low crime. Clean.

10/17/2018 8:31 PM

780

Convenient shopping and dining. Good churches.

10/17/2018 8:30 PM

781

Feels like small hometown but also “big city”

10/17/2018 8:27 PM

782

Small town feel with lots of amenities available! Safety.

10/17/2018 8:25 PM

783

Moving from Memphis, it was a nice change of pace for our family while still having the
convenience of “city life”. Owasso is a convenient location from our jobs and we rarely need to go
into Tulsa as there are many shopping and grocery options here.

10/17/2018 8:17 PM

784

I love our community and the people. Everyone is so friendly and it truly feels like a small town.

10/17/2018 8:16 PM

785

I love the community, shopping, restaurants, churches, proximity to Tulsa, and general "feel".

10/17/2018 8:14 PM

786

Great amenities, I don’t need to drive to Tulsa very often.

10/17/2018 8:14 PM

787

Small town feel. Grew up here.

10/17/2018 8:09 PM

788

I love the small town feel but with a city atmosphere.

10/17/2018 8:06 PM

789

The location, schools, and community.

10/17/2018 8:06 PM

790

It’s my home town, I’m now a business owner here. I love our city, the growth, the great schools. I
love the vision.

10/17/2018 8:03 PM

791

Friendliness and easy access to necessary places

10/17/2018 8:02 PM

792

Small town feel yet we have enough business to stay out of Tulsa. I rarely go to Tulsa because i
can find just about everything i need here.

10/17/2018 7:57 PM

793

Small but with expanding options in many areas

10/17/2018 7:53 PM

794

It’s a Big little town.. lots of shopping and great neighborhoods

10/17/2018 7:52 PM

795

School system. Small town feel.

10/17/2018 7:48 PM

796

Small town feel with all the big city amenities.

10/17/2018 7:48 PM

797

I love it has everything I need so I don’t need to go to Tulsa

10/17/2018 7:47 PM

798

The community and the people who live here.

10/17/2018 7:47 PM

799

Everything is close by giving it that small town feel, but still has big city amenities.

10/17/2018 7:46 PM

800

The community is full of wonderful, honest, kind people. All the parks, locally owned businesses,
and the community events.

10/17/2018 7:44 PM

801

I like that we are always working in improving our community.

10/17/2018 7:42 PM

802

The small feel

10/17/2018 7:42 PM

803

Small town feel with bigger city options

10/17/2018 7:35 PM

804

Good schools, lower crime, most everything is here now so you don’t have to go to Tulsa a lot.

10/17/2018 7:32 PM

805

Schools and the friendly community

10/17/2018 7:27 PM

806

Still has a small town feel

10/17/2018 7:19 PM

807

Safe place to live. Public areas, as well as most residential, are well maintained and clean.
Diversity of shopping, restaurants, medical facilities, etc. Seldom need to go into Tulsa. Our
neighborhood ranges from newlyweds to grandparents, which I like.

10/17/2018 7:15 PM

808

I’ve raised my kids here

10/17/2018 7:14 PM

809

Smallish town, easy to navigate and a sense of community.

10/17/2018 7:14 PM

810

It's good for business because its growing and attracting a good quality of people

10/17/2018 7:14 PM

811

I like that it is clean and family friendly

10/17/2018 7:14 PM

812

Small town feel.

10/17/2018 7:13 PM

813

Small town feel

10/17/2018 7:12 PM
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814

Small country town feel. Cows and horses in the road occasionally.

10/17/2018 7:10 PM

815

Small town feel with larger city conveniences. Great school system and relatively safe. Great place
to raise a family.

10/17/2018 7:05 PM

816

The small town feel.

10/17/2018 7:03 PM

817

Big town with small town feel

10/17/2018 7:03 PM

818

The parks, splash pads, library and sushi restaurants

10/17/2018 7:02 PM

819

Accessibility to chain stores and restaurants that you otherwise would have to drive to Tulsa for.
Small town feel....loving the new Red Bud district Main street development.

10/17/2018 6:52 PM

820

Small town feel.

10/17/2018 6:42 PM

821

Has a good number of retail outlets and restaurants. Not quite as busy as Tulsa. Schools are
generally good.

10/17/2018 6:39 PM

822

Family oriented

10/17/2018 6:35 PM

823

It continues the grow

10/17/2018 6:28 PM

824

Size Convenience

10/17/2018 6:27 PM

825

Small town feel yet offers excellent schools, utilities, healthcare, and restaurants. It is also a safe,
beautiful, clean city.

10/17/2018 6:26 PM

826

Small town feel

10/17/2018 6:25 PM

827

I enjoy having many choices when it comes to shopping and dining. I like that there are a lot of
people who grew up here, work here, and own businesses.

10/17/2018 6:24 PM

828

The small town feel with all of the amenities I want and need. Nice safe community with nice
people.

10/17/2018 6:16 PM

829

Our neighbors.

10/17/2018 6:15 PM

830

I feel safe. And the schools are decent.

10/17/2018 5:58 PM

831

I love the community

10/17/2018 5:44 PM

832

Small town feel, but lots of conveniences and amenities.

10/17/2018 5:36 PM

833

Love the smaller size and community. I like the growth as well, need to keep progressing.

10/17/2018 5:31 PM

834

I love the small town feel and family events. Most of the main streets are nice. I love the newness
owasso. Lots of new houses, restaurants, shopping, etc

10/17/2018 5:30 PM

835

Small town feel

10/17/2018 5:26 PM

836

Love the small town atmosphere with the big city attractions

10/17/2018 5:13 PM

837

The sense of community and shopping

10/17/2018 5:11 PM

838

The people

10/17/2018 5:06 PM

839

Safety

10/17/2018 4:57 PM

840

Small town feel. Everyone is friendly.

10/17/2018 4:48 PM

841

safe and clean

10/17/2018 4:41 PM

842

Self contained, close to Tulsa, good schools

10/17/2018 4:37 PM

843

Safety, cost of living, history.

10/17/2018 4:26 PM

844

The shopping and easy living

10/17/2018 4:14 PM

845

Small town feel

10/17/2018 4:12 PM

846

It has all I need except a fabric store. Very friendly.

10/17/2018 4:07 PM

847

We continue to grow and add new restaurants and gas stations.

10/17/2018 4:03 PM

848

Small town feel with city conveniences.

10/17/2018 4:02 PM

849

The small town feeling even as we grow

10/17/2018 3:53 PM
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850

Availability of everything.

10/17/2018 3:52 PM

851

Small, clean, friendly

10/17/2018 3:52 PM

852

The school district, and shopping options.

10/17/2018 3:41 PM

853

The people

10/17/2018 3:37 PM

854

It is convenient to have some of the benefits of Tulsa without having to go to Tulsa. Aka Owasso
has grown nicely

10/17/2018 3:27 PM

855

The people

10/17/2018 3:26 PM

856

How friendly everyone is. There is really no need to leave Owasso on a daily basis because
everything we need is here. How involved everyone is in the towns events.

10/17/2018 3:24 PM

857

School system, convenient shopping and healthcare services

10/17/2018 3:24 PM

858

Small town feel with great amenities.

10/17/2018 3:17 PM

859

The fact that we have just about everything needed but still have a smaller town setup and feel.

10/17/2018 3:11 PM

860

Nice neighborhoods, great schools, and good shopping and dining options.

10/17/2018 3:10 PM

861

Schools

10/17/2018 3:10 PM

862

many things to do

10/17/2018 3:09 PM

863

Small town character and atmosphere

10/17/2018 3:05 PM

864

The community feel of a small town and but the benefits of a bigger city like the great shopping!

10/17/2018 2:59 PM

865

The “small” town with all amenities.

10/17/2018 2:49 PM

866

It's away from Tulsa

10/17/2018 2:35 PM

867

I like that I don't have to leave Owasso to shop, eat, and go to the park. The people of Owasso are
friendly and helpful. It is fairly easy to get around the city no matter where you are coming from or
going to.

10/17/2018 2:33 PM

868

Nice people, clean, not super urban. Most things are very convient (ethanol free gas, high quality
groceries, good schools).

10/17/2018 2:29 PM

869

I love that we are a city with a small town feel and sense of community, yet we have great
shopping and places to eat and things to do like a larger city does.

10/17/2018 2:27 PM

870

Convenience of the way the retail area is laid out. The Main Street event City employees are
friendly and helpful when I've needed assistance

10/17/2018 2:20 PM

871

It has what I need

10/17/2018 2:20 PM

872

Easy to live in.

10/17/2018 2:13 PM

873

That it still has a little of the small town feel.

10/17/2018 2:10 PM

874

Great size, friendly, good vision for the future.

10/17/2018 2:08 PM

875

The quiet small town appeal that still has everything you need to not have to go to a bigger city.

10/17/2018 2:01 PM

876

Convenient shopping options.

10/17/2018 1:56 PM

877

It's location.

10/17/2018 1:54 PM

878

Relatively quiet community. Appears to have sufficient retail businesses.

10/17/2018 1:53 PM

879

Variety of stores.

10/17/2018 1:52 PM

880

The closeness to all the shopping areas; clean community; location to Tulsa

10/17/2018 1:50 PM

881

The convenience of having shopping, medical facilities, veterinary services so close by but still just
a short drive from Tulsa.

10/17/2018 1:50 PM

882

i used to like the small town community but i do like the shopping and restaurants

10/17/2018 1:31 PM

883

People

10/17/2018 1:27 PM

884

It's safe, school system and feels like a small town.

10/17/2018 1:26 PM
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885

Very welcoming community. It has just about everything my family needs/wants as far as shopping
and eating out.

10/17/2018 1:26 PM

886

It is close to employment.

10/17/2018 1:15 PM

887

shopping

10/17/2018 1:15 PM

888

So many things to do in a short distance from my house.

10/17/2018 1:14 PM

889

Small city with big city amenities.

10/17/2018 1:08 PM

890

The small town feel, convenience of retail shopping and restaurant options.

10/17/2018 1:06 PM

891

Safe city. Variety of shopping. Size.

10/17/2018 1:01 PM

892

Everything

10/17/2018 1:00 PM

893

There is a sense of community.

10/17/2018 12:59 PM

894

It's still small enough to get around in quickly but big enough that it has all the stores I need so I
don't have to go to Tulsa all the time.

10/17/2018 12:57 PM

895

Not to small, not to big

10/17/2018 12:57 PM

896

Small town feel with great schools and great options for shopping and restaurants with an easy
drive into Tulsa for anything else needed/wanted. Shopping, BOK, Tulsa PAC, restaurants, etc.

10/17/2018 12:56 PM

897

The low crime, friendly atmosphere, and kind people

10/17/2018 12:39 PM

898

Good Hearted People, Hometown feeling and clean

10/17/2018 12:38 PM

899

Police

10/17/2018 12:31 PM

900

The small townish vibe that we still have.

10/17/2018 12:30 PM

901

Family atmosphere and city engagement

10/17/2018 12:28 PM

902

Large choice of stores and conveniences - don't have to go to Tulsa for everything.

10/17/2018 12:18 PM

903

Schools and close shopping.

10/17/2018 12:14 PM

904

Shopping facilities, new main revitalization, schools are decent

10/17/2018 12:13 PM

905

It's close to enough to Tulsa as needed but it is its own community.

10/17/2018 12:10 PM

906

Small town feel with big city amenities

10/17/2018 12:09 PM

907

A clean, safe community. The city is proactively commited to providing the best possible
environment for its residents

10/17/2018 12:01 PM

908

Close shopping, doctors, resturants.

10/17/2018 11:49 AM

909

Small town feel

10/17/2018 11:46 AM

910

Smaller suburb, safe, well maintained

10/17/2018 11:45 AM

911

Safer than tulsa, pretty good schools, nice options for eating and shopping.

10/17/2018 11:40 AM

912

Just a great community

10/17/2018 11:39 AM

913

Nice size, I do like a growing city, clean.

10/17/2018 11:27 AM

914

I grew up here, so I feel connected to the community. My family is here, and I like how it still has a
small town feel.

10/17/2018 11:26 AM

915

Close to Tulsa, the added shopping, schools

10/17/2018 11:24 AM

916

Rural feel with city benefits. Small town community yet growing with future in mind. The traffic is
very light around Owasso.

10/17/2018 11:19 AM

917

Small town feel but has big city choices on shopping and eating

10/17/2018 11:13 AM

918

CLOSE TO AREA LAKES

10/17/2018 11:12 AM

919

Small town living near a larger city.

10/17/2018 11:10 AM

920

I like the feeling of community and easy access to different opportunities

10/17/2018 11:04 AM

921

Good school system. Good economy. Access to Tulsa without living there.

10/17/2018 10:58 AM
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922

The small town feel and community

10/17/2018 10:58 AM

923

Low crime, seems safe, increasingly convenient for consumers, quick drive from most locations in
Tulsa compared to Broken Arrow, Jenks, or Bixby.

10/17/2018 10:55 AM

924

The school and that it is a small town with big city charm.

10/17/2018 10:54 AM

925

The people

10/17/2018 10:53 AM

926

The convienice of shopping and the feeling of a safe community.

10/17/2018 10:52 AM

927

Convenient, friendly and clean.

10/17/2018 10:51 AM

928

Clean, family friendly, great schools

10/17/2018 10:51 AM

929

Excellent shopping and plenty of restaurant choices and 2 hospitals!!

10/17/2018 10:50 AM

930

Well run community

10/17/2018 10:47 AM

931

I like easy access to everything

10/17/2018 10:46 AM

932

I like that I have so many options for things like restaurants, stores, and activities, but that the city
doesn't feel overwhelming and large.

10/17/2018 10:37 AM

933

Very high quality of Life with relatively low cost of living. Because of the "funnel" we have all of the
main national retailers needed to sustain a happy city and not drive to Tulsa.

10/17/2018 10:30 AM

934

The people, schools, community

10/17/2018 10:14 AM

935

Hometown atmosphere and convience

10/17/2018 10:08 AM

936

Variety of stores and restaurants

10/17/2018 10:05 AM

937

I grew up here. So did my parents and grandparents and so will my children.

10/17/2018 10:04 AM

938

The people hands down!

10/17/2018 10:01 AM

939

Has almost everything I need to live. Low crime.

10/17/2018 10:00 AM

940

low crime rate, great schools, shopping, parks

10/17/2018 9:54 AM

941

The combination of small-town atmosphere and city amenities

10/17/2018 9:51 AM

942

The schools are all great schools and the shopping.

10/17/2018 9:49 AM

943

It's small enough to not be overwhelming (especially for my parents) but large enough to have
services that we use weekly.

10/17/2018 9:39 AM

944

The schools, the cleanliness.

10/17/2018 9:38 AM

945

The small town feel (even though we are growing exponentially) and the simple fact I can get
where I need to go within 10-15 minutes.

10/17/2018 9:36 AM

946

Small local town but excited about growth

10/17/2018 9:33 AM

947

Family oriented. safe.

10/17/2018 9:33 AM

948

Community

10/17/2018 9:30 AM

949

It is convenient in relation to my fiance's job.

10/17/2018 9:30 AM

950

I enjoy how it is able to grow but still has the small town feel.

10/17/2018 9:29 AM

951

Quiet neighborhoods and lots of retail and restaurant options

10/17/2018 9:29 AM

952

Small town feel while offering variety of dinning and shopping.

10/17/2018 9:25 AM

953

size of community

10/17/2018 9:25 AM

954

Small town feel with conveniences of a bigger city

10/17/2018 9:24 AM

955

Born and raised but...grew to fast. Traffic is horrible to many lights and none of them timed. Traffic
issue really plauge this city.

10/17/2018 9:19 AM

956

Everything

10/17/2018 9:19 AM

957

Small town feel but big town convenience.

10/17/2018 9:17 AM
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958

Easy access to shopping without too much traffic. Clean and friendly people who seem to care
about each other.

10/17/2018 9:15 AM

959

Small town feel, sense of community even as we grow.

10/17/2018 9:15 AM

960

I like being able to shop for everything I need, lots of restaurants to choose from and feeling safe
here.

10/17/2018 9:14 AM

961

I love the small town feel

10/17/2018 9:11 AM

962

The shopping and activities close

10/17/2018 9:10 AM

963

Convenience

10/17/2018 9:09 AM

964

Owasso is a nice town outside of Tulsa. We moved from Tulsa 25 years ago to get away from big
city problems.

10/17/2018 9:08 AM

965

Friendly people, small town feel

10/17/2018 9:04 AM

966

Everything we need is close by.

10/17/2018 8:59 AM

967

The people and feeling like we live in a safe community with nice neighborhoods. Also all the many
services that keep me from having to go to Tulsa on weekends.

10/17/2018 8:57 AM

968

small town community with some large city amenities

10/17/2018 8:57 AM

969

Small community feel with all the big city amenities

10/17/2018 8:56 AM

970

It is a fairly safe community. It has all facilities and do not have to go to Tulsa anymore. Very
friendly.

10/17/2018 8:56 AM

971

It's part country and part city! Plus I love our school.

10/17/2018 8:49 AM

972

It is a small town atmosphere. I know a lot of people in Owasso and every time I go to the store,
doesn't matter which one, I run into someone I know.

10/17/2018 8:48 AM

973

It's my hometown. I've lived here for 40+ years! I love the small town feel that we still have and the
sense of community. I love being a Ram!

10/17/2018 8:48 AM

974

It's home. My family has been here for nearly 20 years.

10/17/2018 8:48 AM

975

Great schools, infrastructure, small town feel with large town amenities

10/17/2018 8:48 AM

976

Convenience of shopping so usually no need to go into Tulsa.

10/17/2018 8:48 AM

977

Location

10/17/2018 8:48 AM

978

the people

10/17/2018 8:45 AM

979

love that I can get everything that I need here without having to drive into Tulsa

10/17/2018 8:44 AM

980

The small town feeling with all the stores available that do not have to leave town.

10/17/2018 8:44 AM

981

Small town feel with big city conveniences.

10/17/2018 8:43 AM

982

Easy going city. Pretty laid back and quiet.

10/17/2018 8:42 AM

983

This is the town I was born and raised

10/17/2018 8:39 AM

984

everything I need is here and I do not need to go to tulsa

10/17/2018 8:39 AM

985

Safe, friendly community with shopping and restaurants nearby now

10/17/2018 8:36 AM

986

Great town to raise a family.

10/17/2018 8:35 AM

987

Small town feel but good amenities

10/17/2018 8:34 AM

988

Small town easy access to Tulsa

10/17/2018 8:23 AM

989

When I moved here it had a small town feel but with a larger city's shopping areas.

10/17/2018 8:15 AM

990

The school system

10/17/2018 8:11 AM

991

Conveniently located to services we need.

10/17/2018 7:57 AM

992

The small town feel

10/17/2018 7:54 AM

993

It is small enough to be friendly but large enough that you don’t have to go to Tulsa for everything.

10/17/2018 7:54 AM
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994

Our family enjoys the peaceful and safe environment.

10/17/2018 7:50 AM

995

Even though Owasso is getting bigger the City is doing a really good job in keeping the community
close.

10/17/2018 7:46 AM

996

Small town feel, big city convenience

10/17/2018 7:41 AM

997

The sense of community

10/17/2018 7:34 AM

998

The residents, schools, and variety of shopping (no need to go to Tulsa for stuff)

10/17/2018 7:20 AM

999

Quite safe place to raise kids.

10/17/2018 7:07 AM

1000

Friendly

10/17/2018 7:05 AM

1001

Small town feel, yet convenience of a larger town. Easy access to Tulsa.

10/17/2018 7:03 AM

1002

Small town with good resturants and buisnesses

10/17/2018 6:59 AM

1003

Up and coming, growing community, nice people, strong families, large faith community

10/17/2018 6:59 AM

1004

Small community, close to tulsa

10/17/2018 6:57 AM

1005

Low crime. Enough shopping/restaurants to *usually* avoid Tulsa

10/17/2018 6:52 AM

1006

The community

10/17/2018 6:51 AM

1007

I like the availability of many stores while also living in a neighborhood that makes it feel like a
small town.

10/17/2018 6:48 AM

1008

SMALL TOWN FEEL/BUT CONVENIENCES OF BIG CITY

10/17/2018 6:46 AM

1009

Schools. Target. Still has a small, community feel, but offers so much.

10/17/2018 6:36 AM

1010

Friends and family

10/17/2018 6:30 AM

1011

Small town feel with decent amenities. Good schools and low crime.

10/17/2018 6:28 AM

1012

Easy to get around. Enough retail shopping to not have to go into the city.

10/17/2018 6:22 AM

1013

Small town feel, but all the things you need. Great neighbors, great schools.

10/17/2018 6:16 AM

1014

Hometown feel

10/17/2018 6:11 AM

1015

Mostly safe, variety of businesses, great school district, fast police response, and it has Hobby
Lobby and Home Goods ;)

10/17/2018 6:09 AM

1016

Schools, access to shopping and restaurants, small but modern community feel

10/17/2018 5:58 AM

1017

Small town feel still.

10/17/2018 5:57 AM

1018

Great community for families; most shopping can be done locally without a trip to Tulsa.

10/17/2018 5:52 AM

1019

Small town feel

10/17/2018 5:50 AM

1020

Lots of businesses (shopping, restaurants, etc.)

10/17/2018 5:48 AM

1021

Quiet, easy to get around, choices of restaurants, improved shopping

10/17/2018 5:46 AM

1022

Small town feel with lots of shopping and restaurants. Rejoice school.

10/17/2018 5:38 AM

1023

Small town feel. The people. Schools and our police department.

10/17/2018 5:32 AM

1024

Friendly

10/17/2018 5:29 AM

1025

Has almost everything I need. Like shopping and food

10/17/2018 5:21 AM

1026

Small town feel with lots of shopping and restaurants.

10/17/2018 5:19 AM

1027

Low crime rate

10/17/2018 5:16 AM

1028

It has the feel of a smaller community with the amenities of a larger city. The schools also brought
us here.

10/17/2018 5:12 AM

1029

Small town feel. Local merchants, as well as larger “chain” stores. People still take care of each
other.

10/17/2018 5:10 AM

1030

Small town feel, great schools

10/17/2018 4:39 AM
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1031

Quiet

10/17/2018 3:28 AM

1032

How close everything it's. It's convenient. And the schools are also wonderful

10/17/2018 3:06 AM

1033

Ability to access all amenities within 5 minutes.. if traffic is good

10/17/2018 12:52 AM

1034

I love where it came from...strong Christian values. Many people of faith constantly praying for our
town. Praying we never lose sight of that

10/16/2018 11:44 PM

1035

Cleanliness, community, & standards.

10/16/2018 11:27 PM

1036

I love the all the shopping owasso has to offer

10/16/2018 11:01 PM

1037

small town feel, everything is close.

10/16/2018 10:59 PM

1038

Small town feel with everything available

10/16/2018 10:57 PM

1039

Tulsa outskirts, Mostly friendly people, good school systems, nice neighborhoods

10/16/2018 10:53 PM

1040

Area

10/16/2018 10:38 PM

1041

The people

10/16/2018 10:24 PM

1042

Many shops close to my house

10/16/2018 10:12 PM

1043

Not much traffic

10/16/2018 10:06 PM

1044

Small town atmosphere is why we moved here, although it's starting to slip away. Growth is not
always good.

10/16/2018 10:05 PM

1045

The access to shopping and airport

10/16/2018 9:55 PM

1046

The close-knit community and how everyone comes together in times of joy and in times of
tragedy.

10/16/2018 9:52 PM

1047

Sense of community and pride.

10/16/2018 9:29 PM

1048

It seems like the city really wants to make itself better and wants to create an environment that
welcomes people.

10/16/2018 9:27 PM

1049

Close to Tulsa, not too crowded yet.

10/16/2018 9:25 PM

1050

The community atmosphere and support

10/16/2018 9:23 PM

1051

It’s got everything close by without having to drive to Tulsa

10/16/2018 9:21 PM

1052

Good family town

10/16/2018 9:19 PM

1053

Smaller suburb with most things that we need. Relatively little traffic. Good infrastructure and
schools.

10/16/2018 9:13 PM

1054

Clean city, growing, still has the country feel.

10/16/2018 9:11 PM

1055

Hometown feel

10/16/2018 9:08 PM

1056

Owasso is relatively safe, clean, and the has a reputation as one of Oklahoma’s better cities.

10/16/2018 9:02 PM

1057

Small town, lots of shops and restaurants, friendly people, easy freeway access to 169 to Tulsa/
BA.

10/16/2018 9:00 PM

1058

Family oriented, great people and great place to raise a family.

10/16/2018 8:59 PM

1059

Small town feel

10/16/2018 8:56 PM

1060

Small town feel with big city amenities

10/16/2018 8:56 PM

1061

It's the perfect size with great schools and has most everything we need. We have fantastic police,
fire and medical services.

10/16/2018 8:48 PM

1062

Small town feel

10/16/2018 8:45 PM

1063

Small town with friendly people.

10/16/2018 8:44 PM

1064

Small town feel with city amenities. Family oriented.

10/16/2018 8:44 PM

1065

Community

10/16/2018 8:35 PM

1066

Convience and I like the small town feel but still have a good selection of stores and restaurants.

10/16/2018 8:33 PM
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1067

The school system.

10/16/2018 8:33 PM

1068

Still has a small town feel. Residents are helpful and kind.

10/16/2018 8:32 PM

1069

Shopping

10/16/2018 8:30 PM

1070

The school system.

10/16/2018 8:24 PM

1071

Good schools, lots of shopping opportunities, good homes, close to work.

10/16/2018 8:23 PM

1072

I love the safety of the community. Yes we have crime, but OPD takes care of it quick and precise.

10/16/2018 8:17 PM

1073

I love the fact that I don't have to drive to Tulsa to shop. Owasso has everything I need.

10/16/2018 8:16 PM

1074

Growing community, clean and safe. Shopping and restaurants,

10/16/2018 8:13 PM

1075

Small town feel but has amenities so I don’t have to drive into Tulsa for a lot of things.

10/16/2018 8:13 PM

1076

Small town feel with convenience of restaurants and shopping

10/16/2018 8:12 PM

1077

I like the close proximity of shopping, restaurants without having to go into Tulsa.

10/16/2018 8:11 PM

1078

?

10/16/2018 8:09 PM

1079

It’s a nice blend of city and country. The police here are good at their jobs and help keep crime in
check. The people here are nice and normal. Haha!

10/16/2018 8:09 PM

1080

Convenient and feels safe.

10/16/2018 8:07 PM

1081

Has almost everything you need without needing to go to Tulsa.

10/16/2018 8:06 PM

1082

The community has everything my family needs! Shopping, activities, parks.... it has a family feel.

10/16/2018 8:04 PM

1083

Small town feel

10/16/2018 8:02 PM

1084

Small town feeling with a few larger town amenities. Traffic is not a huge issue.

10/16/2018 8:02 PM

1085

Safe

10/16/2018 7:57 PM

1086

Schools Shopping Churches

10/16/2018 7:56 PM

1087

Community

10/16/2018 7:53 PM

1088

Big city, small town feel.

10/16/2018 7:50 PM

1089

Amenities of a large city, but small town feel.

10/16/2018 7:50 PM

1090

The small town value that some business still carry on.

10/16/2018 7:49 PM

1091

Nothing

10/16/2018 7:47 PM

1092

The people

10/16/2018 7:47 PM

1093

shopping and no need to go to Tulsa

10/16/2018 7:47 PM

1094

The small community with many events for families.

10/16/2018 7:44 PM

1095

Small safe city with lots of amenities.

10/16/2018 7:44 PM

1096

Hometown feel, shopping and dining options, good schools

10/16/2018 7:43 PM

1097

The small town feel but we have everything we need right here. The people are so much nicer
than they are in Tulsa.

10/16/2018 7:42 PM

1098

The people, the size, how close it is to Tulsa.

10/16/2018 7:42 PM

1099

Small town feel with some city retail necessities.

10/16/2018 7:41 PM

1100

Small town feel.

10/16/2018 7:39 PM

1101

Safe, easy commute on HWY 75, good home values.

10/16/2018 7:38 PM

1102

Safety.

10/16/2018 7:35 PM

1103

The Community

10/16/2018 7:35 PM

1104

Small town feel with city type stores. Friendly residents and nice properties.

10/16/2018 7:30 PM

1105

Overall small town feel

10/16/2018 7:30 PM
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1106

Small town feel with lots of amenities close by

10/16/2018 7:29 PM

1107

All of the amenities of a city with the feel of a small town community!

10/16/2018 7:27 PM

1108

Community spirit

10/16/2018 7:24 PM

1109

small town feel

10/16/2018 7:23 PM

1110

Quality of living, access to shopping, safe neighborhoods

10/16/2018 7:19 PM

1111

Community Spirit...small town feel!

10/16/2018 7:15 PM

1112

The small town feel with big town amenities

10/16/2018 7:14 PM

1113

Small town feel with big city stores and oppertunities

10/16/2018 7:13 PM

1114

The fact it has grown into a City that no longer requires me to go to Tulsa for much of anything!

10/16/2018 7:12 PM

1115

Quiet, safery and short distances

10/16/2018 7:07 PM

1116

The schools. The size of the city. The community spirit.

10/16/2018 7:05 PM

1117

The community

10/16/2018 7:04 PM

1118

Small town feel with easy access to bigger city (Tulsa) amenities

10/16/2018 7:04 PM

1119

Community

10/16/2018 7:03 PM

1120

It’s a small enough city that you get to know people, but it has practically everything you need
without having to go to Tulsa.

10/16/2018 7:00 PM

1121

Easy to get around and a short distance to all the things I need often

10/16/2018 7:00 PM

1122

Small town feel with most everything we need.

10/16/2018 6:58 PM

1123

Size, availability of restaurants and shopping while not being in the city

10/16/2018 6:57 PM

1124

Safety, small town feel with all the amenities, great schools

10/16/2018 6:55 PM

1125

I love Owasso lived here for years and love the feel of community.

10/16/2018 6:53 PM

1126

It has everything we need but still has the small town feel.

10/16/2018 6:52 PM

1127

Community

10/16/2018 6:50 PM

1128

Small town family feel with amenities. Nice community, great police department.

10/16/2018 6:46 PM

1129

Still has the small town feel.

10/16/2018 6:45 PM

1130

Convenient access to shopping and popular food venues not far from home

10/16/2018 6:45 PM

1131

The people - community

10/16/2018 6:38 PM

1132

Safety, accessibility to shopping, food, and activities

10/16/2018 6:37 PM

1133

The small community and low crime rate.

10/16/2018 6:35 PM

1134

Still feels like a small town. Has all conveniences needed except a St Francis urgent care.

10/16/2018 6:33 PM

1135

Safety, friendliness, and quietness

10/16/2018 6:32 PM

1136

Convenience of stores, restaurants, and excellent schools. The feeling of being safe as well.

10/16/2018 6:32 PM

1137

The small town fill but has city like amenities.

10/16/2018 6:31 PM

1138

Small town feel with big city amenities

10/16/2018 6:28 PM

1139

It has a small town feel with all the amenities of a big city.

10/16/2018 6:27 PM

1140

What I like most about Owasso is that we have almost everything that Tulsa has. I don't have to
travel to Tulsa for anything unless it's a specialty store that Owasso doesn't have.

10/16/2018 6:27 PM

1141

Small town feel, but I love that we're getting more and more retail/restaurants that keep me from
having to go into Tulsa.

10/16/2018 6:24 PM

1142

Highway access for commuting to downtown Tulsa & South Tulsa.

10/16/2018 6:24 PM

1143

Convenient, friendly, always improving, growing. A community of caring people with respect for
each other.

10/16/2018 6:24 PM
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1144

The community feel, close shopping so I don't have to drive to Tulsa,

10/16/2018 6:24 PM

1145

Sports Park

10/16/2018 6:23 PM

1146

Convenience, safe, and good schools

10/16/2018 6:22 PM

1147

Still has a small town feel.

10/16/2018 6:21 PM

1148

Close to Tulsa

10/16/2018 6:18 PM

1149

Low crime and good schools but both are changing

10/16/2018 6:16 PM

1150

The schools, easy access to Tulsa jobs yet plenty to do here.

10/16/2018 6:16 PM

1151

It is a community of helpers.

10/16/2018 6:16 PM

1152

The community !!

10/16/2018 6:14 PM

1153

The convenience in restaurants, entertainment, movies, and shopping.

10/16/2018 6:13 PM

1154

I like that it is smaller than Tulsa, but has everything we need here, we don’t have to go into Tulsa
unless we just want to.

10/16/2018 6:13 PM

1155

I love the convenience of the retail stores. I love that OPD is an upstanding law enforcement. I love
that it is indeed a city of character.

10/16/2018 6:11 PM

1156

Small city that care about its residents.

10/16/2018 6:11 PM

1157

Small town feel with bigger city amenities. Great schools

10/16/2018 6:11 PM

1158

Community

10/16/2018 6:06 PM

1159

The safety and beauty of the city

10/16/2018 6:05 PM

1160

Has all you need without the Tulsa BS.

10/16/2018 6:03 PM

1161

Schools, good parks

10/16/2018 6:02 PM

1162

I love the sense of community.

10/16/2018 6:01 PM

1163

Small town feel, most people look out for each other, good schools

10/16/2018 6:01 PM

1164

Small town feel and wonderful people

10/16/2018 5:56 PM

1165

Small town

10/16/2018 5:55 PM

1166

Schools, people

10/16/2018 5:55 PM

1167

Close to Tulsa , but not having to go to Tulsa for everything

10/16/2018 5:54 PM

1168

We love the small town feel, yet plenty of shopping and restaurants- we never have to go to Tulsa.
We also like be the schools!

10/16/2018 5:51 PM

1169

Safe community

10/16/2018 5:51 PM

1170

Small town feel with great amenities

10/16/2018 5:49 PM

1171

It’s not too big but still has everything I need.

10/16/2018 5:46 PM

1172

Small town feel, but has most of what we need without going to to Tulsa.

10/16/2018 5:44 PM

1173

The size, community, and all amenities.

10/16/2018 5:41 PM

1174

It's clean, low crime rate, friendly people

10/16/2018 5:40 PM

1175

Police seem to try to keep tiff raff out

10/16/2018 5:37 PM

1176

Small enough to have many close friends & not feel like a face in the crowd. Big enough to be selfsustaining. Much nicer than Tulsa as well.

10/16/2018 5:37 PM

1177

Close proximity to everything.

10/16/2018 5:36 PM

1178

The community

10/16/2018 5:34 PM

1179

It has the small town feel but big city amenities

10/16/2018 5:34 PM

1180

Nice community, relatively clean and safe. I also love that I can get around fairly quickly and
easily.

10/16/2018 5:34 PM
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1181

Small but has most everything

10/16/2018 5:33 PM

1182

My family is here

10/16/2018 5:32 PM

1183

Still a small town feel but do not have to travel for shopping

10/16/2018 5:30 PM

1184

I love the small town with big city amenities. Our PD is ever vigilant in keeping our crime rate to a
minimum. The community gatherings are a great way to meet your neighbors and those living in
the area.

10/16/2018 5:30 PM

1185

Small town feel with access to shooping and restaurants

10/16/2018 5:30 PM

1186

Friendliness, clean, great schools & shopping

10/16/2018 5:25 PM

1187

The community

10/16/2018 5:24 PM

1188

Great schools, small town charm

10/16/2018 5:24 PM

1189

Quite, peaceful

10/16/2018 5:23 PM

1190

The school system

10/16/2018 5:20 PM

1191

The hometown feel.

10/16/2018 5:20 PM

1192

proximity to Tulsa but still has small town feel.

10/16/2018 5:18 PM

1193

everything you need is there, but still conveniently located near Tulsa shopping, airport and lake
(Oolagah)

10/16/2018 5:15 PM

1194

Small town feel, people friendly, great schools

10/16/2018 5:13 PM

1195

Low crime, great schools, nice parks, good services.

10/16/2018 5:13 PM

1196

small town feel, schools

10/16/2018 5:12 PM

1197

Safe community with a great police force and great school

10/16/2018 5:11 PM

1198

Small community feel with large city amenities. Police seem to do a good job keeping the
community safe.

10/16/2018 5:10 PM

1199

All the nice shopping centers in owasso

10/16/2018 5:09 PM

1200

Great schools and everything I need or want is here.

10/16/2018 5:08 PM

1201

We grew up here, so it feels like home.

10/16/2018 5:06 PM

1202

The small town feel. The shopping and the people.

10/16/2018 5:04 PM

1203

DEDICATED CITIZENS IN AND OUT OF GOVERNMENT THAT CARE ABOUT THE
COMMUNITY

10/16/2018 5:01 PM

1204

Smallish town feel. Schools.

10/16/2018 4:57 PM

1205

It's home. Shopping is convenient.

10/16/2018 4:52 PM

1206

The easy access to Tulsa and the small town feel.

10/16/2018 4:52 PM

1207

The convenience

10/16/2018 4:51 PM

1208

The connected community.

10/16/2018 4:50 PM

1209

I like the community.

10/16/2018 4:43 PM

1210

The schools! Convenience of our shopping selection. Still small town feel

10/16/2018 4:43 PM

1211

Community, close access to Tulsa.

10/16/2018 4:41 PM

1212

Big city small town feeling

10/16/2018 4:39 PM

1213

we have almost one of everything!

10/16/2018 4:37 PM

1214

I like the small community feel.

10/16/2018 4:37 PM

1215

Convience of everything, people, school system, community

10/16/2018 4:34 PM

1216

Low crime rate, short drive into Tulsa for work

10/16/2018 4:33 PM

1217

While it's a growing community, there is still a small town feel to it. I also like that shopping and
restaurants are close and I don't have to drive to Tulsa for everything.

10/16/2018 4:33 PM
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1218

Schools, amenities, safety

10/16/2018 4:32 PM

1219

Variety of shopping, Centennial Park

10/16/2018 4:29 PM

1220

Still has a small town feel, but has just about everything I want and need without having to drive to
Tulsa.

10/16/2018 4:26 PM

1221

The cost of living, new restaurants, Gathering on Main, and dog park.

10/16/2018 4:26 PM

1222

Nothing

10/16/2018 4:25 PM

1223

Location, proximity from Tulsa. Diversity.

10/16/2018 4:25 PM

1224

Small time environment with many of the stores available I would otherwise have to go into Tulsa
for.

10/16/2018 4:23 PM

1225

Just moved here but it’s a big enough town to get all I need daily without having to go to big old
Tulsa.

10/16/2018 4:23 PM

1226

Proximity to Tulsa

10/16/2018 4:23 PM

1227

Still feels like a small town community. Like that school has conservative attitude toward learning
and discipline. Much to do

10/16/2018 4:21 PM

1228

Small town feel

10/16/2018 4:20 PM

1229

The sense of community that are seen at school events, the Gathering on Main, Red, White,
Boom. It is a safe, attractive community where people look out for one another.

10/16/2018 4:18 PM

1230

Parks, friendly neighbors, good schools

10/16/2018 4:17 PM

1231

School district

10/16/2018 4:13 PM

1232

Small town feel with everything we need here

10/16/2018 4:10 PM

1233

Feels safe

10/16/2018 3:52 PM

1234

Community feel

10/16/2018 3:52 PM

1235

Safe, grocery shopping, sense of community

10/16/2018 3:52 PM

1236

Small town feel. A feeling of safety. Sense of community.

10/16/2018 3:50 PM

1237

Owasso is becoming a self sufficient city and we are no longer having to travel to Tulsa to buy
things that’s Owasso doesn’t have.

10/16/2018 3:47 PM

1238

Growing town with small town feel.

10/16/2018 3:46 PM

1239

Schools, stadium, community events, good shopping options.

10/16/2018 3:45 PM

1240

Hometown feel

10/16/2018 3:44 PM

1241

Good People, Great Shopping, Great Schools, Residents who truly care

10/16/2018 3:39 PM

1242

Safe town, free of big city crime. Love the neighborhoods and lack of HOA

10/16/2018 3:38 PM

1243

The hometown feel, school system

10/16/2018 3:31 PM
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Q4 What 3 local issues would you say are the highest priorities for the
City to address over the next 10 years?
Answered: 1,320

Skipped: 4

Street
Improvements
Entertainment
Options
Sidewalks,
Bicycle and...
Preservation
of Small Tow...
Retail and
Restaurants

Quality Jobs
Quality Park
and Recreati...
Other (please
specify)
Development of
Redbud District

Police Services
Transportation
Options
Housing
Choice/Variety

Fire Services

Delivery of
Government...
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ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Street Improvements

55.91%

738

Entertainment Options

38.18%

504

Sidewalks, Bicycle and Walking Trails

34.55%

456

Preservation of Small Town City Character

28.48%

376
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Retail and Restaurants

27.20%

359

Quality Jobs

24.47%

323

Quality Park and Recreation Areas

23.41%

309

Other (please specify)

18.71%

247

Development of Redbud District

18.48%

244

Police Services

14.92%

197

Transportation Options

9.92%

131

Housing Choice/Variety

5.68%

75

Fire Services

5.61%

74

Delivery of Government Services

2.05%

27

Total Respondents: 1,320
#

OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY)

DATE

1

Schools

12/29/2018 8:36 PM

2

no more retail shops, concrete

12/29/2018 12:19 PM

3

Would like the police to continually partner with the school district to deliver safety.

12/28/2018 9:42 AM

4

Affordable water bills

12/27/2018 11:16 PM

5

Recycling program at residence

12/27/2018 10:21 PM

6

Cost of ultilites.

12/27/2018 10:18 PM

7

Recycling program

12/27/2018 8:08 PM

8

76 and 86 street road maintenance east of 129 east avenue. Poor to none repair now.

12/27/2018 6:34 PM

9

The increase in crime especially theft

12/27/2018 6:11 PM

10

Recreational areas for kids of all ages and abilities

12/27/2018 5:11 PM

11

This is part of retail and restaurants, but I live near the Macy's distribution and it would be nice to
have a grocery out that way.

12/27/2018 1:05 PM

12

Recycling

12/27/2018 10:41 AM

13

Recycling options

12/27/2018 9:43 AM

14

Mountain bike trails

12/27/2018 8:52 AM

15

Public, not private, recreation center and city swimming pool. Development and implementation of
a program for repair and replacement of streets, curbs and drains that includes new and existing
neighborhoods. The plan should anticipate the future needs rather than waiting on citizen
complaints. This complements citizens efforts to sustain steady growth in property values.

12/27/2018 12:06 AM

16

We need a bigger recycling program.

12/26/2018 11:48 PM

17

expand on the identity the city has as a great family place - cohesion in logos to bring together the
city, not just building areas. Not more statues. Colors! I LOVE the columns that are lit around Hwy
75... carry that around town? smaller versions in various places... corners of intersections.

12/26/2018 10:34 PM

18

Recycling pickup

12/26/2018 10:19 PM

19

96 st n and 129 e ave intersection

12/26/2018 10:15 PM

20

Curbside recycling

12/26/2018 9:43 PM

21

Recycling

12/26/2018 9:32 PM

22

Recycling Services

12/26/2018 8:52 PM

23

Recycling

12/26/2018 8:26 PM
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24

Enforcing traffic code in intersections at 129th and 96th street.

12/26/2018 6:35 PM

25

You keep building yet the roads can not support the infrastructure

12/26/2018 6:08 PM

26

widen 76th st from 129th to QT.

12/26/2018 5:55 PM

27

Public Rec center with pool

12/21/2018 3:59 PM

28

Recycling pick up

12/15/2018 10:35 PM

29

Recycling pick up st every household

12/14/2018 3:27 PM

30

Schools

12/14/2018 1:19 PM

31

SWIMMING POOL!!!

12/14/2018 5:45 AM

32

Stop building apartments

12/14/2018 1:42 AM

33

Bike lanes

12/14/2018 12:08 AM

34

I'd like to have equitable charges for trash pick up. Now, the cost is the same for a large family and
for a single person who never fills up the bin.

12/13/2018 11:33 PM

35

Curbside recycling service

12/13/2018 11:30 PM

36

Roads

12/13/2018 9:11 PM

37

Pool

12/13/2018 6:59 PM

38

Activities for 10-13 year olds

12/13/2018 5:14 PM

39

Water runoff is not planned well. Owasso allows landowners to direct their water runoff onto
neighborhoods with no consequences. Owasso allows developers to make poor drainage
situations by placing housing too close to roads and downsizing drainage too tight.

12/13/2018 4:57 PM

40

Water

12/13/2018 4:22 PM

41

We need a flashing yellow light to indicate it is time for driving slow through the school zone for
those exiting Fairways & exiting Honey Creek subdivions by the school on 96th Street. (Larkin
Bailey?) They have those flashing lights, but coming out of those divions you CAN NOT see if the
light is on or not.

12/13/2018 2:16 PM

42

CURBSIDE RECYCLING

12/13/2018 1:14 PM

43

Speed limit increases throughout city limits

12/13/2018 12:47 PM

44

Stop building so many new neighborhoods.

12/13/2018 12:31 PM

45

Community Pool

12/13/2018 11:58 AM

46

The schools to stop bulling

12/13/2018 11:46 AM

47

Curbside Recycling

12/13/2018 11:36 AM

48

Curbside recycling

12/13/2018 10:04 AM

49

Curb side recycling

12/4/2018 2:31 PM

50

City employees culture ....

12/3/2018 9:21 AM

51

Rising crime rate

11/28/2018 10:25 AM

52

Curbside recycling

11/19/2018 5:37 PM

53

We need curb side recycling since some of the sites at schools are gon.

11/19/2018 10:20 AM

54

We need to find funding for more first responders to take the pressure off of the ones we have.

11/19/2018 9:57 AM

55

Traffic flow through out the city - ie traffic light timing

11/19/2018 8:08 AM

56

Open stubbed off street in Bailey Ranch Addition due to work on Garnett

11/14/2018 3:55 PM

57

a larger community center that has more activities, classes etc.

11/14/2018 9:22 AM

58

Street light timing

11/11/2018 10:00 AM

59

need more green spaces

11/9/2018 9:27 AM

60

Longer hours for the Pellivan

11/8/2018 3:31 PM
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61

Public swimming pool - Claremore has a GREAT Rec center!

11/3/2018 1:07 PM

62

I true community center, with pool and convention center similar to Claremore.

11/1/2018 5:53 PM

63

More services and more handicap parking places for us old and disabled folks

10/31/2018 8:19 PM

64

The trash along the highways and street are getting completely out of control. More effort needs to
be made to keep our city clean.

10/31/2018 9:51 AM

65

Lower utility cost

10/30/2018 4:11 PM

66

intersection/street improvements to a very dangerous intersection of 106th/129th...with lights!!

10/30/2018 3:34 PM

67

Most all of our roads need to be lined with new paint badly.

10/30/2018 9:37 AM

68

Please put a left turn arrow on Hwy 20 ( the Mc Donald’s) intersection going north and south very
dangerous and with the new elementary school coming, that will increase the traffic even more
than it is now.

10/29/2018 7:09 PM

69

Need to widen more streets and catch up with the growth before we build more.

10/27/2018 9:18 PM

70

Movie theater

10/27/2018 3:49 PM

71

Consider a Senior Center

10/27/2018 2:59 PM

72

Infrastructure for a growing population

10/25/2018 7:31 PM

73

Give consideration towards developing your “Senior” community aspects. Our City has two
hospitals, shopping, transportation, but very limited senior activities for which to engage our
growing sector of the population.

10/25/2018 5:27 PM

74

I think you've done fantastic with Parks and Rec, but also feel it's vital for their upkeep. Thanks for
the Skatepark and Rayola upgrades!

10/25/2018 4:16 PM

75

The police department has historically been underfunded and under staffed. The fire department is
one of if not the highest paid in the state. The police officers in Collinsville makes as much as
Owasso’s do without the education requirements and standards Owasso holds it officers to.

10/25/2018 4:15 PM

76

5-lane Garnett from 96 to 116 streets; 5-lane 96 from 129 to 145; 5-lane 106 from 129 to 145; and
extend 145 from 86 to 76 streets.

10/25/2018 10:46 AM

77

Recycling at the curb

10/25/2018 10:38 AM

78

Animal shelter

10/25/2018 7:38 AM

79

Too many apartments are going up in Owasso. This has definitely increased the crime rate here in
our city. More subdivisions are needed, however we do not need any more apartment complexes.

10/25/2018 7:18 AM

80

Continued help/funding for the schools

10/25/2018 5:22 AM

81

I would love to have a rec center like Claremore. There are many families cannot afford a
membership to the YMCA. Also it would be wonderful to have an indoor track facility to go walk or
jog when the weather changes. I’m sure the elderly would enjoy it. Last bust not least a
racquetballs court would be awesome as well.

10/24/2018 10:52 PM

82

Public pool and sports park

10/24/2018 10:40 PM

83

Curbside recycling

10/24/2018 10:32 PM

84

Curbside recycling

10/24/2018 9:31 PM

85

recycling

10/24/2018 9:10 PM

86

City recycling program

10/24/2018 8:04 PM

87

School funding

10/24/2018 6:45 PM

88

Traffic is terrible down 96th between 129th and 145 and beyond during 5pm to 7pm

10/24/2018 6:31 PM

89

Creek drainage

10/24/2018 5:37 PM

90

Synced traffic lights

10/24/2018 5:36 PM

91

A pool for the high school swim team.

10/24/2018 5:28 PM

92

Police and Fire

10/24/2018 4:52 PM
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93

Dog friendly

10/24/2018 3:19 PM

94

Need a regulation size public swimming pool

10/24/2018 2:47 PM

95

City beautification

10/24/2018 2:12 PM

96

Widening Garnett, 106th, 116th, German Corner and developing the German Corner area.

10/24/2018 2:06 PM

97

Public Pool

10/24/2018 1:50 PM

98

Parents blocking the south end of 135th st when picking kids up from scool, they block the light
and the whole street the school needs to use some of its property to fix this, there seems to be
enough room around the school to make a larger parking lot or make a bigger drive way where
parents can drive around the school, but something needs to be done here.

10/24/2018 12:57 PM

99

People obeying traffic lights, more consequences for law breakers

10/24/2018 12:55 PM

100

all emergency services

10/24/2018 12:50 PM

101

traffic congestion at several locations in town

10/24/2018 12:40 PM

102

Upgrade in Sports Park

10/24/2018 12:18 PM

103

Garden homes for senior citizens. I have talked to builders who try to be in a gated community with
small yards, upgraded housing and Owasso doesn’t want it.

10/24/2018 12:16 PM

104

Too many apartments being built and awful traffic planning !!!

10/24/2018 12:08 PM

105

its hard to narrow down to 3 when all are important.

10/24/2018 11:39 AM

106

Non chain restaurants

10/24/2018 11:23 AM

107

Pay and benefits for non-union employees of the City

10/24/2018 11:10 AM

108

Growing traffic situation

10/24/2018 10:49 AM

109

widening 76 street east

10/24/2018 10:43 AM

110

Recycling services

10/24/2018 10:30 AM

111

A water park/public pool other than the Y

10/24/2018 10:17 AM

112

Additional Parks

10/24/2018 10:15 AM

113

Expense of water and sewer is higher than anywhere I’ve lived .

10/24/2018 7:38 AM

114

No kill animal shelter or at least more effort to get the animals that need adopted out there and
more animal control.

10/23/2018 10:40 PM

115

Please make the owasso animal shelter a rescue

10/23/2018 10:26 PM

116

The animal control - not to euthanize

10/23/2018 9:09 PM

117

No kill animal shelter

10/23/2018 8:25 PM

118

Schools an Animal Shelter to Rescue

10/23/2018 8:01 PM

119

POOL!!! We should be ashamed that we don't have a place for our high school team to swim and
for our residents to use.

10/23/2018 2:42 PM

120

Owasso desparately needs a public pool, families spend way too much time and money for our
kids to swim.

10/23/2018 2:34 PM

121

Owasso desperately needs a competitive multipurpose swim facility in order to grow a serious
swim team and low impact sport for kids of all ages. I know soccer, football, and baseball/softball
are the norm, but you do not have to look hard to see the community and health impact that local
swim teams/clubs bring. Jenks, Edmond... they have done well.

10/23/2018 11:55 AM

122

The City's issue with the railroad

10/23/2018 7:53 AM

123

Expanding 169. The congestion from 3 lanes into 2 lanes from 4pm to about 7pm is horrible.

10/23/2018 4:18 AM

124

Pool

10/22/2018 8:02 AM

125

I would like to see curbside recycling available.

10/21/2018 10:58 AM

126

Better traffic flow with synchronized stoplights

10/20/2018 12:04 PM
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127

Better traffic flow. 96th street between Garnett and 145th street are stop light nightmares.

10/20/2018 8:40 AM

128

City safety

10/20/2018 8:14 AM

129

New district leadership

10/19/2018 11:42 PM

130

Even side walks. I have a friend that rides a 3 wheeler and he said in old town they are so sloped. I
live on 122 near the park and people trip on the uneven sidewalks.

10/19/2018 6:00 PM

131

Public Swimming pool

10/19/2018 10:48 AM

132

crime

10/19/2018 10:24 AM

133

Traffic control, especially in neighborhoods such as Sheridan Acres.

10/19/2018 8:41 AM

134

Owners held responsible for renovation or destruction of all the slum lord homes in old town.
Broken down cars and motor homes removed from streets, driveway and yards

10/19/2018 7:46 AM

135

Fix 96th St, quit ignoring the roads to further your agenda in a city with the highest taxes around.
The city hall,police station and Taj Ma fire complex is wasteful spending.

10/19/2018 7:34 AM

136

Would like to see a better recycling program. Possibly a curbside pick up. Some traffic lights need
to be adjusted, 96th st N at Olive Garden intersection in particular

10/19/2018 5:34 AM

137

Diversity

10/19/2018 4:08 AM

138

intersection 106 and 129 needs a traffic light

10/18/2018 9:59 PM

139

We need a pool for the high school kids to train in and for the community to use.

10/18/2018 7:11 PM

140

Improved roads

10/18/2018 6:52 PM

141

Highway 75 where it changes from 3 lanes to 2 lanes is atrocious multiple times per day

10/18/2018 5:14 PM

142

Curbside recycling or at least improvement to recycling options

10/18/2018 5:00 PM

143

Traffic management.

10/18/2018 4:19 PM

144

Healthy restaurants like Zoe’s Kitchen and Pei Wei

10/18/2018 3:43 PM

145

Sports complex to draw revenue for the city complex big enough to host tournaments

10/18/2018 1:36 PM

146

Curb side recycling and a community year round pool

10/18/2018 12:15 PM

147

Speed tables in all the neighborhoods. Obviously with a vote if an HOA is present.

10/18/2018 7:09 AM

148

Traffic management

10/18/2018 6:09 AM

149

Crime

10/17/2018 11:55 PM

150

BETTER SPORTS FACILITIES FOR THE F.O.R AGE GROUP

10/17/2018 11:02 PM

151

Rethiking the Redbud . If it's broke. Fix it.

10/17/2018 10:33 PM

152

SWIMMING POOL!!!

10/17/2018 9:21 PM

153

School/Education

10/17/2018 9:18 PM

154

A curb side recycle program

10/17/2018 9:08 PM

155

Need to maintain good, quality Police and Fire departments

10/17/2018 9:00 PM

156

Need left turn signals for traffic light on expressway and 76th going eastbound

10/17/2018 8:52 PM

157

Add more secondary schools!!!

10/17/2018 8:44 PM

158

School redistricting

10/17/2018 7:27 PM

159

Getting the cops to actually enforce the traffic laws. Write some tickets for running red lights.

10/17/2018 7:27 PM

160

Traffic control! Turn lane at 86th & memorial

10/17/2018 7:14 PM

161

SCHOOLS

10/17/2018 5:58 PM

162

Additional post office and a bigger library

10/17/2018 4:14 PM

163

Need a public swimming pool

10/17/2018 4:07 PM
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164

For the love of all that is good and holy have a traffic analysis done to find out how to beat move
people through this place. 96th and 129th is a fantastic example of how not to design traffic flow. In
fact ALL 96th from the Smith farm intersection down to 96th and 129th. Stop with traffic lights,
incorporate right turn only lanes. I imagine this will be covered in another question so I will stop
now. One last thing, stop encouraging banks to build here. We used to joke when I was in High
School that Owasso was known for Banks and Church’s, pretty sure the Church’s have slowed but
the banks continue

10/17/2018 3:27 PM

165

Outdoor swimming pool

10/17/2018 3:20 PM

166

Schools

10/17/2018 3:10 PM

167

A community pool

10/17/2018 2:59 PM

168

Stop building so many new homes! Ask any real estate agent who is not a builder and we will tell
you it's killing resale values on existing properties!

10/17/2018 2:20 PM

169

Manufacturing. Enough with the retail and distribution warehouses.

10/17/2018 2:10 PM

170

Traffic enforcement. Speeding is horrible.

10/17/2018 1:56 PM

171

Follow thru with the 76th St. widening that's been promised for many years now.

10/17/2018 1:54 PM

172

Not adding traffic density to the Miserable Mile (aka 96th between 129th & Garnett)!

10/17/2018 1:53 PM

173

Scommunity swimming pool not splash pad or kids shallow pool. Need something deeper for older
kids and the owasso swim team. The y is only for little kids and not all neighborhoods have pools.
More things for teens to do in town.

10/17/2018 1:52 PM

174

Stop vehicles entering the "Exit Only" of the Post Office, every time I'm there someone comes in
the Exit Only.

10/17/2018 1:26 PM

175

Public outdoor pools like Bartlesville has.

10/17/2018 1:15 PM

176

** Street improvement for better flow of traffic.

10/17/2018 1:06 PM

177

Do away with on-street parking in residential areas. Not safe; in many cases, visibility is
compromised.

10/17/2018 12:57 PM

178

Embankment erosion along 86th

10/17/2018 12:57 PM

179

Keeping schools up to date and class sizes down.

10/17/2018 12:28 PM

180

A community auditorium for local performing arts, not run by the high school

10/17/2018 12:18 PM

181

Upscale restaurants; nice date night restaurant, wine bar, or other.

10/17/2018 12:10 PM

182

STREETS ARE IN TERRIBLE CONDITION.. NO SHOULDERS ON ANY STREETS

10/17/2018 11:12 AM

183

Curbside recycling

10/17/2018 11:10 AM

184

Increasing violence and number of crimes.

10/17/2018 10:58 AM

185

more for teens to do there is not a teen hangout that allows them to have fun. I wish Bells could
come to Owasso.

10/17/2018 10:54 AM

186

More police officers. It is ridiculous that our town only has 3 resource officers protecting 14 (soon
to be 15) very large school buildings full of Owasso children. Does that seem acceptable to
anyone?

10/17/2018 10:04 AM

187

Help for the homeless. Need a local option instead of sending the homeless to Tulsa.

10/17/2018 10:00 AM

188

Curbside Recycling

10/17/2018 9:33 AM

189

POOL

10/17/2018 9:30 AM

190

Second entrance/exit to Sports Park. Connecting soccer fields to south exit (106)

10/17/2018 9:29 AM

191

Need to do something about traffic

10/17/2018 9:19 AM

192

55+ community

10/17/2018 9:19 AM

193

Better gym facilities with access to sauna and hot tub. As I am getting older that would be great.

10/17/2018 9:15 AM

194

Additional post office.

10/17/2018 8:56 AM

195

We need recycling at our residences!

10/17/2018 8:49 AM
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196

Public pool, not splash pad

10/17/2018 7:57 AM

197

Swimming pool for competitive swimmers.

10/17/2018 7:50 AM

198

Swimming pool for highschool

10/17/2018 6:59 AM

199

Attract tech or light industry to build mid to large-scale facilities along 169 north of 106th St. That
would be a much more solid foundation than yet more retail and restaurants.

10/17/2018 6:59 AM

200

Community pool

10/17/2018 6:57 AM

201

Curbside recycling

10/17/2018 6:36 AM

202

Community pool (8 lanes)

10/17/2018 6:16 AM

203

Widening 86th St from Memorial to HW 75

10/17/2018 6:11 AM

204

Crime

10/17/2018 5:58 AM

205

Public pool

10/17/2018 5:50 AM

206

Trash pick up, Need curbside recycling and large trash pick up once a month or quarter like OKC

10/17/2018 5:46 AM

207

96th/129th intersection.

10/17/2018 5:10 AM

208

76th St N and 122nd Street North needs a stoplight. That intersection is heavily used.. and is
always heavily congested during morning and evening traffic and will frequently back up the
neighborhood streets making it hard to access our homes.

10/17/2018 12:52 AM

209

The high schoolers crossing 129th needs to be addressed asap. Too many open doors and too
risky for a car to plow through our children.

10/16/2018 11:44 PM

210

Extracurricular activities for tweens and teens

10/16/2018 9:55 PM

211

The high school needs it’s own pool

10/16/2018 9:21 PM

212

Addition of pool that can be used for school swim team and local swim teams

10/16/2018 9:13 PM

213

Education

10/16/2018 9:02 PM

214

Neighborhood programs to encourage the upkeep, safety and pride of our community

10/16/2018 8:48 PM

215

No more hotels chicken or mexican

10/16/2018 8:45 PM

216

Pool/aquatics for swim team

10/16/2018 8:35 PM

217

Swimming pool. Used for public and Competition. BA blew it doing just a recreation pool. Lost
income

10/16/2018 8:30 PM

218

It would be nice to have a good public pool, or a seriously upgraded aquatics facility at the YMCA

10/16/2018 8:23 PM

219

Swimming pool

10/16/2018 8:09 PM

220

A real community pool like the Claremore rec center, the YMCA is a joke! The city needs a real
true pool.

10/16/2018 7:47 PM

221

More attention to elderly and quit taking things away at community center.

10/16/2018 7:47 PM

222

Roadside recycling

10/16/2018 7:44 PM

223

School pool

10/16/2018 7:43 PM

224

Owasso desperately needs to redo the traffic light situation in several areas throughout town. For
as small of a town it is, it takes way too long to even go a few miles. I realize that it would be a
massive undertaking but if Owasso wants to and continues to grow, it will be necessary.

10/16/2018 7:42 PM

225

Education

10/16/2018 7:30 PM

226

Curbside recycling!!!

10/16/2018 7:04 PM

227

High school over crowded but building a new elementary

10/16/2018 7:00 PM

228

We need a Chinese and an American food buffet.

10/16/2018 6:53 PM

229

Free Activities for the kids and teens that builds character and shows them the importance integrity

10/16/2018 6:31 PM

230

We have the best Police and Firefighters.

10/16/2018 6:24 PM

231

City pool

10/16/2018 6:13 PM
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232

Infrastructure, hwy 169 from 56th st n to 116th st n widening. I also miss the entrance bridge when
entering Owasso.

10/16/2018 6:11 PM

233

Nice income based housing for those on social security disability.

10/16/2018 5:49 PM

234

Traffic

10/16/2018 5:36 PM

235

A better Movie Theatre

10/16/2018 5:34 PM

236

Ator Elementary Staff

10/16/2018 5:23 PM

237

Community pool

10/16/2018 5:13 PM

238

Schools

10/16/2018 5:11 PM

239

Our community needs a competitive indoor swimming pool.

10/16/2018 5:10 PM

240

Road repair on 99th st n

10/16/2018 5:09 PM

241

traffic light sensors

10/16/2018 4:58 PM

242

Locally owned restaurants that serve healthy food choices

10/16/2018 4:29 PM

243

Stop the school shut downs that penalize kids because of teachers greed and politics. I have
actually contemplated moving because of the disgust I had over last years fiasco!

10/16/2018 4:23 PM

244

Safety

10/16/2018 3:52 PM

245

I would like less new housing, apartments

10/16/2018 3:50 PM

246

Public pool

10/16/2018 3:44 PM

247

Please no more apartments. Tulsa is close enough if you need works for fast food/retail. The
apartments are killing the town.

10/16/2018 3:38 PM
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Q5 Do you use Owasso parks?
Answered: 1,321

Skipped: 3

Yes

No

If you
answered No,...

0%

10%

20%

30%
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50%
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80%

90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Yes

79.79%

1,054

No

13.63%

180

If you answered No, do you visit other communities to recreate and if so which ones?

6.59%

TOTAL

87
1,321

#

IF YOU ANSWERED NO, DO YOU VISIT OTHER COMMUNITIES TO RECREATE AND IF SO
WHICH ONES?

DATE

1

No

12/27/2018 9:32 PM

2

Claremore Mountain Bike Trails and Turkey Mountain

12/27/2018 9:23 PM

3

No

12/27/2018 5:28 PM

4

Claremore, Tulsa

12/27/2018 11:08 AM

5

I usually go to Tulsa or Claremore for outside recreation opportunities such as hiking and
mountain biking trails which Owasso has little to none

12/27/2018 10:01 AM

6

Yes. Other city’s have mountain bike trails

12/27/2018 8:52 AM

7

Hike Rogers Conservatory and red bud trails

12/27/2018 7:50 AM

8

No

12/26/2018 11:16 PM

9

Collinsville & Tulsa

12/26/2018 10:26 PM

10

Anyone that has a public pool

12/26/2018 10:15 PM

11

no

12/26/2018 6:38 PM

12

No

12/26/2018 6:08 PM

13

We go to the Collinsville Lake trial to walk/hike

12/26/2018 5:34 PM

14

Claremore

12/21/2018 3:59 PM

15

Not at this time, but will visit The Gathering Place when the weather allows.

12/16/2018 4:53 PM

16

Oologah Lake

12/13/2018 11:33 PM

17

No

12/13/2018 1:14 PM
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18

No

12/13/2018 12:47 PM

19

Yes, I visit the gathering in Tulsa

11/19/2018 8:55 AM

20

No, Owasso Community Center

11/14/2018 3:55 PM

21

I haven’t, but intend to use a dog park in Owasso.

11/1/2018 4:57 PM

22

claremore, catoosa,tulsa,bartlesville,broken arrow.

11/1/2018 11:06 AM

23

Im handicaped

10/31/2018 8:19 PM

24

Riverparks, Guthrie Green, Gathering Place

10/30/2018 8:10 AM

25

Gathering Place

10/29/2018 12:51 PM

26

Turkey mountain, Oxley nature center for the hiking trails, they feel more natural.

10/28/2018 2:58 AM

27

No

10/25/2018 4:15 PM

28

No

10/25/2018 10:31 AM

29

Occasionally Tulsa, OK

10/24/2018 10:36 PM

30

i don't

10/24/2018 9:10 PM

31

no

10/24/2018 8:42 PM

32

State Parks

10/24/2018 4:41 PM

33

Claremore Lake park

10/24/2018 3:11 PM

34

Guthrie Green, The Gathering Place and River Side parks

10/24/2018 2:06 PM

35

Yes. We go to Tulsa regularly for the biking trails. It's very difficult to find anywhere to ride around
here where you're not swimming in traffic.

10/24/2018 12:54 PM

36

Tulsa

10/24/2018 12:45 PM

37

Tulsa Gathering Place. Anything going on in downtown Tulsa

10/24/2018 12:22 PM

38

The gathering place

10/24/2018 12:16 PM

39

Yes, we go to Skiatook and Oologah...wish Owasso had a public lake.

10/24/2018 10:55 AM

40

Union Swim via Swim Tulsa Club.

10/23/2018 11:55 AM

41

Live in Owasso and work in Tulsa; not much time to visit parks.

10/23/2018 7:53 AM

42

Yes. Our family likes cycling so we travel to Tulsa or Skiatook to ride on their bike trails. The only
real option in Owasso is on the city streets. Most streets do not have have shoulders and are
overall not safe for cycling.

10/22/2018 10:59 PM

43

No

10/22/2018 8:19 PM

44

I do not use the parks due to being over 70, but I see the need for parks and beautiful green areas
for our city and families.

10/21/2018 10:21 PM

45

Turkey mountain, the gathering place

10/21/2018 4:34 PM

46

No

10/20/2018 12:04 PM

47

Lafortune in Tulsa but that's about it

10/19/2018 10:06 AM

48

Broken Arrow pools

10/19/2018 7:34 AM

49

no

10/18/2018 9:59 PM

50

No

10/18/2018 6:52 PM

51

Need better (picturesque) walking trails like the one in Stone Canyon, but that other resident
neighborhoods can drive to and enjoy

10/18/2018 3:43 PM

52

We have not found very nice parks in Owasso. We still use Bentley Park in Bixby and Haikey
Creek park in Broken Arrow. We also love Hunter Park in Tulsa. Would love better park options
here and would use them frequently. Centennial is close but it is rarely kept up and mowed, and
the duck poop is out of control and makes the park feel dirty for my young children.

10/18/2018 3:12 PM
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53

No park visits

10/18/2018 10:15 AM

54

The gathering place

10/18/2018 7:36 AM

55

Claremore lake, Bartlesville pathfinder walking trails

10/18/2018 4:39 AM

56

I go to Tulsa to the Gathering Place, as well as Bixby to their downtown park

10/17/2018 9:08 PM

57

Tulsa. And Bartlesville for its pathfinder parkway.

10/17/2018 8:37 PM

58

No

10/17/2018 8:25 PM

59

We go to the Collinsville park/splash pad. Smaller and less crowded!!

10/17/2018 8:06 PM

60

I own 40 acres . Dont need a park

10/17/2018 7:27 PM

61

No

10/17/2018 7:10 PM

62

No, we do not have young children at home now.

10/17/2018 1:26 PM

63

No. I don't do "outside" in any form.

10/17/2018 12:57 PM

64

No

10/17/2018 12:01 PM

65

I would like to but they are all full of screaming kids.

10/17/2018 11:49 AM

66

No

10/17/2018 11:39 AM

67

Infrequently

10/17/2018 10:55 AM

68

People still smoke in the parks.....they should be stopped.

10/17/2018 10:50 AM

69

Yes, I go to riverside because there is no place in Owasso to do a long run. The sidewalks don't
connect and the parks don't offer long enough distance.

10/17/2018 9:38 AM

70

Owasso parks leave a lot to be desired. I will usually go to Turkey Mtn, Claremore, or West Siloam
Springs.

10/17/2018 9:36 AM

71

Gathering Place and Tulsa Zoo

10/17/2018 9:15 AM

72

Golf Courses

10/17/2018 9:11 AM

73

No

10/17/2018 9:09 AM

74

No, do not visit other Oklahoma communities for their parks.

10/17/2018 9:08 AM

75

Tulsa. The gathering place and walking/biking trails.

10/17/2018 7:50 AM

76

Not really.

10/17/2018 5:10 AM

77

No

10/16/2018 8:44 PM

78

No

10/16/2018 8:32 PM

79

Jenks-Turkey Mountain

10/16/2018 7:47 PM

80

No

10/16/2018 7:38 PM

81

Tulsa riverparks

10/16/2018 6:45 PM

82

Broken Arrow

10/16/2018 6:24 PM

83

No

10/16/2018 5:40 PM

84

Yes, we go to Safari Joe's in Tulsa for swimming or to Claremore for their pool or to Broken Arrow
to Neinhuis for their waterpark, Muskogee's water park. We visit water parks in other towns like
Norman, Bluehole east of Salina, and even a small town park in Derby, Kansas. We'd much rather
be able to do that here in Owasso but the city allowed the Y to fill in our city pool and then open an
overpriced pool that is so cramped and strict on rules that we gave up on ever using it.

10/16/2018 5:18 PM

85

No

10/16/2018 5:04 PM

86

Gym

10/16/2018 4:51 PM

87

no

10/16/2018 4:26 PM
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Q6 What activities do you participate in when visiting an Owasso Park?
Check all that apply
Answered: 1,241

Skipped: 83

Jogging\Walking

Playgrounds

Splash Pads

Youth Sports
Relaxation or
Meditation

Dog Park
Other (please
specify)

Tennis
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ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Jogging\Walking

59.87%

743

Playgrounds

56.49%

701

Splash Pads

40.61%

504

Youth Sports

29.81%

370

Relaxation or Meditation

26.11%

324

Dog Park

22.00%

273

Other (please specify)

13.05%

162

Tennis

5.16%

64

Total Respondents: 1,241
#

OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY)

DATE

1

NA

12/30/2018 5:26 PM

2

Bicycle trails

12/29/2018 12:10 PM

3

I do not use the parks.

12/29/2018 1:46 AM

4

Elm Creek resident — enjoy the ducks & other animals at our park.

12/28/2018 6:52 AM
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5

Disc golf

12/27/2018 10:18 PM

6

Disc Golf

12/27/2018 8:31 PM

7

Biking

12/27/2018 12:33 PM

8

Photo Sessions with my Family

12/27/2018 10:41 AM

9

Disc Golf, Photography, Bicycling, Fishing, Soccer

12/27/2018 10:25 AM

10

disc golf

12/27/2018 10:01 AM

11

Picnics

12/27/2018 9:43 AM

12

Bicycles but most parks are to small for riding

12/27/2018 8:52 AM

13

We stay away from the parks due to signs of gang activity (graffiti, etc)

12/27/2018 6:59 AM

14

Nature observation. My teenagers play co-ed sports such as frisbee, flag football with friends.

12/27/2018 12:06 AM

15

Photography

12/26/2018 10:42 PM

16

none

12/26/2018 6:38 PM

17

Disk Golf

12/26/2018 6:35 PM

18

Walking my dogs.

12/26/2018 6:11 PM

19

Na

12/26/2018 6:08 PM

20

We would use a pool area

12/18/2018 5:49 AM

21

Pavilion area and rest rooms

12/16/2018 2:13 PM

22

Pickleball

12/15/2018 10:35 PM

23

Feed ducks

12/15/2018 8:17 PM

24

Roads

12/13/2018 9:11 PM

25

Photography

12/13/2018 5:14 PM

26

Picnics birthday parties

12/3/2018 9:21 AM

27

Feed the ducks, photographs

11/26/2018 12:51 AM

28

frisbee golf

11/19/2018 8:24 AM

29

rodeo

11/19/2018 7:46 AM

30

Picnics/parties in park

11/18/2018 11:40 AM

31

Home school con op often uses parks as a place to meet for classes

11/17/2018 10:28 AM

32

take grandchild to park

11/14/2018 9:22 AM

33

pickle ball

11/12/2018 10:46 AM

34

I am associated with the community center

11/12/2018 9:18 AM

35

Movies, eating, shopping

11/8/2018 3:40 PM

36

Walk the dogs

11/4/2018 12:14 AM

37

movies, shopping, eating

11/2/2018 2:22 PM

38

I woud LOVE to have a walking trail somewhere in Owasso like the Skiatook trail

11/1/2018 8:03 AM

39

none

10/31/2018 8:19 PM

40

Bailey Ranch Golf Course

10/31/2018 1:19 PM

41

only w grandkids

10/30/2018 3:34 PM

42

Biking

10/30/2018 2:26 PM

43

I don't visit the parks because none of them have a community pool.

10/30/2018 9:37 AM

44

None

10/29/2018 3:37 PM

45

Occasionaly take grand children there to play

10/27/2018 2:59 PM
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46

Family get togethers

10/26/2018 2:31 PM

47

Biking

10/25/2018 5:27 PM

48

Skateboarding should really be a choice. Our skate park is the only park that people come from
hundreds of miles away to visit. It could be a money maker if some events were hosted out there.

10/25/2018 4:16 PM

49

Between the dog park and the skate park the city has wasted enough money. How about spending
some on the police department

10/25/2018 4:15 PM

50

None

10/25/2018 10:31 AM

51

Community group at the park's.

10/25/2018 10:23 AM

52

Walking and biking

10/25/2018 7:26 AM

53

shopping

10/25/2018 4:46 AM

54

Sports complex

10/25/2018 12:04 AM

55

I have an in home daycare and we use it quite often. It would be great to have more playground
equipment at the Ator part. Also have it be lit up at night to prevent people from doing things they
shouldn’t be doing. It is very dark at that park.

10/24/2018 10:52 PM

56

N/A

10/24/2018 10:36 PM

57

Do not utilize parks

10/24/2018 9:10 PM

58

i don't

10/24/2018 9:10 PM

59

Disc Golf

10/24/2018 8:15 PM

60

N/A

10/24/2018 8:09 PM

61

Golf

10/24/2018 5:59 PM

62

Sports with family members and friends.

10/24/2018 5:28 PM

63

feeding the ducks! Don't know if we are suppose to but it is Something I did from my childhood and
will do as long as I live here.

10/24/2018 4:52 PM

64

Cycling

10/24/2018 3:28 PM

65

picnics

10/24/2018 2:42 PM

66

Just enjoying the fresh air and people

10/24/2018 2:36 PM

67

For what it's worth, I would love for another public pool to open. Replacing the one by the YMCA is
fine, but splash pads only support families. YMCA memberships are very expensive and that pool
is also designed almost exclusively for young children.

10/24/2018 12:54 PM

68

Golf

10/24/2018 12:08 PM

69

disc golf

10/24/2018 11:50 AM

70

bicycling

10/24/2018 10:57 AM

71

Used to take the kids.

10/23/2018 8:01 PM

72

Look at Mitch Park in Edmond, beautiful public park space with an indoor pool!!!

10/23/2018 2:34 PM

73

frisbee golf

10/23/2018 2:28 PM

74

Biking

10/23/2018 11:43 AM

75

Activity like fall festival

10/23/2018 5:22 AM

76

We do not visit Owasso parks.

10/22/2018 10:59 PM

77

Disc golf

10/22/2018 6:37 PM

78

Doesn’t apply to me

10/22/2018 12:53 PM

79

Pool

10/22/2018 8:02 AM

80

don't use Owasso parks

10/21/2018 9:37 PM

81

disc golf, cycling

10/21/2018 2:07 PM
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82

Owasso Community Center (which should have been included in the options list)

10/21/2018 10:58 AM

83

Don’t use, poor management planning by city leaders with traffic!

10/19/2018 11:42 PM

84

None

10/19/2018 2:45 PM

85

Don’t use park

10/19/2018 2:16 PM

86

Public pool

10/19/2018 10:48 AM

87

None

10/18/2018 6:52 PM

88

None

10/18/2018 5:55 PM

89

Geocaching, I think we need more city involvement in this to get more people involved in this.

10/18/2018 5:41 PM

90

Don't visit

10/18/2018 10:15 AM

91

Disc golf

10/18/2018 8:43 AM

92

None

10/17/2018 11:55 PM

93

Pickle ball

10/17/2018 10:33 PM

94

Fishing whenever possible

10/17/2018 10:27 PM

95

We do not visit any parks

10/17/2018 9:18 PM

96

Gathering on Main

10/17/2018 9:00 PM

97

I used to use the pool. Really miss having a community pool that is affordable.

10/17/2018 8:30 PM

98

None

10/17/2018 8:25 PM

99

Bike riding

10/17/2018 7:53 PM

100

Disc Golf

10/17/2018 7:44 PM

101

Don't use them

10/17/2018 7:27 PM

102

walking my dogs in Centennial

10/17/2018 7:14 PM

103

NA

10/17/2018 7:10 PM

104

Outdoor fitness activities

10/17/2018 5:36 PM

105

Bike riding

10/17/2018 5:31 PM

106

None

10/17/2018 2:20 PM

107

Herping.

10/17/2018 2:10 PM

108

Only go to the Park if they have something like Harvest Festival

10/17/2018 1:26 PM

109

N/A

10/17/2018 1:08 PM

110

Event photo ops.

10/17/2018 1:08 PM

111

None

10/17/2018 1:00 PM

112

N/A

10/17/2018 12:57 PM

113

Fishing (Elm Creek Park)

10/17/2018 12:18 PM

114

something for adults

10/17/2018 11:49 AM

115

Disc Golf

10/17/2018 11:45 AM

116

None

10/17/2018 11:39 AM

117

picnic areas

10/17/2018 11:27 AM

118

fishing

10/17/2018 10:58 AM

119

N/A

10/17/2018 10:55 AM

120

Sitting quietly.

10/17/2018 10:50 AM
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121

I'm insulted that Disc Golf isn't even a choice on this list. Come on guys. - We have an amazing
disc golf course and because there is absolutely NO parking at Centennial we cant have any
tournaments there. (It has been discussed numerous times on the Tulsa Disc Golf Page, with over
3500 members locally, to have tournaments there but they get turned down because of the lack of
parking.

10/17/2018 10:30 AM

122

Mountain biking

10/17/2018 9:29 AM

123

Golf Courses

10/17/2018 9:11 AM

124

Don't visit

10/17/2018 9:09 AM

125

Walking

10/17/2018 9:08 AM

126

walk dog

10/17/2018 8:57 AM

127

n/a

10/17/2018 8:48 AM

128

bike

10/17/2018 8:45 AM

129

Disc golf

10/17/2018 8:35 AM

130

We need a swimming pool

10/17/2018 6:59 AM

131

We used to use the youth sports facilities, but kids are grown now. But, we had to travel to Tulsa,
Oologah, and/or Claremore for swim lessons and competitive swimming

10/17/2018 6:59 AM

132

Wildlife watching/Fishing

10/17/2018 6:36 AM

133

N/a

10/16/2018 11:01 PM

134

Kids playgrounds

10/16/2018 10:53 PM

135

Don't visit them

10/16/2018 10:24 PM

136

Parks are poorly kept up / stink

10/16/2018 10:12 PM

137

Photography (hobby, not commercial)

10/16/2018 10:05 PM

138

Don’t visit

10/16/2018 9:55 PM

139

None

10/16/2018 9:19 PM

140

Skate park

10/16/2018 9:11 PM

141

Biking

10/16/2018 8:56 PM

142

Would love jogging trails haven’t seen many other than rayloa

10/16/2018 8:45 PM

143

Walking dogs.

10/16/2018 8:33 PM

144

Owasso needs a public pool again.

10/16/2018 8:11 PM

145

NA

10/16/2018 7:53 PM

146

Don't go unless something special. and don't have a dog

10/16/2018 7:47 PM

147

Photo ops.

10/16/2018 7:44 PM

148

Disk Golf

10/16/2018 7:12 PM

149

None

10/16/2018 7:03 PM

150

Need more parks for bike riding and running lengths

10/16/2018 7:00 PM

151

I dont visit parks.

10/16/2018 6:45 PM

152

I go to Broken Arrow for good parks!

10/16/2018 6:24 PM

153

Community events

10/16/2018 6:01 PM

154

I like to use the centennial park walking track to bikejor and scooter with my two dogs

10/16/2018 5:44 PM

155

Parties

10/16/2018 5:34 PM

156

Bike riding

10/16/2018 5:20 PM
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157

We would use a pool/waterpark, soccer goals, and walking trails if we had some here. We just
keep spending our money buying meals in other towns and paying to visit their waterparks.
Splashpads are kind of gross and not enticing to any kids over the age of about 8. We have teens.
We also have a daughter who would have LOVED to have been able to do competitive diving but
there was nowhere here for her to do that unless we drove to Claremore.

10/16/2018 5:18 PM

158

Biking

10/16/2018 5:13 PM

159

Special events

10/16/2018 4:52 PM

160

None

10/16/2018 4:25 PM

161

Discgolf

10/16/2018 4:25 PM

162

Feeding the ducks

10/16/2018 4:23 PM
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Q7 What park and recreational elements do you believe are missing in
Owasso?
Answered: 1,273

Skipped: 51

Walking and
Biking Trails
Passive
Recreation...
Other (please
specify)

More Splashpads
Basketball
Courts
More
Playgrounds
Sport Venues
for Adults

Tennis Courts

Lacrosse Fields

More Soccer
Fields
More Softball
and Baseball...
Pickelball
Courts
More Football
Fields
0%
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90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Walking and Biking Trails

57.42%

731

Passive Recreation (i.e. nature park, fishing areas, quiet areas, etc.)

52.55%

669

Other (please specify)

26.00%

331

24.35%

310

18.38%

234

More Splashpads
Basketball Courts
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More Playgrounds

17.36%

221

Sport Venues for Adults

15.32%

195

Tennis Courts

9.74%

124

Lacrosse Fields

4.40%

56

More Soccer Fields

4.32%

55

More Softball and Baseball Fields

4.08%

52

Pickelball Courts

3.46%

44

More Football Fields

3.46%

44

Total Respondents: 1,273
#

OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY)

DATE

1

An outdoor pool would be well used by OWASSO and surrounding communities.

12/30/2018 8:53 PM

2

Gun shooting range

12/30/2018 2:30 PM

3

SWIMMING POOL. We need a rec center like Claremore's.

12/30/2018 2:27 PM

4

Fix them up Funtastic island is sad...

12/30/2018 10:53 AM

5

Outdoor fitness area(pull up bar, sit up benches Ext.)

12/29/2018 12:10 PM

6

Community pool

12/28/2018 7:16 AM

7

Swimming pool

12/27/2018 10:19 PM

8

More disc golf

12/27/2018 10:18 PM

9

A community pool!!!

12/27/2018 9:58 PM

10

Safe road bike lanes/trails and mountain biking trails

12/27/2018 9:23 PM

11

More lighting in the soccer practice fields.

12/27/2018 9:04 PM

12

Neighborhood parks and play grounds for the kids.

12/27/2018 7:05 PM

13

Public pool

12/27/2018 6:11 PM

14

Uniqueness

12/27/2018 5:43 PM

15

Parks near casual dining. Food truck park w/playground.

12/27/2018 5:03 PM

16

Pool!

12/27/2018 2:17 PM

17

What’s pickelball???

12/27/2018 1:41 PM

18

Swimming pools

12/27/2018 10:47 AM

19

Public pool with lifeguard

12/27/2018 10:16 AM

20

Hiking/walking trails

12/27/2018 10:09 AM

21

mountain bike trails, more designate safe bike lanes on streets

12/27/2018 10:01 AM

22

Splash pads are awful and good for infants/toddlers. We need the outdoor pool back.

12/27/2018 9:26 AM

23

Mountain bike trails

12/27/2018 8:52 AM

24

swings

12/27/2018 7:22 AM

25

Pool

12/27/2018 6:14 AM

26

More trees and shade

12/27/2018 4:59 AM

27

A city water park would be so nice I know so many who has passes to safari joes

12/27/2018 1:42 AM
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28

Owasso needs an area for outdoor music to be held in a park type area. Somewhere to just enjoy
being outside that feels safe, and you don’t just have to eat and shop. No more stores and
restaurants. Just a free place to go and enjoy the weather.

12/27/2018 1:14 AM

29

Public recreation center with indoor walking, indoor basketball. Public pool. Rental space.

12/27/2018 12:06 AM

30

There is no place in Owasso to play racquetball. Need a bigger pool.

12/26/2018 11:48 PM

31

Community pool

12/26/2018 11:35 PM

32

Swimming pool

12/26/2018 11:33 PM

33

Volleyball court

12/26/2018 10:45 PM

34

waterway for rowing. connect bike trails to Tulsa

12/26/2018 10:34 PM

35

Pool

12/26/2018 10:19 PM

36

Pool

12/26/2018 10:15 PM

37

Lots more playgrounds

12/26/2018 9:07 PM

38

Swimming Pool

12/26/2018 8:52 PM

39

Pool

12/26/2018 8:39 PM

40

Community pool with slides and other cool attractions/ Affordable!

12/26/2018 8:32 PM

41

none

12/26/2018 6:38 PM

42

Swimming pool that HS team can use

12/26/2018 6:14 PM

43

Volleyball courts. Public pool

12/26/2018 5:22 PM

44

None

12/26/2018 5:03 PM

45

Swimming pool and rec center

12/21/2018 3:59 PM

46

Swimming pools

12/18/2018 5:49 AM

47

City pool/waterpark

12/15/2018 8:17 PM

48

Swimming pool

12/14/2018 3:32 PM

49

POOL!!!!

12/14/2018 7:46 AM

50

SWIMMING POOL

12/14/2018 5:45 AM

51

Sports-only parks should be paid for by those who use them.

12/13/2018 11:33 PM

52

Green and wild spaces interspersed with city spaces

12/13/2018 5:14 PM

53

Actually Owasso has plenty of parks. There just needs to be good upkeep of equipment.

12/13/2018 4:57 PM

54

Swimming

12/13/2018 2:46 PM

55

none

12/13/2018 12:31 PM

56

Community pool

12/13/2018 11:58 AM

57

outdoor swimming pool!

12/13/2018 11:57 AM

58

More greenspace

12/13/2018 10:04 AM

59

Volleyball court! We used to have that sand VB court that my parents played on in the 1990’s. And
a public pool!!

12/13/2018 9:07 AM

60

Multi-purpose indoor facility

12/9/2018 10:34 PM

61

City Pool

11/26/2018 12:51 AM

62

Public Pool

11/25/2018 4:35 PM

63

city pool, not everyone has access to a neighborhood pool; we often drive to the claremore expo to
use its pool

11/19/2018 1:39 PM

64

Open soccer areas for individuals to practices shots on goal, etc. The high school needs to
improve their soccer practice facilities for boys.

11/19/2018 9:57 AM
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65

Swimming

11/19/2018 8:55 AM

66

Community Rec Center/Pool

11/19/2018 8:52 AM

67

I don't think anything is missing

11/19/2018 8:21 AM

68

swimming pool

11/19/2018 8:12 AM

69

Community Swimming pool

11/19/2018 8:08 AM

70

pool

11/19/2018 7:59 AM

71

I think Owasso is doing a great job with the parks already.

11/16/2018 2:58 PM

72

No opinion

11/14/2018 3:55 PM

73

affordable options for children other than the YMCA

11/14/2018 9:22 AM

74

music at the park

11/12/2018 10:46 AM

75

More additions to the dog park. It's basically just a fenced in field

11/6/2018 12:16 PM

76

Disc golf

11/6/2018 9:53 AM

77

Olympic size swimming facility

11/3/2018 1:07 PM

78

A true community pool.

11/1/2018 5:53 PM

79

Indoor walking track

11/1/2018 4:13 PM

80

city pool

11/1/2018 11:06 AM

81

Public swimming/lap pool

11/1/2018 10:42 AM

82

More recreational areas/activities similar to gathering place as well as beautifully landscaped
gathering spaces

10/31/2018 9:31 PM

83

more handicap parking places for the disabled at parks and etc

10/31/2018 8:19 PM

84

Community swimming pool

10/31/2018 1:03 PM

85

Public Swimming Pool

10/31/2018 7:50 AM

86

Water Park like those in the city of Hurst TX

10/30/2018 9:03 PM

87

Swimming pool

10/30/2018 2:26 PM

88

A public indoor/outdoor swimming pool.

10/30/2018 9:37 AM

89

Park benches near very playground, please!

10/30/2018 8:58 AM

90

better handicapped enabled walking trails and sidewalks and parking that are closer and easier to
reach for us

10/30/2018 5:54 AM

91

Pool

10/29/2018 3:29 PM

92

Activities specifically for seniors

10/28/2018 7:10 AM

93

We need a pool for the high school swim team to train/community can use to swim. The Y is not
built for either.

10/27/2018 9:18 PM

94

I really don't know

10/27/2018 2:59 PM

95

Community rec center, swimming pools, racquetball courts

10/26/2018 11:03 PM

96

swimming pool

10/26/2018 9:46 PM

97

Senior activity areas. For example outdoor bowling, shuffleboard etc. And, a full-time position park
department employee to maintain programs for seniors. Not rely on the YMCA like the city does.

10/25/2018 5:27 PM

98

The basketball court (1 junk goal with no net that used to be a tennis court / vollyball court) is an
eyesore that should have been remodeled with the rest of Rayola.

10/25/2018 4:16 PM

99

There’s enough parks, so many that the city has given control of one to the FOR

10/25/2018 4:15 PM

100

Need more than one entrance and exit on 116th at the soccer/baseball facility. Need more parking
at soccer facility. Need more practice fields for baseball, soccer, and football.

10/25/2018 1:12 PM

101

None

10/25/2018 10:31 AM
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102

not completely the city's responsibility, but we are in need of more indoor venues for practices
throughout the winter

10/25/2018 9:20 AM

103

Again racquetball would be awesome.

10/24/2018 10:52 PM

104

Do not utilize parks

10/24/2018 9:10 PM

105

Off-road recreational vehicle

10/24/2018 8:51 PM

106

Dog park

10/24/2018 8:49 PM

107

Another Disc Golf course would be great!

10/24/2018 8:15 PM

108

Public swimming pool

10/24/2018 8:09 PM

109

volleyball courts

10/24/2018 7:31 PM

110

Community Pool

10/24/2018 7:09 PM

111

Community pool

10/24/2018 6:30 PM

112

Remote control car/truck spaces, could even be a small area within a park.

10/24/2018 5:37 PM

113

A pool for community and high school swim team

10/24/2018 5:28 PM

114

A city pool

10/24/2018 4:55 PM

115

We need a place like Bartlesville Kiddy Park! I think it would do great here. Maybe have a few
more rides for taller kids.. My 5 yr. old is about to out grow it. Please look into this!

10/24/2018 4:52 PM

116

Splash pads for dogs

10/24/2018 4:50 PM

117

More dog parks

10/24/2018 3:44 PM

118

Pool

10/24/2018 3:39 PM

119

Public pool or at least a full Olympic size pool for competitive swimming.

10/24/2018 3:06 PM

120

swimming pool

10/24/2018 3:00 PM

121

Please more soccer fields, the sport is rapidly growing in the Tulsa area and there is NO WHERE
to play in Owasso without threat of being kicked off the fields.

10/24/2018 2:46 PM

122

picnic tables, teenage play equipment

10/24/2018 2:42 PM

123

Volleyball

10/24/2018 2:08 PM

124

big outdoor and inside Olympic size swimming pools

10/24/2018 2:06 PM

125

Pools

10/24/2018 1:50 PM

126

Olympic pool

10/24/2018 1:20 PM

127

swimming pool

10/24/2018 1:10 PM

128

All accessible playgrounds, equipped for everyone to enjoy.

10/24/2018 1:04 PM

129

More parking at Soccer fields. Public swimming pool.

10/24/2018 12:55 PM

130

Aforementioned pool

10/24/2018 12:54 PM

131

existing parks need to be maintained better than adding new features

10/24/2018 12:34 PM

132

we need a park that is like Nienhuis Park Community Center in broken arrow. That has football
fields and lacrosse fields and playgrounds etc

10/24/2018 12:19 PM

133

We have Tennis Courts?

10/24/2018 11:39 AM

134

more open green space with Just grass and trees

10/24/2018 11:10 AM

135

Owasso needs a full scale water park with pools, slides, etc. Many smaller cities than Owasso
have very nice water parks, and I'm surprised that Owasso does not stack up very well in this
area.

10/24/2018 10:43 AM

136

Only one entrance to soccer fields?!? Come on!

10/24/2018 10:30 AM

137

more of the above-they aren't missing

10/24/2018 10:27 AM

138

Swimming pool

10/24/2018 10:25 AM
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139

Public pool/water park

10/24/2018 10:17 AM

140

Hiking/ biking and pedestrian friendly transportation, we need reckless driving control! Please!!

10/24/2018 7:38 AM

141

City pool

10/23/2018 10:40 PM

142

We need an outdoor community swimming pool

10/23/2018 10:26 PM

143

We’ve never heard of pickleball

10/23/2018 8:01 PM

144

Bike park

10/23/2018 7:58 PM

145

POOL!!!!

10/23/2018 2:42 PM

146

POOL, for swim lessons for kids all the way upto a high school swim team!

10/23/2018 2:34 PM

147

Indoor Swim for sport

10/23/2018 12:07 PM

148

Competitve Swim Arena.

10/23/2018 11:55 AM

149

We do enjoy tennis but tend to play at the high school. The one park that we are aware of with
tennis courts seems hidden and doesn’t feel safe.

10/22/2018 10:59 PM

150

More disc golf courses

10/22/2018 6:37 PM

151

Pool

10/22/2018 8:02 AM

152

Pool

10/21/2018 9:56 PM

153

The dog park needs some equipment for the dogs to play on.

10/21/2018 2:07 PM

154

More services, recreational and cultural options for senior citizens.

10/21/2018 10:58 AM

155

Community pool

10/20/2018 12:04 PM

156

Needs a public swimming pool again other then the “Y”

10/20/2018 8:14 AM

157

Swimming pool

10/20/2018 1:56 AM

158

Indoor rec center like Claremore

10/19/2018 11:42 PM

159

Pool

10/19/2018 2:45 PM

160

A public pool!!

10/19/2018 12:59 PM

161

Hiking

10/19/2018 10:26 AM

162

An affordable swimming pool.

10/19/2018 7:34 AM

163

Outdoor activities

10/19/2018 4:08 AM

164

Community swimming pool

10/18/2018 9:50 PM

165

Community pool with slides.

10/18/2018 9:31 PM

166

We need a pool for the high school kids to train in and for the community to use.

10/18/2018 7:11 PM

167

Better roads

10/18/2018 6:52 PM

168

Swimming pool year round

10/18/2018 6:31 PM

169

None

10/18/2018 5:55 PM

170

Community Pool

10/18/2018 3:54 PM

171

I’ll

10/18/2018 2:17 PM

172

We desperately need another entrance in to the soccer complex. Traffic is insane on 116th and I'm
fearful of what it will be like once construction starts. I pray that someone plans to create another
road before construction starts!

10/18/2018 1:44 PM

173

Volleyball courts

10/18/2018 12:31 PM

174

Swimming pool

10/18/2018 12:15 PM

175

City archery range

10/18/2018 10:22 AM

176

Pools

10/18/2018 7:22 AM

177

Swimming- we shouldn’t have to drive to Claremore for youth swim team.

10/18/2018 7:12 AM
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178

An actual pool!

10/18/2018 5:57 AM

179

Swimming pool

10/18/2018 3:26 AM

180

Pool

10/18/2018 12:11 AM

181

None

10/17/2018 11:55 PM

182

Clean up and Upkeep of current parks would be nice. A few have def been let go for quite some
time.

10/17/2018 11:34 PM

183

Maintenace upkeep to ensure safety

10/17/2018 11:18 PM

184

None. There are excellent parks and plenty of them.

10/17/2018 10:36 PM

185

A baseball field that can be used for the general public. Not just for an organized sports teams.

10/17/2018 10:23 PM

186

All playgrounds need mulch removed. Centennial needs to be updated. Mulch needs to be
removed, swings lowered, better playground. Collinsville Park has done a wonderful job with
keeping their park and splash pad clean. Rayola splash pad and restrooms are horrendous during
seasons. Very dirty and filthy.

10/17/2018 9:28 PM

187

SWIMMING POOL

10/17/2018 9:21 PM

188

None of the above

10/17/2018 9:18 PM

189

Racquetball

10/17/2018 8:31 PM

190

A community pool that is affordable with a lot of lanes available for lap swimming and a deep area
for water aerobics. Something similar to Claremore Rec Center.

10/17/2018 8:30 PM

191

Racquetball

10/17/2018 8:06 PM

192

City pool and more shaded playgrounds

10/17/2018 7:47 PM

193

Improvements of playground equipment

10/17/2018 7:44 PM

194

Indoor Tennis facility and indoor facility with Olympic pool and workout facilities

10/17/2018 7:32 PM

195

Don't use them so I dont care

10/17/2018 7:27 PM

196

mostly running trails, it's not the safest to run on the roads. Sidewalks would be the best

10/17/2018 7:14 PM

197

Public pool or water park ( not splash pad)

10/17/2018 7:14 PM

198

Public outdoor pool

10/17/2018 7:13 PM

199

Running trails

10/17/2018 7:12 PM

200

Don't know

10/17/2018 7:10 PM

201

No issues

10/17/2018 6:27 PM

202

Public pool

10/17/2018 5:58 PM

203

Safe places to walk, ride bikes, walk dogs

10/17/2018 5:36 PM

204

Public pool

10/17/2018 5:11 PM

205

Public pool

10/17/2018 4:48 PM

206

An aquaport with slides and wave pool, etc. Get over the rhetoric and just do it already. A bond for
one of these would pass with flying colors.

10/17/2018 4:41 PM

207

Pool!!!!

10/17/2018 4:37 PM

208

Public swimming pool

10/17/2018 4:07 PM

209

Would like more walking trails like Centennial Park.

10/17/2018 3:52 PM

210

The sports complex is fantastic, and I really got hopeful when I saw an entrance from 106th to the
complex only to find it didn’t go all the way through. Find a way to manage traffic in this area, I
encourage someone to find a way to pave a road to get to the soccer fields from the 106th street
entrance

10/17/2018 3:27 PM

211

Outdoor swimming pool

10/17/2018 3:20 PM
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212

Implement a pay to play program to keep the faciliites nice and maintenece cost down - don't build
them and raise our taxes to do so not every tax payer will use them.

10/17/2018 3:17 PM

213

I think our parks are nicely developed and should start taking a backseat to actual real needs like
road improvements

10/17/2018 3:11 PM

214

Pool

10/17/2018 2:59 PM

215

None

10/17/2018 2:49 PM

216

Public pool

10/17/2018 2:38 PM

217

swimming pool

10/17/2018 2:35 PM

218

Public pool

10/17/2018 2:20 PM

219

CLEAN AND NICE PUBLIC BATHROOMS AT PARKS WITHH CHANGING TABLE FOR
LITTLES!

10/17/2018 2:13 PM

220

Hiking trails/City Lake

10/17/2018 2:10 PM

221

Racquetball courts

10/17/2018 1:54 PM

222

Community swim pool similar to jenks aquatic center or the pools like in tulsa.

10/17/2018 1:52 PM

223

I'm really not aware of anything missing.

10/17/2018 1:26 PM

224

City pool/aquatics center

10/17/2018 1:08 PM

225

Swimming pool/ water park, improvement of the YMCA facility, family amusement park, more
options for youth sports, mini golf, more activities for the entire family, and improved facilities at all
of the parks.

10/17/2018 1:06 PM

226

N/A

10/17/2018 12:57 PM

227

City Pool, a splashpad is for the little ones.

10/17/2018 12:39 PM

228

Owasso needs a large fitness facility similar to the St Francis facility in tulsa!

10/17/2018 12:28 PM

229

Public pool

10/17/2018 12:14 PM

230

something for adults

10/17/2018 11:49 AM

231

Pool

10/17/2018 11:46 AM

232

More disc golf courses

10/17/2018 11:45 AM

233

outdoor pool

10/17/2018 11:24 AM

234

Pool

10/17/2018 11:13 AM

235

SAFE BICYCLE TRAILS

10/17/2018 11:12 AM

236

Swimming pool, drive in movie theater, miniature golf, farmers market

10/17/2018 11:04 AM

237

We suggest less time and money for parks and more for infrastructure

10/17/2018 10:55 AM

238

Maintenance on the Ator Football field scoreboard.

10/17/2018 10:51 AM

239

Too much emphasis on parks while Main street at 8th is undriveable.

10/17/2018 10:50 AM

240

More Disc Golf!!

10/17/2018 10:30 AM

241

public swimming pool

10/17/2018 9:54 AM

242

a public swimming pool

10/17/2018 9:38 AM

243

The dog park is barely used, and I believe it’s bevauae there is no shade, there are no splash
pools for hot days, and people aren’t able to access the water except through a small drinking
fountain. I think we should take note as to how the Tulsa dog parks are setup. The money was
spent for the park and it is rarely used-very sad. I take my puppy out there for socialization and
there is never anyone there, and the days people are there, there are usually just one or two
others.

10/17/2018 9:36 AM

244

Pool

10/17/2018 9:30 AM

245

public pool

10/17/2018 9:30 AM
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246

Adult league sports

10/17/2018 9:29 AM

247

Place for big family picnics and cookouts

10/17/2018 9:15 AM

248

swimming pool

10/17/2018 9:04 AM

249

Public swimming pool

10/17/2018 8:48 AM

250

Swimming pool or aquatic center

10/17/2018 8:44 AM

251

Pools

10/17/2018 8:42 AM

252

none

10/17/2018 8:39 AM

253

Pool

10/17/2018 7:57 AM

254

Pool

10/17/2018 7:54 AM

255

Swimming pool

10/17/2018 7:50 AM

256

More wheelchair accessible playground equipment

10/17/2018 7:20 AM

257

City public pool

10/17/2018 7:03 AM

258

Swimming pool(like jenks pool)

10/17/2018 6:59 AM

259

Aquatic Center!!. usaswimming.org's Faciliites Department has many helpful resources and holds
Build-a-Pool conferences that teach communities how to build appropriately-sized facilities that
are sustainable. Single pools often are not sustainable, but aquatic centers that combine multiple
pools of different sizes, depths, and temperatures for learn-to-swim (smaller, shallower, warmer
pool), aquatic rehab (very small pool, much warmer), water aerobics, adult lap swimming,
lifesaving/scuba diving, and competitive swimming can be sustainable and can bring a community
together. Many communities combine efforts from the city/school district/YMCA or similar
organization, and industry sponsorship to fund and operate a facility and aquatic programs. Phillips
in Bartlesville and Kerr McGee/Chesapeake/American Energy have done so in OKC for decades.
The school district's athletic focus is elsewhere - it will never build a pool on its own. Leadership
from the city, and a combined effort could make it happen.

10/17/2018 6:59 AM

260

Community pool

10/17/2018 6:57 AM

261

SWIMMING POOL

10/17/2018 6:46 AM

262

Running & biking trails. More sidewalks.

10/17/2018 6:36 AM

263

Rec Center like Claremore. The YMCA is not a substitute.

10/17/2018 6:28 AM

264

Community pool

10/17/2018 6:16 AM

265

Large indoor/outdoor swimming pool.

10/17/2018 5:57 AM

266

Pool

10/17/2018 5:21 AM

267

A water park. For example look at Salina Kansas city water park. Amazing.

10/16/2018 11:44 PM

268

SWIMMING POOL

10/16/2018 10:05 PM

269

Running Tracks

10/16/2018 9:29 PM

270

Pool

10/16/2018 8:56 PM

271

Community swimming pool

10/16/2018 8:56 PM

272

Trails For running

10/16/2018 8:45 PM

273

Pool/aquatics

10/16/2018 8:35 PM

274

Swimming pool!!!!! Create a swim team. Prevent drownings

10/16/2018 8:30 PM

275

Pool

10/16/2018 8:23 PM

276

Public swimming pool

10/16/2018 8:16 PM

277

Swimming pools

10/16/2018 8:11 PM

278

Swimming pool

10/16/2018 8:09 PM

279

A pool! How hard is it to get a real pool. I hate having to drive to Claremore just to enjoy a swim.

10/16/2018 7:47 PM
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280

Taking away senior citizen things to make it for younger people when they already have all the
attention

10/16/2018 7:47 PM

281

Community pool

10/16/2018 7:44 PM

282

Community pool

10/16/2018 7:42 PM

283

We need a community pool/center like Broken Arrow has. The Y is not the answer to that demand.
People want outdoor swimming and activities when the weather is nice.

10/16/2018 7:41 PM

284

Community pool

10/16/2018 7:29 PM

285

I’d love to have a festival park like Guthrie Green for community theater performances and etc in
the summer!

10/16/2018 7:27 PM

286

Public Swimming Pool

10/16/2018 7:15 PM

287

Pool, aquatics center

10/16/2018 7:13 PM

288

Programs for Adults, walking groups park sponsored

10/16/2018 7:12 PM

289

Owasso needs an indoor pool big enough to accomadate the high school team 8 lanes 25 yards

10/16/2018 7:04 PM

290

A garden

10/16/2018 6:53 PM

291

Public pool

10/16/2018 6:46 PM

292

Community pool

10/16/2018 6:45 PM

293

Public Pool

10/16/2018 6:35 PM

294

Public Swimming Pool

10/16/2018 6:27 PM

295

Already missed out, Broken Arrow has grabbed the park scene & continues to grow with style.

10/16/2018 6:24 PM

296

Pool

10/16/2018 6:23 PM

297

City pool

10/16/2018 6:22 PM

298

Community Outdoor swimming pool

10/16/2018 6:18 PM

299

Competitive swimming pool

10/16/2018 6:16 PM

300

City pool

10/16/2018 6:13 PM

301

Picnic areas

10/16/2018 6:01 PM

302

nothing

10/16/2018 5:55 PM

303

Swimming pool- we would like be an outdoor pool and would purchase a season pass!

10/16/2018 5:51 PM

304

City pool

10/16/2018 5:51 PM

305

Hiking type trails

10/16/2018 5:44 PM

306

Ator football field is in horrible condition. The field is hazardous for our children to play games on

10/16/2018 5:32 PM

307

Indoor/outdoor public pool

10/16/2018 5:30 PM

308

Swimming pool

10/16/2018 5:28 PM

309

Pool

10/16/2018 5:24 PM

310

None

10/16/2018 5:23 PM

311

We would like soccer fields that we can just take our kids to for extra practice, not ones reserved
only for official games or team practices. Living in neighborhoods, it's impossible for a player to get
practice shooting on goal without hitting people's houses or fences, flower pots, etc...

10/16/2018 5:18 PM

312

City pool

10/16/2018 5:13 PM

313

Pool

10/16/2018 5:13 PM

314

all the parks seem to be surrounded by neighborhoods, there are no walking parks away from
neighborhoods, nothing like walking in the park and smelling everyones lawn chemicals

10/16/2018 5:12 PM

315

Competition sized swimming pool.

10/16/2018 5:10 PM

316

A city pool.

10/16/2018 5:04 PM
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317

Community swimming pool!

10/16/2018 4:57 PM

318

Volleyball Court

10/16/2018 4:50 PM

319

Large Pool not YMCA

10/16/2018 4:43 PM

320

community swimming pools

10/16/2018 4:33 PM

321

Pool

10/16/2018 4:25 PM

322

Water park

10/16/2018 4:23 PM

323

Botanical garden

10/16/2018 4:21 PM

324

Indoor walking/jogging facility

10/16/2018 4:20 PM

325

Pools

10/16/2018 4:17 PM

326

Public pool

10/16/2018 4:13 PM

327

Waterpark

10/16/2018 3:52 PM

328

City pool

10/16/2018 3:52 PM

329

Pool

10/16/2018 3:46 PM

330

Pool

10/16/2018 3:44 PM

331

Updated Library facility

10/16/2018 3:39 PM
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Q8 Rank the importance of each item below as needing to be addressed
in the next 10 years?
Answered: 1,316

Skipped: 8

Housing/Residen
tial options
Transportation
options
Community
Center...
Storm water
and drainage...
Provide
curbside...
Improving
Senior and...

Park amenities

Entertainment
options
Attracting
high paying...
Adequate
revenue to...
Public safety
and crime...
City's ability
to provide...
Maintaining
quality/safe...
Street repairs
and traffic...

0

1

2

3

VERY
IMPORTANT
Housing/Residential options

15.81%
206

4

5

6

SOMEWHAT
IMPORTANT
34.77%
453
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7

8

9

NEUTRAL

NOT
IMPORTANT

37.45%
488

11.97%
156

10

TOTAL

WEIGHTED
AVERAGE

1,303

2.46
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Transportation options

18.27%
238

34.54%
450

35.07%
457

12.13%
158

1,303

2.41

18.26%
239

40.41%
529

33.84%
443

7.49%
98

1,309

2.31

26.91%
352

44.27%
579

26.38%
345

2.45%
32

1,308

2.04

39.83%
521

30.73%
402

22.48%
294

6.96%
91

1,308

1.97

32.16%
421

42.55%
557

21.93%
287

3.36%
44

1,309

1.96

33.61%
439

44.87%
586

17.46%
228

4.06%
53

1,306

1.92

38.46%
503

39.98%
523

16.44%
215

5.12%
67

1,308

1.88

46.21%
604

36.80%
481

13.77%
180

3.21%
42

1,307

1.74

50.92%
665

37.37%
488

10.49%
137

1.23%
16

1,306

1.62

78.77%
1,035

16.36%
215

4.64%
61

0.23%
3

1,314

1.26

City's ability to provide quality services
keeping pace with rapid growth

79.89%
1,045

16.28%
213

3.06%
40

0.76%
10

1,308

1.25

Maintaining quality/safe neighborhoods

81.45%
1,067

15.80%
207

2.52%
33

0.23%
3

1,310

1.22

85.29%
1,119

12.80%
168

1.83%
24

0.08%
1

1,312

1.17

Community Center improvements
Storm water and drainage issues
Provide curbside recycling
Improving Senior and Social Services
Park amenities
Entertainment options
Attracting high paying jobs to the community
Adequate revenue to provide public services
Public safety and crime reduction

Street repairs and traffic congestion

#

OTHER/COMMENTS

DATE

1

It would be nice if Owasso had a bigger better Movie theater. There are times we drive to Tulsa to
see a movie because it is not playing in Owasso. The city could also use a few places to see live
music. Places for local musicians to play.

12/31/2018 4:01 PM

2

Better timing of traffic lights! Especially by McDonald’s on 76th!

12/27/2018 5:43 PM

3

Owasso really needs more jogging and biking trails! I would love to be able to do my runs on trails
vs. down the city sidewalks. Also, to ride bikes as a family, we currently have to load up the bikes
and drive to Sperry or Tulsa. We need some safe biking options on the east side of Owasso, near
Centennial Park area.

12/27/2018 2:18 PM

4

Extending 169's 3 lanes to at least 86th street, fixing the light timing issues at 169/96th street, and
fixing the moronic highway entrance exit schemes on 86th and 96th are the highest priorities

12/27/2018 9:28 AM

5

We have enough apartments& hotels. Need more affordable housing for those who are $150k
households. Stone canyon is too expensive and we need new neighborhoods with acreage.

12/27/2018 9:26 AM

6

We need better maintainance of the older parks, roads and neighborhoods, not just the new areas
of town. Leaf removal service / options for neighborhoods. Improved street flooding abatement.

12/27/2018 12:06 AM

7

Keeping Owasso safe should be top priority, then public services, roads, and recycling.

12/26/2018 11:48 PM

8

No

12/26/2018 11:33 PM

9

Particularly improving roads and surfaces in neighborhoods, especially older neighborhoods in
central Owasso that were neglected in the last repaving project.

12/26/2018 10:39 PM

10

There is too much new residential building taking place and it is detrimental to existing home sales.

12/26/2018 8:50 PM
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11

Please fix the roads and add sidewalks in Hale Acres

12/26/2018 8:32 PM

12

Making sure to keep green space around housing and keeping noise/smell pollution down. Very
important to keeping my family in Owasso.

12/26/2018 6:11 PM

13

Fix the roads

12/26/2018 6:08 PM

14

This town needs to take care of what it has before being concerned about growth. I didn’t move
here to be a big city. Very disappointed in how much town has grown. Would of preferred to stay in
Tulsa for how we are now

12/26/2018 5:08 PM

15

I think the streets need a lot of help. There are 3 main streets that cut though Owasso. The city is
growing, but the streets need help. There is SO much traffic after work or on weekends.

12/14/2018 1:35 PM

16

Too many apartments

12/14/2018 1:42 AM

17

City can control the rate of growth and should have roads in place before rapid development. Cityprovided recycling would be costly and takes away from private opportunity. Public safety via
police and fire should be the key govt. role.

12/13/2018 11:33 PM

18

The Owasso Community Center has such great potential! It just needs some updating! The
building has been there FOREVER and I love the many opportunities for our seniors- very
important for our community as many of us are so happy here and plan to stay here through
retirement. But the building could be used so much more if it was "fancied" up a bit! People would
be more apt to rent it for parties, weddings, etc if it had a more modern feel.

12/13/2018 11:28 PM

19

I feel the need to reiterate CURBSIDE RECYCLING. Can’t say it enough.

12/13/2018 1:14 PM

20

Don’t over develop Owasso, we need to keep open spaces and bigger lots for housing options.
Also the traffic congestion and light timing is horrible (96N &129E)!!!

12/13/2018 1:10 PM

21

Stop building so many new neighborhoods

12/13/2018 12:31 PM

22

I believe the biggest things for Owasso to concentrate on are: easing traffic congestion and
establishing better jobs and entertainment options so that people do not need to travel to Broken
Arrow or Tulsa as much. I would really like to see 116th Street North widened between German
Corner(Garnett) and Highway 169.

12/13/2018 11:56 AM

23

widening of roads BEFORE an new addition comes in creating more traffic. Be forward thinking
instead of catching up. If the roads are ready, more development both housing and commercial
will be interested. tulsa county has a habit of being behind instead of thinking ahead

12/13/2018 11:38 AM

24

Curbside recycling should be mandatory, adult sports & public pool is essential. On 106th St. we
need stop signs & widening for 129th & 145th St.

12/13/2018 9:07 AM

25

Curbside recycling!

12/4/2018 2:31 PM

26

Why are there no nonsmoking condo and apartment facilities

11/28/2018 10:25 AM

27

Owasso needs a city pool and upgraded theater.

11/26/2018 12:51 AM

28

I feel that curbside recycling is the absolute most important need in Owasso.

11/19/2018 5:37 PM

29

I feel like the bubbles I checked don't align with my previous comments, but I'm sure I don't
understand the scope of the city's issues and am narrowly focusing on the fun stuff I would like to
selfishly use. That sounds horrible. You leaders do whatever you need to do to keep us running
safely. Ultimately, I don't want to go to entertainment venues if I don't feel safe there. That's why I
hate going to events at night in downtown Tulsa, and why my family left First Baptist Tulsa after 10
years. I want nice stuff, but I want to feel safe and secure.

11/19/2018 10:32 AM

30

CURBSIDE RECYCLING!!!!!! As an individual for my home, I would pay for this on my utility bill!!!!

11/19/2018 9:57 AM

31

Curbside recycling! Enough cannot be said for how vital this is!

11/19/2018 9:14 AM

32

Safetym Street work and walking/bicycle trails

11/19/2018 8:55 AM

33

A larger community center would be nice to have as an option other than the YMCA which is
costly. Provide more funding and advertising for youth activities so classes won't get canceled and
funding to allow for free activities.

11/14/2018 9:22 AM

34

community center could be improved

11/12/2018 9:18 AM
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35

it would help if there was more available recycling b ins and advertisement letting people know
where, maybe through the schools, etc. I just found out about the ones at the library by accident,
they were easy to use.

11/9/2018 9:27 AM

36

Public swimming. Our high school team has to practice out of town. AND we have no public rec
center!!

11/3/2018 1:07 PM

37

School traffic is a new residential issue. The new pick up and drop off policies for safty of our
students has caused a multitude of issues including the inability to get in or out of our drive way,
mail not delivered because of people parking where they should not. The daily near miss of major
traffic accidents with busses the move into lanes narrowly missing cars in those lanes. Lack of
traffic control has become a daily concern in the neighborhood and increased road rage issues
with the parents collecting their children should not be a residents daily battle.

11/1/2018 5:53 PM

38

Owasso, and the rest of Oklahoma, MUST work on bringing higher paying jobs. The rest of it will
follow when citizens have more disposable income.

11/1/2018 4:57 PM

39

I believe that housing options are plentiful in Owasso. It feels like some important services have
been neglected in the past (roads, police, fire).

10/30/2018 4:11 PM

40

I'd like to see the city stop growing. It is only attracting more crime.

10/30/2018 9:37 AM

41

We need bike lanes!!!!!!!!

10/29/2018 9:07 PM

42

I am concerned about the number of kids attending Owasso Schools. The High School has to be
bursting at the seams.

10/29/2018 7:09 PM

43

The city has opportunity to help sell the city as a high quality area for seniors. Cities in the area
only focus on high end options. Then there are cheap options that create space to reside but
there’s not much quality of life. Tulsa is against development of new small homes 500-1000 sq ft in
close proximities. With the right developments and rules properties could be well maintained and
create a more vibrant area for seniors who want to downsize when they stop working and still feel
independent in a housing area that one can be proud of, allow for stretching retirement dollars and
be more active. For instance residents could pay a small monthly for lawn upkeep or a higher rate
to ensure external upkeep is sustained. No one in this area seems to be interested in developing
anything that’s less than $140,000 that’s senior friendly. The infrastructure is here to attract seniors
that fall between the low and high end of housing that are still active but want to manage their
money well.

10/28/2018 11:35 AM

44

I have seen and heard of so called improvements to be performed at the commucommunity center.
The shuffelboard, dart boards and ping-pong tables will not improve anything at the community
center. The age group of people to use this type service does not match the time of day the center
is open.

10/28/2018 7:10 AM

45

Street improvements should be top priority

10/27/2018 11:08 PM

46

The quality of neighborhoods should not be in the same category of safety. We need safety and
no HOA's. That causes more issues than anything that we've seen. Safety, however, is extremely
important as we've seen a lot of break ins in our area, including being hit ourselves.

10/27/2018 9:18 PM

47

We don’t need anymore growth. Keep Owasso as a small town. Stop building apartments because
that’s where our crime is coming from.

10/27/2018 4:26 PM

48

The traffic is terrible, road's are bad.

10/26/2018 10:17 PM

49

We need a car service to take people to appointments in Tulsa.

10/26/2018 2:31 PM

50

Owasso should consider constructing a large recreation/meeting facility similar to Claremore. Also,
consideration should be given to develop an addiction strictly for RVers. (Folks with motor
homes/5th wheels/etc that provides covenants for smaller homes with garages large enough to
park trailers. Much like Florida and Texas. You would stimulate growth among that age group;
hence create an entirely new sector of city and services revenue. Covenants would demand strict
rules for tidiness and quality of life.

10/25/2018 5:27 PM

51

Anything that includes "rapid growth" in Owasso needs to be rethought unless, it's the rapid growth
of trees, grass, fields with cows, etc. Growth is the last thing the people of Owasso want unless
you're one of the couple handfuls running the show in town.

10/25/2018 4:16 PM

52

If the Police Department isn’t funded properly and lead properly the rest of it won’t matter. The
officers have done an amazing job keeping up with the criminal element so far but without better
funding and staffing it’ll be for not

10/25/2018 4:15 PM
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53

The City MUST start having success with bond referendums or it will continue to fall behind our
peer communities. Sales tax simply cannot keep up with the needs much less the wants.

10/25/2018 1:32 PM

54

I think the Street Department could more active and less reactive in fixing street / sidewalks. I
understand that there is a budget, but I have seen problems exist for years that do not get fixed
without people calling in a complaining.

10/25/2018 1:12 PM

55

Stop letting people put up basketball goals on the curbs forcing kids to play in the streets, this
practice is ugly in the neighborhood and dangerous.

10/25/2018 10:31 AM

56

We desperately need a new animal shelter, potentially go “no kill”, employee high level caring
workers, not kill animals in 3 days because you don’t want to clean up after them. Owasso is one
of the worst in the state...and that doesn’t speak well if the caring community Owasso is.

10/25/2018 7:38 AM

57

Again...I can't stress enough. Stop building more apartment complexes. Our crime rate is bad
enough. We also need street repairs and potholes being filled on a daily basis, not just once in a
while.

10/25/2018 7:18 AM

58

There are already a lot of options for housing. New additions all the time

10/25/2018 5:36 AM

59

I would like to see sidewalks finished. For instance the fairways addition on 96th and Mingo and
also on mingo going towards Casey’s. People who want to ride bike have to get on the busy road
because there are some sidewalks that don’t connect.

10/24/2018 10:52 PM

60

I believe the city is growing well with a range of housing options but needs to focus on road
improvements. The "Progress as Promised" sign for the widening of 76th St to 129th has been up
since I moved here more than 5 years ago. I'm just now seeing some clearing to move utilities.
Widening the streets and providing more sidewalks will lead to a more active community. And yes,
PLEASE, PLEASE, PLEASE add curbside recycling. It's almost 2019!! That's been something
other cities where I have lived have been doing for more than a decade.

10/24/2018 8:30 PM

61

Padded volleyball courts with lighting

10/24/2018 7:09 PM

62

There is a strong need to improve Senior services in Owasso. Compared to Broken Arrow,
Claremore and Skiatook Owasso is Substandard by not having a dedicated senior center.

10/24/2018 5:59 PM

63

More proactive police force vs reactive. Can drive Owasso at night & rarely see an OPD Officer.
There are more than enough residential areas.

10/24/2018 5:36 PM

64

Several intersections need better lights (some have the ones you can’t tell are even working) and
timing. (For example by Reasors on 86th, the turn light to go to the mid high sometimes doesn’t
work, the turn light at 86th & Garnett going from S Garnett isn’t long enough, etc)

10/24/2018 3:10 PM

65

No more apartment complexes. Fix up the old low rent apartments. These unkempt facilities attract
crime and other issues into our community, such as drugs.

10/24/2018 3:06 PM

66

new or remodeled movie theater, gaming center such as dave & busters

10/24/2018 2:42 PM

67

Maintain what we currently have in terms of parks and recreation before building new.

10/24/2018 2:25 PM

68

The ability to travel the city by bike trails/sidewalks and having a public pool is critical for me.

10/24/2018 1:50 PM

69

roads can not accomodate the traffic and are too narrow. It is hard to right-turn in many places due
to the lack of corner and then ditch drop-off. 106th and 129th NEEDS A LIGHT. The sports park, at
the very least needs a light. Honestly, one reason I picked Owasso over Broken arrow was BA has
horrible tiny congested side streets. I'm really disappointed because since living here I have found
that to be true in Owasso too. tiny, cheaply made side streets. We have two great parks, However,
I would love to see more parks. There is no true long distance walking trail. We need something to
connect the entire town.

10/24/2018 1:29 PM

70

The city needs an Olympic sized pool.

10/24/2018 1:20 PM

71

Public safety should be of the utmost importance.

10/24/2018 1:14 PM

72

My main problem is with the parking if parents blocking 145th street to drop off and pick up kids.

10/24/2018 12:57 PM

73

Senior citizens subdivision providing activities, low maintenance high quality housing. Ballroom
dancing lessons without having to go to Tulsa. Exercise programs for seniors. Yoga lessons.
Hearing aid providers.

10/24/2018 12:16 PM

74

More parking availability in recreational areas, cleaning and improving the silt issues in the park
ponds. Pathway lighting on walking areas in parks. BIKE LANES,

10/24/2018 11:39 AM
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75

More lofts, so the regular citizen can afford to rent or buy one.

10/24/2018 11:10 AM

76

I would like to see a neighborhood of patio homes. As I get older, it is more attractive for me to live
in my own home, but have less outdoor maintenance.

10/24/2018 10:43 AM

77

Something has to be done about the movie theater- it’s hazardous seating for families and elderly
and the owners refuse to address it. I just don’t know who to visit with about it- I would like to keep
money for movies in town but now for my families safety we go to Claremore or Tulsa. It’s truly
disappointing

10/24/2018 7:38 AM

78

Wish I had the $ to build patio homes like the ones at 81st and Memorial in Tulsa. Apts concern is
greatly. Crime has increased since we brought in more apts, especially The Greens. Sorr, but I
think the character campaign is a waste of $s. The people that pay attention to the signs and
mailers already have the good character to take the time to read it.

10/23/2018 8:01 PM

79

We need a public pool or a school related aquatics facility like Jenks has.

10/23/2018 2:34 PM

80

Would love to see more restaurants and shopping come to Owasso.

10/23/2018 11:45 AM

81

It seems like the only thing to do in town is eat. There isn’t a lot of entertainment options. If we are
looking for entertainment, we will 10 times out of 10 go elsewhere. While we like to support our
town, there just really isn’t much to do beyond seeing a movie.

10/22/2018 10:59 PM

82

Recruit Top Golf before another Tulsa suburb does it.

10/22/2018 8:10 PM

83

I am probably most concerned with the rapid growth and trying to keep a small town but also being
realistic

10/22/2018 8:08 PM

84

POOL

10/22/2018 8:02 AM

85

Adults have to leave the city if they want to enjoy a night out (besides bowling).

10/21/2018 4:34 PM

86

We are in need of places to go cycling.

10/21/2018 2:07 PM

87

Senior housing is lacking. Senior only apartments, patio homes would be great addition to the City.

10/21/2018 7:06 AM

88

City wants to spend millions on a football stadium and bus’s kids to Claremore to swim! Really!
Poor planning!

10/19/2018 11:42 PM

89

N/a

10/19/2018 9:28 PM

90

I am handicapped and can't walk far. At the sports field on N. Main the parking lines should extend
on north of the fence. The commissioner isn't at all functions, why does he have a special parking,
empty a lot. Just need more spaces. Thanks you.

10/19/2018 6:00 PM

91

We need a city pool.

10/19/2018 1:31 PM

92

Having great roads, entertainment, restaurants, and a pool will keep revenue in Owasso.
Otherwise, like our family has in the past gone to other towns to swim in an outdoor pool or water
park - and we’ve seen others from Owasso there at the same time.

10/19/2018 12:59 PM

93

1. I want to be able to ride my bicycle all over the place. 2. If i had a wish list, it would be nice if
power lines were below ground. It looks terrible when you drive down the street (ex: 116th by
walmart) and you see all these wires going cross the road. Makes beautiful sunrises and sunsets
uuuuuuugly.

10/19/2018 10:06 AM

94

Traffic control in neighborhoods. (I.e., 106 st No between Garnett and 129th) this area is an actual
neighborhood and the speed limit should be reduced to 25 MPH. Also widen 116th from 169 to
Garnett as been planned for at least for the 50 years I’ve lived in Owasso.

10/19/2018 8:41 AM

95

Run down homes with filthy yards in old town need to be addressed now before the new district is
completed. New area looks great coming in from 169 and 76 street but driving all the way down
main street is embarrassing. Filthy homes with trash everywhere. Pools not behind privacy fencing
ect.

10/19/2018 7:46 AM

96

106 and 129 needs a traffic light and congestion at 129 and 196 at rush hour is bad

10/18/2018 9:59 PM

97

Developing more things for kids to do. A community pool with slide would provide older children
things to do. Older kids do not partake in splash pads because they are designed for younger kids.

10/18/2018 9:31 PM

98

We need a pool for the high school kids to train in and for the community to use.

10/18/2018 7:11 PM

99

Quality roads

10/18/2018 6:52 PM
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100

Stop building public facilities when money does not exist to maintain. Don't try to increase
revenue, stop creating demand for more revenue.

10/18/2018 4:19 PM

101

Would love more one acre, treed, new neighborhoods for medium to upper income, like Stone
Canyon , on the west side of Owasso

10/18/2018 3:43 PM

102

With few low-cost housing options, few walking or bike trails that connect neighborhoods to
shopping and service centers, and no public transportation, Owasso has become somewhat
hostile to individuals with limited income and limited access to automobiles. It certainly didn't feel
like this until the population explosion in the 2000s when city planners began to promote new
residential and commercial construction without sufficient guarantees in place to preserve
affordable housing and non-automotive transportation options.

10/18/2018 10:22 AM

103

We have major street light issues!!!!! Living in Bailey Ranch it is very disheartening to drive by and
watch workers just standing around shooting the breeze.....and it infuriates you to see them still
there 20-30 minutes later. Also these county homes along Garnett are trashy!!!! Is there anything
we can do to get them to mow and pick up their trashy yards? Including Thompson’s....it just looks
trashy!!!! Also, please inform city landscape team they are NOT supposed to blow clippings into
the sewers....I’ve witnessed this so many times. Thanks!

10/18/2018 8:11 AM

104

Safety for the kids that play in the neighborhoods is very important. Not just from predators but
from the people that choose to speed. It should not be that difficult to get a speed table in a
neighborhood.

10/18/2018 7:09 AM

105

Upgrade infrastructure BEFORE allowing development.

10/18/2018 6:09 AM

106

Revamp the Owasso movie theatre. I would love to stay here more for movies!

10/17/2018 11:34 PM

107

There should be public transportation provided for the handicapped. I know a woman with no legs
who's wheelchair bound and she drives that wheelchair to/from work (Target store) in all weather
conditions, dayand night, risking getting ran over by a car.

10/17/2018 11:18 PM

108

The biggest current issues in Owasso are rising crime and traffic congestion. These are not
glamorous issues to fund and deal with. However, if they are not properly addressed, Owasso will
lose its charm and eventually could lose its wealth. People will leave if it does not remain safe.

10/17/2018 10:36 PM

109

Need more senior condos and options besides Baptist

10/17/2018 10:33 PM

110

Parks need to be updated.

10/17/2018 9:28 PM

111

There is plenty of places for living/residential areas. The community is becoming less safe.
Schools are becoming unsafe

10/17/2018 9:18 PM

112

For the size of our city we NEED curb side recycling. We also need some good bike/walking trails.

10/17/2018 9:08 PM

113

I do not want to see the city cave and spend time, space, and resources building low income or
government housing. There are tons of those options in a close proximity. We need to focus on
bringing high paying jobs to the community to continue to attract professionals and their families. It
would be nice to have more options for careers in owasso rather than live here, but commute to
Tulsa for work

10/17/2018 8:37 PM

114

I believe we need to expand the size of the mid high and high school buildings or add a new
location.

10/17/2018 8:06 PM

115

This is all important for growth. I wish Owasso has healthier restaurant options, people are so sick
and unhealthy and we need a darn salad bar or two!

10/17/2018 8:03 PM

116

There is plenty of revnue coming in, just dont waste it

10/17/2018 7:27 PM

117

I see Owasso as a pillow community, people come home to our town after work, and that's fine! I
think bringing higher paying jobs in will also bring in crime.

10/17/2018 7:14 PM

118

We have a large walking /running and bike community with no where that is truly safe to do these
activities. We need running and bike parhs, nature trails are desperately desired...not more
restaurants!

10/17/2018 6:52 PM

119

It doesn’t make sense to have a downtown that’s improving without either parking or bike trails to
lead to it. I would preferred bike trails! Hey Should we improve or widen all our streets could we
not include a bike trail?

10/17/2018 6:15 PM

120

We need sidewalks!! Especially along majot roads so pedestrians have a safe place to walk, run or
ride bikes

10/17/2018 5:36 PM
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121

The streets in our neighborhood are declining every year and need some attention, not just
repairing the huge potholes, but repaving altogether.

10/17/2018 3:37 PM

122

We have good amounts of restaurants, entertainment places, and housing developers. We need to
start making road improvements a real priority and not just the ones around the cities buildings and
the city councils favorite shopping centers. We have established housing areas with roads that are
unsafe they are in such a bad state. Also 76th from HWY169 out east towards stone canyon
needs to get bumped up in priority even though the city council gave other desires

10/17/2018 3:11 PM

123

I want to see more large properties (minimun of a half acre) to keep a good country/city balance.

10/17/2018 2:29 PM

124

We need to hire more police officers to combat the hood rats coming in from North Tulsa

10/17/2018 2:20 PM

125

The park bathrooms are a huge issue!!

10/17/2018 2:13 PM

126

If I had to choose one it would be street repairs and traffic regulation and enforcement. We're
building up Redbud right next to highway 76th street where no one obeys the speed limits.

10/17/2018 1:56 PM

127

Keep seeing residential options. If that means more apartments then NO we do not need options.
We need houses not apartments

10/17/2018 1:27 PM

128

Owasso is the only 6A school community that does not have a community/city/school pool for the
Owasso swim team to utilize. It's embarrassing! Couldn't the city collaborate with the school to
build an aquatics center to rival Jenks?

10/17/2018 1:08 PM

129

As a community with increasing young families, it would be ideal to have more activities the entire
family could enjoy without having to go into Tulsa. With the growing number of young families in
the community, I have noticed that we lack more day cares that are affordable and compliant.

10/17/2018 1:06 PM

130

The City is all about the "new developments" - you need to remember to take care of the older
parts of town!!!! Streets are horrible.

10/17/2018 12:57 PM

131

Again, a large family fitness facility is drastically important to attract people. The gyms available
are lacking.

10/17/2018 12:28 PM

132

Community Performing Arts Center (not run by high school or managed by Community Center,
because they charge too much to utilize the space)

10/17/2018 12:18 PM

133

Police presence needed in our shopping areas, residential areas, schools, and churches. Less
parking, more physical visibility.

10/17/2018 11:12 AM

134

We need curbside recycling, we also need to be able to recycle plastic/cans for cash at the
recycling center.

10/17/2018 11:04 AM

135

Stop bringing in businesses that require only minimum wage labor.

10/17/2018 10:58 AM

136

We need a new movie theater - the Owasso theater is terrible for a town our size.

10/17/2018 10:55 AM

137

When answering somewhat important...it is because I feel things are going well in those areas. I
am very happy with the housing for my aging mother in law.

10/17/2018 10:51 AM

138

We Need More Disc Golf!

10/17/2018 10:30 AM

139

Need a cleaner more modern movie theater.

10/17/2018 10:00 AM

140

Connect the sidewalks! Make sure they don't have drainage ditches running through them. Make
sure they're maintained.

10/17/2018 9:38 AM

141

Beautify 76th street. Coming into Owasso off 169 looks trashy and poor.

10/17/2018 9:17 AM

142

As a person getting older it would be nice to have a place to go to interact with others.

10/17/2018 9:15 AM

143

The streets are awful and horribly maintained. The congestion at lights is awful (by Sams &
Reasors 86th St)

10/17/2018 9:14 AM

144

Stop the "City of Character" project. This is far too costly for the benefit or necessity. It is a waste
of our money.

10/17/2018 8:57 AM

145

bike lanes on city streets and walking to stores could really improve Owasso and the environment

10/17/2018 8:45 AM

146

We need an aquatic center or a swimming pool.

10/17/2018 8:44 AM

147

I think the apartments have the most significant hindrance to Owasso's character.

10/17/2018 8:35 AM
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148

We need a pool for real swimming options for our community. The YMCA pool is not for aerobic
exercise and only for toddler recreation and senior exercise. Swimming is an excellent lifetime
aerobic sport for our citizens. It is a disgrace to have a 6A school district without a pool. The
emphasis on football spending without a pool shows a lack of true interest in the long term health
of our citizens. We are concerned with the obesity problems of the state, but the reality is that the
infrastructure does not allow for many activities. Walking and biking without sidewalks, or even a
shoulder on the road, is a risky/possibly suicidal proposition. Sidewalks and a community pool
would benefit citizens of every age and economic status.

10/17/2018 7:50 AM

149

Owasso needs a swimming pool(like jenks)

10/17/2018 6:59 AM

150

Instead of putting money into that old Community Center behind the fire station, build an Aquatic
Center (see #7 above). Make doing so a combined effort between the city/school/YMCA or some
other similar organization. Build it across from the high school or in Stone Canyon. Edmond found
a way to do it. High paying jobs and municipal facilities will enhance the community.

10/17/2018 6:59 AM

151

No large amounts of government or low income housing!

10/17/2018 6:36 AM

152

Still need bike lanes on streets. A public PAC would be a good idea. Add adult sports to YMCA like
Racquet Ball.

10/17/2018 6:22 AM

153

Chipotle

10/17/2018 5:38 AM

154

I would fix every main road between 129th and highway 75 from 76th to 116th and make them into
4 lane or at a minimum 3 lane with turning lane in the center to maximize traffic flow during high
traffic hours.

10/17/2018 12:52 AM

155

curbside recycling. I feel guilty throwing away glass, cardboard, plastic, etc.

10/16/2018 10:59 PM

156

Owasso community development has been at a standstill for awhile. It’s not a booming community
like surrounding areas such as Jenks or Broken Arrow in areas of growth. Besides Redbud, there
hasn’t been any changes for far too long. So many wide open areas/fields with massive potential
but still empty. Unfortunately, the turnover rate of businesses closing has been the predictable
norm in Owasso.

10/16/2018 10:53 PM

157

We need a rec center like Claremore

10/16/2018 10:05 PM

158

No more apartments. More apartments and low income housing equals more crime.

10/16/2018 8:11 PM

159

SAFE biking routes Swimming pool

10/16/2018 8:09 PM

160

All of these elements work together to create and maintain a healthy city.

10/16/2018 7:50 PM

161

A pool would increase city revenue, give kids jobs and keep them off the streets!

10/16/2018 7:47 PM

162

none

10/16/2018 7:47 PM

163

There should be indoor tennis courts so the kids do not have to be in the elements. Safety is key
on extremely hot or cold days.

10/16/2018 7:24 PM

164

Housing for individuals with disabilities and transportation during evenings and weekends is a
need for the growing adults with disabilities population

10/16/2018 7:19 PM

165

Public Swimming Pool and widen 76th St. N. eastbound to 177th. Too much traffic now.

10/16/2018 7:15 PM

166

The crime is getting way out of hand. Now our police here are amazing. So the crime is getting
taken care of but we need to find ways to shut it down. It starts with our kids. We need to focus on
our high school and middle school. Also I get how some people make money from renting home in
good neighborhoods but it’s bringing in crime.

10/16/2018 6:31 PM

167

Owasso is sooo far behind & doesn’t recruit big businesses like Broken Arrow. Owasso is still
being ran by People who do not think outside the box, This town is boring !! Who does the
architecture for the school facades? They aren’t attractive, look at the high school & compare to
Union or BA.

10/16/2018 6:24 PM

168

We need housing for senorsthat they can afford. Like Prairie Rose in Tulsa on Riverside dr. That's
a assistant living we need here so I don't have to move to Tulsa. I love Owasso. We need to think
of our old as well as the young

10/16/2018 6:24 PM

169

We need a small water park

10/16/2018 6:22 PM

170

Basic services only!

10/16/2018 5:55 PM

171

Income based housing for those on social security disability

10/16/2018 5:49 PM
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The crap that has been happening to remove amenities and start charging fees for things at the
community center is not right. It has been a fantastic place for our elders to congregate and keep
from getting isolated and depressed and it seems the city is working to dismantle that. It's not ok. It
seems everything we've had that was actually an asset to this town gets tossed out. We USED TO
have a community rec center with giant trampolines and gymnastics classes and all sorts of things
when I was growing up. We had a huge public pool with kiddie pool and even diving boards! It was
so nice to have in the summer and be able to take our kids to swim lessons without being
fumigated by chlorine fumes at the Y. Maybe, just MAYBE we could actually take care of
amenities we have, improve them, and stop destroying them. Selling off pool tables? Tired of the
greedy, self-serving folks who claim to be leaders of this town. We should be selling the golf
course for $1 to someone who can actually manage it properly and maybe stop bleeding hundreds
of thousands of dollars a year in waste.

10/16/2018 5:18 PM

173

Owasso needs a NEW or REDONE movie theater!!

10/16/2018 4:35 PM

174

Steeet repairs and expansion are the most important. The dirt road leading into my neighborhood,
Carrington Pointe, from 76th St is a safety hazard with the potholes. It has been “repaired” once
since I moved into the neighborhood and had potholes again a couple of weeks later. It’s nearly
unusable. You can only drive 5 mph on it, and even then it’s a challenge. Please fix our roads!

10/16/2018 4:26 PM

175

Stop building apartment complexes

10/16/2018 3:50 PM

176

Listen to citizens and not just personal voices inside city hall.

10/16/2018 3:46 PM

177

Current, traffic lights are rarely set up correctly. Either no or broken sensors. Folks spend a lot of
time sitting red lights watching few of any vehicles pass in front them. This seems to enhance the
massive amount of red light running that occurs in Owasso.

10/16/2018 3:45 PM

178

Improved/bigger library

10/16/2018 3:39 PM

179

Please take down those awful signs with "inspirational" quotes, they are embarassing.

10/16/2018 3:38 PM
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Q9 How satisfied are you with the following?
Answered: 1,319
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Skipped: 5
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Recycle
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System
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6

7

8

DISSATISFIED

9

N/A

10

TOTAL

WEIGHTED
AVERAGE
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Streets

10.89%
143

37.78%
496

31.45%
413

19.57%
257

0.30%
4

1,313

2.60

Recycle Center/Recycling
Options

19.31%
253

27.86%
365

21.45%
281

19.54%
256

11.83%
155

1,310

2.47

Museum

17.25%
225

21.70%
283

7.75%
101

6.44%
84

46.86%
611

1,304

2.06

18.69%
245

33.33%
437

10.76%
141

5.26%
69

31.96%
419

1,311

2.04

26.10%
343

52.36%
688

12.63%
166

4.49%
59

4.41%
58

1,314

1.95

Ease of
Obtaining/Accessing
Information

28.44%
372

41.90%
548

9.63%
126

4.28%
56

15.75%
206

1,308

1.88

City Website

31.32%
410

41.79%
547

10.01%
131

3.67%
48

13.22%
173

1,309

1.84

29.56%
386

34.07%
445

7.27%
95

3.06%
40

26.03%
340

1,306

1.78

21.98%
287

17.53%
229

2.99%
39

2.14%
28

55.36%
723

1,306

1.67

44.77%
586

26.74%
350

6.42%
84

2.83%
37

19.25%
252

1,309

1.60

46.56%
610

28.85%
378

4.66%
61

1.83%
24

18.09%
237

1,310

1.53

Customer Service from
City Staff

44.12%
578

26.03%
341

4.05%
53

1.68%
22

24.12%
316

1,310

1.52

City Buildings and
Facilities

53.06%
693

30.25%
395

3.75%
49

1.15%
15

11.79%
154

1,306

1.47

Trash Collection

51.99%
678

25.31%
330

4.45%
58

1.38%
18

16.87%
220

1,304

1.46

53.51%
702

22.48%
295

3.73%
49

2.13%
28

18.14%
238

1,312

1.44

54.81%
718

20.23%
265

2.60%
34

0.92%
12

21.45%
281

1,310

1.36

71.33%
938

20.23%
266

3.27%
43

1.52%
20

3.65%
48

1,315

1.33

81.46%
1,072

11.63%
153

0.68%
9

0.15%
2

6.08%
80

1,316

1.14

Community Center
Parks

Neighborhood Services
Bailey Ranch Golf Course
Utility Billing
Storm Water System

Water Service
Sewer Service
Police Services
Fire Services

#

DO YOU HAVE ANY COMMENTS REGARDING YOUR ANSWERS TO THIS QUESTION?

DATE

1

Just moved from Tulsa, and I really miss the recycling included with trash pickup. I has so much
less trash. Also, 96th is a nightmare in the shopping area.... The way the parking lots and traffic
lights were designed is terrible. I'd almost rather drive to Tulsa than try to navigate through getting
around, in, and out of those parking lots... Seriously designed so poor. I'd like to see more
businesses around 116th.

12/31/2018 12:40 PM

2

I receive clutter in my utility bill that immediately goes in the trash unread. The cost of printing
could be used elsewhere.

12/31/2018 8:55 AM

3

The options and availability of recycling is in distress. We live outside of city limits and use the
dwindling Mr. Murph options, whuchmost residents use. A recycling bin with regular trash service
would help, in my opinion.

12/30/2018 8:53 PM

4

Would love curbside recycling!

12/29/2018 11:34 PM
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5

Something needs to happen with recycling. Murph locations at school site are being abused and
people are more likely to participate if it’s convenient and not a hassle

12/28/2018 9:25 PM

6

What museum, what community center?

12/28/2018 12:02 AM

7

Utility biling is too high and people at the water department are rude.

12/27/2018 11:16 PM

8

Recycling needs to be readily accessible in Owasso.

12/27/2018 10:40 PM

9

Owasso water and trash bill is somewhat high to not pick up boxes or provide easier recycling.
The site on main could open earlier on saturdays too.

12/27/2018 10:21 PM

10

Our city is growing, we need to increase Police manpower and ease congested traffic. Traffic lights
at 129th and 96st are not synced and TERRIBLE.

12/27/2018 9:32 PM

11

You could put a walking/running trail around the golf course with km marked. This would also
allow for race competitions to come to our city.

12/27/2018 10:08 AM

12

Water pressure on the north side at least is pretty low. A water tower would be great in the empty
area near Tulsa Tech.

12/27/2018 9:28 AM

13

N/a

12/27/2018 12:46 AM

14

No

12/26/2018 11:33 PM

15

City utilities are expensive, more so than they should be.

12/26/2018 10:45 PM

16

curbside recycling is the one major thing we are missing in Owasso

12/26/2018 10:39 PM

17

We have terrible water.

12/26/2018 10:20 PM

18

I don't believe water usage is read consistently and when you call to question your bill you are met
with very rude customer service. I find it disrespectful that we were double charged for monthly
services and the response from the city manager was a chuckle and it will be resolved. Not an
apology or explanation, a chuckle. I understand that he may not live paycheck to paycheck and
may not have to account for every penny in a monthly budget, but there are plenty of Owasso
citizens that do.

12/26/2018 8:39 PM

19

Please fix roads and add sidewalk in Hale Acres

12/26/2018 8:32 PM

20

Timing of stop lights on 96th MUST be fixed!!!!

12/26/2018 8:27 PM

21

Roads need improvement

12/26/2018 6:08 PM

22

No

12/16/2018 9:49 PM

23

116th St N being widened could help traffic issues

12/15/2018 10:35 PM

24

Pot holes on Preston Lakes streets are really bad. Patching holes have not fixed the problem

12/15/2018 7:39 AM

25

The streets need repainting very hard to see the division of lanes.

12/14/2018 9:06 AM

26

Water/sewer is too high-priced. Our recycle center is nice but you have to sort your own stuff while
they sit and watch...really!! I'm disappointed w/a police force that gives an inebriated city official a
ride home instead of a ride downtown like everyone else.

12/13/2018 11:33 PM

27

Our poor little city museum. Wish it could get a whole new facelift. It is tough though- so many
don't care about history! Wish we could get the schools more involved in that!!

12/13/2018 11:28 PM

28

Need Saturday hours to pay utilities and take care of business at Cit Hall. Many of us work out of
town (both in my family) makes it hard to be there during the week.

12/13/2018 10:12 PM

29

The new fire station on 116th. It does not take all summer to put a metal roof on. It rained on that
partially started roof for weeks. Who will be held responsible when it molds? The poor contractor
or public taxpayers? I don’t know who the metal roof contractor was, but I feel they were negligent
in their work. Unacceptable.

12/13/2018 4:57 PM

30

Water company seems to CONSTANTLY be raising ALL their rates.

12/13/2018 2:16 PM

31

We need CURBSIDE RECYCLING

12/13/2018 1:14 PM

32

website is somewhat difficult to navigate. I emailed city w/ request for information about mapping
services and have had no response; very disappointing.

12/13/2018 12:29 PM

33

Too many mosquitoes

12/13/2018 11:46 AM
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34

RR

12/3/2018 9:21 AM

35

We need curbside recycling!

11/19/2018 5:37 PM

36

I have not visited the museum or used the golf course, so I really cannot answer those items.

11/19/2018 10:32 AM

37

no

11/19/2018 9:19 AM

38

I've always had great experiences when calling the city about an issue. Police and fire are top
notch!

11/19/2018 9:14 AM

39

We are growing so fast and our streets are terrible. We should have widened the streets by now.
Particularly, 76th from 169 to 177th. Also, 86th from 145 to 177. Garnett should be done by now.
129th from 96-116th. 145th from 86-116th. The intersection at 116/129 by the Walmart is
ridiculous.

11/19/2018 8:12 AM

40

The cities web site is hard to navigate and/or see certain links and information. The color scheme
and order of things just seems busy. It's also impossible to navigate using mobile device.

11/18/2018 11:40 AM

41

The Community Center is AMAZING, I hope they have plans to move them into a newer building
soon. I also wish there were more people advocating for them, they need a more accessible
website.

11/16/2018 2:58 PM

42

Would like to have curbside recycle svs. Promote Owasso Little Theater

11/14/2018 3:55 PM

43

None, I don't know what this references in regards to??

11/14/2018 9:22 AM

44

services are good but be ready to improve

11/12/2018 10:46 AM

45

do not need any more motels or apartments (they seem to bring crime) and they build them
among very strange locations

11/9/2018 9:27 AM

46

No

11/8/2018 3:31 PM

47

No

11/7/2018 4:59 PM

48

I selected N/A on services I don't utilize or aren't familiar with (for instance what are neighborhood
services)

11/4/2018 12:14 AM

49

No public recreation center

11/3/2018 1:07 PM

50

No

11/3/2018 7:03 AM

51

The NA answers are either we haven't used or we don't know what the service is.

11/2/2018 8:06 PM

52

Online bill pay is horrible it works one month then not the next.

11/2/2018 9:48 AM

53

City employees are great! City website is just awful though.

11/1/2018 4:57 PM

54

city council is generally unresponsive to citizen input.

11/1/2018 11:06 AM

55

There are traffic log jams throughout the city at times. Streets need to be widened, repaved and
striped. I would love to see a blacktopped walking / biking trail like the Skiatook trail. I live in the
Owasso School district but I have a Collinsville mailing address. Please align these so that I can
have an Owasso mailing address instead of a Collinsville mailing address.

11/1/2018 8:03 AM

56

Some of us still get our water from Washington Co. RWD 10 and pay our utilities to them. That is
unacceptable!

10/31/2018 2:53 PM

57

Bailey Ranch Golf Course is an amazing attraction for the town of Owasso

10/31/2018 1:19 PM

58

To improve water, it should be one page to get digital bills and pay the bill not two. It also should
be something I can sign up for auto pay without having to drive to the city building to set it up.

10/29/2018 9:07 PM

59

Intersection at 76th and 129th needs north/south left turn lights.

10/29/2018 8:38 PM

60

Hoping street improvements keep up with city growth. Recycling options need to be expanded and
curbside added. I really like the neighborhood concept and laison with the city through Jerry
Fowler.

10/28/2018 5:48 PM

61

I don't live in the city so most of this doesn't apply but I will say the police department is lacking in
manpower and as far as the new police department goes, its going to be outgrown before its
completed. Some of the roads/streets are an issue and cause traffic congestion.

10/28/2018 12:06 PM

62

None

10/28/2018 7:10 AM
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63

Why do we spend so much money on the golf course? This is very poor use of funds considering
street issues

10/27/2018 11:08 PM

64

I love Owasso and I’m thankful to live in a great town

10/27/2018 3:49 PM

65

I do not live in Owasso, but volunteer at the Community Center. Good things are going on there
and you have a staff of caring individuals

10/27/2018 2:59 PM

66

We need CURB recycling.

10/26/2018 2:31 PM

67

The upkeep of Bailey no matter how much the course loses is vital to the community. Golf courses
(city/county ones) aren't supposed to make money in OK. It's the people they bring in and their tax
dollars that make up for any losses.

10/25/2018 4:16 PM

68

It’s time to actually invest in the police department not just make token efforts. Half way
remodeling an old building that has serious issues is actually helping.

10/25/2018 4:15 PM

69

Curbside recycling would be a big benefit to the community.

10/25/2018 2:02 PM

70

City website for mobile not working well

10/25/2018 10:38 AM

71

Stop letting people put up basketball goals on the curbs forcing kids to play in the streets, this
practice is ugly in the neighborhood and dangerous.

10/25/2018 10:31 AM

72

City workers for Utility are the kindest people every time I go or call. Neighborhoods need speed
bumps....getting out of control. Our police force is exceptional. 169 has to get to 3 lanes in and out
of Owasso soon. I’d pay higher taxes for these things.

10/25/2018 7:38 AM

73

The city website is not user friendly.

10/25/2018 7:18 AM

74

No

10/24/2018 10:36 PM

75

Widening the streets would make them safer. Right now there's little room for error on 76th, 86th
and 96th once you head east of 129th.

10/24/2018 8:30 PM

76

We need recycle can available at home

10/24/2018 7:39 PM

77

Allow auto pay for utility bills

10/24/2018 7:09 PM

78

Streets are behind the growth & traffic,i.e. 76th St N. Owasso needs a dedicated senior center.

10/24/2018 5:59 PM

79

Green waste needs to be reopened so you can dump yardwaste. Also need curbside recycling.

10/24/2018 5:36 PM

80

Need to stay ahead of the game with police and fire needs!

10/24/2018 3:11 PM

81

The police department does not do enough about speeding. Do they not have motorcycle cops?

10/24/2018 2:47 PM

82

Website needs a lot of work, very unorganized

10/24/2018 2:47 PM

83

I feel that the community center needs some improvement, and the website as well. Once you
reach a city staff member, they are very helpful, but sometimes it takes a bit to get through

10/24/2018 2:38 PM

84

There are too many new housing additions being built along 76th and 86th simultaneously and
before streets are adjusted to accommodate.

10/24/2018 2:25 PM

85

need more police...we've had too much crime theft in neighborhoods.

10/24/2018 1:29 PM

86

Bailey Golf Course needs work. It has gotten worse over the last 5 years and needs improvement.

10/24/2018 12:53 PM

87

Code enforcement works harder getting out of work than solving problems

10/24/2018 12:34 PM

88

Parks are not up to standard, most bathrooms are regularly locked.

10/24/2018 12:27 PM

89

I am tired of seeing standing water in streets. Road conditions in neighborhoods are deplorable.
Sick of structural problems with housing due to lack of city’s thorough adherence to correct
development of land. Letting housing be built on top of fishery or ponds from long ago. Not making
developers fill in proper kinds of soil to prevent homeowners from needing French drains and piers
on homes less than 10 years old. Absolutely deplorable. You should be ashamed of the burden
and expense put on homeowners living in your city.

10/24/2018 12:16 PM

90

City site very difficult to navigate.

10/24/2018 11:39 AM

91

N/a

10/24/2018 11:25 AM

92

A better way to recycle would be wonderful considering a lot of people do not have the means to
get to the Recycle Center

10/24/2018 11:21 AM
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93

Longer hours and cheaper rates at the recycling center, if you want us to help keep owasso clean
make it more easier and cheaper to use the recycle center

10/24/2018 11:10 AM

94

Parks~I'm only dissatisfied because of all that is missing (i.e. nature park, fishing areas, quiet
areas, walking and biking trails, etc.)

10/24/2018 11:04 AM

95

I couldn't find list of character traits on the website.

10/24/2018 10:49 AM

96

As a citizen and home owner of owasso, I am concerned that the fire and police services do not
have enough staffing to handle the growth that owasso is seeing.

10/24/2018 10:47 AM

97

Not sure what the city pays to subsidize the maintenance of Bailey Ranch Golf Course, but I would
hope that the green fees mostly cover this cost. It is probably a very small percentage of the
residents that use the golf course. I think there are other park needs that would be used by a
larger percentage of residents.

10/24/2018 10:43 AM

98

Many improvements need to be made in City Parks. New equipment is needed as well as walking
and biking trails. There also needs to be a designated are for runs/races.

10/24/2018 10:27 AM

99

I think people that live outside of Owasso should be able to utilize the recycle center. It would be
extra revenue for the city.

10/24/2018 10:23 AM

100

The city needs more police and firemen.

10/24/2018 10:17 AM

101

Would like to have more accountability with HOA leaders

10/23/2018 8:01 PM

102

Community Center could usa a POOL!

10/23/2018 2:42 PM

103

With all the new housing going in, there needs to be a solution for the intersection of Hwy 266 and
193rd. There are no turn lanes in either direction - it gets EXTREMELY backed up when the port
shifts are done. People wanting to turn left turn right and then make a U-turn which is dangerous

10/23/2018 2:28 PM

104

The recycling center hours are not convenient; I think the center should be open at all times. It’s
hard enough to motivate people to sort their own recycling and take it to a center, but when it’s only
open for a several hours/day and closed 2.5 days/week (including most of the weekend, when
people have time to take their recycling), it discourages people from even trying. Curb side
recycling pick up (mixed recycling) the best solution, but 24 hour access to the center would be an
improvement.

10/23/2018 6:59 AM

105

Don’t like that Stone Canyon is not part of the city for protection.

10/23/2018 5:38 AM

106

I don’t have answers for a lot of the questions because living in Stone Canyon, we aren’t provided
with things like Owasso police services, city utilities, etc, which is a shame. There is a lot of
confusion on what to do out here.

10/22/2018 10:59 PM

107

Street improvement top of list

10/22/2018 8:19 PM

108

Open green waste drop off back up

10/22/2018 6:37 PM

109

POOL

10/22/2018 8:02 AM

110

Find a way to remove geese from Bailey Ranch Golf Course

10/21/2018 9:37 PM

111

I would love to have curbside recycling.

10/21/2018 4:41 PM

112

I feel like most roads need to start becoming 4 lanes due to population growth

10/21/2018 4:34 PM

113

Would like curbside rectcling and the addition of steel recycling. Right now, I have to bring steel
cans to Bartlesville recycle center. Owasso’s recycle center needs more space. Too much
crammed into too small of a space. It’s impossible to get in and out in a reasonable amount of time
during peak times like Saturday mornings.

10/21/2018 2:32 PM

114

The golf course seems to be a huge financial drain...I would like to see it opened up to be
available to families/seniors/foursomes/single players on certain days of the week at a low cost. A
couple of seasons of reduced-fare golf could generate interest, driving usage up.

10/21/2018 10:58 AM

115

Lack of nature parks and walking/bicycling trails.

10/21/2018 7:06 AM

116

Police are ticket happy. What is it ward districts? The person in my ward she is worthless!!!!

10/19/2018 11:42 PM

117

No

10/19/2018 9:28 PM

118

Strange billing cycles and constant increases in water rates. Single lady in an apartment and my
water has almost doubled this year. Staff in the office is unfriendly.

10/19/2018 2:16 PM
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119

What is neighborhood services? Like Jerry Fowler & OSNI??? Great!

10/19/2018 10:06 AM

120

Many other communities offer curbside recycling. More citizens would take part if they had an
easier way to recycle.

10/18/2018 9:31 PM

121

Curbside recycling

10/18/2018 8:06 PM

122

Need street improvements

10/18/2018 6:52 PM

123

Congestion in my neighborhood during football games events. Congestion at 129 and 96th

10/18/2018 6:49 PM

124

I feel water/sewer/trash is expensive for only one trash can and no recycling. I wish text reminders
were available for billing reminders.

10/18/2018 5:19 PM

125

Traffic is becoming a nightmare in some places

10/18/2018 5:00 PM

126

Should sell golf course. Stop building more government buildings

10/18/2018 4:19 PM

127

We are light-years behind in recycling services. Please make it EASY for citizens to do the right
thing for this planet.

10/18/2018 3:12 PM

128

City website viewing on mobile devices could be improved

10/18/2018 2:17 PM

129

What does the category 'Neighborhood Services' refer to?

10/18/2018 10:22 AM

130

I live in Silver Creek and we greatly need speed humps due to people constantly running the stop
sign on 141st e Ave and 88th st N, which puts our children at risk.

10/18/2018 10:18 AM

131

We need curbside recycling like Tulsa.....I feel like we live in dark ages

10/18/2018 8:11 AM

132

The museum needs to be updated. The neighborhoods need speed tables

10/18/2018 7:09 AM

133

The city website is hard to Navigate around/find what you are looking for. I’ve had to call 911 a few
times and they always seem rude/stressed out. Water bill is very high for a city this size. Trash
service/collectors are great! They always do a great job and go above and beyond what the job
calls for and never seem like they are Irritated with a request.

10/17/2018 11:55 PM

134

Activities for non senior adults are too expensive at the community center. The water and city bill
has gotten far too expensive

10/17/2018 10:36 PM

135

I know we are growing. And need to keep up. Being copycat 15 years behind BA , Claremore and
even Collinsville is rediculious. You need some fresh ideas.

10/17/2018 10:33 PM

136

I needed help from the City of Owasso and they were extremely generous in their attempts to help
me out, to get me to the right people to talk to, and they showed they really cared.

10/17/2018 10:27 PM

137

Parks need to be updated. Mulch needs to be removed from all parks.

10/17/2018 9:28 PM

138

I wish Owasso was more proactive on street and highway widening and improvement. Don’t wait
until it’s a crisis.

10/17/2018 8:30 PM

139

The city needs to make their website mobile friendly.

10/17/2018 8:06 PM

140

100% dissatisfied with the City of Owasso and the water recordings. Please feel free to contact
me at
for more information. Thank you.

10/17/2018 7:46 PM

141

Curbside recycling please!!

10/17/2018 7:42 PM

142

The traffic lights and congestion on 96th is ridiculous. There have been numerous times when I
have sat through multiple green lights and haven’t been able to move. The lights need to be timed
differently

10/17/2018 7:35 PM

143

Wider streets and curbside recycling would be great!

10/17/2018 7:32 PM

144

no

10/17/2018 7:27 PM

145

Curbside recycling needs to be TOPS on the to-do list

10/17/2018 7:19 PM

146

no

10/17/2018 7:03 PM

147

We need curbside recycling. Also, at one point our water was shut off due to some negligence on
the city's side.

10/17/2018 6:39 PM

148

I live in Owasso Rogers co.

10/17/2018 6:15 PM

149

I avoid driving at peak times because it's so frustrating and take twice as long to get anywhere.

10/17/2018 5:36 PM
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150

Should be able to opt out of ambulance service like you can in Tulsa.

10/17/2018 4:57 PM

151

The golf course is AMAZING and gorgeous. I don't even play golf, but I envy the homes on there
and love to drive by it. I don't think we need a museum. Just add it as a room off city hall and
repurpose that space. The parks are just okay. Nothing special. Other cities have INCREDIBLE
baseball facitlies, basketball, soccer, water parks, etc. Communities all over the U.S. do this and
make money from them. Our facilities are barely par. No one wants more splash pads, seriously.
Open an ATTRACTION that brings people UP from Tulsa, not just down from Nowata.

10/17/2018 4:41 PM

152

The trash collection in my neighborhood is ok, however they drive way to fast

10/17/2018 3:37 PM

153

Wish the community center catered to all ages as in other cities

10/17/2018 3:20 PM

154

North Owasso Expressway over by Las Cabos needs repaved from the light on 86th all the way
up 96th

10/17/2018 2:20 PM

155

I think it has been three years or more since I was told the drains on my street would be
fixed.....still waiting

10/17/2018 2:10 PM

156

Streets- Streets-Streets and Traffic Lights

10/17/2018 2:08 PM

157

I believe the late charges for utilities(water bill) is one of the highest around.

10/17/2018 1:54 PM

158

76th and 129th needs to be fixed. The turn lane turning off of 129 to 76 going east is not present
on 76 when you turn into ot.

10/17/2018 1:52 PM

159

I don't believe the streets in our neighborhood have been resurfaced in 20+ years. We're in the
middle of town, not the outskirts or anything and they're pretty horrendous. :(

10/17/2018 1:50 PM

160

Jerry Fowler has been amazing support for our neighborhood and we truly appreciate the services
provided.

10/17/2018 1:35 PM

161

Draining into community ponds is a concern

10/17/2018 1:26 PM

162

There are neighborhood services and a museum?

10/17/2018 1:15 PM

163

The PD needs to spend MUCH more time in the neighborhoods monitoring traffic

10/17/2018 1:08 PM

164

The city needs a pool!

10/17/2018 1:08 PM

165

The parks restrooms are absolutely terrible and the community center or the YMCA needs to have
more options for families.

10/17/2018 1:06 PM

166

Streets, intersections and sidewalks seem to be the biggest concern/issue right now that I believe
needs to be addressed and done quicker in several areas. Some areas that needed to be
addressed when we moved here 13 years ago

10/17/2018 12:56 PM

167

Do not like dealing with Community Center

10/17/2018 12:18 PM

168

The City should NOT own a golf course. It is a constant financial drain. The money could be much
better used for other purposes.

10/17/2018 11:49 AM

169

When I lived in Tulsa, we had curb side recycling. It is my opinion that more people would recycle
if the City made it easier for us to do so. This is extremely important for our environment. As far as
emergency services, I've had to call 911 a few times, and have been placed on hold EACH time.
This is unacceptable during an emergency.

10/17/2018 11:26 AM

170

Owasso seems to be growing faster than the infrastructure can handle. This concerns us.

10/17/2018 11:04 AM

171

One Park bathroom need to be accessible in each park 24/7

10/17/2018 10:51 AM

172

The city needs to make road repair it's top priority and start looking into traffic circles as an
alternative traffic lights (way too many exist today).

10/17/2018 9:29 AM

173

no

10/17/2018 9:09 AM

174

Community center needs to have more things for ALL people and be made available for groups to
use at a lower cost.

10/17/2018 8:57 AM

175

I think a top priority should be curbside recycling

10/17/2018 8:49 AM

176

The streetlights in this town are ridiculous! To have a green light and not be able to move because
traffic is backed up from the red light two blocks ahead is the dumbest thing ever! We need
engineers to come in and figure something out regarding the light situations or get rid of some of
them!

10/17/2018 8:48 AM
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177

The police are ridiculous on trying to catch speeders but then break all the traffic laws themselves
like speeding. If they are going to enforce it, follow it!!

10/17/2018 8:42 AM

178

We need mandatory curbside recycling

10/17/2018 8:36 AM

179

We need easy recycling options. We recycle but it is an effort to collect our items in the garage
and take them somewhere. If it were easier people would do it more. Our trash collection trucks
often leave a trail of sludge on the streets and they do not pick up debris that falls on the ground.
Regarding the community center, it seems to be more of a senior citizen center and it would be
nice to have community classes people could take (crafting, games, etc). I have emailed the city
and have had good results and have had times when I receive no response at all. A confirmation
email would be polite by city employees. My email was not critical, it was an idea for the city.
Regarding neighborhood services, I believe the city does a good job but am not sure our
neighborhood is taking advantage of opportunities.

10/17/2018 7:54 AM

180

Owasso needs a swimming pool

10/17/2018 6:59 AM

181

Owasso is a great little city, but they aren’t keeping up with road repairs.

10/17/2018 6:28 AM

182

I pay for sewer but don't have one near me for almost a mile

10/17/2018 5:21 AM

183

Would like to see law enforcement in neighborhoods more. Traffic congestion is a nightmare. Love
living here!

10/17/2018 5:16 AM

184

I believe Owasso should target their mosquito problem in the drainage ditches more aggressively

10/17/2018 12:52 AM

185

no

10/16/2018 10:59 PM

186

Each area should include, implement, welcome more diversity.

10/16/2018 10:53 PM

187

City dump prices have increased tremendously for a small pick-up load. It is almost worth driving to
the landfill.

10/16/2018 10:38 PM

188

Owasso has a lot of work to do.

10/16/2018 10:06 PM

189

Street Signs and Stop Signs need improving

10/16/2018 8:44 PM

190

Traffic congestion at intersections has to be addressed

10/16/2018 8:44 PM

191

My main thing with parks are the bathrooms. Especially Rayola. I know its a high traffic park, but i
have gone a few times and the bathrooms never have toilet paper or soap or hand santizer.

10/16/2018 8:17 PM

192

The city of Owasso needs at least one public pool again.

10/16/2018 8:11 PM

193

Since I am outside of city limits, but with in the school district most of these are N/A. The things
that I am not very satisfied with there are already plans to fix.

10/16/2018 7:50 PM

194

Build a pool, improve the community.

10/16/2018 7:47 PM

195

Need place for senior citizens like most towns this size have...Alton Illinois has a beautiful senior
center..Mulvane Kansas has a senior center

10/16/2018 7:47 PM

196

We need a city pool!!!!

10/16/2018 7:44 PM

197

There are races regularly between 96th and 106th St N on Mingo. Sometimes people wind up
wrecking in the ditch that backs up to my property on the corner of 96th St N & Mingo in the Villa's.
It's constant with people running through the stop signs, burning out and racing I used to call and
file reports online, but nothing is ever done. There is no enforcement out here and it worries us
that someone is going to be killed or seriously injurred. I'm grateful the water retention ditch is
there, otherwise these cars would be in our backward or worse. Only reason for my low rating with
question of police.

10/16/2018 7:41 PM

198

Would LOVE to see more options with parks for hiking and biking. Trail systems and places to
exercise outdoors would be fantastic and would attract healthy-minded, successful individuals to
our city.

10/16/2018 7:39 PM

199

I live outside the city limits but love Owasso.

10/16/2018 7:15 PM

200

Streets are getting worse. Congestion where businesses are being put up but traffic is horrible

10/16/2018 7:00 PM

201

Need more walking trails

10/16/2018 6:32 PM

202

The water is horrible. It’s so hard and stinks. We never had skin issues until moving here.

10/16/2018 6:31 PM

203

Don't forget the seniors.

10/16/2018 6:24 PM
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204

HOA is a problem!

10/16/2018 6:23 PM

205

The staff at city hall are very helpful and kind.

10/16/2018 6:16 PM

206

Neighborhood streets are in horrible shape and repairs are a joke. Example, street in front of
Target Shopping area. Looks as bad as 169

10/16/2018 6:03 PM

207

Need to focus on streets; spent too much on buildings already

10/16/2018 5:55 PM

208

Pot holes get bad in certain areas over and over

10/16/2018 5:34 PM

209

We are so tired of seeing the horrible pothole at 89th St N and 138th E Ave having asphalt thrown
in it over and over and it lasts about 2 days before it is a hole again. It needs to be dug up, a drain
installed across the road, and then properly replaced. The website is often hard to locate things
like the refuse holiday schedule. The golf course is a joke and only protected because of people on
the council living in the attached neighborhood from what we can tell. The community center is
being run into the ground by selling off needed equipment and not being advertised to seniors and
built up like it should be. Our seniors need a place full of fun and activities that can keep them
engaged so they don't get isolated and begin rapid declining. Keeping them active helps them
keep up with their home maintenance which helps keep our community looking good When
seniors start getting lonely and inactive, they let their houses go. I think we spent way too much
money purchasing the bank building and ignoring the warning that it had asbestos and costing us
even more just to bail out the bank owners. No one appreciates the good ole boy politics that still
happen here. It would be nice to have recycling but not mandatory recycling and not get charged
an arm and a leg for doing it. We throw away so much stuff that could be recycled.

10/16/2018 5:18 PM

210

I have had great interactions with the police officers. I answered somewhat satisfied because I
would like to see more officers.

10/16/2018 5:08 PM

211

We need a actual EMS department separate from fire

10/16/2018 4:23 PM

212

Streets: Too many and poorly configured stop lights. Trash: Too much trash in neighborhood
streets after pick up and trash cans broken by truck.

10/16/2018 3:45 PM

213

With the expansion/improvements of the gathering place on Main the library and areas around
need massive improvement

10/16/2018 3:39 PM

214

The golf course losing money year after year is unacceptable.

10/16/2018 3:38 PM
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Q10 How would you rank your satisfaction with Owasso's retail
development?
Answered: 1,315

Skipped: 9

Satisfied

Somewhat
Satisified

Somewhat
Dissatisfied

Dissatisfied

Do you have
any comments...
0%
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ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Satisfied

48.82%

642

Somewhat Satisified

44.41%

584

Somewhat Dissatisfied

5.70%

75

Dissatisfied

1.06%

14

Do you have any comments regarding how Owasso is developing?

0.00%

0

TOTAL
#

1,315
DO YOU HAVE ANY COMMENTS REGARDING HOW OWASSO IS DEVELOPING?
There are no responses.
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Q11 Do you have additional comments for the question above?
Answered: 638

Skipped: 686

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

The best part about Owasso is all the choices for retail. Other towns should be so lucky.

12/31/2018 4:01 PM

2

No

12/31/2018 12:40 PM

3

would like to see more local restaurants and shops, less chains

12/31/2018 9:44 AM

4

No.

12/31/2018 8:55 AM

5

I love options for restaurant establishments. However, I think when approving so many options
more thought needs to go into what is approved for OWASSO. It seems that many restaurants go
out of business quickly after opening or older establishments go out of business because people
tend to frequent whatever is “new” and then on to the next new option.

12/30/2018 8:53 PM

6

no

12/30/2018 8:16 PM

7

I would like to see more diverse restaurants!

12/30/2018 5:26 PM

8

Need more shop local venues

12/30/2018 4:45 PM

9

No

12/30/2018 3:46 PM

10

no

12/30/2018 2:27 PM

11

Diversity is more appealing.

12/29/2018 8:36 PM

12

Do we need more gas stations on every corner? WHat use to make Owasso more great was its
openness with trees. Not parking lots

12/29/2018 12:19 PM

13

No

12/29/2018 11:01 AM

14

No

12/28/2018 9:42 AM

15

I would love to have a Mardel in Owasso.

12/28/2018 7:44 AM

16

Would love to see a new movie theater

12/28/2018 7:16 AM

17

I'd love to see more healthy food options like Zoes.

12/28/2018 12:02 AM

18

No

12/27/2018 10:21 PM

19

No

12/27/2018 10:19 PM

20

No

12/27/2018 9:58 PM

21

We need restaurant variety. We have 7 Mexican food and 8 burger places. Prior to Smoke, there
was nowhere to get anything over $18 per plate.

12/27/2018 9:23 PM

22

No

12/27/2018 9:20 PM

23

No

12/27/2018 9:09 PM

24

No

12/27/2018 8:31 PM

25

I wish Owasso would widen streets prior to retail development starting.

12/27/2018 8:26 PM

26

No

12/27/2018 8:14 PM

27

A wider range of restaurant options would be nice and a Victoria Secret and upgraded theater,
then I would never go to Tulsa.

12/27/2018 7:11 PM

28

More retail shops

12/27/2018 6:42 PM

29

I love the options we have but it seems we get a lot of the same (restaurants mainly).

12/27/2018 6:11 PM

30

There are several businesses that would thrive in Owasso but I would love to see more small
businesses

12/27/2018 5:11 PM
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31

Owasso is too retail centric, a shift needs to occur to more professional level jobs, perhaps feeding
off of proximity to the port and the hospitals in town?

12/27/2018 4:26 PM

32

No

12/27/2018 3:54 PM

33

No

12/27/2018 3:48 PM

34

It would be nice to have a few more shops and also new restaurants and fast food places instead
of the same establishments just on different sides of town.

12/27/2018 2:27 PM

35

I wish we could get some more stores and have some small town shops stay open

12/27/2018 12:38 PM

36

Need a actual book store like barns n noble. Not a whole in the wall place that closes after 6
months.

12/27/2018 11:07 AM

37

I would like to see more recycling options offered.

12/27/2018 10:41 AM

38

churches and banks are great, but we've got a million of them. We need more shopping, food,
entertainment and other various retailers. Or how about an amusement park?

12/27/2018 10:25 AM

39

We need a chipotle, and new restaurants!

12/27/2018 10:17 AM

40

Nope

12/27/2018 10:16 AM

41

N/A

12/27/2018 10:09 AM

42

retail is definitely getting better. I almost never need to go to Tulsa now.

12/27/2018 10:08 AM

43

I’ve been impressed with the variety of stores being added and how quickly empty stores are filled.

12/27/2018 9:43 AM

44

No

12/27/2018 9:30 AM

45

Teens/kids have little to do especially in the summer. That causes boredom related issues/troubles

12/27/2018 9:28 AM

46

Would be nice to have tenants in these shopping/retail centers that sit empty.

12/27/2018 9:26 AM

47

No

12/27/2018 9:06 AM

48

No

12/27/2018 9:02 AM

49

No

12/27/2018 8:52 AM

50

Stop bringing in stores. Bring real businesses into town that bring real jobs and careers for people.

12/27/2018 8:30 AM

51

No

12/27/2018 8:02 AM

52

No

12/27/2018 7:56 AM

53

No

12/27/2018 7:50 AM

54

More retail and dining would be great, however, the market should dictate what enters, thrives,
and goes under. The city should focus on quality of core services and cost savings.

12/27/2018 7:01 AM

55

N/A

12/27/2018 6:59 AM

56

None

12/27/2018 6:24 AM

57

Too many Mexican restaurants. Need seafood moderately price seafood.

12/27/2018 4:59 AM

58

Bring Costco!

12/27/2018 2:43 AM

59

Chipotle and Jason Deli are needed!

12/27/2018 1:43 AM

60

N/a

12/27/2018 12:50 AM

61

N/a

12/27/2018 12:46 AM

62

Continue to encourage /attract quality private retail space such as Surcee and Urban Owasso and
those along main Street. Attract more restaurant options like Smoke. Encourage movie theater
renovation or attract new theatre.

12/27/2018 12:06 AM

63

No

12/26/2018 11:48 PM

64

We need different eating establishments.. No more Mexican, burgers or pizzza PLEASE

12/26/2018 11:35 PM

65

No

12/26/2018 11:33 PM

66

No

12/26/2018 11:16 PM
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67

No

12/26/2018 11:01 PM

68

Need a bit more shopping options. Outlet mall would be awesome

12/26/2018 10:59 PM

69

I would like to see a variety of restaurants with entertainment options come to the area.

12/26/2018 10:52 PM

70

.

12/26/2018 10:51 PM

71

We need to attract popular retailers that aren’t also in Tulsa, BA, and/or in Tulsa Hills.

12/26/2018 10:45 PM

72

Owasso would be a great place to have a mall, as well as improving the movie theater and adding
more places for families to go!

12/26/2018 10:42 PM

73

We need a Burger King :)

12/26/2018 10:39 PM

74

No

12/26/2018 10:09 PM

75

No

12/26/2018 10:01 PM

76

We need a good seafood restaurant!

12/26/2018 9:32 PM

77

Seriously, you couldn't come up with a better name than the Redbud District? At least it's not as
horrible as Tulsa's Gathering Place, which sounds like some hippie cult compound.

12/26/2018 8:50 PM

78

No

12/26/2018 8:39 PM

79

Great variety of shopping. Would love a major bookstore!

12/26/2018 8:27 PM

80

No

12/26/2018 8:26 PM

81

no

12/26/2018 7:53 PM

82

Too many Mexican restaurans. Let's bring in something different

12/26/2018 6:36 PM

83

I lived in Owasso and just outside the City Limits since 1986. Back then one had to drive to Tulsa
for just about everything. Now you can find nearly anything you need locally. Amazing
transformation in a relatively short period of time! So glad I did not move South of Tulsa!

12/26/2018 6:35 PM

84

No

12/26/2018 6:16 PM

85

No

12/26/2018 6:14 PM

86

Seems like we get 3/4 stores. Almost appears we have everything to not go to Tulsa, but the
stores fail us by not stocking enough. Things are out of stock quickly.

12/26/2018 6:11 PM

87

Fix the roads

12/26/2018 6:08 PM

88

We need more activities indoors for younger kide- ages toddler theu early elementary. Ie chuck e
cheese type things for them to do.

12/26/2018 5:36 PM

89

Same as above. Quit trying to be a big city

12/26/2018 5:08 PM

90

Ore higher end dining options needed like Smoke.

12/26/2018 5:01 PM

91

No

12/23/2018 8:35 AM

92

Public pool and rec center

12/21/2018 3:59 PM

93

I am satisfied with the current retail options in Owasso, however I'd love to see more incentives for
small business retail developments.

12/19/2018 1:47 PM

94

no

12/18/2018 5:48 PM

95

No

12/18/2018 5:49 AM

96

We have enough retail.

12/17/2018 10:58 PM

97

No

12/16/2018 9:49 PM

98

No

12/16/2018 2:13 PM

99

NA

12/15/2018 10:35 PM

100

Would like to see more shopping options like Broken Arrow, Jenks, or Glenn Pool

12/15/2018 7:39 AM

101

More restaurant and shopping options that arr upper scale

12/14/2018 3:27 PM

102

Need more high end restaurants, no more drive thru or chains.

12/14/2018 9:06 AM
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103

We need another book store that we can afford to support.

12/14/2018 7:46 AM

104

It is definitely getting better and better!

12/14/2018 5:45 AM

105

Book store

12/14/2018 12:08 AM

106

96th street near Walgreen's intersection is a disaster. Please paint the lines on the roads again so
they are visible during rain.

12/13/2018 11:33 PM

107

Wish we could get- and keep- a good book store. Another Chapter Bookstore was such a great
little place- so very sad it couldn't stay in business!!

12/13/2018 11:28 PM

108

We need to keep an eye on retail expansion to keep our small town city feel. Convenience isn’t
everything

12/13/2018 10:12 PM

109

no

12/13/2018 9:11 PM

110

No

12/13/2018 2:46 PM

111

no

12/13/2018 1:42 PM

112

No

12/13/2018 1:35 PM

113

Need more Starbucks. The stupid mattress store, that never has customers, at 86th & 122nd
would be perfect.

12/13/2018 1:14 PM

114

Less large generic chains and more regional specialized ones would be better for our community.

12/13/2018 1:10 PM

115

no

12/13/2018 12:03 PM

116

No

12/13/2018 11:58 AM

117

Need a large franchise book store. Would be great to have a Michael's. Costco would be a great
addition. Need to spread out retail development so not all congested in same area. The same
retail options as Tulsa Hills, and the setup, would be great.

12/13/2018 11:57 AM

118

No

12/13/2018 11:56 AM

119

No

12/13/2018 11:48 AM

120

Too pricey for people on fixed income

12/13/2018 11:46 AM

121

spread it out!

12/13/2018 11:38 AM

122

No

12/13/2018 11:36 AM

123

Nope!

12/13/2018 11:32 AM

124

To many stores

12/13/2018 10:04 AM

125

It would be great to have a few bigger named stores here in Owasso, such as; Andy's frozen
custard, more bakeries, Chipotle, more postal drop boxes, more furniture places.and Sky Zone,
anda go cart track.

12/13/2018 9:17 AM

126

More opportunities are available. Hotels and banks seem to the only thing building new, and the
hotels are not business friendly to other Owasso organizations.

12/9/2018 10:34 PM

127

No

12/4/2018 2:31 PM

128

The department stores are disorganized and messy. All of the parking areas are horrible.

11/28/2018 10:25 AM

129

No

11/20/2018 6:00 AM

130

Just a bit sad to see some small businesses closing.

11/19/2018 1:39 PM
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131

I LOVE TJ Maxx/Home Goods - pretty much ALL of the Smith Farm Marketplace development.
LOVE the new Pie5 Pizza place. The one area we seriously lack is a CLEAN, inviting movie
theater. We stopped going to ours years ago because of deterioration and the filthy seats.
Centennial and Rayola parks are ALWAYS hopping. What a great investment in getting our kids
and adults away from screens! I love the revitalization of downtown, the offering of more bistro
type venues like Drip and Smoke. I'd love to see a Container Store, IKEA, a place where you can
take art lessons (like painting), maybe a Michael's or a Mardel's. My favorite place to shop is Utica
Square, but I can be there in 20 minutes, so replicating those places is not necessarily a priority.
Part of the love of that area is the PLACE itself. The trees. Eating on the patio at The Wild Fork. I
mean... wow... just love it. It seems like we cannot attract enough quality workers for the food
places we have. It's like everyone wants to drive for Uber or do something simpler than serve, so
it's hard for businesses to find, retain, and attract great help.

11/19/2018 10:32 AM

132

Larger variety of adult entertainment.

11/19/2018 10:20 AM

133

It seems like some businesses (retail stores) move in and out quickly.

11/19/2018 9:19 AM

134

I'm very disappointed the local bookstore had to close recently. I hope someone is able to open up
an independent bookstore and have it survive!

11/19/2018 9:14 AM

135

No

11/19/2018 8:34 AM

136

No.

11/19/2018 8:21 AM

137

no

11/19/2018 8:12 AM

138

No

11/19/2018 8:08 AM

139

no

11/19/2018 7:59 AM

140

No

11/19/2018 7:57 AM

141

none

11/19/2018 7:46 AM

142

I really wish there was something that could be done about our theater, it's getting pretty rundown.

11/18/2018 11:40 AM

143

I enjoy the retail we have now. I like seeing the new developments along 116th.

11/17/2018 10:28 AM

144

no

11/16/2018 2:58 PM

145

Has a nice selection of stores.

11/14/2018 9:22 AM

146

development is good by be ready for further development

11/12/2018 10:46 AM

147

No

11/12/2018 9:38 AM

148

getting better

11/12/2018 9:18 AM

149

The streets are horrible & need addressed before any additional growth. Cost of water, sewer,
trash collection is OUTRAGEOUS!!! It should not be more than electric bill but often times it is &
I'm single person household... I don't use that much water to have such a ridiculously high bill...
it's all these other "services" tacked on that keep my bill so high. It's really unacceptable but what
choice do I have?? Move out of Owasso is becoming a real possibility.

11/10/2018 9:05 PM

150

do not like the style of the new buildings on main street

11/9/2018 9:27 AM

151

No

11/7/2018 4:59 PM

152

Need to attract more variety in retail and restaurants.

11/6/2018 9:53 AM

153

Enough chains. Highlight local business!!

11/3/2018 1:07 PM

154

No

11/3/2018 7:03 AM

155

No

11/2/2018 12:22 PM

156

Costco and/or IKEA would be great. And larger-sized adult and children's clothing stores would be
helpful, too.

11/2/2018 12:18 PM

157

It’s sad to see stores that people ask for have to close because they are not supported!

11/2/2018 10:46 AM

158

No

11/2/2018 6:11 AM

159

We get much bigger and we will lose the small town feel.

11/1/2018 5:53 PM
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160

More restaurants, but more importantly- a decent grocery store!! Sprouts is fine, but you can’t keep
depending on Walmart for everything else, and I seem to purchase spoiled food from Reasors
every time I go. We came from Houston a little over a year ago, and I have one word for youH.E.B!!! Contact them and see if they are finally willing to leave Texas and bring decent options to
Oklahomans.

11/1/2018 4:57 PM

161

No

11/1/2018 4:13 PM

162

More restaurant choices, not Mexican. Plenty of those.

11/1/2018 3:43 PM

163

widen the roads and do it quickly. you take too long to even start a project let alone complete it.
then bring in a regional attraction like a dinosaur museum etc. then bring in some executive level
jobs or high end manufacturing. after you accomplish all of that then you go back to adding more
low paying retail jobs.

11/1/2018 11:06 AM

164

None

11/1/2018 10:42 AM

165

I would like to see more diverse restaurant options

11/1/2018 8:03 AM

166

No

10/31/2018 9:31 PM

167

The old people have been negleted for sometime' . Not enough places for us old folks to live here
and enjoy the rest of our life.

10/31/2018 8:19 PM

168

I'd like to see more development in and around the Redbud District.

10/31/2018 2:53 PM

169

No.

10/31/2018 12:52 PM

170

We need more variety or restaurants, like seafood, maybe a consignment shop for adults and kids

10/30/2018 4:05 PM

171

Owasso needs a Burger King... (in town)

10/30/2018 3:34 PM

172

I think expanding our retail development has been good however I feel it's becoming to much. We
still live in a small town, it just starting to no longer feel that way. Traffic is extreme and theirs a
chicken joint on every corner. Please stop developing!!

10/30/2018 9:37 AM

173

Happy to see Smoke coming to Redbud district. Would like to see more locally owned restaurants.

10/30/2018 8:10 AM

174

no

10/30/2018 5:54 AM

175

No

10/29/2018 9:11 PM

176

No

10/29/2018 9:10 PM

177

I don't know why we can't keep a book store alive?

10/29/2018 9:07 PM

178

Would love something along the line of Gardner’s Used Books in Owasso. I don’t find myself often
near the bookstore we have now.

10/29/2018 8:38 PM

179

Building too fast before you get the streets ready and safe for additional traffic.

10/29/2018 7:09 PM

180

Need healthy options in restaurants

10/29/2018 3:06 PM

181

No

10/29/2018 3:05 PM

182

We have plenty of options and too many food options are coming and going quickly leaving empty
buildings. Do not build more.

10/29/2018 2:17 PM

183

I like not having to go to Tulsa for shopping very often.

10/28/2018 5:48 PM

184

No

10/28/2018 3:09 PM

185

There is room for improvement with some of the retail but for some reason this city can't keep
many businesses.

10/28/2018 12:06 PM

186

Need healthy options eg meditarian Salad bar like Salata inTulsa or Jacobs Deli Panera is ok but
somewhat limited in options

10/28/2018 11:35 AM

187

No

10/28/2018 7:10 AM

188

I think we are trying to grow too fast

10/28/2018 2:58 AM

189

We don’t need more retail. Owasso is large enough.

10/27/2018 4:26 PM

190

No

10/27/2018 2:59 PM

191

More locally owned restaurants and businesses

10/27/2018 11:54 AM
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192

Community safety involves proactively planning as much or more than reactively managing. What
I mean is we have a better and safer community with increased patrols, community interaction and
more friendly visual presence (not knee jerky or just being jerky) and especially after dark when
the mischief and malevolent behaviors are harder to detect and prevent. Nothing (not alarms or
safety cameras) makes as much of an impact to our true safety as having manpower- the men and
women who can see and think and predict how to better protect people and property.

10/27/2018 8:35 AM

193

No

10/27/2018 8:20 AM

194

We really wish that retail stores coming in would build "full size" stores. We often debate driving to
Tulsa for certain things because we know the stores there are larger (Target for example). We'd
also love to see a Bed Bath and Beyond or the like

10/26/2018 11:03 PM

195

There is not enough support for small businesses

10/26/2018 9:36 PM

196

Need a good bookstore

10/26/2018 4:10 PM

197

more variety instead of multiples of the same especially in the everyday price range

10/26/2018 11:27 AM

198

No

10/26/2018 10:55 AM

199

If more retail is coming it would be nice to have some things less chain related.

10/26/2018 7:10 AM

200

Police and Fire need to get ahead of the growth before its too late. They need more funding and
need to expand to be able to handle the future call volume.

10/26/2018 6:31 AM

201

More variety in restaurants

10/25/2018 7:31 PM

202

Answered above. As our population ages, we have to recognize the added special needs as well
as opportunities Seniors add to Owasso. Geriatric opportunities are great. As I alluded, my special
request it to consider an addition catering to RVers. It is a great opportunity. Immediate responses
from some city officials is “banks won’t lend money for niche” projects. There are plenty of airport
hangar home.... The RV industry is rapidly growing. I should not have to leave Owasso to head
south to find a special development like this. RVers can bring lots of revenue to Owasso! Thank
you!! Robert

10/25/2018 5:27 PM

203

There is too much.

10/25/2018 4:16 PM

204

If the police department isn’t able to keep up with crime it’ll be hard to attract new businesses
except tattoo and Vaping shops.

10/25/2018 4:15 PM

205

Lots of big box stores. Would be nice to see more local small businesses

10/25/2018 2:02 PM

206

No

10/25/2018 1:53 PM

207

seems we don't have many unique stores. Something like the Farm Shopping Center or Utica
Square would be nice. A place that draws people to stay for several hours, rather than jumping in
an out of their car and rushing home.

10/25/2018 1:32 PM

208

no

10/25/2018 10:46 AM

209

No

10/25/2018 10:31 AM

210

Like to see more small businesses

10/25/2018 10:15 AM

211

No

10/25/2018 9:42 AM

212

I know that the City can't tell people where to invest money, but we are building neighborhood after
neighborhood and they are not leaving any room for commercial, especially on hard corners. This
has created a massive retail hub, which is great, but is leading to everyone heading to the same
location to shops/eat/etc

10/25/2018 9:20 AM

213

no

10/25/2018 8:25 AM

214

It seems as though some city jobs are not necessary. Most are, but some jobs could be eliminated
and would save the taxpayers a lot of money. Examples are stormwater managers and
neighborhood coordinators. Too many others to name.

10/25/2018 7:18 AM

215

No

10/25/2018 7:03 AM

216

We need a quality sea food restaurant.

10/25/2018 6:40 AM

217

N/A

10/25/2018 5:22 AM
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218

A year-round dedicated public transportation service for the shopping centers would be very
helpful. Something like the Holly Trolley, except there should be a reasonable fee, specific routes
and a detailed schedule for the service.

10/25/2018 3:22 AM

219

Please have police try and stop center lane driving on all Owasso streets with center turn lanes , I
almost get hit weekly by center lane drivers zooming down center lanes

10/25/2018 1:28 AM

220

Treat our first responders better with pay etc. They are the first line of defense for our city and we
need them.

10/25/2018 12:49 AM

221

No

10/25/2018 12:04 AM

222

No

10/24/2018 10:36 PM

223

No

10/24/2018 10:32 PM

224

Too much new retail and restaurants

10/24/2018 9:56 PM

225

No

10/24/2018 9:02 PM

226

We've got all the retail we need.

10/24/2018 8:51 PM

227

A major bookstore would be great for the community.

10/24/2018 8:32 PM

228

Very excited for 76Main to open with Smoke and Mad Eats and the other development in the
Redbud District. I think it'll make a big difference hopefully lead to more retail/entertainment growth
in the city.

10/24/2018 8:30 PM

229

No

10/24/2018 8:28 PM

230

No

10/24/2018 8:04 PM

231

Traffic is bad in places

10/24/2018 7:55 PM

232

Getting there! Ulta was a HUGE deal for Owasso! Just wanting more options that are only in Tulsa
currently.

10/24/2018 7:47 PM

233

no

10/24/2018 7:39 PM

234

Would love to see larger retail stores.

10/24/2018 7:31 PM

235

No thank you.

10/24/2018 7:17 PM

236

Offer more options.

10/24/2018 7:09 PM

237

Na

10/24/2018 6:45 PM

238

Bring more retail to the area—a bigger variety.

10/24/2018 6:30 PM

239

No

10/24/2018 5:03 PM

240

Get some cheaper places, not every one in Owasso is rich and has money to spend. Get another
Dollar Tree and a Dollar theater and the Kiddy Park!

10/24/2018 4:52 PM

241

Great City, keep up the good work.

10/24/2018 4:41 PM

242

No

10/24/2018 4:28 PM

243

I wish we could just grow and get more retailers

10/24/2018 4:20 PM

244

I wish that we had full sized stores, such as a full size Aldi or super target. Instead of the scaled
back version. I also would like to see a nice book store.

10/24/2018 4:10 PM

245

No

10/24/2018 3:44 PM

246

We moved from Tulsa and some of the things we miss are good bike/ cycling trails and restaurant
variety. There are no smoothie places or Mediterranean. It seems like we have a lot of sandwich
shops and, burger and BBQ restaurants. Overall we love it here... the city just doesn’t seem to
have a lot set up for healthier lifestyles.

10/24/2018 3:28 PM

247

No

10/24/2018 3:19 PM

248

no

10/24/2018 3:14 PM

249

No

10/24/2018 3:07 PM

250

Enough retail. More entertainment

10/24/2018 3:06 PM
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251

no

10/24/2018 3:00 PM

252

No

10/24/2018 2:53 PM

253

A new/updated movie theater would be great!

10/24/2018 2:47 PM

254

We have several reasors, walmarts and dollar stores and one Aldi, one sprouts, one Sam's. I
wonder if it would be possible to get a decent discount grocery store where prices aren't so high. I
am on Social Security, and sometimes it's tough to afford food

10/24/2018 2:38 PM

255

More fashion forward and affordable options need to be readily available.

10/24/2018 2:34 PM

256

no

10/24/2018 2:30 PM

257

Variety would be nice in restaurants. More fresh and healthy options beyond burgers and pizza.

10/24/2018 2:25 PM

258

No

10/24/2018 2:25 PM

259

We need Red Lobster

10/24/2018 2:17 PM

260

No

10/24/2018 2:12 PM

261

None

10/24/2018 2:06 PM

262

More variety in stores and restaurants.

10/24/2018 2:06 PM

263

It would be nice to get some different types of restaurants in here not 12 chicken places and 10
pizza places

10/24/2018 2:01 PM

264

More high end options

10/24/2018 1:56 PM

265

I am not happy with the amount of buildings built for retail or food and their lack of success which
results in a empty building for years. For example Dairy Queen or half empty strip malls.

10/24/2018 1:50 PM

266

No

10/24/2018 1:46 PM

267

try to get better variety of food and retail stores.

10/24/2018 1:44 PM

268

No

10/24/2018 1:43 PM

269

No

10/24/2018 1:43 PM

270

it's fine. But the parking lots are a joke. You can't see turning out of Smith farm with all the
landscaping!! (it's pretty but seriously needs to be cut back!). And The whole walmart area with NO
ROADS (!?!?) is flat out ridiculous!!! Make it a shopping center with roads for goodness sake!!

10/24/2018 1:29 PM

271

No

10/24/2018 1:24 PM

272

No

10/24/2018 1:20 PM

273

N/A

10/24/2018 1:14 PM

274

No

10/24/2018 1:04 PM

275

No

10/24/2018 12:55 PM

276

Again, I would MUCH prefer that the city focus on supporting small local businesses instead of the
big box stores. They're crowded, traffic is bad, they're not walkable, and their acres of parking lots
make it hot in the summer and cause rainwater and drainage issues.

10/24/2018 12:54 PM

277

Too congested.

10/24/2018 12:53 PM

278

Need more local food options and shops

10/24/2018 12:47 PM

279

We should do our best to attract big retailers and facilitate small businesses also.

10/24/2018 12:27 PM

280

no

10/24/2018 12:19 PM

281

I would like to see more entertainment venues...

10/24/2018 12:02 PM

282

No

10/24/2018 11:54 AM

283

No

10/24/2018 11:25 AM

284

It would be great to attract higher end retail and restaurants to the area, but I know that is
dependent on the trade area. We may not be able to attract that right now, but would be great in
the future.

10/24/2018 11:25 AM
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285

Wanting non chains

10/24/2018 11:23 AM

286

No

10/24/2018 11:21 AM

287

Always room for improvement.

10/24/2018 11:14 AM

288

no

10/24/2018 11:11 AM

289

Even with Smoke, The Drip, and MAD eats, we need more VARIETY in the dining options. You
are heading in the right direction, please keep it up. Regarding retail, similar type vendors are
putting each other out of business, lets get a broader range of product offerings and come up with
a strategy to support them so they stay.

10/24/2018 11:10 AM

290

Stop focusing on retail and focus on things to do with your family!

10/24/2018 11:04 AM

291

Walmart should be on a hill by themselves.

10/24/2018 10:57 AM

292

Glad to have Olive Garden, but would like other restaurants like Red Lobster, Chipotle, etc.

10/24/2018 10:49 AM

293

No

10/24/2018 10:36 AM

294

Bring in quality...not quantity....business go under so quickly

10/24/2018 10:30 AM

295

Need additional quality eating establishments.

10/24/2018 10:29 AM

296

There has been a decline in this area. Buildings seem to be vacant for long periods of time instead
of having new businesses coming in.

10/24/2018 10:26 AM

297

Info site of what's coming, where and when

10/24/2018 10:25 AM

298

No

10/24/2018 10:23 AM

299

Bring in new variety of businesses instead of the same things we already have.

10/24/2018 10:19 AM

300

No

10/24/2018 10:18 AM

301

No

10/24/2018 10:17 AM

302

I think the variety of retail is good.

10/24/2018 10:17 AM

303

The fact that restaurants keep coming to town and failing indicates that someone is missing the
mark on what the people want. How about some seafood, for example?

10/24/2018 10:10 AM

304

Would like to see a super target and costco

10/23/2018 9:09 PM

305

No

10/23/2018 8:25 PM

306

I think it’s important for the City to help control businesses being put in. My fiends had the Orange
Leaf that opened years ago and closed down. They were never told a Cherry Berry was authorized
at the same time. We don’t want businesses coming in not prepared and closing. We also need a
coffee shop on the 96th and 129 corner!

10/23/2018 8:01 PM

307

Wish the main street was more like Broken Arrow or Claremore - a wide selection of stores and
restaurants

10/23/2018 2:28 PM

308

No

10/23/2018 12:07 PM

309

Need healthier quick eating choices.

10/23/2018 11:55 AM

310

Would love to see Owasso get more food and shopping venues.

10/23/2018 11:45 AM

311

No

10/23/2018 9:48 AM

312

I would love to see new restaurants go in to Owasso!

10/23/2018 9:35 AM

313

Because of rush hour(s) traffic issues, I schedule most shopping in Tulsa around my lunch and
work schedule.

10/23/2018 7:53 AM

314

Would like to see a Michaels store added.

10/23/2018 5:38 AM

315

No

10/23/2018 4:58 AM

316

I know it is good for the tax base but, we need to be particular about what businesses locate here. I
want Owasso to remain a small town. It is why I moved here 22 years ago and now have the
feeling I should have located further out.

10/22/2018 10:28 PM

317

No

10/22/2018 9:00 PM
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318

No

10/22/2018 8:19 PM

319

No

10/22/2018 8:12 PM

320

Need to continue to bring in more options

10/22/2018 8:10 PM

321

I would love to see less chain restaurants and more local owned small food options In terms of
retail we really do have everything we need !

10/22/2018 8:08 PM

322

Na

10/22/2018 12:53 PM

323

No

10/22/2018 9:42 AM

324

No

10/22/2018 8:26 AM

325

POOL

10/22/2018 8:02 AM

326

no

10/21/2018 10:21 PM

327

Higher-end retail shops would be nice so I don't have to go to Tulsa. Fine Dining is must, along
with more adult venues. Would like to have dinner and drinks without kids occasionally.

10/21/2018 9:37 PM

328

I believe we have all of the retail stores that we need.

10/21/2018 4:41 PM

329

Happy with the quality and variety of retail stores

10/21/2018 4:34 PM

330

No

10/21/2018 2:32 PM

331

no

10/21/2018 1:40 PM

332

I think we have great shopping options for our population size!

10/21/2018 12:04 PM

333

With Tulsa Promenade Mall closing soon, I would love to see Owasso convince Dillard's to
relocate out here.

10/21/2018 10:58 AM

334

Too high of a focus on retail and not enough on other aspects of quality of life.

10/21/2018 7:06 AM

335

I would like to see more variety

10/21/2018 6:34 AM

336

No

10/20/2018 9:12 PM

337

no more pizza resturants

10/20/2018 5:23 PM

338

We need more restaurant options such as Chipotle Zoe's Kitchen, and In and Out Burger. Also
need more high end restaurants

10/20/2018 1:43 PM

339

As more and more people move to the area, retail will have to continue growing.

10/20/2018 10:07 AM

340

Redbud District growth is exciting

10/20/2018 8:40 AM

341

I love all the options, but I do want retail development to not increase. I feel we have enough now

10/20/2018 1:56 AM

342

If a private contractor tracked mud on a city street they would have to clean it up, But when
Owasso builds a new project it’s ok to track mud and I mean a lot of mud constantly on the the
street- 116th firestation project!

10/19/2018 11:42 PM

343

No

10/19/2018 9:28 PM

344

No

10/19/2018 4:39 PM

345

We need a movie theater, all of that money goes to Tulsa.

10/19/2018 2:45 PM

346

No

10/19/2018 2:16 PM

347

No

10/19/2018 1:22 PM

348

Make rent somewhat reasonable for retail to want to come here.

10/19/2018 10:48 AM

349

Need widening and stop light at 106 and 129.. since rejoice new school opened, it is a nightmare
after school

10/19/2018 10:26 AM

350

Traffic is rough during the holidays and during PM rush hour.

10/19/2018 10:06 AM

351

No

10/19/2018 8:14 AM

352

No tax dollars should be funding private business ventures. Example Mowery did not deserve a
million dollars of taxpayers hard earned money just to further an agenda.

10/19/2018 7:34 AM
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353

I enjoy the variety of places to shop from upscale places to not so fancy. A place for everyone’s
budget.

10/18/2018 9:50 PM

354

We have too many chain restaurants and very few ma and pa places to eat. We also do not have
any higher end restaurants for special occasions.

10/18/2018 9:31 PM

355

No

10/18/2018 8:53 PM

356

Owasso appears to be the center of many communities (oolagah, Collinsville etc) when it comes to
shopping. That is a good trend to co to us as it increases city revenue.

10/18/2018 8:40 PM

357

We need a pool for the high school kids to train in and for the community to use.

10/18/2018 7:11 PM

358

Access to business poorly designed access points at all major shopping areas

10/18/2018 6:52 PM

359

Na

10/18/2018 6:49 PM

360

No

10/18/2018 5:55 PM

361

Owasso needs to move away from 96th and Smith farm. The area is just to congested.

10/18/2018 5:41 PM

362

Congestion is becoming more and more of an issue on hwy 75 changing from 3 lanes to two and
on 96th st

10/18/2018 5:14 PM

363

Crack down on people running red lights and blocking intersections also speeding in residential
areas

10/18/2018 5:00 PM

364

No

10/18/2018 4:09 PM

365

There are still a few gaps in what is being offered.

10/18/2018 3:54 PM

366

While we appreciate the addition of new retail, it is almost all in the same vein. Owasso does not
need more hamburger or fried food restaurants...it it getting silly. I know many, many friends out
here that desire healthy and more "on-trend" restaurants. We used to live in Bixby/South Tulsa and
new restaurants there included Zoe's Kitchen, Pei Wei, Einstein Brothers, Chipotle, etc. Owasso
gets the unhealthy, down-home chains that seemed exciting in the 1990s. Please do better in this
department. The Owasso Target is also very unfortunate...I believe we have room in this town for
a Super Target and know many that would find that desirable.

10/18/2018 3:12 PM

367

Always could use new stores coming in.

10/18/2018 2:30 PM

368

I think there is a good selection without feeling like there's too much. I have friends that come from
neighboring cities to shop here (about a 40 minute radius).

10/18/2018 2:17 PM

369

None

10/18/2018 12:31 PM

370

Need more variety in restaurants

10/18/2018 10:53 AM

371

no

10/18/2018 10:40 AM

372

I am somewhat disappointed in the restaurant options for a city of this size (why so much fast
food? why so many chicken and barbecue restaurants? only Olive Garden for Italian? no Indian?),
and I will be sad with the bookstore closes its doors next month

10/18/2018 10:22 AM

373

None

10/18/2018 10:18 AM

374

Need Bed Bath and Beyond and Harbor freight

10/18/2018 9:07 AM

375

No

10/18/2018 9:02 AM

376

No

10/18/2018 8:43 AM

377

It seems every chain restaurant builds a mini version with minimal parking..... surely we can
change that!?!?

10/18/2018 8:11 AM

378

None

10/18/2018 7:53 AM

379

We need a mall.

10/18/2018 7:36 AM

380

Need to keep lights down and retail out of residential areas

10/18/2018 7:22 AM

381

We seem to attract a lot of chains but we don’t have a culture to support local Owasso businesses.
There should be more push to bring in those boutique businesses and local Oklahoma business.
We should not just be a town of chain restaurants and stores. It doesn’t promote community.

10/18/2018 7:12 AM

382

No

10/18/2018 6:43 AM
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383

No

10/18/2018 6:35 AM

384

No

10/18/2018 6:31 AM

385

Getting to them with the ridiculous traffic light situation and poor traffic management is a major
problem.

10/18/2018 6:09 AM

386

I would love to see some healthy restaurants in Owasso, a salad is hard to find! Zoe's kitchen,
Jason's deli, something like that.

10/18/2018 4:39 AM

387

No

10/18/2018 12:11 AM

388

Our crime rate is getting out of control! We moved here because of it was safe, however; it does
not feel safe anymore and at first I thought it was just me, but I’ve asked around and a lot of people
feel this same way. Our schools are getting bigger and more kids are being Crammed into
classrooms and teachers will straight tell you they do not have time to offer extra help which it did
not used to be that way. Traffic and the growth is taking away from the “small town feel”. Me and
several others in the community have actually talked about moving out of the city due to some of
the reasons listed above.

10/17/2018 11:55 PM

389

Need curbside recycling!

10/17/2018 11:34 PM

390

Need more options on food

10/17/2018 11:02 PM

391

We exploded and have leveled.off. no one planned well and you ruined some of the best tourism.
OUTSIDERS MUSEUM and Owasso doesn't have a Tastee Freeze to bring Tom Cruise and Rob
Lowe to town.

10/17/2018 10:33 PM

392

There are lot of nice retail options!

10/17/2018 10:27 PM

393

Need a Dillard’s or Macy’s and more options for places to eat.

10/17/2018 10:23 PM

394

No

10/17/2018 9:47 PM

395

Owasso has a good selection of retail

10/17/2018 9:35 PM

396

Please update all parks to remove mulch. Splash pad at rayola needs to be better maintained.
Please take notice of collinsville Park/splash pad and restroom facilities. They power wash and
clean consistently, have well shaded areas, rubber ground, and have age appropriate
designations. Owasso park restrooms are so horrible I do not allow my children to use them. We
go to collinsville splash pad instead of Owasso because collinsville is cleaner. Owasso splash pad
is much closer to us and I would rather support the town we live in. The sanitation and safety for
cleanliness of splashpad and removal of mulch to be replaced with rubber ground and shading
needs to be addressed.

10/17/2018 9:28 PM

397

Need to attract a variety of restaurantS and it would be nice to have a fewer higher end
restaurants. Hopefull the focus on Redbud district might provide that.

10/17/2018 9:04 PM

398

No

10/17/2018 9:00 PM

399

no

10/17/2018 8:45 PM

400

Definitely need more variety in restaurants and retail options!

10/17/2018 8:44 PM

401

No

10/17/2018 8:43 PM

402

Nobody can honestly say owasso isn’t doing a great job continuing to develop quality retail
options. But don’t let past success stop us from continuing to pursue new and expanded retail
options for our residents. That, along with dining is a big part of what brought my family here from
Bartlesville.

10/17/2018 8:37 PM

403

would like some healthy eating options such as Cool Greens

10/17/2018 8:33 PM

404

No

10/17/2018 8:31 PM

405

NA

10/17/2018 8:17 PM

406

No

10/17/2018 8:16 PM

407

For retail and restaurants in the future. It wouldn’t be nice to get NEW, DIFFERENT options.
Instead of the same things... different names.

10/17/2018 8:06 PM

408

No

10/17/2018 8:06 PM

409

No

10/17/2018 8:02 PM
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410

Need more grocery options 2 major stores is awful (Walmart market and Reasors) there are
smaller options (aldi , sprouts)but we need more options would love a Kroger

10/17/2018 7:52 PM

411

no

10/17/2018 7:48 PM

412

I feel like we need more shops

10/17/2018 7:47 PM

413

No

10/17/2018 7:42 PM

414

More local and less chains would be nice. Owasso is very “blah.” There isn’t anything really
special that stands out.

10/17/2018 7:42 PM

415

No

10/17/2018 7:35 PM

416

Less chains

10/17/2018 7:27 PM

417

no

10/17/2018 7:27 PM

418

No

10/17/2018 7:19 PM

419

the Smith Farm area is very hard to pull out of because of the landscaping, the view of oncoming
traffic is very hard to see and that make me have to unsafely jump out to cross traffic.

10/17/2018 7:14 PM

420

Although the retail services are good I would like them to continue to grow

10/17/2018 7:12 PM

421

No

10/17/2018 7:10 PM

422

no

10/17/2018 7:03 PM

423

I am very sad that our city doesn't do more to promote our local businesses. We constantly see
our hometown business owners going out of businesses because we allow a select few families to
make decisions in our community and support chains.

10/17/2018 7:02 PM

424

Healthy restaurants would be nice for the health conscience citizens in our area. There are many
who desire this!

10/17/2018 6:52 PM

425

No

10/17/2018 6:42 PM

426

Need more of a variety

10/17/2018 6:35 PM

427

Don’t want owasso to get too big

10/17/2018 6:25 PM

428

No

10/17/2018 6:24 PM

429

No

10/17/2018 6:15 PM

430

I would like to see the city take care of the greenery in Smith Farm as it is a hazard when driving in
there. I like the variety of places we have to shop and know that most stores/restaurants/etc rely
on the population as well as the city being enticing.

10/17/2018 5:44 PM

431

IDK if restaurants fall into this category but I am extremely dissatisfied with the restaurants that
have been brought to Owasso. We need more healthy options, more vegan options, more healthy
Whole Foods! This town is fat and we need to do something to remedy that.... We can start with
the restaurants that come this way.

10/17/2018 5:36 PM

432

I like what is happening down town. I am excited to see this growth and to see what is next for
Owasso.

10/17/2018 5:31 PM

433

Restaurants with outdoor seating venues is a big need. Places for adults to meet with friends and
relax and listen to a local band.

10/17/2018 5:26 PM

434

No

10/17/2018 5:13 PM

435

No

10/17/2018 5:11 PM

436

Healthier places to eat would be great

10/17/2018 4:57 PM

437

I think it is fine. However, I would like to see Owasso provide grants to small businesses who want
to fill a void in the community to get going. Also, I don't think the city does a good job at all of
helping businesses develop in the future. The bookstore is closing - perfect example. The city
could have offered her a great spot on main street, helped her secure something cheaper, and
worked with citizens to drive interest. She'd have been amazing next to Drip.

10/17/2018 4:41 PM

438

We need restaurants other than chains. We need a good seafood restaurant and more restaurants
that have a variety if menu items. Cheddars, Red Lobster, Bonefish Grill, Fish Daddys etc

10/17/2018 4:02 PM
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439

No

10/17/2018 3:52 PM

440

Not a lot of variety in food choices. Seems like there is too many fried chicken and pizza places.
I’d like more variety/ maybe not as many chain type establishments

10/17/2018 3:41 PM

441

No

10/17/2018 3:37 PM

442

No

10/17/2018 3:26 PM

443

An updarted movie theater is desperatley needed We travel to the Warren for a "CLEAN" movie
going experience.

10/17/2018 3:17 PM

444

Think we should slow down on our continued expansion north up HWY169 and focus on fixing
streets in neighborhoods between 76th and 96th. So many are almost undriveable and it seems
the City has no desire to fix them but we love building new shiny stuff up north

10/17/2018 3:11 PM

445

no

10/17/2018 3:09 PM

446

We need more quality restaurants

10/17/2018 2:59 PM

447

No

10/17/2018 2:49 PM

448

no

10/17/2018 2:35 PM

449

I would like fewer chain restaurants and more high quailty places to eat.

10/17/2018 2:29 PM

450

N/A

10/17/2018 2:27 PM

451

You can inly do what you can do. The City of Owasso isn't in the business of opening restaurants.
Don't do like Enid a buy a bunch of real estate. That's a hot mess over there.

10/17/2018 2:20 PM

452

We must have affordable public transportation especially for the elderly

10/17/2018 2:20 PM

453

Maybe we should work on filling up the empty buildings before building new ones. That new
building space could then be used for manufacturing which creates more jobs for everyone.

10/17/2018 2:10 PM

454

Need more dining options than mexican food and cheeseburgers.Shopping could also be
increased.

10/17/2018 2:01 PM

455

The development is satisfactory but the planning is horrible. One example is the new bank
building, big improvement, but wait, let's put an auto parts store and a car wash right across the
street!

10/17/2018 1:56 PM

456

Quit bringing new businesses into the city WITHOUT planning for traffic density.

10/17/2018 1:53 PM

457

No

10/17/2018 1:52 PM

458

No

10/17/2018 1:50 PM

459

I don't go to Tulsa to shop, we have everything I need right here in Owasso. If we don't have it, I
probably don't need it.

10/17/2018 1:50 PM

460

more variety in restaurants would be good

10/17/2018 1:31 PM

461

None

10/17/2018 1:26 PM

462

No

10/17/2018 1:26 PM

463

Retail (churches and restaurants) is about all that is here.

10/17/2018 1:15 PM

464

We have plenty of retail stores and restaurants.

10/17/2018 1:06 PM

465

None

10/17/2018 1:00 PM

466

No

10/17/2018 12:59 PM

467

I do not think we need to provide incentives for retail establishments. Period.

10/17/2018 12:57 PM

468

Stop giving tax discounts for so many years and then the company leaves after that time frame.
They should have to stay so many years after the "free tax" ends.

10/17/2018 12:57 PM

469

No

10/17/2018 12:57 PM

470

We have some great options in the area and looking forward to more.

10/17/2018 12:56 PM

471

no

10/17/2018 12:39 PM

472

Need indoor track.

10/17/2018 12:28 PM
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473

Like the variety of retail shops offered

10/17/2018 12:18 PM

474

We need a red lobster

10/17/2018 12:13 PM

475

More variety of restaurants. Less fried chicken. New movie theatre.

10/17/2018 11:46 AM

476

No

10/17/2018 11:45 AM

477

No

10/17/2018 11:40 AM

478

Would like to see more, not fast food.

10/17/2018 11:27 AM

479

Need more diversity but local business

10/17/2018 11:24 AM

480

Feel we need to encourage more local restaurants and get away from so many of the same chains
that we have multiple of in town.

10/17/2018 11:13 AM

481

We need more and a variety of restaurants

10/17/2018 11:10 AM

482

Stop bringing in companies supporting only minimum wage jobs.

10/17/2018 10:58 AM

483

N/a

10/17/2018 10:58 AM

484

We need a nice movie theater to compete with Tulsa and Broken Arrow

10/17/2018 10:55 AM

485

I would like to see a Michael's craft store and possibly an outlet mall of some kind.

10/17/2018 10:54 AM

486

Fill empty spaces in the shopping center and add more restaurant/ fast food options.

10/17/2018 10:52 AM

487

I would like to see more available options when shopping and eating.

10/17/2018 10:51 AM

488

I feel that west Owasso could use a grocery store and needs so better retail development.

10/17/2018 10:37 AM

489

The retail options are limited

10/17/2018 10:14 AM

490

N/a

10/17/2018 10:01 AM

491

more mixed development

10/17/2018 9:54 AM

492

The stores are nice, but the infrastructure to support them has been haphazard at best (stoplights
especially) so everything is concentrated at 96th and so it's hard to get around sometimes
especially if you live in that area.

10/17/2018 9:51 AM

493

I feel like we have crammed a lot of the same stuff in our community. Not a lot of variety. Why so
many hotels? Why so many of the same fast food chains?

10/17/2018 9:49 AM

494

We don't need more shopping. We need QUALITY, high-paying tech and manufacturing jobs. We
don't need more fast food.

10/17/2018 9:38 AM

495

We are filling our town with junky fast food options at every corner, which in my opinion lessens
the value of our town. Instead of filling our town up with the McDonald’s, Taco Bell, and Taco
Bueno, lets focus on bringing in healthy options that aren’t on every street corner. Let’s focus on
making Owasso healthy. Instead of these fast food options being on every street corner, we
should have farmers markets in their place. Having additional outlets for children is equally as
important, so providing them with more options for things to do after school, providing them with
safe ways to have fun, providing them with ways to become active, etc. We need a smoothie shop!

10/17/2018 9:36 AM

496

Owasso has a good selection of retail shopping, I am pleased that most things I need I can get in
Owasso. However, I think Owasso retail development competes with Tulsa Hills. I think Owasso
could benefit by modeling their future retail development from Tulsa Hills.

10/17/2018 9:25 AM

497

I would like to see less strip malls and more character.

10/17/2018 9:24 AM

498

When a retailer or restaurant closes a replacement should be actively hunted to replace the one
lost instead of empty buildings. Maybe better negotiating on leases and rent.

10/17/2018 9:19 AM

499

We need a fish market/restaurant. I feel we have enough chicken and Mexican choices.

10/17/2018 9:15 AM

500

We have a lot of chain/big box stores. Not much uniqueness to Owasso.

10/17/2018 9:15 AM

501

Additional retail would be great, but we need to fix the traffic issues on 96th St

10/17/2018 9:11 AM

502

We need a Central Market like in Dallas. That would draw in a lot of people from surrounding
communities.

10/17/2018 9:09 AM

503

No

10/17/2018 9:08 AM
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504

No -

10/17/2018 8:59 AM

505

no

10/17/2018 8:57 AM

506

Need better variety of restaurants

10/17/2018 8:56 AM

507

No.

10/17/2018 8:56 AM

508

Wish target was super target.

10/17/2018 8:49 AM

509

I don't think we need to continue building and developing when we have buildings sitting empty.
Empty retail spaces don't look good for potential businesses and homeowners.

10/17/2018 8:48 AM

510

would love to see more ethnic food restaurants and a bigger variety...some little coffee shops not
just starbucks

10/17/2018 8:45 AM

511

would like to see a Whole Foods, our Walmart has not kept up with the growth of the city. Carry
way too many electronics and not other things that people need

10/17/2018 8:44 AM

512

We need more shopping options

10/17/2018 8:42 AM

513

No

10/17/2018 8:39 AM

514

no

10/17/2018 8:39 AM

515

Retail development is not a problem in Owasso.

10/17/2018 8:35 AM

516

No

10/17/2018 8:23 AM

517

no

10/17/2018 8:15 AM

518

No

10/17/2018 8:11 AM

519

There’s a lot of abandon homes rotting in the original town area. With redbud development I would
like to see these house up for sale for cheap so they can be bought and fixed up.

10/17/2018 7:54 AM

520

I love the direction the Redbud District is going. When we go to BA, I forward think our city and am
pleased! I like the new retail coming to Owasso and like that I don’t have to run to Tulsa for
everything.

10/17/2018 7:54 AM

521

I would love to see more small businesses come in. Not food chain restaurants

10/17/2018 7:46 AM

522

New restaurant choices would be great and more local businesses.

10/17/2018 7:34 AM

523

Retail development and high-quality retailers will follow from bringing large
tech/manufacturing/light industry facilities to Owasso. The red bud district will be nice, I suppose,
but that area is just not conveniently located within the larger Owasso community anymore. It will
be convenient for those who work at American, or in the Cherokee Industrial Park, though.

10/17/2018 6:59 AM

524

No

10/17/2018 6:52 AM

525

No

10/17/2018 6:51 AM

526

Get more restaurant variety! Too many Mexican, fried chicken, and burger places. Healthy options
like Chipotle & Zoe’s Kitchen would be great!!

10/17/2018 6:36 AM

527

No

10/17/2018 6:30 AM

528

Would be great to have a good seafood place

10/17/2018 6:22 AM

529

no

10/17/2018 5:57 AM

530

Na

10/17/2018 5:52 AM

531

Please bring in chipotle!!!

10/17/2018 5:38 AM

532

We need more “grown up” places to eat. Bring in a Red Lobster!

10/17/2018 5:32 AM

533

No

10/17/2018 5:29 AM

534

Bring in other resturants other then chicken and Mexican geared towards kids.

10/17/2018 5:21 AM

535

No

10/17/2018 5:19 AM

536

No

10/17/2018 5:16 AM

537

Need more things for kids to do. Better movie theatre.

10/17/2018 4:39 AM
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538

Not enough options

10/17/2018 3:28 AM

539

Needs more variety of stores instead of typical cookie cutter stores.

10/17/2018 3:06 AM

540

No

10/16/2018 11:44 PM

541

no

10/16/2018 10:59 PM

542

As stated previously, the Owasso retail businesses doesn’t compare to other surrounding areas.
Owasso has great potential but is not fulfilling all that it could offer. Community development
definitely can use help. Let the Owasso residents pick & choose what’s wanted therefore, retention
wouldn’t be an issue. Example: Major restaurants- Cheddars, Texas Roadhouse, Fridays;
Competitive movie theater: a remodeled AMC (comparable to the Tulsa one) &/or brand new
Cinemark, Retail-Burlington, Marshalls; Children’s entertainment is soooo desperately needed: a
huge arcade, Incredible Pizza, Dave & Busters...something, ANYTHING

10/16/2018 10:53 PM

543

No

10/16/2018 10:38 PM

544

No

10/16/2018 10:24 PM

545

Need to think more in terms of Smith market rather than small little scattered shops.

10/16/2018 10:06 PM

546

Growth is not always better. We have plenty of restaurants and retail outlets.

10/16/2018 10:05 PM

547

No

10/16/2018 9:55 PM

548

N/A

10/16/2018 9:52 PM

549

We need better high end restaurants Lone star is a terrible restaurant

10/16/2018 9:21 PM

550

Glad to see new shops and restaurants come in.

10/16/2018 9:00 PM

551

More high end restaurants

10/16/2018 8:56 PM

552

No

10/16/2018 8:44 PM

553

No

10/16/2018 8:35 PM

554

No

10/16/2018 8:33 PM

555

No

10/16/2018 8:32 PM

556

No

10/16/2018 8:24 PM

557

No.

10/16/2018 8:23 PM

558

Another craft store like JoAnns or Michaels would be nice. Would also be great to have a Trader
Joe’s.

10/16/2018 8:13 PM

559

More restaurant varieties

10/16/2018 8:12 PM

560

No

10/16/2018 8:11 PM

561

Congested

10/16/2018 8:09 PM

562

Let’s get a chipotle! Haha!

10/16/2018 8:09 PM

563

No

10/16/2018 8:06 PM

564

No

10/16/2018 8:02 PM

565

A few higher end retailers like Gap, Loft, etc would be nice

10/16/2018 8:02 PM

566

No

10/16/2018 7:53 PM

567

Thank you for all you do!

10/16/2018 7:50 PM

568

N/A

10/16/2018 7:47 PM

569

no

10/16/2018 7:47 PM

570

No

10/16/2018 7:43 PM

571

It would be great to have retail like Tulsa Hills.

10/16/2018 7:42 PM

572

Broken Arrow, Jenks, Bixby, and even Glenpool are getting better retail opportunities than we are.
Why are retailers not finding our community as attractive as the others?

10/16/2018 7:41 PM

573

No

10/16/2018 7:35 PM
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574

We need healthier dining options as there is way too much fast food here. We have enough fried
chicken, burger and pizza places.

10/16/2018 7:30 PM

575

Too many similar shops is not good. We need more diversity in retail and to support smaller local
companies too

10/16/2018 7:30 PM

576

I would love to see a bigger push to fill vacant retail space. Also, let’s find out how to get ikea here
instead of OKC

10/16/2018 7:27 PM

577

No

10/16/2018 7:24 PM

578

Encourage more restaurant options besides pizza, chicken and hamburgers.

10/16/2018 7:15 PM

579

There have been many improvements to retail offerings in the last 5 years, but there are still a few
missing. I believe they'll be here soon.

10/16/2018 7:14 PM

580

No

10/16/2018 7:13 PM

581

No

10/16/2018 7:05 PM

582

Would like to see more restaurant options other than Mexican and braums.

10/16/2018 7:04 PM

583

When will the issue with the high school be looked at. So many students

10/16/2018 7:00 PM

584

No

10/16/2018 6:57 PM

585

We need carts in more large stores so seniors can shop that can’t walk a lot.

10/16/2018 6:53 PM

586

No

10/16/2018 6:38 PM

587

No

10/16/2018 6:37 PM

588

Need more shooping choices and retail options

10/16/2018 6:32 PM

589

Wish we could continue to attract more stores and restaurants.

10/16/2018 6:32 PM

590

No

10/16/2018 6:31 PM

591

More dining options

10/16/2018 6:28 PM

592

NONE

10/16/2018 6:27 PM

593

I would like to see more entertainment options, specifically the movie theater needs a major
overhaul. Then I'd almost never leave Owasso for shopping/movies

10/16/2018 6:24 PM

594

Look at Broken Arrow & look at Owasso- there’s your answer

10/16/2018 6:24 PM

595

I think we have about everything there. I dont feel I need Tulsa anymore unless it's a hospital for
trauma.

10/16/2018 6:24 PM

596

Not the Best Selection!

10/16/2018 6:23 PM

597

N/a

10/16/2018 6:22 PM

598

We need more variety in types of sit down, affordable dining.

10/16/2018 6:21 PM

599

Owasso very slow to get new businesses and restaurants. When they do get a new restaurant or
retail shop they close down. Every restaurant is jam packed by 5:30- always a wait. Need more
options

10/16/2018 6:18 PM

600

schools have gone down hill in the last 2-3 years

10/16/2018 6:16 PM

601

No

10/16/2018 6:16 PM

602

Less chain

10/16/2018 6:14 PM

603

I would like to see the our movie theater grow. Also, seafood restaurants.

10/16/2018 6:11 PM

604

Residential streets are in terrible condition in some neighborhoods. Preston Lakes 152nd would
be better if it were dirt road.

10/16/2018 6:03 PM

605

No

10/16/2018 6:02 PM

606

We need a quick service oil change station like Jiffy Lube

10/16/2018 6:01 PM

607

Need better streets to get more retail development!

10/16/2018 5:55 PM

608

More options for teenagers

10/16/2018 5:51 PM
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609

Would love to see more variety in food establishments

10/16/2018 5:49 PM

610

It’s just the restaurants that lack in variety especially places where you are seated. (I.e Olive
Garden, Logan’s)

10/16/2018 5:46 PM

611

Keep Owasso small

10/16/2018 5:37 PM

612

None

10/16/2018 5:37 PM

613

No

10/16/2018 5:36 PM

614

Better entertainment for adults.

10/16/2018 5:34 PM

615

No

10/16/2018 5:34 PM

616

No

10/16/2018 5:33 PM

617

A lot of repetive options i.e.: too many burger and chicken restraunts. Need more variety

10/16/2018 5:30 PM

618

We have attracted regional and national retailers, which is great. However as a small business
owner, I opened my business in Tulsa because of high retail space rental prices. Affordable retail
space for local businesses would be great!

10/16/2018 5:28 PM

619

No

10/16/2018 5:25 PM

620

no

10/16/2018 5:18 PM

621

Would still like to see more options and more variety in retail and restaurants.

10/16/2018 5:13 PM

622

Love Owasso so happy we chose to make this the place to raise our family. 12 years down many
more to come.

10/16/2018 5:11 PM

623

No

10/16/2018 5:10 PM

624

N/A

10/16/2018 5:09 PM

625

We need a city pool. Indoor/outdoor.

10/16/2018 5:04 PM

626

No

10/16/2018 4:57 PM

627

nothing

10/16/2018 4:50 PM

628

Need less shopping and fast food. Need more community buildings, like a larger library

10/16/2018 4:41 PM

629

no

10/16/2018 4:37 PM

630

MOVIE THEATER

10/16/2018 4:35 PM

631

Na

10/16/2018 4:34 PM

632

No

10/16/2018 4:29 PM

633

no

10/16/2018 4:26 PM

634

Excited for the future retail stores opening.

10/16/2018 4:25 PM

635

Not enough actual affordable houses to rent. Too many apt complexes only when it comes to
rental options.

10/16/2018 4:23 PM

636

Restaurants are not geared toward healthy options

10/16/2018 4:23 PM

637

Would love to see more family restaurants and entertainment

10/16/2018 4:17 PM

638

None

10/16/2018 4:13 PM
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Q12 From the list below, identify the FIVE most important reasons you
choose to live in Owasso:
Answered: 1,295

Skipped: 29

Quality
Neighborhoods
Quality of the
Schools
Churches
/Faith...
Community
Focus on...
Parks and
Trails
Youth Sports
Facilities
Better Commute
for Work
Shopping and
Dining Options
Cultural
Facilities

Affordability

Healthcare

Safety / Low
Crime Rate
Proximity to
Tulsa
Family
Oriented...
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Quality Neighborhoods

60.77%

787

Quality of the Schools

71.58%

927

Churches /Faith Community

24.48%

317

Community Focus on Character

13.28%

172
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Parks and Trails

8.26%

107

Youth Sports Facilities

4.79%

62

Better Commute for Work

31.20%

404

Shopping and Dining Options

33.28%

431

Cultural Facilities

0.23%

Affordability

34.90%

Healthcare

4.56%

Safety / Low Crime Rate

70.19%

909

Proximity to Tulsa

59.07%

765

Family Oriented Community

54.90%

711

Total Respondents: 1,295
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Q13 How would you rate the overall quality of life in Owasso?
Answered: 1,313

Skipped: 11

Excellent

Good

Fair

Poor

In your
opinion what...
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Excellent

40.21%

528

Good

54.91%

721

Fair

4.72%

62

Poor

0.08%

1

In your opinion what makes a quality community?

0.08%

1

TOTAL

1,313

#

IN YOUR OPINION WHAT MAKES A QUALITY COMMUNITY?

DATE

1

Safety, 1 high school

10/16/2018 3:52 PM
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Q14 In your opinion, what makes a quality community?
Answered: 963

Skipped: 361

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

the neighbors, and the activities or things to do. Safety also plays a role.

12/31/2018 4:01 PM

2

A place where my son can grow up safe and happy

12/31/2018 12:40 PM

3

Neighbors looking out for one another and holding themselves to a high standard of living.

12/31/2018 10:06 AM

4

safety, convenience, promoting locals

12/31/2018 9:44 AM

5

Safe, friendly, clean

12/31/2018 8:55 AM

6

Safety and opportunity

12/31/2018 8:38 AM

7

A combination of the city listening and engaging with its citizens, while the citizens participate in
ways to better the place in which they reside.

12/30/2018 8:53 PM

8

community involvement

12/30/2018 8:16 PM

9

Feeling safe!

12/30/2018 5:26 PM

10

Community support for all people, schools, activities, changes, etc

12/30/2018 4:45 PM

11

Public safety, good infrastructure, responsive/responsible governance, accessible parks and
facilities

12/30/2018 3:46 PM

12

Safety and affordability

12/30/2018 2:30 PM

13

engaged citizens, good schools, good parks, good streets

12/30/2018 2:27 PM

14

Working together

12/30/2018 10:53 AM

15

Family friendly with low crime

12/29/2018 8:40 PM

16

Stricter covenants and requirements for developments

12/29/2018 8:36 PM

17

Safe environment and restaurants and shopping

12/29/2018 5:13 PM

18

Be kind and not lazy.

12/29/2018 12:19 PM

19

Options, food, recreation, fitness. Fun safe parks

12/29/2018 12:10 PM

20

A community focused on helping others.

12/29/2018 11:01 AM

21

the people who live in it.

12/29/2018 1:46 AM

22

Safety, sense of family/belonging,

12/29/2018 12:10 AM

23

People

12/28/2018 10:26 PM

24

Both residents and those running the city, take pride in the community and constantly look for
ways to better things

12/28/2018 9:25 PM

25

Safety and everyone having pride in their hometown

12/28/2018 9:42 AM

26

Good schools, parks, community involvement.

12/28/2018 7:44 AM

27

Safety and friendliness

12/28/2018 7:36 AM

28

Small town feel with options.

12/28/2018 7:20 AM

29

Again .. it’s the people!

12/28/2018 6:52 AM

30

public events, meeting new people, building relationships, working together

12/28/2018 12:02 AM

31

Safe and cost of living

12/27/2018 11:16 PM

32

Safety, relationships, pride of ownership, proper upkeep, quality options for the necessities of life

12/27/2018 11:06 PM

33

Safety

12/27/2018 10:23 PM
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34

Constant movement forward and always wanting to be better, friendly and respectable, servant
minded

12/27/2018 10:21 PM

35

Balance of good services, neighborhoods, and a feel of home.

12/27/2018 10:19 PM

36

Owasso feels like a small town, everyone bands together.

12/27/2018 10:18 PM

37

Good leadership

12/27/2018 9:58 PM

38

A safe community with great schools.

12/27/2018 9:32 PM

39

Cultural diversity and an abundance of opportunities to interact with fellow citizens.

12/27/2018 9:23 PM

40

Safe, friendly, variety

12/27/2018 9:20 PM

41

The people you are surrounded by.

12/27/2018 9:09 PM

42

Everyone coming together for the best interest of the community

12/27/2018 9:04 PM

43

Na

12/27/2018 8:31 PM

44

Helping the least among us

12/27/2018 8:26 PM

45

People caring about each other and the community and supporting each other.

12/27/2018 8:14 PM

46

People who look out for one another and lift each other up.

12/27/2018 7:55 PM

47

Safety and being able to depend on those around you

12/27/2018 7:11 PM

48

Safety of citizens, morals and values & great roads

12/27/2018 7:05 PM

49

Upkeep with current locations vs building new.

12/27/2018 6:42 PM

50

Low crime and a lack of congestion on the roads.

12/27/2018 6:34 PM

51

Safe, progressive, welcoming, involved

12/27/2018 6:11 PM

52

Low crime. Opportunities to fellowship.

12/27/2018 5:43 PM

53

People working together to promote a great environment

12/27/2018 5:28 PM

54

One that is determined to focus on the Lord and extending love and care for the community in
small and big ways

12/27/2018 5:11 PM

55

Safe, clean, good school options, healthy food options.

12/27/2018 5:03 PM

56

Very good city services, generally an engaged and educated population

12/27/2018 4:26 PM

57

Character and conservative family values

12/27/2018 3:54 PM

58

Owasso is nearly ideal but we need more trails for quality of life

12/27/2018 3:51 PM

59

Community involvement, sense of belonging

12/27/2018 3:48 PM

60

Low crime rate

12/27/2018 2:27 PM

61

Small town feel in a bigger town is awesome. Pages like owassoisms that make it easy to interact
with each other and keep the residents in the loop.

12/27/2018 2:17 PM

62

Community events and gatherings that are safe and convenient.

12/27/2018 1:41 PM

63

Safety, hospitality, and welcoming

12/27/2018 12:38 PM

64

Involvement

12/27/2018 12:32 PM

65

People and businesses

12/27/2018 11:28 AM

66

Safety

12/27/2018 11:07 AM

67

Safe communities

12/27/2018 10:47 AM

68

Concern for others in our community.

12/27/2018 10:41 AM

69

love for one another and treating others better than how people have treated you.

12/27/2018 10:25 AM

70

Nice people!

12/27/2018 10:17 AM

71

All income levels can be included in the entirety of the city

12/27/2018 10:16 AM

72

Communication and inclusion

12/27/2018 10:09 AM
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73

An environment that fosters people getting together for the purpose of socializing, supporting group
functions and serving.

12/27/2018 10:08 AM

74

relationships, community, safety

12/27/2018 10:01 AM

75

Safety, being engaged and affordability

12/27/2018 9:43 AM

76

Focus on single family homes, proximity to work in Tulsa, and the school quality

12/27/2018 9:28 AM

77

Safety, close knit community where people watch out for others. Drug free, crime free. Quality
schools & emergency services. Need more community outdoor activities. Running paths/trails
would be great. There are a lot of runners who need long distance options. Also, traffic congestion
needs addressed. It is dangerous.

12/27/2018 9:26 AM

78

Safety

12/27/2018 9:06 AM

79

Friendly, quick responders, accessibility

12/27/2018 9:02 AM

80

Safe. Areas to enjoy the outdoors, biking running trails. Community activities.

12/27/2018 9:01 AM

81

Citizen engagement and recreation.

12/27/2018 8:52 AM

82

Safety, school

12/27/2018 8:30 AM

83

Everyone pitching in and not letting the community get trashy

12/27/2018 8:02 AM

84

Inclusivity

12/27/2018 7:56 AM

85

Character

12/27/2018 7:50 AM

86

Unification

12/27/2018 7:28 AM

87

Low crime rates

12/27/2018 7:01 AM

88

Sufficiently maintained neighborhood streets, and police actually responding when a call is made
and not blowing it off like it's not a relevant situation.

12/27/2018 6:59 AM

89

It’s safe, it’s a happy community it’s what i want my babies raised around.

12/27/2018 6:24 AM

90

Safety and good people

12/27/2018 6:22 AM

91

Safe, family friendly, clean

12/27/2018 6:14 AM

92

Communication among city government and citizens, as well as among citizens.

12/27/2018 4:55 AM

93

Commitment to city by citizens, government, retailers & first responders

12/27/2018 3:38 AM

94

Safe

12/27/2018 1:42 AM

95

Feeling safe and secure

12/27/2018 1:14 AM

96

A community that supports each other

12/27/2018 12:52 AM

97

Coming together to lift others up

12/27/2018 12:50 AM

98

Where everyone feels they belong and are safe

12/27/2018 12:46 AM

99

Citizens and local government invested in the shared aspects of community life. City services. Low
crime rate. Quality and variety in the following areas: indoor and outdoor entertainment; retail
shopping; home-improvement resources; healthcare; education options; community service
involvement by citizens; options for worship and citizen involvement.

12/27/2018 12:06 AM

100

Feeling of connection and security.

12/26/2018 11:48 PM

101

Good school,and good people...but its getting worse quickly.

12/26/2018 11:35 PM

102

Safe. Infrastructure that can actually support the amount of traffic on the streets!!!!!!!

12/26/2018 11:16 PM

103

Good schools and low crime

12/26/2018 11:11 PM

104

Good schools, low crime rate.

12/26/2018 11:01 PM

105

Community pride. Clean, safe, good schools, good housing and businesses.

12/26/2018 11:01 PM

106

More local activities

12/26/2018 10:59 PM

107

Having good schools and a feeling of being safe

12/26/2018 10:51 PM
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108

A community that works together and lives together as a community not just in the same place
alone.

12/26/2018 10:45 PM

109

Their people

12/26/2018 10:42 PM

110

A safe and secure town with high quality education and city services as well as adequate housing
and infrastructure for a satisfied population.

12/26/2018 10:39 PM

111

manageable size, safety not being threatened, choice of schools, proximity to larger community
(i.e. Tulsa)

12/26/2018 10:34 PM

112

People

12/26/2018 10:26 PM

113

A place where I would want to raise kids and be proud to be from

12/26/2018 10:19 PM

114

Safety

12/26/2018 10:19 PM

115

NA

12/26/2018 10:01 PM

116

Engagement of citizens

12/26/2018 9:57 PM

117

Everything I need is close by, I have good neighbors, my city is safe comparatively

12/26/2018 9:49 PM

118

One that offers a variety of experiences and opportunities. Also fitness opportunities and cultural
development options as well.

12/26/2018 9:32 PM

119

Friendliness, neighborliness, kindness

12/26/2018 9:07 PM

120

Safety retail neighborhoods

12/26/2018 9:03 PM

121

Low crime, white collar residents, high educational standards expectations by citizens, upscale
shopping, well maintained streets and public facilities.

12/26/2018 8:50 PM

122

I have lived here most of my life. I feel safe and the things I enjoy doing in life are here.

12/26/2018 8:39 PM

123

Small town feel and safety

12/26/2018 8:32 PM

124

Low crime, caring community

12/26/2018 8:27 PM

125

N/a

12/26/2018 8:26 PM

126

A city of character

12/26/2018 7:53 PM

127

Safe , convient and relax lifestyle.

12/26/2018 7:22 PM

128

Low crime, good education, fine dining

12/26/2018 6:58 PM

129

Sense of safety and trust in a neighborhood.

12/26/2018 6:39 PM

130

Good police, Good health care, Good places to shop

12/26/2018 6:38 PM

131

A safe place to live to ready access to all the health and retail services one needs.

12/26/2018 6:35 PM

132

Safety

12/26/2018 6:16 PM

133

Community participation

12/26/2018 6:14 PM

134

People being kind and respectful to each other.

12/26/2018 6:11 PM

135

low crime

12/26/2018 5:55 PM

136

Safety and good values

12/26/2018 5:22 PM

137

Small town. Not a want a be town

12/26/2018 5:08 PM

138

N/A

12/26/2018 5:08 PM

139

Cleanlness, safety, retail, restaurants, recreation

12/26/2018 5:01 PM

140

Not asshole police and neighbors

12/23/2018 8:35 AM

141

Communication

12/22/2018 3:59 PM

142

Developing community through recreational opportunities

12/21/2018 3:59 PM

143

Thriving "main street" with multiple small businesses. Public parks with walking trails and an
abundance of trees and nature. More walk-ability would be great.

12/19/2018 1:47 PM

144

safety

12/18/2018 5:48 PM
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145

Safety

12/18/2018 5:49 AM

146

Low crime

12/17/2018 10:58 PM

147

Safety, friendliness, calm, road

12/16/2018 9:49 PM

148

Having played, healthcare, entertainment, etc... availability among with the city being clean and
safe.

12/16/2018 2:13 PM

149

Safety, convenience, and working together to make the city better

12/15/2018 10:35 PM

150

Diversity

12/15/2018 8:17 PM

151

Clean, safe, affordable, shopping

12/15/2018 7:39 AM

152

The people who choose to be a higher standard of quality

12/14/2018 7:31 PM

153

The people

12/14/2018 3:32 PM

154

Involvement from all people within the city

12/14/2018 3:27 PM

155

Peopl

12/14/2018 1:35 PM

156

People

12/14/2018 9:06 AM

157

The essence of the word “community”

12/14/2018 7:46 AM

158

It is made by people who care about each other and the community around them.

12/14/2018 5:45 AM

159

Provides good life quality

12/14/2018 1:42 AM

160

Safety

12/14/2018 12:08 AM

161

Conservative city govt. that doesn't try for every federal grant just because they can

12/13/2018 11:33 PM

162

Safety, good school system, family friendly environment

12/13/2018 11:30 PM

163

People caring for one another

12/13/2018 11:28 PM

164

Good people, good police, good city planning

12/13/2018 10:12 PM

165

good schools, good neighborhood, variety of retail stores

12/13/2018 9:11 PM

166

Roads

12/13/2018 9:11 PM

167

Keeping crime down, retail shopping, choice of grocers, availability of jobs

12/13/2018 4:57 PM

168

Safe & family-friendly, with lots to do.

12/13/2018 1:42 PM

169

Safe place to raise kids. Pride taken in the community keeping everything looking nice & taken
care of.

12/13/2018 1:35 PM

170

Safety and CURBSIDE RECYCLING.

12/13/2018 1:14 PM

171

Saftey, caring neighbors, upkept yards. Ease of getting things done without a lot of barriers.

12/13/2018 1:10 PM

172

Least amount of city government involvement with everyday living

12/13/2018 12:47 PM

173

Care and respect?

12/13/2018 12:15 PM

174

diversity, safety, opportunity, culture/character

12/13/2018 12:11 PM

175

Helping area businesses so they thrive

12/13/2018 12:03 PM

176

People who help each other even as strangers.

12/13/2018 11:58 AM

177

Safety, retail/restaurant options, family events

12/13/2018 11:57 AM

178

Safe, clean neighborhoods with good community involvement.

12/13/2018 11:56 AM

179

Clean, safe, good schools.

12/13/2018 11:54 AM

180

safety, diversity

12/13/2018 11:48 AM

181

Safety for kids in schools Better streets no mosquitoes

12/13/2018 11:46 AM

182

Ease of access to everything. The social vibe.

12/13/2018 11:38 AM

183

Safety

12/13/2018 11:36 AM
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184

The people

12/13/2018 10:04 AM

185

The pride of keeping your home/yard looking nice, caring for your neighbors, respecting others
property

12/13/2018 9:22 AM

186

A community in which everyone supports and loves their neighbor. A place you don't want to move
from. A place where you have comfort and piece of mind raising your family.

12/13/2018 9:17 AM

187

Safe community & conviences for food & shopping

12/13/2018 9:07 AM

188

Low crime and high satisfaction. People want to STAY here.

12/9/2018 10:34 PM

189

Low crime, good schools, clean

12/4/2018 2:31 PM

190

Knowing who lives around you.... by recognizing them in passing and not feeling judged work
every wave.

12/3/2018 9:21 AM

191

Safety, organization, easy navigation, community events

11/28/2018 10:25 AM

192

I think a quality community provides options for everyone to be involved & one that is growing in
excellence.

11/26/2018 2:50 PM

193

Ease of travel, clean community, friendliness, family valued, amenities close, good schools,
community involvement/events

11/26/2018 12:51 AM

194

People

11/25/2018 4:35 PM

195

Safety

11/20/2018 6:00 AM

196

Good schools, community involvement, safe environment.

11/19/2018 5:37 PM

197

kind caring people, opportunities to get outside, opportunities to be enriched when not working

11/19/2018 1:39 PM

198

People of integrity who take pride in maintaining an inviting community.

11/19/2018 10:32 AM

199

Creating an atmosphere where all the residents take pride in their community. If you take pride in
something then you put the effort to keep the elements you enjoy about it.

11/19/2018 10:20 AM

200

Strong support among neighbors and community leaders.

11/19/2018 9:57 AM

201

Safety, Positive Community Involvement, etc...

11/19/2018 9:22 AM

202

people!

11/19/2018 9:19 AM

203

The people have a shared vision for its well-being and success.

11/19/2018 9:14 AM

204

Areas to bike and walk

11/19/2018 8:55 AM

205

The people & the schools

11/19/2018 8:52 AM

206

Quality Leaders and Educators

11/19/2018 8:34 AM

207

people who care about other people

11/19/2018 8:24 AM

208

I don't know but it works here.

11/19/2018 8:21 AM

209

schools, safety, people

11/19/2018 8:12 AM

210

Great schools, strong infrastructure

11/19/2018 8:08 AM

211

cooperation and inclusion

11/19/2018 8:07 AM

212

Core values of the City.

11/19/2018 7:59 AM

213

Safety and overall good quality of life.

11/19/2018 7:57 AM

214

n/a

11/19/2018 7:57 AM

215

the sense of community

11/19/2018 7:46 AM

216

We have quality schools and are in close proximity to Tulsa; however, with all of our retail
development, we no longer MUST go to Tulsa.

11/19/2018 7:45 AM

217

Great neighbors and neighborhoods along with a safe, clean environment to live.

11/18/2018 11:40 AM

218

A safe community with good streets and roads that are able to support the traffic

11/17/2018 10:28 AM

219

All inclusive; services, schools, recreation, employment

11/16/2018 3:00 PM
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220

Affordable housing, good schools, churches, low crime rate

11/14/2018 3:55 PM

221

needs are met for all income brackets

11/14/2018 9:22 AM

222

safety primarily, plenty of things to do for indivuals and families

11/12/2018 10:46 AM

223

Neighbors before self, willing to fund quality schools, parks, roads, and services!

11/12/2018 9:38 AM

224

Safety, lots to do

11/11/2018 10:00 AM

225

Safe & affordable... roads that aren't treacherous!!

11/10/2018 9:05 PM

226

good traffic control and good streets

11/9/2018 9:27 AM

227

Clean, easy access to shopping and eating

11/8/2018 3:40 PM

228

Need to be more open to citizen opinion

11/7/2018 8:16 PM

229

Low crime rate, access to parks and public spaces/amenities, high quality school offerings,
affordable and diverse housing options

11/7/2018 4:59 PM

230

People that are kind and willing to help their neighbors

11/6/2018 12:16 PM

231

Variety in options for all age ranges and friendly/safe environment.

11/6/2018 9:53 AM

232

Feeling safe in public

11/5/2018 11:01 AM

233

Where people can live in a reasonably affordable area, send their kids to a decent school, and
people (whether single or married) can live a quality life free of fear

11/4/2018 12:14 AM

234

Community involvement

11/3/2018 1:07 PM

235

Being focused on the people and the future

11/3/2018 7:03 AM

236

Being able to connect with and count on neighbors. Having friendly people who take care of the
community.

11/2/2018 8:06 PM

237

Family friendly events, safe place to live, great schools with focus on all aspects from education to
safety to bullying issues, keeping old town owasso updated and a place to go out to with
restaurants etc. Quality fire and police departments.

11/2/2018 3:33 PM

238

low crime, expanding nicely

11/2/2018 2:22 PM

239

People watching out for and caring about others

11/2/2018 12:22 PM

240

Safety, friendly, affordable area

11/2/2018 12:18 PM

241

Happiness of the patrons

11/2/2018 11:16 AM

242

Opportunities for EVERYONE for work and play

11/2/2018 10:46 AM

243

Security.. Safety.

11/2/2018 9:48 AM

244

Where needs of all ages are addressed. Not just concentrating on one age group. Safety, ease of
travel, shopping options, churches and recreational opportunities for all ages.

11/2/2018 6:11 AM

245

A place that serves most of my needs without having to travel elswhere.

11/1/2018 7:36 PM

246

Safe, affordable, family focused, friendly.

11/1/2018 5:53 PM

247

Safe family oriented neighborhoods, thriving schools (RIP Oklahoma), quality employment options
and responsive local government. Round it out with a diverse faith community.

11/1/2018 4:57 PM

248

Everything you need while keeping small times values.

11/1/2018 4:13 PM

249

Clean, safe, community activities and good stores close by.

11/1/2018 3:43 PM

250

Friendly. Great schools. Happy people. Need help with roads!

11/1/2018 1:11 PM

251

responsive government. great schools. maintained, adequately sized roads. solid police force.
good iso ratings from fire dept. interconnected trail system /nature park in undevelopable flood
plain areas. bury all utilities. focal point or landmark welcoming sign. complete city utility services
water electric etc.

11/1/2018 11:06 AM

252

Safety and friendliness

11/1/2018 10:42 AM

253

See above responses

11/1/2018 8:03 AM
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254

Safe neighborhoods and citizens who have a common goal - contributing to providing a safe, high
quality of life for all members of the community

10/31/2018 9:31 PM

255

Having an excellent choice of shopping opportunities, having excellent advanced medical facilities,
and proximity of quality employment opportunities.

10/31/2018 2:53 PM

256

A community that is always growing

10/31/2018 1:19 PM

257

A shared, celebrated community identity.

10/31/2018 12:52 PM

258

safety, schools, neighbors, community services

10/31/2018 9:51 AM

259

Safety and citizen involvement

10/31/2018 7:50 AM

260

Happy citizens

10/30/2018 4:11 PM

261

Safety, low crime, excellent schools, friendly people

10/30/2018 4:05 PM

262

people

10/30/2018 3:34 PM

263

Good neighbors

10/30/2018 2:55 PM

264

Community involvement

10/30/2018 2:26 PM

265

It is free of poverty and crime, provides a high quality of life for everyone in the community, it
values the opinions of the community, maintains the upkeep of the community, a prosperous,
happy place.

10/30/2018 9:37 AM

266

when the city is proactive on issues instead of reactive.

10/30/2018 8:59 AM

267

Walkabity. Freedom for differing opinions. High expectations of citizens.

10/30/2018 8:58 AM

268

Safe, clean, quiet, pretty

10/30/2018 8:10 AM

269

Lower crime rate with an emphasis on faith, family, & character.

10/30/2018 8:00 AM

270

friendliness, safety, disabled access, helpfulness

10/30/2018 5:54 AM

271

Good leaders

10/29/2018 9:11 PM

272

Enforcement of codes to prevent neighborhood deterioration

10/29/2018 9:10 PM

273

One focused on health and well being.

10/29/2018 9:07 PM

274

Low crime, friendly close neighborhoods

10/29/2018 9:00 PM

275

Close-knit community and higher standards for residents.

10/29/2018 8:38 PM

276

Emphasis on family and working together to make the community the best place to live. Looking
out for your neighbors and having community events to get people involved. Having respect for
police and firemen who keep our community safe. People in leadership positions always striving
for improvement

10/29/2018 3:43 PM

277

Everything you need. Not 10 of several things and zero of others

10/29/2018 3:37 PM

278

Schools and safety

10/29/2018 3:06 PM

279

Good people

10/29/2018 3:05 PM

280

Safety

10/29/2018 2:17 PM

281

low crime rate

10/28/2018 7:21 PM

282

Safety, friendliness, family oriented, neighborhood focus/upkeep.

10/28/2018 5:48 PM

283

Continuous Upward trending. Regardless of the area of focus, always actively seeking out ways to
improve the city makes the difference.

10/28/2018 3:09 PM

284

Meeting the needs of the people living in the community.

10/28/2018 12:06 PM

285

Already noted

10/28/2018 11:35 AM

286

a safe, thriving community, which includes retail and entertainment options

10/28/2018 10:43 AM

287

Local services

10/28/2018 7:10 AM

288

Small town feel where you should not be afraid of going on a walk in your own town.

10/28/2018 2:58 AM
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289

Friendliness. Down to earth people. People who want to good for each other. The city not getting
ahead of itself. Old time values and morals.

10/27/2018 9:18 PM

290

Quality people

10/27/2018 5:00 PM

291

Low crime, neighbors looking out for each other, services, well maintained homes and
neighborhoods

10/27/2018 4:26 PM

292

People, Community, values, and Leadership

10/27/2018 3:49 PM

293

People helping people and pulling together..

10/27/2018 2:59 PM

294

Safe, well-maintained, walkable

10/27/2018 11:54 AM

295

Neighbors knowing their neighbors. People considerate and watchful over others. Excellent safety
measures to prevent crimes. Community involvement in committees that mesh public services with
community advocacy to create a sort of multifaceted team approach to growth and development.

10/27/2018 8:35 AM

296

People who care

10/27/2018 8:20 AM

297

Opportunity for socialization, great schools, large selection of retail/ shopping/ dining

10/26/2018 11:03 PM

298

Supportive

10/26/2018 9:36 PM

299

ease to get to business.

10/26/2018 4:10 PM

300

Crime free

10/26/2018 2:31 PM

301

Safe and good morals

10/26/2018 2:12 PM

302

A safe place to live and play with a variety of cost effective shopping experiences

10/26/2018 11:27 AM

303

A safe community with high participation of local populace in local events.

10/26/2018 10:55 AM

304

Law enforcement

10/26/2018 10:24 AM

305

People working together

10/26/2018 9:44 AM

306

Knowing your neighbors

10/26/2018 9:26 AM

307

Safety

10/26/2018 7:10 AM

308

Good public safety

10/26/2018 6:31 AM

309

safe neighborhoods, good police & fire departments, good variety of retail shopping, good medical
facilities

10/25/2018 7:42 PM

310

Safety, quality schools, entertainment

10/25/2018 7:31 PM

311

Working together to build for the future

10/25/2018 7:15 PM

312

Safe, happy people with services to support the environment!

10/25/2018 5:27 PM

313

Leaders who value the interest of those who live in the community, not just the tax dollars being
brought in by more STUFF in town.

10/25/2018 4:16 PM

314

Great schools, strong public services, and a real sense of community amongst the citizens.

10/25/2018 2:02 PM

315

Adequate police and fire services.

10/25/2018 1:53 PM

316

Excellent recreational amentities and a highly educated citizenry.

10/25/2018 1:32 PM

317

The people in the community make it quality.

10/25/2018 1:12 PM

318

its people and services.

10/25/2018 10:46 AM

319

Used to be, been going down hill lately with the basketball goals along the streets and the Police
that won't enforce fireworks laws, streets in bad shape, stop lights every block or two bottling up
traffic.

10/25/2018 10:31 AM

320

Public Services

10/25/2018 10:23 AM

321

Safety, community that cares about quality of everyone’s life

10/25/2018 9:42 AM

322

Low Crime and good streets

10/25/2018 8:25 AM

323

Citizens helping each other; consideration for others; this includes our animals.

10/25/2018 7:38 AM

324

Recreational opportunities. Like Tulsa to have easy walking and biking access.

10/25/2018 7:26 AM
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325

One that is focused on real improvements and one that works hard to keep the crime rate down.

10/25/2018 7:18 AM

326

A well rounded community is a quality community. With local options in retail, leisure, housing,
education, and professional development Owasso offers this to each of these areas.

10/25/2018 7:12 AM

327

Good schools and nice neighborhoods. Also well taken care of parks.

10/25/2018 7:03 AM

328

The way the members of the community support each other.

10/25/2018 6:40 AM

329

Openness to differences

10/25/2018 6:08 AM

330

Feeling safe

10/25/2018 5:36 AM

331

Dedicated focused and unity for the better purpose

10/25/2018 5:22 AM

332

Organization. Because Owasso grew and continues to grow quickly, I think organization of roads,
traffic and school locations were not thought out and have resulted in chaos in many areas of the
city.

10/25/2018 3:22 AM

333

Many things

10/25/2018 1:28 AM

334

Community

10/25/2018 12:49 AM

335

Great police and fire services, good shoping, receration

10/25/2018 12:04 AM

336

Safety

10/24/2018 10:52 PM

337

Low crime rate, small town atmosphere, good schooling, cleanliness/maintenance of the city.

10/24/2018 10:40 PM

338

Housing choices, entertainment and recreation opportunities, places to shop, good paying jobs,
good schools, safe, and good city government that serves both residents and business owners
needs.

10/24/2018 10:36 PM

339

Safe environment for families

10/24/2018 10:32 PM

340

A safe community that offers retail, entertainment & quality homes.

10/24/2018 10:21 PM

341

Safety

10/24/2018 9:56 PM

342

Feeling safe, feeling familiar and feeling welcomed. We moved here from out of state and I have
had no trouble making friends! Everyone from the woman at the Tag Agency to the moms in my
neighborhood, EVERYONE has been so welcoming and helpful in making Owasso feel like home!

10/24/2018 9:34 PM

343

Good schools, safe neighborhoods, numerous options for shopping and dining, roads in good
repair, and well funded police and fire departments.

10/24/2018 9:31 PM

344

Great schools. Good options for dining and entertainment. Great location. Desired housing.

10/24/2018 9:27 PM

345

Good people.

10/24/2018 9:24 PM

346

Safety Low crime rate

10/24/2018 9:10 PM

347

social organization and interaction among residents

10/24/2018 9:10 PM

348

Safety. Some crime is trickling in from Tulsa but I feel our PD is doing good job maintaining it.

10/24/2018 9:02 PM

349

Small government, more community involvement, focused on character, respect for each other.

10/24/2018 8:51 PM

350

Good community

10/24/2018 8:49 PM

351

Community values

10/24/2018 8:44 PM

352

lots of things working together

10/24/2018 8:42 PM

353

Clean safe neighborhoods and parks, good schools, a christian atmosphere.

10/24/2018 8:32 PM

354

A safe community with activities to bring people together to create a sense of pride.

10/24/2018 8:30 PM

355

Everyone being a close community

10/24/2018 8:29 PM

356

Neighbors, friends and family

10/24/2018 8:28 PM

357

Ethical and responsible leadership. Something that is lacking in Owasso.

10/24/2018 8:15 PM

358

The feeling of a close community

10/24/2018 8:09 PM

359

Safe affordable houses, things for families to do, people who are involved in each others lives

10/24/2018 8:04 PM

360

Safe, clean,

10/24/2018 8:02 PM
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361

Safety

10/24/2018 7:55 PM

362

Low crime, great schools, community events!

10/24/2018 7:47 PM

363

safety

10/24/2018 7:39 PM

364

Where everyone is willing to make the community better as well as leaders taking time and effect
to make the community better. Lead by example.

10/24/2018 7:31 PM

365

Safety

10/24/2018 7:17 PM

366

Community events, friendly and respectful citizens

10/24/2018 7:09 PM

367

Safety! NO crime!

10/24/2018 6:39 PM

368

Safety, good schools, police involvement with the schools and community.

10/24/2018 6:31 PM

369

Community engagement

10/24/2018 6:30 PM

370

Low crime, good schools,

10/24/2018 6:28 PM

371

Neighbors still care about neighbors.

10/24/2018 6:21 PM

372

Public safety, staffed fire departments, staffed police, quality infrastructure, roads...

10/24/2018 6:07 PM

373

Good schools,low crime,good housing, affordable,good services and good churches

10/24/2018 5:59 PM

374

Jesus

10/24/2018 5:37 PM

375

Low crime rate, low taxes. Also housing and education choices.

10/24/2018 5:28 PM

376

The good people in it

10/24/2018 5:03 PM

377

Neighbors that help and look out for each other

10/24/2018 4:55 PM

378

Clean, Modern, Safe, plenty of stuff for kids and families to do

10/24/2018 4:52 PM

379

Caring people

10/24/2018 4:41 PM

380

Low crime rate

10/24/2018 4:28 PM

381

Events and such where we can come together as a community like the gathering on main

10/24/2018 4:20 PM

382

Nice, respectful residents

10/24/2018 4:19 PM

383

Everything is clean and well maintained. The citizens are safe and well protected

10/24/2018 4:10 PM

384

Working / living together in harmony, without much strife

10/24/2018 4:05 PM

385

Family atmosphere

10/24/2018 3:45 PM

386

People, places and things.

10/24/2018 3:44 PM

387

Being safe, having plenty of good restaurants, close to Tulsa, Having healthcare and having good
people

10/24/2018 3:40 PM

388

Safety

10/24/2018 3:39 PM

389

Feeling safe and a since of connection with neighbors.

10/24/2018 3:28 PM

390

Safety

10/24/2018 3:19 PM

391

Excellent services, recreation and shopping options

10/24/2018 3:14 PM

392

Feeling of safety, entertainment, and meeting needs of families

10/24/2018 3:13 PM

393

Safety: important to have well equipped police and fire departments. Streets that are adequate for
the community.

10/24/2018 3:11 PM

394

People looking out for the well being of our town, town pride, school pride, safe to live in, a lot to
offer for shopping and eating.

10/24/2018 3:10 PM

395

People, city government, education

10/24/2018 3:08 PM

396

The people...once the people do not feel safe or a connection to where they live then they stop
caring and “community” no longer exists.

10/24/2018 3:07 PM

397

Unity

10/24/2018 3:07 PM
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398

Safety, maintaining facilities and infrastructure

10/24/2018 3:06 PM

399

na

10/24/2018 3:00 PM

400

They take care of its city employees.

10/24/2018 2:56 PM

401

Having great public service and makes sure the growth of Owasso is meet with growth of the
public services.

10/24/2018 2:53 PM

402

Family

10/24/2018 2:47 PM

403

People

10/24/2018 2:47 PM

404

Diversity and acceptance

10/24/2018 2:42 PM

405

A good safe community that is quiet for the most part, where people check on their neighbors and
stores and such are close

10/24/2018 2:38 PM

406

Safety, not overly populated, access to resources.

10/24/2018 2:34 PM

407

nmbmbm

10/24/2018 2:30 PM

408

Safety and people

10/24/2018 2:28 PM

409

Good citizens, education, afety and stable housing market

10/24/2018 2:25 PM

410

Everyone having an opportunity to live a quality life by coexisting and being kind to everyone

10/24/2018 2:25 PM

411

Safe. Efficient traffic. Sufficient retail and dining.

10/24/2018 2:17 PM

412

Safety

10/24/2018 2:15 PM

413

Sense of community

10/24/2018 2:12 PM

414

People who care about their community.

10/24/2018 2:08 PM

415

Safety, person to person interaction, distance to stores and services

10/24/2018 2:08 PM

416

Where people can come together to enjoy a day out.

10/24/2018 2:06 PM

417

Feel safe and satisfied I have everything I need.

10/24/2018 2:06 PM

418

People being kind to each other

10/24/2018 2:01 PM

419

The community as a whole

10/24/2018 1:56 PM

420

A place that supports a healthy lifestyle such as biking and being outdoors. Both of these options
are not well supported in Owasso. It is almost impossible to travel from one neighborhood to the
other with out going on a busy road with no shoulder other than a ditch. In the summer time we
have one outdoor resource for cooling off and its a medium size splash pad. We need one stand
out community gathering place for the summer time like a public pool. But sadly that doesn't seem
likely for Owasso. Too bad we can't all afford or live in Stone Canyon. Great trails and a pool.

10/24/2018 1:50 PM

421

Safety

10/24/2018 1:49 PM

422

The people

10/24/2018 1:49 PM

423

N/A

10/24/2018 1:46 PM

424

good balance of diverse people seeking same goals and interests for their community

10/24/2018 1:44 PM

425

Small town feel and safety.

10/24/2018 1:43 PM

426

Safety- community activities

10/24/2018 1:43 PM

427

low-crime, family friendly.

10/24/2018 1:29 PM

428

People

10/24/2018 1:24 PM

429

Safety, cost of living, proximity to work, modern internet access

10/24/2018 1:20 PM

430

Quality public services.

10/24/2018 1:14 PM

431

No

10/24/2018 1:04 PM

432

Safety, entertainment and activities, pride

10/24/2018 12:55 PM
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433

Full of vibrant small businesses, events and groups that bring all demographics of the community
together, and programs dedicated to recycling, environmental protections, and educating the public
about how these interactions strengthen the city as a whole.

10/24/2018 12:54 PM

434

Peace of mind.

10/24/2018 12:53 PM

435

Support for each other, good schools, safe neighborhoods, sidewalks and parks.

10/24/2018 12:47 PM

436

Good neighbors, clean neighborhoods, low crime.

10/24/2018 12:27 PM

437

People

10/24/2018 12:22 PM

438

safe communities, schools and upkeep of communities/neighborhoodd, good streets

10/24/2018 12:19 PM

439

Access to health care, church, shopping in home town without traveling to Tulsa. Safe
neighborhood good fire and police protection. 4G network.

10/24/2018 12:16 PM

440

Churches, Schools and families

10/24/2018 12:08 PM

441

Safety, convenience, diversity of experience

10/24/2018 12:02 PM

442

High paying jobs, entertainment options, recreational options, safety, and attractive and clean
neighborhoods,

10/24/2018 11:54 AM

443

People helping and looking out for each other, feeling safe when you are out, community events,
being able to be proud of the way your community looks. It's clean, friendly and well designed,
lastly when something is built it is done correctly and not under continuous repair.

10/24/2018 11:39 AM

444

Safe neighborhoods and excellent schools

10/24/2018 11:25 AM

445

Owasso is "well-rounded." It is a family-oriented community focused on character and faith. This
rubs off on the local government, businesses, schools, and organizations. It has a little bit of
everything, too. It has shopping and dining, entertainment and parks. It is safe and it is clean. All
this makes a quality community.

10/24/2018 11:25 AM

446

Safety

10/24/2018 11:23 AM

447

housing, employment, close proximity to Tulsa and low crime rate

10/24/2018 11:21 AM

448

Safety and access to quality amenities

10/24/2018 11:14 AM

449

x

10/24/2018 11:11 AM

450

one that realizes that utilities, infrastructure, and safety are far more important than public
amenities

10/24/2018 11:10 AM

451

Things to do with your family. Walking and biking trails, fishing areas, etc. Entertainment options.

10/24/2018 11:04 AM

452

good schools - safety - health/exercise options - great food places - entertainment

10/24/2018 10:57 AM

453

Quality affordable housing, good schools with low class sizes, safety/strong police presence,
entertainment/recreation...most importantly; have a vision for the future!

10/24/2018 10:55 AM

454

good school, large variety of church, pride in owasso

10/24/2018 10:50 AM

455

Safety, amenities, services, streets, one proud to live in.

10/24/2018 10:49 AM

456

A quality community is made when the citizens are kept informed of the city happening and feel
like they are a part of the process

10/24/2018 10:47 AM

457

Variety of people, food, retail, and development

10/24/2018 10:46 AM

458

It is a place where you feel safe, and enjoy the things the community offers.

10/24/2018 10:43 AM

459

the people who live here

10/24/2018 10:43 AM

460

Quality options for all residents regardless of demographics.

10/24/2018 10:41 AM

461

The people in it

10/24/2018 10:40 AM

462

People

10/24/2018 10:36 AM

463

Good city management. Friendly and helpful city workers and neighborhoods.

10/24/2018 10:36 AM

464

safety, access to things

10/24/2018 10:30 AM

465

Support from neighbors, elected officials, and service providers.

10/24/2018 10:30 AM
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466

options

10/24/2018 10:29 AM

467

Safety, good roads, access to healthcare, shopping

10/24/2018 10:27 AM

468

Safety, Outdoor amenities, Shopping/Dining options, Good Schools

10/24/2018 10:27 AM

469

Services provided that make a safe community

10/24/2018 10:26 AM

470

Small town feeling

10/24/2018 10:25 AM

471

Working together to remove the obstacles standing in the way me celebrating my life.

10/24/2018 10:23 AM

472

Communication, trust, friendship

10/24/2018 10:19 AM

473

Safety, family oriented activities and entertainment

10/24/2018 10:18 AM

474

The people within the community

10/24/2018 10:17 AM

475

Safety and good schools. Plus having things in our town without having to go to Tulsa

10/24/2018 10:17 AM

476

Affordable but not "cheap". Good government, including public services.

10/24/2018 10:10 AM

477

Safe and clean

10/23/2018 9:33 PM

478

Good roads, safety and honest leaders

10/23/2018 9:09 PM

479

The people; low crime

10/23/2018 8:01 PM

480

Nice, safe environment to raise my family

10/23/2018 2:42 PM

481

A community that supports the people living in it and people supporting the community events

10/23/2018 2:34 PM

482

Safety, good schools, good people

10/23/2018 2:28 PM

483

The people, safe community and small town feel.

10/23/2018 2:23 PM

484

Safety

10/23/2018 12:07 PM

485

Safety, variety of offerings, housing available

10/23/2018 11:45 AM

486

An overall sense of community and town pride.

10/23/2018 10:11 AM

487

Community event and opportunities for growth

10/23/2018 9:48 AM

488

Everyone who can take action, get involved, and support those in need.

10/23/2018 9:35 AM

489

Good people

10/23/2018 6:59 AM

490

Peaceful living

10/23/2018 5:38 AM

491

One that is safe, friendly, and listens to ideas of its citizens.

10/23/2018 4:58 AM

492

Low crime, good schools, retail and restaurants

10/23/2018 4:18 AM

493

Nice schools, low crime, nice neighborhoods, friendly citizens

10/22/2018 10:59 PM

494

Safe, economically stable, family focus.

10/22/2018 10:28 PM

495

Na

10/22/2018 8:19 PM

496

Tha people

10/22/2018 8:12 PM

497

Continued development. Staying current. Great infrastructure. Small town community.

10/22/2018 8:10 PM

498

Good down to earth people, feeling safe, good schools

10/22/2018 8:08 PM

499

Outdoor activities, people, crime, schools

10/22/2018 8:01 PM

500

Good people being good to each other

10/22/2018 6:37 PM

501

Entertainment, quality housing.

10/22/2018 12:53 PM

502

The people

10/22/2018 9:42 AM

503

Confident that a dedicated police dept will be available when needed and they are patroling
neighborhoods. Having bike trails surrounding the city that can be accessed from each area of
town.

10/22/2018 8:26 AM

504

POOL

10/22/2018 8:02 AM
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505

Good neighbors, lovely neighborhoods DT POA

10/21/2018 10:21 PM

506

Compression

10/21/2018 9:56 PM

507

People

10/21/2018 9:37 PM

508

People and events.

10/21/2018 4:41 PM

509

Low crime rate, friendly neighbors, Progressive

10/21/2018 4:34 PM

510

See local businesses florish, low crime rate, having HOAs actually enforce rules in place (hint,
hint).

10/21/2018 2:32 PM

511

family oriented

10/21/2018 1:40 PM

512

Safety, entertainment options, polite community

10/21/2018 12:04 PM

513

Responsive, respectful, caring City employees; dependable services & utilities. These things start
at the top: if a City has strong, solid, honest leadership, those characteristics do trickle down to the
real people working on the streets, picking up the trash, collecting the utility bill payments.

10/21/2018 10:58 AM

514

Walking/bicycling trails in natural preserved areas. Curbside recycling. Less focus on bringing in
more detail and increased focus on creating supporting outside activities.

10/21/2018 7:06 AM

515

Safety, friendliness, convenience and affordability of services

10/21/2018 6:34 AM

516

Everyone in the community.

10/20/2018 9:12 PM

517

Balance of services, amenities, and safety.

10/20/2018 5:23 PM

518

Sense of community

10/20/2018 1:43 PM

519

Family oriented, especially for raising children

10/20/2018 10:07 AM

520

Safety and cleanliness

10/20/2018 8:40 AM

521

Safer to residents

10/20/2018 8:14 AM

522

People of like-minded worldviews working together to achieve common goals.

10/20/2018 7:22 AM

523

Safety, character, family, faith

10/20/2018 1:56 AM

524

O

10/19/2018 11:42 PM

525

N/a

10/19/2018 9:28 PM

526

The very fact that we can call it a “community”: a sense that we can participate and be a part of
something larger than our immediate family.

10/19/2018 4:39 PM

527

Feeling safe and kind people

10/19/2018 2:45 PM

528

People/schools/variety in shops and dining

10/19/2018 2:16 PM

529

a community pool

10/19/2018 1:31 PM

530

Respect for one another.

10/19/2018 1:22 PM

531

Feeling safe, excellent schools, upkept neighborhoods, good streets, great church

10/19/2018 12:59 PM

532

Homeowners taking care of property.

10/19/2018 10:48 AM

533

Ease of life

10/19/2018 10:26 AM

534

Leadership leads by example. Availability to information and tips (website is good). Access to
leadership.

10/19/2018 10:06 AM

535

Safe neighborhhoods and amenities

10/19/2018 9:42 AM

536

Engagement

10/19/2018 8:14 AM

537

Clean streets, yards, homes and people that care for there community's appearance

10/19/2018 7:46 AM

538

The citizens and the availability of entertainment an outside activity.

10/19/2018 7:35 AM

539

Nice dining options and decent neighborhoods.

10/19/2018 7:34 AM

540

High standards

10/19/2018 4:08 AM

541

Small clean friendly and safe

10/19/2018 12:59 AM
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542

clean and maintained streets, traffic control, reasonable cost of living, government listening to
residents

10/18/2018 9:59 PM

543

Safe environment, good restaurants

10/18/2018 9:46 PM

544

Involvement

10/18/2018 9:31 PM

545

Great infrastructure, quality leadership, and communication with citizens

10/18/2018 8:53 PM

546

Excellent schools, shopping, parks and recreation, church and friendly neighbors.

10/18/2018 8:40 PM

547

Good roads

10/18/2018 6:52 PM

548

Friendly and safe

10/18/2018 6:49 PM

549

Safety

10/18/2018 6:31 PM

550

Low taxes

10/18/2018 5:55 PM

551

The small town feel! The whole community looks out for each other! Respect for your town/city.

10/18/2018 5:41 PM

552

Low crime, clean well kept neighborhoods and commercial areas, low vacancy rates, affordable
housing, and quality retail. Lots of opportunities for community involvement and programs and
activities for the community

10/18/2018 5:19 PM

553

Safe, good schools, entertainment, retail and dining

10/18/2018 5:14 PM

554

Good schools, low crime rate, quality healthcare, parks

10/18/2018 5:00 PM

555

Not enough space to tell that story.

10/18/2018 4:19 PM

556

People and resources

10/18/2018 4:09 PM

557

A community that is safe and clean, and has great schools and well kept parks.

10/18/2018 3:54 PM

558

Safe environment, integrity of city officials, progressive ideas

10/18/2018 3:34 PM

559

Lots of community activities: Owasso does wonderfully in this area! Affordable and diverse
neighborhood options. Good city services and amenities.

10/18/2018 3:12 PM

560

Low crime, shopping available, restaurants available

10/18/2018 2:30 PM

561

Faith, Family-oriented, Safe and quality schools and neighborhoods

10/18/2018 2:17 PM

562

The people mostly. Access to quality healthcare, education, public safety, quality jobs, etc...are
equally important.

10/18/2018 1:44 PM

563

Low crime, high focus on family and child development such as parks, sports sporting facility
education

10/18/2018 1:36 PM

564

The people

10/18/2018 12:31 PM

565

Diversity

10/18/2018 12:07 PM

566

The people

10/18/2018 10:53 AM

567

Focus on youth

10/18/2018 10:50 AM

568

A sense of oneness,each person & group is important, but no group is more important than
another

10/18/2018 10:40 AM

569

Individuals who identify with the community to which they belong

10/18/2018 10:22 AM

570

Safety, quality schools, and engagement.

10/18/2018 10:18 AM

571

community involvement, communityactivities, trusting community leaders,

10/18/2018 10:08 AM

572

Small town feel... while having access to growing town amenities

10/18/2018 9:07 AM

573

No comment

10/18/2018 9:02 AM

574

Honest, hard-working residents

10/18/2018 8:50 AM

575

The people

10/18/2018 8:43 AM

576

People helping people

10/18/2018 8:11 AM

577

Schools

10/18/2018 7:53 AM
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578

Availability of things to do, affordability, community.

10/18/2018 7:36 AM

579

Safety, family activities, entertainment options, excellent school quality

10/18/2018 7:23 AM

580

Low crime safe small town

10/18/2018 7:22 AM

581

Community, having a sense of culture, family friendly activities, and support

10/18/2018 7:12 AM

582

The quality of work put in to make it a nice place to live. The quality is sometimes used in places
that better care should be taken. The streets are horrible (96th)

10/18/2018 7:09 AM

583

Neighbors who are friendly, safe play for kids, good schools, and low crime

10/18/2018 6:43 AM

584

The residents.

10/18/2018 6:35 AM

585

Low crime, great schools, people who work together, cleanliness

10/18/2018 6:31 AM

586

Safety and good schools

10/18/2018 6:09 AM

587

Quality schools, Community support, family oriented, kid centered

10/18/2018 3:26 AM

588

Diversity

10/18/2018 1:54 AM

589

More things to do as a family. Our theater is run down, and we only have a few parks

10/18/2018 12:11 AM

590

Good Crime rate abs great schools. Anyone who moved this is the 1st thing they look at.

10/17/2018 11:55 PM

591

People working with each other and not against

10/17/2018 11:34 PM

592

engaged citizens

10/17/2018 11:24 PM

593

A community that is full of true Christians working together

10/17/2018 11:18 PM

594

Facilities to bring in sporting events like Bixby. small town feel

10/17/2018 11:02 PM

595

Safety is my #1.

10/17/2018 10:39 PM

596

Safety is number one. Other factors are community events and entertainment for all ages, quality
schools, and friendly people.

10/17/2018 10:36 PM

597

Used to be the community. When Mike Helm went south and Alcoholics joined him city went
downhill fast.

10/17/2018 10:33 PM

598

Great planning for a community's growth and future are essential. Easy access to meeting every
day needs (shopping, dining, etc), keeping the green spaces, low taxes, things for all ages to get
involved in (kids, teens, families, seniors), etc

10/17/2018 10:27 PM

599

Helping each other

10/17/2018 10:23 PM

600

Low crime, safety, place to raise kids, plenty of things to shop for, places to eat, and entertainment
without having to leave Owasso!

10/17/2018 10:01 PM

601

Community involvement, church involvement

10/17/2018 9:53 PM

602

Safe with committed individuals continually working together to make our place of residence
excellent

10/17/2018 9:47 PM

603

Feeling safe, welcome, and willing to help when needed

10/17/2018 9:35 PM

604

Good schools, engagement of citizens through school and town pride, cleanliness of parks to allow
citizens to come together for community and to feel safe in.

10/17/2018 9:28 PM

605

Great schools and neighborhoods

10/17/2018 9:18 PM

606

Maintaining small town feel

10/17/2018 9:15 PM

607

Small town feel

10/17/2018 9:04 PM

608

N/A

10/17/2018 9:00 PM

609

Safety

10/17/2018 8:52 PM

610

Safety

10/17/2018 8:45 PM

611

Great schools, safe neighborhoods, good neighbors, variety of restaurants and shops, spacious
streets, quick emergency response

10/17/2018 8:44 PM

612

Friendliness

10/17/2018 8:43 PM
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613

Clean, safe, buildings are clean and modern. Traffic flow is quality, reducing stress and frustration
when trying to take advantage of what the community has to offer. Good schools and high cars
here residents who care about the community. It keeps a small town feel with big city options.

10/17/2018 8:37 PM

614

safety - good streets - recreation options - pedestrian friendly

10/17/2018 8:33 PM

615

Safety

10/17/2018 8:31 PM

616

Safety, Faith-friendly, family-friendly

10/17/2018 8:30 PM

617

Involvement

10/17/2018 8:27 PM

618

Good schools, churches, low crime rate.

10/17/2018 8:25 PM

619

Emphasis on community safety, involvement, frequent activities for families, and cleanliness

10/17/2018 8:17 PM

620

The people

10/17/2018 8:16 PM

621

People that care for others, their environment, and themselves.

10/17/2018 8:14 PM

622

Safety, sense of community,

10/17/2018 8:14 PM

623

Feeling safe. Amenities.

10/17/2018 8:09 PM

624

Low crime rate, great schools, great band program, and friendly people.

10/17/2018 8:06 PM

625

A community that supports and looks out for each other.

10/17/2018 8:03 PM

626

A community that comes together ie sending off sports and band players, teacher rally,
homecoming parade

10/17/2018 8:02 PM

627

Low crime, good schools, community involvement and dining and shopping options.

10/17/2018 7:57 PM

628

Safe

10/17/2018 7:52 PM

629

no

10/17/2018 7:48 PM

630

Lots of options for family time

10/17/2018 7:47 PM

631

The people

10/17/2018 7:47 PM

632

Starts with having quality leadership. Leaders who are active in the community. Where everyone
knows who they are.

10/17/2018 7:46 PM

633

Safety, health conscious, support, events, locally owned businesses

10/17/2018 7:44 PM

634

N/a

10/17/2018 7:42 PM

635

Variety of stores and places for entertainment

10/17/2018 7:42 PM

636

Safety and entertainment

10/17/2018 7:35 PM

637

Genuine people, small business with integrity

10/17/2018 7:32 PM

638

Safety, community, friends/family

10/17/2018 7:27 PM

639

Living your life in your own way. Not the way city planners and developers tell you how its going to
be.

10/17/2018 7:27 PM

640

A community where the needs of all age groups are addressed

10/17/2018 7:15 PM

641

cleanliness, low crime, higer living standards

10/17/2018 7:14 PM

642

a Mutual respect and compassion between local government and residents

10/17/2018 7:14 PM

643

Na

10/17/2018 7:13 PM

644

Big city Amenities, small town community feel

10/17/2018 7:12 PM

645

Safety. Lack of gangs. Friendly people.

10/17/2018 7:10 PM

646

Adequate retail, medical, entertainment

10/17/2018 7:05 PM

647

Low crime rate, family oriented, having a variety of shopping & restaurants, and good parks.

10/17/2018 7:03 PM

648

Services and quality of the community

10/17/2018 7:03 PM

649

Low crime rate, accessible retail for variety of needs.

10/17/2018 6:52 PM
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650

Low crime, plenty of restaurants and retail, well maintained

10/17/2018 6:39 PM

651

Safety

10/17/2018 6:35 PM

652

Size, proximity to Tulsa

10/17/2018 6:27 PM

653

A place you can feel safe that also has plenty of amenities

10/17/2018 6:26 PM

654

Safety and community feel

10/17/2018 6:25 PM

655

People feeling like they are an integral part

10/17/2018 6:24 PM

656

Quality people; good schools; safety

10/17/2018 6:16 PM

657

Healthy

10/17/2018 6:15 PM

658

Everything above

10/17/2018 5:58 PM

659

To me quality Community comes together during a time of need, they band together to make
improvements, and make sure that our children have a safe environment, and great schools to
attend.

10/17/2018 5:36 PM

660

Safe communities, adequate expansion of roads to meet the growth of the area

10/17/2018 5:31 PM

661

Family oriented community that comes together to help one another. Great schools. Safety. Low
crime

10/17/2018 5:30 PM

662

Safety safety safety. I would have gates everywhere if I could. Shopping and restaurants are
important too. I don’t want to have to go to south Tulsa.

10/17/2018 5:26 PM

663

Family like community

10/17/2018 5:13 PM

664

Good neighbors and low crime. Services for poor.

10/17/2018 5:11 PM

665

The people and the sense of community.

10/17/2018 5:06 PM

666

Cleanliness, safety and options.

10/17/2018 4:57 PM

667

Taking care of each other. Helping people in need even if you don't know them.

10/17/2018 4:48 PM

668

The people and the opportunities to get together. The Gathering on Main and the festivals here are
great examples. How can we do more?

10/17/2018 4:41 PM

669

Safe, clean and friendly

10/17/2018 4:37 PM

670

Small town feel, safety.

10/17/2018 4:26 PM

671

ease of access to businesses and feeling safe in the community

10/17/2018 4:02 PM

672

Safe place with retail, parks and character traits seen thru out the city.

10/17/2018 3:53 PM

673

Availability of services and retail; things to do; safety

10/17/2018 3:52 PM

674

Safe, clean, pleasant, progressive

10/17/2018 3:52 PM

675

Cleanliness, family oriented, safe and good amenities

10/17/2018 3:41 PM

676

Great people looking out for one another

10/17/2018 3:37 PM

677

Dumb question

10/17/2018 3:27 PM

678

Safe, lots of options shopping/dining options, great schools

10/17/2018 3:26 PM

679

Giving back to the kids

10/17/2018 3:24 PM

680

Safety and high moral values of its citizens which the larger we grow the more we are getting away
from that.

10/17/2018 3:17 PM

681

When the city values the people that live and invest i it more than the large box shopping centers it
attracts. We have moved to lusting after the commercial and forgetting the people that live here
except to build a pretty park to make it all better

10/17/2018 3:11 PM

682

School.

10/17/2018 3:10 PM

683

family options

10/17/2018 3:09 PM

684

Events to meet others at, support for all those involved in the community, being informed of the
needs of the community

10/17/2018 2:59 PM
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685

Keeping it a small community with low crime rates

10/17/2018 2:35 PM

686

A solid police and fire force. Churches. Places for activities.

10/17/2018 2:33 PM

687

Safety and citzens who well maintain their property.

10/17/2018 2:29 PM

688

Affordable housing, a strong faith community, great school system and good options for retail,
restaurants and entertainment.

10/17/2018 2:27 PM

689

Safe, clean, well educated citizens, higher income population

10/17/2018 2:20 PM

690

Low crime, low taxes, services for the elderly, and honesty

10/17/2018 2:20 PM

691

Great schools, involved community

10/17/2018 2:13 PM

692

The right people.

10/17/2018 2:10 PM

693

City striving to constantly improving and maintaining streets & community safety

10/17/2018 2:08 PM

694

Low crime rates, ease of getting around the city.

10/17/2018 2:01 PM

695

Well regulated traffic enforcement, more focus on walking and biking access, conveniant shopping
and restaurant options. Quality streets, full recycling program to name a few.

10/17/2018 1:56 PM

696

People who are willing to help one another & care about the greater good and not their own selfish
needs or wants.

10/17/2018 1:54 PM

697

When government plans. Then sticks to the plan.

10/17/2018 1:53 PM

698

Quiet neighborhoods.

10/17/2018 1:52 PM

699

Being a safe, clean and progressive community.

10/17/2018 1:50 PM

700

Keeping a neat and clean first impression is important to me. Owasso, for the most part, "keeps a
clean house". People visiting for the first time see clean streets and neatly trimmed common
areas. Having a city government that really cares about the people and the city. When the people
who run the city are committed to what they do and not just in it for the paycheck it shows in the
community. We're blessed to have that kind of attitude from the police and fire all the way up to the
mayor's office. When the residents know they have trustworthy leadership they feel good about
their community and want to DO good in their community.

10/17/2018 1:50 PM

701

low crime rate and community focus

10/17/2018 1:31 PM

702

People

10/17/2018 1:27 PM

703

Gathering on main and other events at the Y and High school

10/17/2018 1:26 PM

704

The good people who live in Owasso. Everyone seems to be open and welcome new people to
Owasso.

10/17/2018 1:26 PM

705

I don't really think it is. There is no community feel here at all.

10/17/2018 1:15 PM

706

Community providing the resources for its residents

10/17/2018 1:14 PM

707

Safety

10/17/2018 1:08 PM

708

Safe schools, community gatherings, and working together to achieve a closer community.

10/17/2018 1:06 PM

709

None

10/17/2018 1:00 PM

710

A community focused on the schools.

10/17/2018 12:59 PM

711

Government not wasting money on stupid stuff like "Character" series. I'm not in favor of Agenda
21.

10/17/2018 12:57 PM

712

When all the communities are taken care of!

10/17/2018 12:57 PM

713

Safty

10/17/2018 12:57 PM

714

Small town safety and community with great schools and retail/dining options

10/17/2018 12:56 PM

715

The people in charge care about and listen to those whom are less fortunate. IE the Poor

10/17/2018 12:39 PM

716

Small, no crime

10/17/2018 12:30 PM

717

Safety and family atmosphere

10/17/2018 12:28 PM

718

Safety, opportunity, and amenities

10/17/2018 12:18 PM
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719

Safety, affordability, beauty, transportation options, quality shopping and dining, excellent schools
and access to healthcare

10/17/2018 12:13 PM

720

A feeling that you are part of something else.

10/17/2018 12:10 PM

721

Safety

10/17/2018 12:01 PM

722

Good streets, schools, housing, shopping and services.

10/17/2018 11:49 AM

723

Friends

10/17/2018 11:46 AM

724

Low crime, friendly neighbors

10/17/2018 11:45 AM

725

Safe community, great school, high paying jobs

10/17/2018 11:40 AM

726

Communication and safety

10/17/2018 11:39 AM

727

An all around goodness, Owasso has that.

10/17/2018 11:27 AM

728

diversity and opportunity

10/17/2018 11:24 AM

729

Good Leadership

10/17/2018 11:19 AM

730

Low crime, good schools and having no reason to leave town to shop

10/17/2018 11:13 AM

731

public safety, decent roads

10/17/2018 11:12 AM

732

Variety of dining and shopping and quality services.

10/17/2018 11:10 AM

733

Neighbors who get to know and care about their neighbors, focus on others rather than self.

10/17/2018 11:04 AM

734

Low Crime Rate, good school system, good medical care.

10/17/2018 10:58 AM

735

Kindness

10/17/2018 10:58 AM

736

A desire for safety, comfort, and affortability

10/17/2018 10:55 AM

737

???

10/17/2018 10:54 AM

738

Safe neighborhoods, quality services, good schools and jobs

10/17/2018 10:52 AM

739

Safe neighborhood and good schools.

10/17/2018 10:51 AM

740

Great people who care about each other.

10/17/2018 10:51 AM

741

Good government services...police, fire and health.

10/17/2018 10:50 AM

742

Good interactions with people in my neighborhood and connections with others.

10/17/2018 10:37 AM

743

Nation Retailers, Family Oriented, Entertainment, Cost of Living, Arterial Access

10/17/2018 10:30 AM

744

Safety and family friendly.

10/17/2018 10:04 AM

745

The people!

10/17/2018 10:01 AM

746

Happy residents and a good chatty government that listens to the residents.

10/17/2018 10:00 AM

747

good schools, low crime rate, good retail, educated work force, good paying jobs

10/17/2018 9:54 AM

748

The community coming together as one when needed.

10/17/2018 9:49 AM

749

Safety, accessibility

10/17/2018 9:39 AM

750

It was the small town feel, but that's diminishing.

10/17/2018 9:38 AM

751

Safety, community interaction, city official interaction, safe places to play, walk, and ride bikes,
encouraging the community to carpool or ride bikes to their destination to help save the air, a
community concerned with environmental impact,

10/17/2018 9:36 AM

752

Focus on people

10/17/2018 9:30 AM

753

An actual city as opposed to a bedroom community.

10/17/2018 9:30 AM

754

Quality neighborhoods and schools, adult and youth activities, community focus. Dinning and retail
options, safety, low crime.

10/17/2018 9:25 AM

755

Good schools, safety, good leadership and neighbors

10/17/2018 9:24 AM

756

Low crime and local retail and restaurant options.

10/17/2018 9:19 AM
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757

Trust and Honor

10/17/2018 9:17 AM

758

Safe place to live and work to raise our children and schools.

10/17/2018 9:15 AM

759

The people

10/17/2018 9:15 AM

760

Good infrastructure and being able to maintain it.Safe neighborhoods, good schools, quality retail

10/17/2018 9:14 AM

761

The people

10/17/2018 9:11 AM

762

A non-corrupt police department

10/17/2018 9:09 AM

763

City officials who pay attention to the opinions and values of the citizens. Road maintenance. Bad
roads give a bad impression to visitors and irritate residents. Clean, well kept streets and
neighborhoods. Abandon property makes the viability of the town suspect.

10/17/2018 9:08 AM

764

Being available for all of the community and not just a few. Consider every walk of life and not just
the ones who can do for you".

10/17/2018 8:59 AM

765

Good people and the hometown feel

10/17/2018 8:57 AM

766

Character

10/17/2018 8:56 AM

767

Safety, services, schools, churches, affordability.

10/17/2018 8:56 AM

768

Neighbors who get along

10/17/2018 8:49 AM

769

GREAT schools, quality police and fire

10/17/2018 8:48 AM

770

The people

10/17/2018 8:48 AM

771

Infrastructure to support city growth.

10/17/2018 8:48 AM

772

Safety, diversity, infrastructure & services

10/17/2018 8:48 AM

773

easy access to facilities a great police and fire...rec services Churches of all denominations
freedom to worship friendly communities

10/17/2018 8:45 AM

774

people caring about other people

10/17/2018 8:44 AM

775

Safety, parks for children, quality education

10/17/2018 8:43 AM

776

People

10/17/2018 8:42 AM

777

When people and family come together

10/17/2018 8:39 AM

778

No crime

10/17/2018 8:39 AM

779

A group of people who share common values & culture.

10/17/2018 8:35 AM

780

People who work together to make it a better place

10/17/2018 8:23 AM

781

Lowertaxes so the population can choose where ans when to put back into the economy through
purchases.

10/17/2018 8:15 AM

782

Good schools, safe neighborhoods

10/17/2018 8:11 AM

783

Community gatherings. The gathering on Main has helped owasso tremendously

10/17/2018 7:54 AM

784

Friendly, safe, good retail and restaurants, good housing options, good schools, a community
involved in all aspects of living (school pride as a community), a good diversity of people.

10/17/2018 7:54 AM

785

Safety and cleanliness

10/17/2018 7:50 AM

786

A place that encourages families to hang out together.

10/17/2018 7:46 AM

787

Convenience, affordability, friendliness

10/17/2018 7:41 AM

788

The standards set for the character of the community

10/17/2018 7:34 AM

789

Safe, good schools, and enough amenities to not feel too small of a town

10/17/2018 7:07 AM

790

Everything that has been asked on this survey.

10/17/2018 7:05 AM

791

Safety, good schools, city government that takes pride in the city and keeps it clean, roads
repaired.

10/17/2018 7:03 AM

792

Progress

10/17/2018 6:59 AM
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793

Strong families, strong faith community, availability of good jobs, excellent schools with diverse
extra-curricular options and good facilities. More school options than Owasso has for STEM,
additional foreign languages, orchestra (rather than just marching band), better allocation of funds
for sports other than football ($850,000 for a new score board - seriously?) will bring to Owasso
more and more families of means who want better and more diverse options for their children.

10/17/2018 6:59 AM

794

Close knit neighbors, safe for my family, affordable, plenty of activities, ect

10/17/2018 6:57 AM

795

Safety and community resources/development

10/17/2018 6:52 AM

796

Na

10/17/2018 6:51 AM

797

People that come together when others are in need and good infrastructure such as streets and
sidewalks.

10/17/2018 6:48 AM

798

GOOD PRODUCTIVE CITIZENS

10/17/2018 6:46 AM

799

A sense of community where there’s a vision and everyone shares the same passion. Example- To
see quality education and teachers for our children.

10/17/2018 6:36 AM

800

People

10/17/2018 6:30 AM

801

Good schools, low crime, access to shopping.

10/17/2018 6:28 AM

802

Balance between family and adult oriented entertainment options, good retail options, easy access
for different forms of transportation and safety

10/17/2018 6:22 AM

803

The great people

10/17/2018 6:16 AM

804

Safe, friendly, good schools, low crime, entertainment

10/17/2018 6:09 AM

805

Safety and inclusion

10/17/2018 5:58 AM

806

Quality services.

10/17/2018 5:57 AM

807

Safety, affordability, options

10/17/2018 5:52 AM

808

Self contained services, shopping, dining

10/17/2018 5:46 AM

809

Safety

10/17/2018 5:38 AM

810

People working together as a community to help keep it safe, clean and family oriented.

10/17/2018 5:32 AM

811

People caring

10/17/2018 5:29 AM

812

The people and businesses.

10/17/2018 5:21 AM

813

Safety and quality services

10/17/2018 5:19 AM

814

Adequate public safety personnel

10/17/2018 5:16 AM

815

Great schools, variety of services, accessibility

10/17/2018 5:12 AM

816

Taking care of each other. Involvement of citizens.

10/17/2018 5:10 AM

817

Working together

10/17/2018 4:39 AM

818

Low crime and accessibility to resources

10/17/2018 3:28 AM

819

Community interaction with the city

10/17/2018 3:06 AM

820

Great neighbors, and ability to get into and out of your streets without a traffic clog for 30 minutes
every morning and afternoon

10/17/2018 12:52 AM

821

Faith...good people.

10/16/2018 11:44 PM

822

Low crime, expensive enough to keep riff raff out but not too expensive, community activities
(gathering), cleanliness/upkeep, etc

10/16/2018 11:27 PM

823

people helping others.

10/16/2018 10:59 PM

824

Good morals & values...treating others how you want to be treated...integrity & honesty

10/16/2018 10:53 PM

825

Good moral values observed by most residents

10/16/2018 10:38 PM

826

City that invest in growth!

10/16/2018 10:24 PM
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827

Too notch medical care options and facilities, nice grocery store options, adequate roads for the
level of traffic you are going to have, better movie theater, sidewalks

10/16/2018 10:06 PM

828

Parks, low crime, neighborliness

10/16/2018 10:05 PM

829

Somewhere that provides opportunity and entertainment for everyone in my family

10/16/2018 9:55 PM

830

People of all ages, sizes, and colors coming together for one community.

10/16/2018 9:52 PM

831

A town that actually cares about its citizens and puts forth a true effort in

10/16/2018 9:27 PM

832

People, schools, offerings

10/16/2018 9:13 PM

833

Safety and trust enjoyment of the community

10/16/2018 9:11 PM

834

Low crime rates, a populace that cares about the image of the community, and access to quality
educational and health services.

10/16/2018 9:02 PM

835

A variety of things to do for all ages- quality education ( TCC/ Vo Tech), new theatre would be nice,
plenty of sports fields as they are crowed now- maybe more parking there too,

10/16/2018 9:00 PM

836

Safety

10/16/2018 8:59 PM

837

Support for the city and schools

10/16/2018 8:56 PM

838

A quality community gives you a sense of safety. Owasso has done an excellent job overall
meeting the needs of many different people while still holding to strong common values and
standards.

10/16/2018 8:48 PM

839

Good People and low crime rate

10/16/2018 8:44 PM

840

Participation by community members, good government services.

10/16/2018 8:44 PM

841

Safe family friendly things to do

10/16/2018 8:35 PM

842

Safety and security

10/16/2018 8:33 PM

843

Public recreation areas and public translport.

10/16/2018 8:33 PM

844

Feeling safe.

10/16/2018 8:32 PM

845

Owasso has just about everything already a City its size might reasonably have. Some more nonchain restaurants might be nice.

10/16/2018 8:23 PM

846

It's overall a safe community. I love the "home town" atmosphere here. After being here a while
you get to know everybody

10/16/2018 8:17 PM

847

Continuing to grow and add new amenities

10/16/2018 8:13 PM

848

Opportunities to live healthy, encourage physical activity, provide healthy eating and cooking
options

10/16/2018 8:12 PM

849

Family oriented, small town feel, low crime

10/16/2018 8:11 PM

850

Healthy and connected

10/16/2018 8:09 PM

851

Saftey, good jobs, kind people, good retail, and clean public spaces.

10/16/2018 8:09 PM

852

Low crime rates, good streets with good traffic management. Good schools. Good job
opportunities. Retail choices

10/16/2018 8:06 PM

853

Safe, options for shopping and eating out

10/16/2018 8:04 PM

854

The people who live there

10/16/2018 8:02 PM

855

Good schools, good infrastructure, family oriented facilities and activities, well maintained public
areas

10/16/2018 8:02 PM

856

All of the above

10/16/2018 7:56 PM

857

N

10/16/2018 7:53 PM

858

Small town feel. How nice and helpful every one is.

10/16/2018 7:50 PM

859

A pool

10/16/2018 7:47 PM

860

People, services, schools

10/16/2018 7:47 PM
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861

Everybody has things on the list of to do...Not turn community center into offices and rental units

10/16/2018 7:47 PM

862

It’s a family centered community.

10/16/2018 7:44 PM

863

People

10/16/2018 7:43 PM

864

Quality people

10/16/2018 7:42 PM

865

One where you spend the majority of your dollars within your community without having to venture
into the city.

10/16/2018 7:41 PM

866

Safety, Character, schools, amenities.

10/16/2018 7:39 PM

867

Communication

10/16/2018 7:35 PM

868

A safe environment and a support system for the residents

10/16/2018 7:30 PM

869

Safety and access to healthy lifestyle choices (walkability etc)

10/16/2018 7:27 PM

870

Low crime. High character. Team building

10/16/2018 7:24 PM

871

Sage environmental, shopping, housing options, worship centers, activities

10/16/2018 7:19 PM

872

People care about the city.

10/16/2018 7:15 PM

873

A completeness to the community with schools, living, shopping, and working

10/16/2018 7:14 PM

874

The people and the surroundings

10/16/2018 7:13 PM

875

Low crime rate, good local shopping options, good hospitals, great parks and trails, responsive
police force that effectively gets to the bottom of reported crimes, well trained firefighters, a clean
city with no flood areas and good schools

10/16/2018 7:12 PM

876

Friendliness of neighbors, willingness to help each other. Common goal for improving lives
together.

10/16/2018 7:05 PM

877

The people

10/16/2018 7:04 PM

878

relationships with local businesses and vendors. I can keep my purchases local.

10/16/2018 7:00 PM

879

Safe, good schools, cost of living, community

10/16/2018 7:00 PM

880

The people

10/16/2018 6:58 PM

881

Available resources, safety

10/16/2018 6:57 PM

882

Safety, friendliness

10/16/2018 6:55 PM

883

Caring people

10/16/2018 6:53 PM

884

I feel safe and I can rely on neighbors

10/16/2018 6:52 PM

885

Friendly, low crime, values

10/16/2018 6:46 PM

886

Friendly civil policy. Friendly city workers. Great schools. Both retail and dining options

10/16/2018 6:45 PM

887

Solid values of community where all residents can gain

10/16/2018 6:45 PM

888

People

10/16/2018 6:38 PM

889

Unknown

10/16/2018 6:37 PM

890

Good Schools

10/16/2018 6:33 PM

891

Safety

10/16/2018 6:32 PM

892

Quality people. When people take pride in their community it shows.

10/16/2018 6:32 PM

893

The people living there having integrity and values. Low crime rate and great schools. Raising well
disciplined children that respect authority and their elders. Having Christ as the foundation.
Supporting each other.

10/16/2018 6:31 PM

894

Safety

10/16/2018 6:27 PM

895

A community that cares about its residents.

10/16/2018 6:27 PM

896

A safe environment with a focus on family and a sense of community among its citizens.

10/16/2018 6:24 PM

897

People

10/16/2018 6:24 PM
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898

Good Community, Good Schools and Low Crime Rate!

10/16/2018 6:23 PM

899

Safety and good schools

10/16/2018 6:22 PM

900

Friendly residents, affordable dining and retail options, safety

10/16/2018 6:21 PM

901

Having a variety of restaurants, shops and good neighborhoods. Having activities and things to do
in the community for famo

10/16/2018 6:18 PM

902

safety and community involvment

10/16/2018 6:16 PM

903

Shared values; caring people

10/16/2018 6:16 PM

904

Quick access to quality services and friendly community helpers.

10/16/2018 6:16 PM

905

Safety, good schools

10/16/2018 6:14 PM

906

Improvements, while retaining small town feeling

10/16/2018 6:13 PM

907

Safety and neighborhood communication

10/16/2018 6:11 PM

908

Quality of city employees and their concentration keep improving

10/16/2018 6:11 PM

909

Safety

10/16/2018 6:06 PM

910

The quality of the people

10/16/2018 6:05 PM

911

The feeling of being in a safe family community

10/16/2018 6:03 PM

912

High focus on education

10/16/2018 6:02 PM

913

People working toward a common goal

10/16/2018 6:01 PM

914

Police that protect, low crime, family friendly environment, family friendly entertainment, safe
streets, low traffic

10/16/2018 6:01 PM

915

Safety, good schools, overall up keep

10/16/2018 5:56 PM

916

People - small town experience

10/16/2018 5:55 PM

917

We band together to support one another in all endeavors.

10/16/2018 5:51 PM

918

Low crime

10/16/2018 5:51 PM

919

Working together and respect for each other.

10/16/2018 5:49 PM

920

Helpful neighbors, clean neighborhoods and good communication between everyone and friendly

10/16/2018 5:46 PM

921

Just that... community. Neighbors make a neighborhood.

10/16/2018 5:44 PM

922

Safe, clean and friendly

10/16/2018 5:40 PM

923

Small safe

10/16/2018 5:37 PM

924

Nothing needed outside the area. As well as the people, overall.

10/16/2018 5:37 PM

925

Communication and ability to participate

10/16/2018 5:36 PM

926

The people who live in it

10/16/2018 5:34 PM

927

Safe, clean, not having to travel somewhere else for the essential needs, great schools, great
police/fire dept, safe & fun areas for children, good character of citizens

10/16/2018 5:34 PM

928

?

10/16/2018 5:33 PM

929

Closeness

10/16/2018 5:32 PM

930

Safety, community events,

10/16/2018 5:30 PM

931

Feeling safe, community building activities, ease of access to shopping and restaurants.

10/16/2018 5:30 PM

932

Safe place to raise a family with convenience and quality schools

10/16/2018 5:28 PM

933

Everyone working together, looking out for each other.

10/16/2018 5:25 PM

934

The people making an effort to keep it great.

10/16/2018 5:24 PM

935

Caring school staff

10/16/2018 5:23 PM
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936

Low crime, little traffic congestion, quality parks and rec (which we need more), and schools that
have a ZERO tolerance for drugs (ours does not) and preferably has drug dogs searching regularly
because drug addiction is starting to really impact Owasso, especially our students. We used to
have drug dogs, not sure why we don't now.

10/16/2018 5:18 PM

937

people and access to retail and dining options

10/16/2018 5:15 PM

938

Faith and Family

10/16/2018 5:13 PM

939

Quality schools, good recreation options, quality city services, good retail and dining

10/16/2018 5:13 PM

940

people, jobs, police/fire services, recreation, good schools

10/16/2018 5:12 PM

941

Police & schools

10/16/2018 5:11 PM

942

Safe and friendly place to raise kids.

10/16/2018 5:10 PM

943

N/A

10/16/2018 5:09 PM

944

People whose focus is on each other make a quality community.

10/16/2018 5:06 PM

945

The caliber of people. I've seen crime go up.

10/16/2018 5:04 PM

946

CITIZENS, CIVIC GROUPS, CITY GOVERNMENT, CHAMBER OF COMM, AND SCHOOLS ALL
WORKING TOGEATHER TO IMPROVE THE COMMUNITY

10/16/2018 5:01 PM

947

Good schools, good police /fire dept. Good shopping

10/16/2018 4:57 PM

948

a connected safe community

10/16/2018 4:50 PM

949

Inclusion, that's why we moved here so our boys could thrive in a better school system. But that
was 2005, things have changed since then.

10/16/2018 4:43 PM

950

Friendly people. Options for teens and children for activities to keep them out of trouble

10/16/2018 4:43 PM

951

Lively community involvement, government visability.

10/16/2018 4:41 PM

952

safety & options

10/16/2018 4:37 PM

953

MOVIE THEATER

10/16/2018 4:35 PM

954

Community coming together and participation

10/16/2018 4:34 PM

955

Safe community with important amenities

10/16/2018 4:29 PM

956

Safety, good roads, little traffic, and lots of local restaurants.

10/16/2018 4:26 PM

957

Safe and always building to be a better community

10/16/2018 4:25 PM

958

Low crime, high first responders community involvement, high amount of quality jobs with
competitive pay, family environment, church oriented, lots of things to do and proactive stance on
growing the economy.

10/16/2018 4:23 PM

959

Safe family oriented atmosphere

10/16/2018 4:23 PM

960

Neighborliness

10/16/2018 4:23 PM

961

Low crime, affordable and attractive housing, nice parks, good traffic flow and nice roads

10/16/2018 4:18 PM

962

Low crime, good roads, and good people

10/16/2018 4:17 PM

963

Good schools, affordable housing

10/16/2018 4:13 PM
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Q15 Do you feel Owasso is a good community to live in and raise a
family?
Answered: 1,304

Skipped: 20

Yes

No

Not sure

If you like,
please expla...

0%
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20%
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50%
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90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Yes

94.33%

No

1.46%

19

Not sure

4.22%

55

If you like, please explain why you answered the way you did

0.00%

0

TOTAL
#

1,230

1,304
IF YOU LIKE, PLEASE EXPLAIN WHY YOU ANSWERED THE WAY YOU DID
There are no responses.
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Q16 If you like, please explain why you answered the way you did to the
question above.
Answered: 604

Skipped: 720

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

because Owasso is a good community for families.

12/31/2018 4:01 PM

2

There are great school options and many parks. Also, the police are very friendly and respectful

12/31/2018 10:06 AM

3

Safety and vision for growth

12/31/2018 8:38 AM

4

We moved to OWASSO when I was pregnant with our first child 13 years ago. We wanted a
smaller town than Tulsa to raise our family, but options that allow us to keep the majority of our
money spent within the community. We love the school system, sense of community, family
activities, parks, library, our church, FOR program and the friends we have made through different
organizations. Both our parents have moved to OWASSO or neighboring community as well.

12/30/2018 8:53 PM

5

small town atmosphere

12/30/2018 8:16 PM

6

As an older person, I need to feel safe in my community and I do in Owasso.

12/30/2018 5:26 PM

7

I grew up here and have raised my family here for the past 42 years.

12/30/2018 4:45 PM

8

Thirty years ago, I had a choice of places to live. I chose Owasso.

12/30/2018 3:46 PM

9

safe community, decent schools

12/30/2018 2:27 PM

10

Our community is always on point. We may have crime issues or problems that arise but our
community does an amazing job of working together to solve issues.

12/30/2018 10:53 AM

11

Could be better

12/29/2018 8:36 PM

12

Good size town with restaurants and shopping.

12/29/2018 5:13 PM

13

Low crime. Can walk almost anywhere.

12/29/2018 12:19 PM

14

I like having choices of where to eat, choices of which park to go to, choices of how and where to
excercise( bike trails/jogging trails through town that connect and inner twine with town).

12/29/2018 12:10 PM

15

The crime is minimal, the city is a good size with room for growth, there are good family programs
here and the schools are good.

12/29/2018 11:01 AM

16

We moved away and came back within a year. We loved it that much.

12/28/2018 9:42 AM

17

Safe neighborhoods, great schools.

12/28/2018 7:44 AM

18

Diverse and friendly

12/28/2018 7:36 AM

19

I grew up here. I’m an example of how a solid lifestyle & community can better a life.

12/28/2018 6:52 AM

20

Our family homeschools and the community as a whole is very homeschool-friendly. Owasso is
relatively safe, clean, has proximity to art/cultural as well as retail options, and is small enough that
we often run into people we know out and about.

12/27/2018 11:06 PM

21

Owasso seems to be the hub of young families.

12/27/2018 10:21 PM

22

It’s where I was raised and came back to build my family.

12/27/2018 10:19 PM

23

We chose to stay in Owasso even though our jobs are in Tulsa

12/27/2018 9:58 PM

24

Owasso is a good community to live in, but it could be better. With growth, there are becoming
issues with crime and streets. MORE COPS

12/27/2018 9:32 PM

25

Excellent sc hools, family oriented community, plenty of activities.

12/27/2018 9:04 PM

26

Na

12/27/2018 8:31 PM

27

That's the main reason I moved here.

12/27/2018 8:14 PM
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28

The school system has been amazing for my child and I appreciate the small time feel with the
needed amenities

12/27/2018 7:11 PM

29

People care about our community for the most part and share the same values.

12/27/2018 7:05 PM

30

Great schools, safe area, almost everything you need is here.

12/27/2018 6:42 PM

31

Too much growth, too fast is ruining relaxed community.

12/27/2018 6:34 PM

32

The schools are great (band program is wonderful), neighborhoods have a lot of great amenities,
crime is still fairly low, but there is not a lot of things for older kids/teens to do

12/27/2018 6:11 PM

33

It’s a safe community with a small town feel.

12/27/2018 5:28 PM

34

Owasso hasn’t lost its small town feeling in spite of its growth over the years.

12/27/2018 3:48 PM

35

Its a smaller town but not too small. Its nice that you can know a lot of people but the town isn't so
small that there is a large rumor mill.

12/27/2018 2:27 PM

36

The schools and just community overall

12/27/2018 12:38 PM

37

Good community involvement

12/27/2018 12:32 PM

38

The businesses take an interest in the community

12/27/2018 11:28 AM

39

Lots to do and feel safe most times

12/27/2018 11:07 AM

40

We live in collinsville but consider collinsville an extension of Owasso and love to shop in Owasso.
Safe community with access to good shopping and food

12/27/2018 10:47 AM

41

Because not everyone can afford everything

12/27/2018 10:16 AM

42

We host foreign exchange students every year. We move here in January has had nothing but the
best experience for our boys. Although from what all four students have said so far, the education
quality is sorely lacking compared to their country’s.

12/27/2018 10:08 AM

43

Owasso is safe and mostly leans toward my values but it's also not extremely diverse, feels
somewhat sterile and lacks the character of an urban environment which I also appreciate.

12/27/2018 10:01 AM

44

Affordability is a big factor with raising a family and owasso is not affordable for a lot of families
with median to lower incomes.

12/27/2018 9:43 AM

45

It’s my hometown. Keep the riff raff out and it will stay a good community. Standards need to be
high.

12/27/2018 9:26 AM

46

Everything is here, very family oriented community, lots of things to do, Parks to go to and I feel
safe

12/27/2018 9:06 AM

47

Na

12/27/2018 9:02 AM

48

Because I was raised here

12/27/2018 8:30 AM

49

There are good schools and family options to spend time together (if you have money at the
moment) because most things in owasso are shopping and eating

12/27/2018 8:02 AM

50

Too much focus on exclusive faith communities

12/27/2018 7:56 AM

51

Growing

12/27/2018 7:50 AM

52

I was raised here and i loved the small town vibe even though it’s a quickly growing community.

12/27/2018 6:24 AM

53

Great schools, focus on family & character, renovations downtown.

12/27/2018 4:55 AM

54

Yes all but the super large high school

12/27/2018 1:42 AM

55

I love the small-town feel and how many community members support each other.

12/27/2018 12:52 AM

56

Owasso is small enough to feel close knit while having several amenities.

12/27/2018 12:50 AM

57

Owasso is a safe,clean and growing community my family has loved to be apart of.

12/27/2018 12:46 AM

58

Because we did raise our family in Owssso and they are now adults thanking us for choosing
Owasso.

12/26/2018 11:48 PM

59

See the previous answer... Crime increasing. And school going down hill. too many transfer
students with behavior issues

12/26/2018 11:35 PM
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60

Been here my entire life, it’s been good for us

12/26/2018 11:16 PM

61

Even though Owasso’s growth has EXPLODED in the 23 years I’ve lived here, I still feel we have
the “small town” feel in most areas of our community

12/26/2018 11:11 PM

62

Nice town

12/26/2018 10:59 PM

63

.

12/26/2018 10:51 PM

64

See above.

12/26/2018 10:39 PM

65

I have lived in Tulsa, South Tulsa, east Tulsa and Collinsville/Owasso is my favorite

12/26/2018 10:34 PM

66

The school system is great. The neighborhoods are for the most part filled with good houses and
people to raise a family in. It’s close enough to Tulsa, but far enough to not feel so compacted. The
people who live here are good people and ones I want my family to be like and be influenced by

12/26/2018 10:19 PM

67

Good things are happening in Owasso.

12/26/2018 10:01 PM

68

Previous answer

12/26/2018 9:49 PM

69

The excellent schools and the many faith/church options.

12/26/2018 9:32 PM

70

Grew up here went to school here kids went to school here still live here

12/26/2018 9:03 PM

71

Owasso is predominantly a white collar town and it needs to stay that way.

12/26/2018 8:50 PM

72

The schools have support from businesses and community. Crime is low.

12/26/2018 8:27 PM

73

No thanks

12/26/2018 8:26 PM

74

I think crime is starting to rise, but maybe that comes with a greater population.

12/26/2018 6:35 PM

75

I feel that this state doesn't meet all my requirements to be a place to raise a child. Maybe for
others, yes. I see many wonderful families. I would be worried about post elementary schooling.
There are not enough extra curricular options besides an unhealthy obsession with sports. Lastly,
there are not enough outdoor areas for children to properly play and be.

12/26/2018 6:11 PM

76

I have lived here for 40 years and a great place raising my kids, however with a large drug issue I
would not raise them in this community. Thankfully for me my kids are grown and raising their kids
in better cities. Too much growth, this town has become one of either the well off or poor, not
much in between

12/26/2018 5:55 PM

77

No

12/23/2018 8:35 AM

78

no

12/18/2018 5:48 PM

79

I am not worry about our young boys being affected by gang violence in their schools

12/18/2018 5:49 AM

80

N/A

12/17/2018 10:58 PM

81

Family friendly

12/16/2018 9:49 PM

82

Schools, available, affordable housing, it's safe

12/16/2018 2:13 PM

83

NA

12/15/2018 10:35 PM

84

Safety and school for my son is the most important at this stage of my life.

12/15/2018 8:17 PM

85

I am raising my 3rd & last child in Owasso. We have had mostly good experiences

12/15/2018 7:39 AM

86

My kids love Owasso

12/14/2018 7:31 PM

87

Clean, family friendly

12/14/2018 3:27 PM

88

I love the small city feel so close to Tulsa.

12/14/2018 9:06 AM

89

Good schools, safe, library, parks, most people have good manners, rarely have to leave Owasso
to find anything.

12/14/2018 1:42 AM

90

The Christian community in Owasso is a large part of the population and the churches work well
together.

12/13/2018 11:33 PM

91

We came here over 30 years ago only planning to stay a few years before transferring back to our
home state- but Owasso became home for us! The kindness of our community made us fall in love
with this area. It is also a good place to raise a family- our kids have had lots of opportunities both
in the schools and in the community!

12/13/2018 11:28 PM
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92

Good schools, good sport facilities, safe community

12/13/2018 9:11 PM

93

Safe, friendly, good schools and sport programs. Wish the high school had a pool!

12/13/2018 2:46 PM

94

Same as what makes it a quality community

12/13/2018 1:42 PM

95

Good schools, low crime, close retail/grocery.

12/13/2018 1:14 PM

96

For the most part it is safe, the people are friendly, and the schools are good.

12/13/2018 1:10 PM

97

Good schools.

12/13/2018 12:29 PM

98

Low crime and most people are very friendly

12/13/2018 12:15 PM

99

small enough

12/13/2018 12:03 PM

100

Na

12/13/2018 11:58 AM

101

Small town feel, good education and sports options. Overall safe community. Good amount of
community events and involvement.

12/13/2018 11:57 AM

102

Raises three boys here, now my two grandchildren are being raised here.

12/13/2018 11:54 AM

103

I like Owasso but the last few years I've known people start home schooling because of the bulling
in the school system

12/13/2018 11:46 AM

104

raised 4 kids and 6 grands here.

12/13/2018 11:38 AM

105

It was a good place to raise my children 10-15 years ago. Now I wonder if it is to large, has it lost
it's small town appeal?

12/13/2018 10:04 AM

106

Great schools, activities easily available

12/13/2018 9:22 AM

107

Owasso provides a place where my family has opportunities to grow, learn and serve while being
safe.

12/13/2018 9:17 AM

108

I’ve lived in Owasso since I was in kindergarten & love how safe & convenient it is but
unfortunately crime is on the rise. We need curbside recycling, public pool, volleyball courts &
more outdoor amenities- biking trails.

12/13/2018 9:07 AM

109

N/A

12/4/2018 2:31 PM

110

I lived here for 13 years with blinders on to what this city truly represents .

12/3/2018 9:21 AM

111

N/A

11/28/2018 10:25 AM

112

I think Owasso has great schools & churches, it is very safe, and it has everything you need.

11/26/2018 2:50 PM

113

Moved here 13 years ago because we wanted our kids to be raised here. Owasso used to have
the best schools but not so much lately it seems.

11/26/2018 12:51 AM

114

Good schools, low crime, two good hospitals, family atmosphere, the churches. Which I think the
churches make this community really strong.

11/25/2018 4:35 PM

115

Na

11/20/2018 6:00 AM

116

great schools, good people

11/19/2018 1:39 PM

117

My kids can play in our culdesac with other friends and the only worry I have is the creepy ice
cream truck guy. We have great sidewalks, a neighborhood pool, good streets (for the most part much better than MidTown Tulsa!). We love our church family and the people there who mentor
and pour into the lives of our girls. I can find good childcare when my husband and I want to have
a date night in Tulsa. There are enough quality places to eat and I can buy pretty much everything
we need here. (I do buy better shoes, clothes, handbags, and oddities in Tulsa - but that commute
is doable.)

11/19/2018 10:32 AM

118

Quality schools. Variety of churches and denominations. Variety of retail and eating
establishments. Owasso is not spread out like Broken Arrow.

11/19/2018 10:20 AM
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119

Recently, an incredibly rude individual came to my son's football practice and tried to throw his
weight around about the usage of the fields being ONLY for FOR and that FOR pays a grand sum
for the use of the lights, etc. Our coach went the next day to City Hall and asked to speak to the
parks manager and city manager. They assured him that this wasn't true. Our coach, who was
coaching Owasso boys and had every reason to be there, offered to pay for the use of the lights.
The city said that's why the fields are there and even gave us a better field for the following night
and came out and turned the lights on for us. I would love to know where that large sum of money
is going from FOR since it's not going to the city. I have paid for years for FOR sports so it has me
wondering where all the fees are going. It also had me so proud of our city offices!!! Thank you!!!

11/19/2018 9:57 AM

120

There are many opportunities for families living here.

11/19/2018 9:19 AM

121

As a teacher, I see students transfer in often from other communities. They are many times
astonished at how we value each other and our community. I want my son to grow up thinking this
is the norm, not the exception.

11/19/2018 9:14 AM

122

Not sure anymore. There seems to be a higher incidents of crime as we grow. OPD are absolutely
fantastic. I feel that they need all our help to continue hiring high Quality officers. I feel that the lack
of SRO's in the school is also being neglected.

11/19/2018 8:55 AM

123

Our children are getting a good education. The community emphasizes character. We feel safe
here. Good experience & variety of sports.

11/19/2018 8:52 AM

124

Education and sports

11/19/2018 8:34 AM

125

Again, the small town feel and the schools are excellent!

11/19/2018 8:24 AM

126

.

11/19/2018 8:08 AM

127

I think small businesses have had an uphill battle in Owasso due to the high minded thinking of
retail building owners. Many small businesses have come and gone because the price per square
foot is so high compared to Tulsa. Also, I think the occupancy rules might be exclusive as well. It
seems that things are getting better in the last 5-7 years but the jury is still out in my opinion.

11/19/2018 8:07 AM

128

Clean,safe, and small town feel.

11/19/2018 7:59 AM

129

Good schools and safe neighborhoods.

11/19/2018 7:57 AM

130

n/a

11/19/2018 7:57 AM

131

The schools are top notch and the community is an overall safe environment.

11/19/2018 7:46 AM

132

See above.

11/19/2018 7:45 AM

133

It has most of the amenities of a large city but with a small town feel.

11/18/2018 11:40 AM

134

I think it’s a great place to live.

11/17/2018 10:28 AM

135

Same as answer to #14.

11/14/2018 3:55 PM

136

People seem to be nice

11/14/2018 9:22 AM

137

safety helps me feel good. clean parks and neighborhoods are also helpful in want to be in the
community areas.

11/12/2018 10:46 AM

138

We moved here to be close to our grandchildren. We value and appreciate the relative safe
community and a community that understands there must be funding for quality schools, parks,
and services!

11/12/2018 9:38 AM

139

I live in rural tulsa county

11/12/2018 9:18 AM

140

It’s safe, the schools are great, and it’s a family-driven community.

11/11/2018 10:00 AM

141

NA

11/10/2018 9:05 PM

142

Owasso is a great place to live and work!

11/7/2018 4:59 PM

143

Great schools, safe environment, entertainment options are getting better and bettter for kids.

11/6/2018 9:53 AM

144

Good schools

11/3/2018 1:07 PM

145

Owasso seems to value children, which are the primary product of a family. Excellent schools,
pride in our students, child friendly businesses, public spaces for children, extracurricular
activities...and many more!

11/3/2018 7:03 AM
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146

We just moved from Tulsa (Brookside). It's become so high crime and poor schools with no sense
of community. We are happy to raise our children/family in Owasso.

11/2/2018 8:06 PM

147

We have only been here a few months from Texas but I feel we made the right choice in Owasso
compared to Tulsa or surrounding suburbs. I feel less crime and craziness in Owasso. In today's
world this is extremely important raising a family.

11/2/2018 3:33 PM

148

Same as above

11/2/2018 12:22 PM

149

I was born and raised here and it's where I raised my family.

11/2/2018 12:18 PM

150

Been here 40 years, raise 2 great kids, wouldn't live any where else in okla

11/2/2018 11:23 AM

151

Owasso offers the benefits of living in a smaller community yet is close to a larger metro area. Best
of both worlds.

11/2/2018 6:11 AM

152

Lived here all my life.

11/2/2018 3:02 AM

153

We moved to Owasso for schools and faith based over 20 years ago. We are empty nesters now
and the job market has changes so faith base no longer applies, saying that our son and grandson
have moved back for the schools and to be close to family. We need to insure we are not so young
family friendly that we forget the grandparents raising or supporting their children and
grandchildren.

11/1/2018 5:53 PM

154

Better schools, pretty safe and good stores close by.

11/1/2018 3:43 PM

155

i have lived here since the early 90's. if it weren't for the quality schools and the fact i have school
age children i would move on to greener pasture.

11/1/2018 11:06 AM

156

Excellent schools, teachers and staff

11/1/2018 10:42 AM

157

I feel safe here. I love seeing kids outside playing like I did when I was a child.

10/31/2018 9:31 PM

158

We have an excellent school system, our network of grocery stores offer ample opportunity for
healthy meals for all, and we have a wonderful park system that permits family participation.

10/31/2018 2:53 PM

159

I went to Owasso Highschool and lived here all my life it's where I want my kids to be as well.

10/31/2018 1:19 PM

160

Good schools, safe, affordable.

10/31/2018 12:52 PM

161

schools, life style, quiet neighborhoods, the people of course.

10/31/2018 9:51 AM

162

I feel safe, I feel like my family and children are safe. Seldom do we have to leave the city for retail
or dining choices. Neighborhoods are nice and maintained for the most part.

10/30/2018 4:11 PM

163

I'm not from oklahoma, but I am so glad we moved here to owasso. It's a great community.

10/30/2018 4:05 PM

164

I moved to Owasso in 1976, went to school with, or watched, as 17 cuzins did the same... I
graduated from OHS in 1982, married, started & raised a family here, now watching my 3 children
start their families and do the same....Its a GREAT PLACE TO RAISE A fAMILY!!

10/30/2018 3:34 PM

165

Raised several children who graduated HS. Now it is just a good place to live.

10/30/2018 2:55 PM

166

Low crime rate, good schools,

10/30/2018 2:26 PM

167

Its home.

10/30/2018 9:37 AM

168

lived here for 30 years

10/30/2018 8:59 AM

169

I grew up here, I moved back here in my mid-30s, it's friendly, things for kids to do, safe and police
are kind and helpful, ambulance/fire people are very helpful

10/30/2018 5:54 AM

170

Small town feel with big town options

10/29/2018 9:11 PM

171

Safety

10/29/2018 9:10 PM

172

no

10/29/2018 9:07 PM

173

Good schools, great community

10/29/2018 9:00 PM

174

Good Schools, Clean

10/29/2018 3:37 PM

175

N/A

10/29/2018 3:05 PM

176

It was a safe community but it's becoming unsafe.

10/29/2018 2:17 PM

177

Its nice and feels safe

10/28/2018 7:21 PM
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178

Same as above - safe, quality of neighborhoods, friendliness, small town atmosphere, good police
and fire, family oriented.

10/28/2018 5:48 PM

179

I was raised in a small town and I moved here 13 years ago for work but chose to put my roots
down in owasso because of its small town feel.

10/28/2018 3:09 PM

180

If you are willing to live in town, Owasso isn't a bad place. I personally would not live here.

10/28/2018 12:06 PM

181

I don't have children in the school system but I understand the schools are well rated and attracts
people to buy a home here.

10/28/2018 10:43 AM

182

Good location to surrounding communities for any options not available in Owasso. Good
community and good location to raise a family.

10/28/2018 7:10 AM

183

I think the city is growing too fast and with that the crime has got worst. Need more cops and
community resources for younger kids.

10/28/2018 2:58 AM

184

The schools are terrible. I've pulled 4 kids out of 8 so far, out of the district. A lot of people here are
stuck up. I don't see many people trying to help those here in the community that need it. Many
people come across as too good for anyone lesser than them, without actually knowing if that is
true. The kids here bully. The schools don't do anything about it. The schools don't communicate
with parents and don't call them back when needed. You have to go to the school and tell them
you need to see the principal so you can talk to them. This isn't just me, but many people I know
as well that had this problem. The town promotes values, yet doesn't live by them. It's sad.

10/27/2018 9:18 PM

185

I feel safe in this community, the people are helpful and supportive, the leaders care about people.
I love owasso

10/27/2018 3:49 PM

186

Not from experience, but I see good families from the community.

10/27/2018 2:59 PM

187

Our parents raised us in Owasso and we’ve raised our children here. We’ve had kids in OPS for
the past 24 years (and still do-lol). We have seen much growth and change and believe it’s the
dedication and delivery on quality goals,that allows Owasso to remain such a quality community.

10/27/2018 8:35 AM

188

Again, Owasso maintains a small town feel without being a small town; crime is generally low; and
many other residents are in the same stage of life as we are

10/26/2018 11:03 PM

189

Owasso is a great community because the schools are fabulous, homes are taken care of, people
are friendly, etc.

10/26/2018 9:46 PM

190

I moved here in 1971 and have been involved since 1960.

10/26/2018 2:31 PM

191

Its just a great place to live. If I wanted children, it would be a nice place to raise children - good
schools.

10/26/2018 2:12 PM

192

Small town atmosphere, crime rates are to high and getting worse.

10/26/2018 10:55 AM

193

Crime is still somewhat lower than Tulsa and the surrounding metro.

10/26/2018 7:10 AM

194

It’s safe and far enough from Tulsa

10/26/2018 6:31 AM

195

Good schools, variety of churches, caring people

10/25/2018 7:42 PM

196

Our City of Character goals are very important to me. Important that we introduce those concepts
to our future generations!

10/25/2018 5:27 PM

197

I was raised here and turned out handsome and brilliant :)

10/25/2018 4:16 PM

198

For now. Give it a few years with the city’s low priority in funding a growing police department and
see how things go.

10/25/2018 4:15 PM

199

.

10/25/2018 10:46 AM

200

No

10/25/2018 10:31 AM

201

Growth in a caring community.

10/25/2018 10:23 AM

202

It is not as good as it used to be. The schools have deteriorated with the influx of residents over
the past 10 years. Fortunately our kids have graduated.

10/25/2018 10:15 AM

203

We have two high quality school systems and a relatively low crime rate. As the community grows,
more and more options for family activities will surely start rolling in.

10/25/2018 9:20 AM
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204

The teachers and school system are superb, high school baseball is excellent; I live across the
street from a dangerous felon and the police force does what they can to keep my family and
neighbors safe.

10/25/2018 7:38 AM

205

Good schools and neighborhoods.

10/25/2018 7:26 AM

206

I feel its a good community compared to Tulsa.

10/25/2018 7:18 AM

207

It starts with the people and Owasso citizens care for their neighbors like they do their own family.

10/25/2018 7:12 AM

208

The relative safety, high quality education options, and recreational opportunities make Owasso a
good place to raise children.

10/25/2018 6:40 AM

209

Owasso is missing communal spirit out of church environment

10/25/2018 6:08 AM

210

N/A

10/25/2018 5:22 AM

211

I think, over all, Owasso is a good place for families. I think it was better when it was smaller, but
city services have mostly kept up with city needs.

10/25/2018 3:22 AM

212

I have raised my family here and the community is wonderful

10/25/2018 1:28 AM

213

25 years ago we could sleep with the windows open. I wish we can be able to do that.

10/24/2018 10:52 PM

214

Overall a safe community to raise children. The schools were what brought us here. This is our
second time to choose to live in Owasso after a ten year move to Houston.

10/24/2018 10:40 PM

215

Because in my opinion Owasso scores mostly high marks on the questions asked.

10/24/2018 10:36 PM

216

Great school options, relatively low from rate

10/24/2018 10:32 PM

217

The schools are wonderful. My children attend Hodson and the staff there is just incredible. They
truly CARE! I love Owasso sports as well! I love that the whole community shows up to support our
kids for all sports!

10/24/2018 9:34 PM

218

It is a beautiful, friendly community. The people are really special here.

10/24/2018 9:24 PM

219

Small town but close to larger city

10/24/2018 9:10 PM

220

Because I grew up in owasso and I loved it, I just wish that we lived outside city limits so we could
have more land

10/24/2018 8:49 PM

221

Good schools, low crime, small town appeal

10/24/2018 8:44 PM

222

See question 14.

10/24/2018 8:32 PM

223

You don’t worry about your kids playing in the yard or going to the neighbors. Owasso makes you
feel comfortable and safe.

10/24/2018 8:28 PM

224

The schools are overcrowded. It is reasonably safe but becoming to city-like for my liking.

10/24/2018 8:09 PM

225

Good schools

10/24/2018 7:55 PM

226

So far, nice and quite.

10/24/2018 7:31 PM

227

No

10/24/2018 7:17 PM

228

I have get to encounter someone who is disrespectful or rude. Everyone treats each other with
respect no matter what race or ethnicity.

10/24/2018 7:09 PM

229

NA

10/24/2018 6:45 PM

230

I feel my grandchildren are safer here than in Tulsa, and hope and pray that Owasso remains a
safe place.

10/24/2018 6:39 PM

231

It’s fairly safe and limited crime, however crimes are on the rise and it seems To be increasing
which is not good.

10/24/2018 6:31 PM

232

It is excellent but we need a second high school desperately.

10/24/2018 6:30 PM

233

Good schools and a safe community.

10/24/2018 6:21 PM

234

The community meets or exceeds most of our needs.

10/24/2018 5:59 PM

235

Crime has gone up exponentially since moving here in late 2015

10/24/2018 5:03 PM
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236

Well my answer is yes... yes because the town is clean, yes because the town has almost
everything now, yes because bad storms seem to miss us most the time, but No to safety in
schools my daughter was bullied in Pre-K and again in Kindergarten.. We need smaller class
rooms or more than one teacher per room for little kids. Safety in town is getting worse too, but the
Police are doing the best they can! Owasso is the best compared to its surrounding towns.

10/24/2018 4:52 PM

237

Feels safe

10/24/2018 4:41 PM

238

Small town feel, low crime rate, good schools. City convenience.

10/24/2018 4:28 PM

239

It is safe

10/24/2018 4:20 PM

240

It’s a nice city and generally safe.

10/24/2018 4:10 PM

241

Good friend here small town feeling

10/24/2018 3:45 PM

242

Great community and sports for kids to partake in (F.O.R., YMCA sports, etc.)

10/24/2018 3:44 PM

243

I feel my family is safe here and my children will get a quality education.

10/24/2018 3:28 PM

244

Seems to be a safe place but that is starting to change for the worse

10/24/2018 3:19 PM

245

Very conservative faith and family oriented, excellent schools, recreation options and shopping
needs fulfilled

10/24/2018 3:14 PM

246

Safe community with shopping and entertainment options and great schools

10/24/2018 3:13 PM

247

Comfortable place to live: Owasso is safe, and has most things I need.

10/24/2018 3:11 PM

248

This is where I went to s tans have raised my kids here. I grew up just outside of Owasso (Mingo
Schools) and this was where I consider home to be, especially since that is gone, now. It has
excellent schools, police and fire depts, “lifers” to help give this place tradition. (Please don’t take
away the Trail Days, Christmas and Hoco Parades!)

10/24/2018 3:10 PM

249

Safe neighborhoods and quality schools

10/24/2018 3:07 PM

250

As it is right now Owasso is a fantastic place to raise a family. I fear however that with the growth
and the decay of older areas of town we are attracting an element of society not conducive to
maintaining the safe and family friendly atmosphere.

10/24/2018 3:06 PM

251

good schools and activities

10/24/2018 3:00 PM

252

Schools, low crime rate, shopping.

10/24/2018 2:56 PM

253

Ive lived in Owasso for 37 years and would not want to live anywhere else.

10/24/2018 2:42 PM

254

I feel Owasso at the moment is a good place to raise a family. Although, I think I would move a
little more into the country part of Owasso when that time comes

10/24/2018 2:38 PM

255

Owasso has great schools and neighborhoods and isn’t far from the recreational and fun activities
that Tulsa has to offer which is ideal for a family.

10/24/2018 2:34 PM

256

hhkh

10/24/2018 2:30 PM

257

OWASSO is a great place to raise a family. It could use some options for young adults and empty
nesters.

10/24/2018 2:25 PM

258

The schools are great and the traffic is minimal. There is convenience to local store/retailers
without having to drive into Tulsa.

10/24/2018 2:06 PM

259

Good schools, feel safe, pretty affordable, feeling of community and far enough away from Tulsa
that keeps most of the riff raff out.

10/24/2018 2:06 PM

260

The schools are the best around and is was an easy choice once we moved here in 2008. It is
always awesome seeing what new things are coming to Owasso to keep us from driving to Tulsa.

10/24/2018 1:56 PM

261

The slow pace of improving public infrastructure (bike trails, disgusting bathrooms at the parks, an
embarrassing baseball complex, no public pool) and no curbside recycling makes us a wanna be
good suburb. The rest of the country has surpassed us 30 years ago. But in comparison the other
towns around us we are the better choice; but that's not saying much.

10/24/2018 1:50 PM

262

Lower crime than tulsa

10/24/2018 1:49 PM

263

Owasso has character

10/24/2018 1:49 PM

264

The schools are excellent.

10/24/2018 1:46 PM
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265

N/A

10/24/2018 1:43 PM

266

Lots of young families- safe- parks and community events to participate in together

10/24/2018 1:43 PM

267

yes, but we are not keeping up with some of the Tulsa areas in things we offer. My family (5 kids)
ends up having to drive to Tulsa for most things sports relaced.

10/24/2018 1:29 PM

268

Great schools, plenty of choices to do stuff with children

10/24/2018 1:24 PM

269

It is safe and mostly affordable, while the schools are also acceptable.

10/24/2018 1:20 PM

270

Lots of quality schools and chirches

10/24/2018 1:04 PM

271

Na

10/24/2018 12:55 PM

272

Good schools

10/24/2018 12:47 PM

273

We like Owasso, but the schools are way too big. The high schools here should be split like in the
OKC area. This allows for more kids to be involved in school activities.

10/24/2018 12:27 PM

274

I've been here a long time and believe in this community. It has gone down but we must keep it a
safe place for families or the families will find another place to go. Even the lower income families
was to live in a clean, safe and friendly place.

10/24/2018 12:19 PM

275

Low crime rate, good schools.

10/24/2018 12:02 PM

276

The schools are wonderful and my family feels safe because of the quality of police and fire
services.

10/24/2018 11:54 AM

277

The people, the city services, The town feels small but has most of what you need to keep from
going into Tulsa shopping.

10/24/2018 11:39 AM

278

N/a

10/24/2018 11:25 AM

279

Safe and friendly community

10/24/2018 11:23 AM

280

Yes, however I think the schools are getting over crowded and the kids really don't have a lot of
entertainment options here.

10/24/2018 11:21 AM

281

N/A

10/24/2018 11:14 AM

282

x

10/24/2018 11:11 AM

283

REAL people, REAL character, REAL Community

10/24/2018 11:10 AM

284

Low crime rate, almost everything you need in one place and great citizens! Owasso is just
lacking on family activities, walking and biking trails, recreation, entertainment, etc. I have to go to
Tulsa or surrounding areas for those things. Shopping destinations has been fulfilled. It's time to
focus on family fun!

10/24/2018 11:04 AM

285

I can’t think of a better place, our community is pretty safe and we look out for one another. I just
hope our police force can keep up with the growth. So far they are doing great! Also, great
schools! Great location! I love Owasso!

10/24/2018 10:55 AM

286

small town feel, knowing people at church and at school functions. Pride in Owasso as a town.
Low crime rate.

10/24/2018 10:50 AM

287

There appears to be a lot of family activities in Owasso. It is definitely a family-oriented
community. Which is nice, but it generally lacks inclusivity for singles and people of different races
not at the top of demographics list.

10/24/2018 10:49 AM

288

The community is safe, there are amenities for children, and there are choices in schools (either
public, private or homeschool).

10/24/2018 10:46 AM

289

I think Owasso is above average in most of the offerings that have been mentioned earlier in this
survey.

10/24/2018 10:43 AM

290

low crime and just great people who live and work here

10/24/2018 10:43 AM

291

The school system is top notch. Most adult and child activities and interests are located within the
community. The city feels like it has passed it's "boom town" stage and is settling into a mature,
seasoned suburb.

10/24/2018 10:41 AM

292

Keeping families here with strong neighborhoods and good ethics that believe in their communities
and their children's future

10/24/2018 10:36 AM
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293

Owasso still has a small town feel even though it's growing. The schools are great and it's just an
overall terrific place to raise kids.

10/24/2018 10:36 AM

294

In regards to the Tulsa metro, the quality of service provided to the citizens exceeds most other
communities.

10/24/2018 10:26 AM

295

Good schools

10/24/2018 10:25 AM

296

None

10/24/2018 10:23 AM

297

It’s a city based on values

10/24/2018 10:17 AM

298

My kids are very happy and thrive well here.

10/24/2018 10:17 AM

299

I love seeing someone I know when I go to the store. We look out for each other

10/23/2018 8:01 PM

300

Schools and safety

10/23/2018 12:07 PM

301

We feel safe in Owasso and the school system has been amazing.

10/23/2018 9:35 AM

302

There is no concern for the majority of Owasso residents who are forced to commute to other
locations for employment. The traffic is terrible and getting worse every day, but the focus is on a
dog park?

10/23/2018 7:53 AM

303

Safety

10/23/2018 5:38 AM

304

A strong and serving police force. A city government that is always looking for ways to improve the
community for its citizens. A always improving and progressive school system.

10/23/2018 4:58 AM

305

Very family friendly. Low crime but close enough to Tulsa to commute for work.

10/23/2018 4:18 AM

306

no thank you

10/22/2018 10:28 PM

307

Lots of school options, small community feel, and good mix culturally

10/22/2018 8:19 PM

308

We have young kids and we love the schools

10/22/2018 8:12 PM

309

It has only been a year but it seems like a very family oriented place. I do fret somewhat over what
seems to be. Arise in crime lately but I also realize many of these are crimes of opportunity which
happen anywhere ....

10/22/2018 8:08 PM

310

Answered above

10/22/2018 8:01 PM

311

It’s the truth.

10/22/2018 12:53 PM

312

No

10/22/2018 9:42 AM

313

My kids grew up in the school system and I was pleased with the quality of education

10/22/2018 8:26 AM

314

POOL

10/22/2018 8:02 AM

315

Good schools, people of character, people care about one another, sports venues for kids.

10/21/2018 9:37 PM

316

Owasso has a small town feel, with a lot of community events. The safety is top priority for my
family. It is far enough away from Tulsa to feel independent, but close enough for whatever may
not be in town.

10/21/2018 4:41 PM

317

Progressiveness may be the most important quality of a good community. I would be looking for
the next progressive community if Owasso was stagnant.

10/21/2018 4:34 PM

318

I am not raising a family so that's a moot point. I do feel it's a good community to live in with close
access to just about anything and everything, and what Owasso doesn't offer, Tulsa isn't far away.
I like that Owasso is a classy and clean town with residents who are proud to live here. The cost of
living is quite reasonable. There are a few amenities that would add to the quality of life such as
decent cycling trails. But overall we're glad we chose to move here from SE Kansas 3 years ago,
no regrets.

10/21/2018 2:07 PM

319

Love the fact that we don't have to travel to Tulsa for anything, plenty of options here in town. Love
the schools and all the options the kids have for classes, sports and extracurricular activities.

10/21/2018 1:40 PM

320

Na

10/21/2018 12:04 PM

321

I have raised my kids in Owasso for the last 13 years ....now teenagers and one in college......we
have always been happy here!!

10/20/2018 9:12 PM
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322

Owasso is conservative but progressive and open to new ideas. The schools and faculty are great.
The shopping areas are adequate. Our police and fire responders are efficient and available.

10/20/2018 5:23 PM

323

It has a small-town feel, even as it grows

10/20/2018 10:07 AM

324

My kids have made friends and have excelled as young adults

10/20/2018 8:40 AM

325

Used to be when I was a child growing up in this town. Crime rate has gotten so high I cannot say
the same anymore.

10/20/2018 8:14 AM

326

Safe, family oriented, faith, options available for sports and such, good schools, although
overcrowded in upper grades

10/20/2018 1:56 AM

327

Crime seams on the rise, street work should have been done years ago, traffic on 116th is
horindous when there an event at the park west of Garnett again very poor planning on the city’s
part!

10/19/2018 11:42 PM

328

N/a

10/19/2018 9:28 PM

329

We have lived here more than eighteen years and have see the town experience incredible
growth, but maintained a small town feel.

10/19/2018 4:39 PM

330

Good school, great community

10/19/2018 2:45 PM

331

People seem to have a family vibe about them. Schools are great and options are good.

10/19/2018 2:16 PM

332

Small town feel, excellent schools, great teachers, convenient shopping, awesome band program!!

10/19/2018 12:59 PM

333

Small town great church youth sports. Teenage facility needed.

10/19/2018 10:48 AM

334

No

10/19/2018 10:26 AM

335

lots of crime from outsiders ... high school is a mess while we have excellent football facilities ....
kids vaping at high school ...

10/19/2018 10:24 AM

336

Police are always kind and accessible. Neighborhoods are set up to be self sufficient as best as
possible. Commute is easier than traveling to BA BUT the accident issues on 169 in AM traffic is a
bit ridiculous.

10/19/2018 10:06 AM

337

Good schools and a small size population and a city government that cares.

10/19/2018 9:42 AM

338

Born and raised

10/19/2018 8:14 AM

339

Still has the small town feel. We just need to take pride and keep it that way

10/19/2018 7:46 AM

340

Pretty good schools with generally safe neighborhoods

10/19/2018 7:34 AM

341

nice neighborhoods, good schools, access to hospitals and shopping

10/18/2018 9:59 PM

342

It's safer than most. Education. It still has that small town feel.

10/18/2018 9:51 PM

343

Great schools and community

10/18/2018 9:50 PM

344

Low crime rate, good schools

10/18/2018 9:46 PM

345

We love Owasso schools for our kids.

10/18/2018 9:31 PM

346

We love the small town feel with city amenities. We moved here because of the schools and the
community which we felt both offered our three boys better opportunities than we had growing up
in a rural community.

10/18/2018 8:53 PM

347

The schools, parks and friendly community provide opportunity that isn’t as readily available in
othe communities.

10/18/2018 8:40 PM

348

Yes in some ways, no in others. Very cliquish.

10/18/2018 7:11 PM

349

Poor driving conditions ,

10/18/2018 6:52 PM

350

Great schools! I feel safe letting my children walk to school.

10/18/2018 6:49 PM

351

Not over crowded

10/18/2018 5:55 PM

352

Safe, ease of access to retail and dining options. A lot of the same things tulsa has as far as
businesses without as many people

10/18/2018 5:14 PM

353

Good schools, safe community, family oriented community

10/18/2018 5:00 PM
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354

I feel safe in my neighborhood. There have occasionally been people come in and steal things, but
we all try to watch out for each other. The churches try to reach out to the community and Owasso
has good school options.

10/18/2018 2:17 PM

355

I was raised here and I have raised my family here, as well. It's a wonderful community and I don't
feel like there is another place out there that is as amazing as Owasso. It's all about the people.
We are blessed to have amazing people who genuinely care about others. Even though we
continue to grow, there is still that small town feel. That's what everyone loves about Owasso.

10/18/2018 1:44 PM

356

Feels safe

10/18/2018 10:53 AM

357

I chose to live here nad still very content to remain here.

10/18/2018 10:40 AM

358

Like so many places in the US, the city seems to be composed of lots of individuals living their
own lives looking out for their own interests but sharing relatively little concern for the community
as a whole or the communal betterment of others, particularly those of other socioeconomic,
ethnic/racial, or other cultural groups. I can't really blame Owasso for this because its a problem in
all of the US, but I do feel it here, too.

10/18/2018 10:22 AM

359

Excellent school system and preschool options; quality parks; and many activities geared toward
the family.

10/18/2018 10:18 AM

360

Less crime

10/18/2018 9:07 AM

361

No comment

10/18/2018 9:02 AM

362

I was raised here and I’m raising my family here.

10/18/2018 8:50 AM

363

Small town. Good sense of community.

10/18/2018 8:43 AM

364

I feel like we do support our children

10/18/2018 8:11 AM

365

My kids enjoy going to school here in Owasso. They have made several friends through sports and
school.

10/18/2018 7:53 AM

366

I feel the school system is good and that the community is safe.

10/18/2018 7:36 AM

367

Same as above

10/18/2018 7:22 AM

368

Its safe, with good schools and friendly people

10/18/2018 6:43 AM

369

-

10/18/2018 6:35 AM

370

I recently moved to Owasso from Skiatook for purposes of public education. I couldn’t be happier
in our family’s decision. We love our neighborhood (Fairways at Bailey), Larkin Bailey Elementary,
and the close proximity of everything.

10/18/2018 6:31 AM

371

We love our neighborhood and school district.

10/18/2018 6:30 AM

372

I’ve lived here for over 20 years, it’s a nice town and community but the highways need widened

10/18/2018 12:11 AM

373

Again crime rate is getting out of hand which is why I wished the question has more than 3
answer. School system needs to be fixed a little but due to classroom sizes and teachers who
have time to/want to help to educate.

10/17/2018 11:55 PM

374

We raised our family here, and they seem to have turned out just fine! :)

10/17/2018 11:24 PM

375

Lots of good people reaching out to us

10/17/2018 11:18 PM

376

safe freindly small feel

10/17/2018 11:02 PM

377

Used to be awesome but churches split and families failed.

10/17/2018 10:33 PM

378

It feels like a caring community, people are generally nice and look out for each other, it's not too
far from Tulsa amenities, and it seems like Owasso is concentrating on future growth and needs,
not just catching up with them.

10/17/2018 10:27 PM

379

Family oriented, safe, great schools

10/17/2018 9:47 PM

380

People seem happy and most want a good place to live and for others to live peacefully

10/17/2018 9:35 PM

381

Owasso is enough removed from the business of Tulsa to feel like it’s own calmer space. We have
a different sense of pride of community here. Everyone wants to help each other and want to see
our schools and students thrive. If you want something in Tulsa it’s not a far drive, and you don’t
have to live there.

10/17/2018 9:28 PM
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382

Owasso was a great city but has gone downhill the past few years

10/17/2018 9:18 PM

383

Na

10/17/2018 9:04 PM

384

It's a safe place with good schools

10/17/2018 8:45 PM

385

Owasso checks off lots of our must haves: good schools, safe neighborhood, good neighbors,
easy to get around, small town feel

10/17/2018 8:44 PM

386

Feels safe

10/17/2018 8:43 PM

387

Owasso is a good community; however think we can make it a great community

10/17/2018 8:33 PM

388

Good schools, safe neighborhoods and city. Lots of Churches.

10/17/2018 8:25 PM

389

NA

10/17/2018 8:17 PM

390

Owasso is an awesome community of people

10/17/2018 8:16 PM

391

Great schools and overall character of the town.

10/17/2018 8:14 PM

392

Yes because of all of the answers on question 14.

10/17/2018 8:06 PM

393

I have been here my whole life, even though it’s so much bigger these days the community still
has a way of coming together. The redbud district is really going to help.

10/17/2018 8:03 PM

394

So far that has been my experience

10/17/2018 8:02 PM

395

We have raised our family in Owasso because it has great schools and community involvement.
Our children participated in FOR and was very involved in school activities. Owasso is a safe place
to raise a family. Crime is low and the police department do a fantastic job in our community.

10/17/2018 7:57 PM

396

I can afford to live here and my daughter is thriving at school

10/17/2018 7:52 PM

397

no

10/17/2018 7:48 PM

398

There are lots of neighborhoods with parks and good school system

10/17/2018 7:47 PM

399

I lived in Tulsa up until 4 years ago while my son was in pre-K - 2nd grade so I know from personal
experience.

10/17/2018 7:46 PM

400

N/a

10/17/2018 7:42 PM

401

Good schools and nice neighborhoods. I wish there was more diversity though

10/17/2018 7:42 PM

402

All our schools are great no matter which one you go to. It still has a small town feel.

10/17/2018 7:32 PM

403

Safe community to raise family

10/17/2018 7:27 PM

404

This was a great town at one time now its to large. Certian city employees have move here from
other tulsa suburbs, and in my opinion are messing owasso up.

10/17/2018 7:27 PM

405

I should have stated that it seems to be a good place to live and raise a family. I have great
reservations about the quality of education in the public school system.

10/17/2018 7:15 PM

406

Na

10/17/2018 7:13 PM

407

I truly feel that Owasso supports its school district. I feel by investing in the children, Owasso is
investing in their future.

10/17/2018 7:03 PM

408

Quality education and activities as well as safety

10/17/2018 7:03 PM

409

Small town feel, crime rate resources

10/17/2018 6:27 PM

410

There are a lot of the 'big town' problems that come with growth.

10/17/2018 6:24 PM

411

Safe and good schools

10/17/2018 5:58 PM

412

The schools here are much higher and quality in class then where I grew up, the neighborhoods
are beautiful and have a variety of backgrounds when it comes to people. Plus it's super safe in
my opinion.

10/17/2018 5:36 PM

413

I feel Owasso is relatively safe for families.

10/17/2018 5:31 PM

414

Right now it’s safe. The crime is growing which is a concern. Which also has began to make me
consider moving north out of town. Housing is beginning to get to close together so no one has
space any more

10/17/2018 5:26 PM
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415

No answer

10/17/2018 5:13 PM

416

Good schools, safety and friendly people.

10/17/2018 5:06 PM

417

N/A

10/17/2018 4:57 PM

418

Schools, character of residents

10/17/2018 3:52 PM

419

Schools are top notch. I like that there are lots of activities for kids to enjoy.

10/17/2018 3:41 PM

420

No

10/17/2018 3:37 PM

421

Jesus H, good schools, mostly safe community. If we could get people to stop raising entitled
asshole kids it would be a fantastic kids, but it has been that way since I was in HS so I don’t think
it is going to change.

10/17/2018 3:27 PM

422

Yes but it is becoming increasing less safe with the popualtion growth

10/17/2018 3:17 PM

423

Owasso has good people and a great location and layout we have just moved from the city
focusing on the needs on its citizens to the needs of the commercial retailers they are courting

10/17/2018 3:11 PM

424

I grew up,went to school and played sports in Owasso Same for my children

10/17/2018 3:10 PM

425

no

10/17/2018 3:09 PM

426

Tulsa is horrible need I say more

10/17/2018 2:35 PM

427

Excellent schools and churches. Youth activities that get the whole family involved.

10/17/2018 2:33 PM

428

Lots of familes, good parks, good schools. Low crime.

10/17/2018 2:29 PM

429

N/A

10/17/2018 2:27 PM

430

We moved here because we wanted to live in a community of well educated, higher income
families. We are originally from Edmond and wanted good schools in a clean and safe area.

10/17/2018 2:20 PM

431

Schools

10/17/2018 2:20 PM

432

Great schools! I would like to see more extra curricular options for kids from all economic
backgrounds. Hard to even be middle class and afford cost of living and child extracurricular
activities

10/17/2018 2:13 PM

433

Of the three choices I felt that the answer I choose was closest to my feelings. I would prefer to
have a scale of 1-5 or 1-10 rather than a yes/no choice. It is good but really does need some
improvements.

10/17/2018 2:10 PM

434

Great school system was a no brainer when we moved to the area.

10/17/2018 2:01 PM

435

Family centered

10/17/2018 1:52 PM

436

There are so many good people who live in Owasso, people who go out of their way to help others
every day. People who are trying to make a good life for their own family and in turn make it better
for mine. That's how we make a community; we're all in it together, trying to make it good!

10/17/2018 1:50 PM

437

It has the small city feel, but is big enough to offer a variety of options for most things. The school
system has been great.

10/17/2018 1:35 PM

438

Schools

10/17/2018 1:26 PM

439

No

10/17/2018 1:26 PM

440

Safe neighborhoods, quality non-private school system, convenient shopping & dining
establishments.

10/17/2018 1:14 PM

441

It used to be.

10/17/2018 1:08 PM

442

I wouldn't want to live anywhere else, especially if the city had an aquatics center.

10/17/2018 1:08 PM

443

I believe that Owasso is a wonderful community, I am disappointed in the activities for young
families. There should be more options for youth sports, pools, better bathrooms at parks, and
activities the entire family can participate in together. The YMCA in Wichita KS area provides all of
these options for families.

10/17/2018 1:06 PM

444

None

10/17/2018 1:00 PM

445

Owasso is no longer a community that revolves around its schools and churches. It has become
congested and crime has increased. If you build it, they will come.

10/17/2018 12:59 PM
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446

Because I've been here for 34 years. If I didn't like it here, I would have already moved.

10/17/2018 12:57 PM

447

Education is great; however, what goes on in the schools is not (High School East & West). Need
to pay more attention to what goes on in the bathrooms. The schools are our community!!

10/17/2018 12:57 PM

448

You benefit from a high quality community that believes in their schools, their churches and each
other willing to support one another. Lately, there seems to be a lot more people coming in/moving
here but not always for the best. Sometimes great things can become too big. I hope Owasso is up
for it. We are starting to miss the Owasso we moved to several years ago.

10/17/2018 12:56 PM

449

Owasso is a safe place with a wonderful school system. The schools could be more focused on
academics than just sports, but it is a quality system.

10/17/2018 12:39 PM

450

Great place with plenty to do for families

10/17/2018 12:28 PM

451

Good schools, good supporting community for kids and youth (good strong Y, good park and
sports facilities)

10/17/2018 12:18 PM

452

Schools are decent, pretty safe, Housing is fair, good shopping and dining.

10/17/2018 12:13 PM

453

Na

10/17/2018 11:46 AM

454

I have 2 young children and it's a pretty safe place with the exception of a few crime issues. Police,
Fire, and EMSA all seem very responsive. I can't speak about the schools because my children
aren't old enough to attend. It would be nice to a have a better variety/quality of jobs in order to
stay local and not having to drive into Tulsa.

10/17/2018 11:40 AM

455

.

10/17/2018 11:27 AM

456

Great schools and neighborhoods

10/17/2018 11:13 AM

457

oK now, but with continued growth and little or no planning for street use Owasso will become
another grid locked little town like Broken Arrow

10/17/2018 11:12 AM

458

Too many Owasso kids get into drugs. Too many new residents in Owasso are illegal aliens or
minimum wage/welfare folks.

10/17/2018 10:58 AM

459

I was raised here

10/17/2018 10:58 AM

460

Although the school system is not rated the best in the state, the extra-curricular activities
associated with the school are top-notch: marching band, mock trials, etc. The community is safe,
compared to it's closest neighbors in north Tulsa, Collinsville, Catoosa, Claremore, and Skiatook

10/17/2018 10:55 AM

461

i like that it is small but big at the same time

10/17/2018 10:54 AM

462

I feel daily safe in my neighborhood and I believe my daughter is getting a good education in
Owasso schools.

10/17/2018 10:52 AM

463

I feel safe in Owasso. I love the school my daughter attends and her teachers. I love the
convenience of living here.

10/17/2018 10:51 AM

464

-

10/17/2018 10:37 AM

465

Owasso is an amazing school district.

10/17/2018 10:30 AM

466

Good schools, churches, retail, medical, city services.

10/17/2018 10:00 AM

467

.

10/17/2018 9:54 AM

468

Good schools, low crime

10/17/2018 9:51 AM

469

I feel Owasso has better schools and provides a much broader range of activities for kids to be
involved in. And the school system is safer than most.

10/17/2018 9:49 AM

470

I watch my fiance's daughters out in the world and they are afraid of anyone who is not white. But
that happens in bedroom communities and that is what he chose. I would not have chosen this my
my kids.

10/17/2018 9:30 AM

471

Owasso provides a good selection of dinning and retail and is in close proximity to our work in
Tulsa. Quality neighborhoods. I feel that Owasso could expand the youth and adult activities. I feel
that Owasso has a good school system, but the large size of the school system did not work for
our child. While it is great that Owasso is growing, it would be great if Owasso would keep up with
street work to accommodate the growing traffic.

10/17/2018 9:25 AM

472

Born and raised here myself

10/17/2018 9:19 AM
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473

Having lived in big towns the quality of schools are below standard. We also have a balanced
activity for the children. We just need a little more for the seniors.

10/17/2018 9:15 AM

474

Safety, good schools, nice activities for kids, community participation.

10/17/2018 9:08 AM

475

I didn't want to answer just yes or not - I do think our community could improve how they deal with
all walks of life. I think the city should consider coming up with a city-wide plan for curbing "bully"
as that is something the whole city and definitely the school has never dealt with. The city seems
to put the higher income residents above others.

10/17/2018 8:59 AM

476

safe

10/17/2018 8:57 AM

477

Police and fire services, family oriented community, good schools, quality city leaders, a city that
listens to citizens, and affordable housing.

10/17/2018 8:56 AM

478

Owasso has a lot of what a family needs. Plus it's not too big.

10/17/2018 8:49 AM

479

It's a middle class town with plenty of churches and a good school system

10/17/2018 8:48 AM

480

Great school system!

10/17/2018 8:48 AM

481

Relatively low crime.

10/17/2018 8:48 AM

482

Excellent Schools, FFA program is best in the state creating leaders!!!, Churchs are available
grocery stores are great, people make the difference

10/17/2018 8:45 AM

483

I have lived here for over 20 years and my children graduated from Owasso Schools. I feel they got
a good education and my son played for a great baseball program. I have always loved living here,
I am concerned that the city is growing too rapidly and we are starting to see more crime to go
along with that.

10/17/2018 8:44 AM

484

Good schools, but way too much homework for the kids. They have no evenings because of the
load of work.

10/17/2018 8:42 AM

485

Na

10/17/2018 8:39 AM

486

It is a fairly safe environment

10/17/2018 8:39 AM

487

No

10/17/2018 8:23 AM

488

The crimes committed by kids near the high school is growing; and the blame/responsibility is
placed on the schools instead of on the parents.

10/17/2018 8:15 AM

489

Good schools and amenities

10/17/2018 8:11 AM

490

I’ve lived here since I was 3.

10/17/2018 7:54 AM

491

We chose to move to Owasso 18 years ago when we had a young family. It was close to Tulsa,
had nice homes that were affordable, and had good schools. It felt like home more than with our
visits to Jenks, BA, Tulsa neighborhoods, and Bixby. We are ready to downsize and want to stay in
a Owasso because it is an easier commute to Tulsa than the three cities listed above and still
feels like home. Owasso is a great place to live and it has kept up with our changing needs and
desires for a city.

10/17/2018 7:54 AM

492

It is a safe place with great people. The schools are great and the atmosphere is very much
bringing the community together.

10/17/2018 7:46 AM

493

We have lived here almost 20 years, and raised four children. It has been mostly good for us. My
biggest complaints are no swimming pool and no high school orchestra in the schools. Had I done
better research before, we would have moved somewhere else.

10/17/2018 6:59 AM

494

Good schools, low crime

10/17/2018 6:52 AM

495

No thanks

10/17/2018 6:51 AM

496

The schools are some of the best in the State while also offering a rather safe environment for
locals.

10/17/2018 6:48 AM

497

It still has a small community feel and the schools are great! Parents & kids are proud to be a
RAM!! Keep the focus on the family & kids and this community will explode with greatness!!

10/17/2018 6:36 AM

498

.

10/17/2018 6:30 AM
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499

The reason we moved to Owasso was the school system. The reason we have stayed in Owasso
is it is convenient for work. We are now empty nesters and it would be great to have more high end
living options to retire, ie garden homes, smaller sq ft higher finishes.

10/17/2018 6:22 AM

500

No.

10/17/2018 5:57 AM

501

I raised my family here and I’m happy with our choice to live here.

10/17/2018 5:46 AM

502

We’ve lived in several communities, Owasso is the first one that made us feel welcomed, made us
feel safe and the schools are some of the best in Oklahoma.

10/17/2018 5:32 AM

503

Have been here since 1977. Both kids graduated from Owasso and I worked for OPS until I
retired. My grandson lives here and goes to school here as well.

10/17/2018 5:29 AM

504

Because it's not spread out like Tulsa.

10/17/2018 5:21 AM

505

This is a great city to raise kids

10/17/2018 5:19 AM

506

Our police are phenomenal

10/17/2018 4:39 AM

507

Good

10/17/2018 3:28 AM

508

Because the schools are good. I trust my kids playing outside without worrying about them being
kidnapped. The people are caring and helpful

10/17/2018 3:06 AM

509

Because it's how I feel.

10/17/2018 12:52 AM

510

I believe Owasso has great people of Faith.

10/16/2018 11:44 PM

511

Great schools and supporting community.

10/16/2018 11:27 PM

512

I love Owasso because it has the small town feel. People are friendly. Good schools. Community
colleges. Pretty much everything I need is very close.

10/16/2018 10:59 PM

513

I love Owasso and have lived here fourteen years. It’s a great place to raise a family because
quality neighborhoods, schools & good people equals living your best life.

10/16/2018 10:53 PM

514

The people

10/16/2018 10:24 PM

515

I’m sure there are worse places but have been very disappointed in the school system, how
there’s so much growth with no thought about how that’ll affect upper grades. In general, there
doesn’t seem to be a grand plan, no oversight.

10/16/2018 10:06 PM

516

What is there to do in Owasso that is not church or school related?

10/16/2018 9:55 PM

517

Good values

10/16/2018 9:52 PM

518

I think that efforts are made for Owasso inhabitants but the focus is sometimes off.. like to much on
one area and not nearly enough on others

10/16/2018 9:27 PM

519

I’m a grandparent raising grandchildren when moving here the low crime rate and schools and
neighborhoods is what brought us here.

10/16/2018 9:11 PM

520

All the above I already mentioned.

10/16/2018 9:00 PM

521

We move from CA 22 yrs ago when my parents work place relocated to owasso. We lived in tulsa
but new the right place for us was owasso so my parents bought a house in owasso. After I
married I new I wanted to stay in owasso because it is a safe to raise a family.

10/16/2018 8:59 PM

522

Good quality of life

10/16/2018 8:56 PM

523

The schools are wonderful. I have an Autistic son and we have so much support and love from our
community. Owasso gives us the hope and faith we need to know that we have an excellent
support system for him.

10/16/2018 8:48 PM

524

Good Schools, great family oriented people

10/16/2018 8:44 PM

525

Family oriented activities, fairly safe, great schools

10/16/2018 8:44 PM

526

Good schools and neighborhoods.

10/16/2018 8:23 PM

527

Safe, family oriented, with convenient shopping and restaurants

10/16/2018 8:13 PM

528

Low crime, accessibility to emergency personnel, friendly community

10/16/2018 8:12 PM

529

I have lived in Owasso since 1985 and would hate to move anywhere else. With that being said
Owasso is loosing it's small town feel.

10/16/2018 8:11 PM
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530

You need a somewhat button

10/16/2018 8:02 PM

531

Several nice neighborhoods to choose from, easy commute to Tulsa for work...just worry about the
increase in crime recently... and maintaining adequate activities/facilities/venues for family
activities

10/16/2018 8:02 PM

532

N

10/16/2018 7:53 PM

533

I hope I did explain.

10/16/2018 7:50 PM

534

Crime rates are going up, streets keep getting worse, and the people in city council don't give a
damn.

10/16/2018 7:47 PM

535

Raised my son here and he’s thriving in college because of the quality schools we have here. It’s
safe and friendly.

10/16/2018 7:47 PM

536

no

10/16/2018 7:47 PM

537

Good schools, good neighborhoods, good extracurricular options, safe

10/16/2018 7:43 PM

538

If I didn’t feel like Owasso was a good place to raise a family, we wouldnt live here. We have two
small children

10/16/2018 7:42 PM

539

I hate Owasso's public school system. I enjoy living here, but would love it even more if I didn't
have to have my kids in private school because the system isn't intelligent enough to handle kids
that think differently and have no intelligent policy on bullying.

10/16/2018 7:41 PM

540

It’s safe. Good schools.

10/16/2018 7:39 PM

541

Good school system, Low crime

10/16/2018 7:35 PM

542

I feel like Owasso is about on par with other similar towns. It's a decent place to raise a family.

10/16/2018 7:30 PM

543

Low crime (although it has recently picked up). Community activities like the Gathering on Main

10/16/2018 7:24 PM

544

It's close to Tulsa and many cultural opportunities but it is safe and has acceptable public
education.

10/16/2018 7:19 PM

545

Great schools, good church, small community feel. Once the "city fathers" were overturned,
Owasso was "allowed" to move forward and upward.

10/16/2018 7:15 PM

546

No

10/16/2018 7:13 PM

547

The school system is excellent. It's safe. It's a small community with nice retail options.

10/16/2018 7:05 PM

548

I feel it is a safe community, although it has more crime than 21 years ago when I moved here. I
feel we have a quality school system.

10/16/2018 7:00 PM

549

Elementary schools have been amazing. But wuth 2 kids graduated in high school. Its very
disappointing after elementary. Not sure we will stay unless changes are made

10/16/2018 7:00 PM

550

Good schools, safe

10/16/2018 6:57 PM

551

Because it’s a great city.

10/16/2018 6:53 PM

552

Great schools, great community.

10/16/2018 6:52 PM

553

Na

10/16/2018 6:38 PM

554

Low crime, lots of educational opportunities, good neighborhoods

10/16/2018 6:37 PM

555

I grew up here, have Grandkids now. I still love Owasso.

10/16/2018 6:33 PM

556

The city feels safe and I believe that there crime rate is not high. Great schools. It seems that their
minimum standards for the students is a step above state standards. But expect the kids to be
above their minimum.

10/16/2018 6:32 PM

557

Owasso has many of the things that are important to make it great. I pray I can still say this next
time this survey comes out.

10/16/2018 6:31 PM

558

Safety and the community puts a lot of pride money and effort into a great school system.

10/16/2018 6:27 PM

559

I chose to live in Owasso because of the low crime rate, the school district, and the small town feel.
I think it is a great community to raise a family in, however I do feel there are things that need to
be improved upon.

10/16/2018 6:27 PM
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560

I loved growing up here and actually not wanting to leave like a lot of people do when they grew up
in a "small town".

10/16/2018 6:24 PM

561

A lot of caring people all around. Employees in the business and though out the community

10/16/2018 6:24 PM

562

High Crime Rate and School District has decreased over the last several years. Bad Teachers &
Allowing Bullying!

10/16/2018 6:23 PM

563

I have lived here my whole life and wanted to raise my children here

10/16/2018 6:22 PM

564

Honestly just not much to do in Owasso. Was very happy and still happy with the Elementary
schools however not impressed with the 6th, 7th, and 8th grade centers. Not just the education
part but the traffic jam and backups at all these locations to and from dropping and picking up kidsit’s a nightmare

10/16/2018 6:18 PM

565

We've done that. Our children benefitted from their involvement in Owasso Schools, the band
program, involvement in their own church and friends' churches and a safe, friendly community.

10/16/2018 6:16 PM

566

Great schools

10/16/2018 6:14 PM

567

Moved here after my daughter graduated from Collinsville... have 2 grandkids that attended school
here. Do feel the school classes are too large. But that's a by product of growth

10/16/2018 6:13 PM

568

The town has a great school systems, the roads are god awful but ultimately i feel good about the
community. There are a lot of stuff in 1 area but does not conjest the place too bad.

10/16/2018 6:11 PM

569

Safer than larger cities

10/16/2018 6:06 PM

570

Great community, best in north east Oklahoma

10/16/2018 6:05 PM

571

Safe, clean, convenient and good schools

10/16/2018 6:03 PM

572

Low crime, lots of things to do for a suburb

10/16/2018 6:02 PM

573

See above, small town experience

10/16/2018 5:55 PM

574

Good schools, great churches

10/16/2018 5:51 PM

575

The size, cleanliness, and the crime rate is lower makes this an enjoyable place to live.

10/16/2018 5:46 PM

576

Owasso has come to have a bit of a snobbish air about it.

10/16/2018 5:44 PM

577

Too big too much crime too commercialized

10/16/2018 5:37 PM

578

Good school system. Minus the current growing pains (teacher/student ratios)

10/16/2018 5:37 PM

579

No

10/16/2018 5:36 PM

580

The reasons I listed in question 14

10/16/2018 5:34 PM

581

I do not have kids but seems the school system in Owasso is fairing better than other towns. Lots
of activities and options for school age children

10/16/2018 5:30 PM

582

I love Owasso. I love the schools and positive community outlook.

10/16/2018 5:25 PM

583

Been an Owasso resident for nearly all my life and chose to stay to raise our family because we
feel safe and it’s a good place to live.

10/16/2018 5:24 PM

584

It is if you’re in the right school district. I, however, am extremely disappointed in the leadership,
and staff at Ator. My children have been to 2 other elementary’s, and the difference is night and
day. The quality of education my children receive is the reason I voted against a pay raise, and
supported the legislation against it during the walkout. Care about my children’s education, then
we can discuss a raise. I’m really starting to question why I moved here over BA......

10/16/2018 5:23 PM

585

While crime is up, it still feels like a safe town and the schools are good.

10/16/2018 5:20 PM

586

It’s a good community.

10/16/2018 5:20 PM

587

It's safe and clean but our schools are starting to really suffer from being too big and parents not
grasping how to raise respectful, responsible kids. The amount of drugs is VERY disturbing.

10/16/2018 5:18 PM

588

we moved here after our children were grown and gone. Appears to be.

10/16/2018 5:15 PM

589

Born here, graduated from public schools here, am raising my family here now.

10/16/2018 5:13 PM

590

it has been safe in the past, although crime is increasing, victim of a crime here myself, good
schools

10/16/2018 5:12 PM
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591

Police & schools

10/16/2018 5:11 PM

592

N/A

10/16/2018 5:09 PM

593

My parents moved here from Tulsa in 1974 because they had heard how good Owasso Schools
were. My husband’s family moved here from Mississippi for the same reason in 1974.

10/16/2018 5:06 PM

594

Friendly people, great school

10/16/2018 4:51 PM

595

as it grows the crime rate is increasing

10/16/2018 4:50 PM

596

Unless your children are involved in sports, or you are a part of the "in crowd" then you are pretty
much outcasted. Children and parents alike.

10/16/2018 4:43 PM

597

Good location. Great schools. Friendly people. Almost everything we need right within a couple
miles

10/16/2018 4:43 PM

598

Owasso needs a new/redone movie theater

10/16/2018 4:35 PM

599

My family feels safe, great school

10/16/2018 4:34 PM

600

It’s safe, has great housing, has good schools, and is getting more dining options.

10/16/2018 4:26 PM

601

Family friendly

10/16/2018 4:23 PM

602

I believe people make a place valuable.

10/16/2018 4:23 PM

603

Great schools

10/16/2018 4:17 PM

604

N/a

10/16/2018 4:13 PM
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Q17 Additional walking paths and trails are needed in Owasso to better
connect neighborhood, parks, schools activity centers.
Answered: 1,314

Skipped: 10

Strongly agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly
disagree

Not Sure
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42.85%

563

Agree
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513

Disagree

5.94%

78

Strongly disagree

2.36%

31

Not Sure

9.82%

129

TOTAL

1,314
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Q18 Owasso needs additional cultural facilities such as a performing arts
center or multi-purpose meeting/event facility.
Answered: 1,310

Skipped: 14
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TOTAL

1,310
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Q19 Owasso needs to expand youth sports facilities in order to better
attract regional events and tournaments.
Answered: 1,312

Skipped: 12
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TOTAL

57
1,312
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Q20 An identity feature or gateway element along the highway to help
Owasso stand apart from other communities.
Answered: 1,315

Skipped: 9
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TOTAL
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1,315
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Q21 Owasso needs more recreation and entertainment features to attract
young professionals
Answered: 1,315

Skipped: 9
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Please provide suggestions/ideas.

0.08%

1

TOTAL

1,315

#

PLEASE PROVIDE SUGGESTIONS/IDEAS.

DATE

1

Owasso needs higher paying job options for young professionals

10/16/2018 3:39 PM
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Q22 Do you have suggestions for the response above?
Answered: 610

Skipped: 714

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

Owasso has no night life. places to see live bands or night time activity would be great. Currently
you need to drive to Tulsa for that. Owasso also needs a decent Music store.

12/31/2018 4:01 PM

2

No

12/31/2018 12:40 PM

3

My husband and myself are young professionals and there is little to do in town. An updated movie
theater would be nice, that and more restaurants that are not just ordinary chains like chili’s. We
would like healthy and diverse selections. The businesses here are geared more towards older
people.

12/31/2018 10:06 AM

4

Most of the things mentioned should be privately funded.

12/31/2018 8:55 AM

5

I would like to add more entertainment for youth! Places like Wheels and Thrills are great options.
We are also in need of a better- cleaner and updated- movie theater.

12/30/2018 8:53 PM

6

no

12/30/2018 8:16 PM

7

No

12/30/2018 5:26 PM

8

Multi-use trails that connect neighborhoods with schools and shopping. A nature park that show
what this land was prior to development.

12/30/2018 3:46 PM

9

we moved here as young professionals when there was very little shopping, two parks, etc...don't
see why we need more stuff to attract them. We were trying to get away from big city stuff.

12/30/2018 2:27 PM

10

No

12/29/2018 8:36 PM

11

No

12/29/2018 5:13 PM

12

Leverage Tulsa

12/29/2018 12:19 PM

13

No

12/29/2018 12:10 PM

14

No, but it is crucial. There is barely anything for young adults here.

12/29/2018 11:01 AM

15

New movie theater Family entertainment like mini golf, go carts, better arcade etc... Bookstore

12/29/2018 12:10 AM

16

Something like a Skyzone, Main event or Rock Climbing. Owasso REALLY needs a new movie
theater or a serious overhaul of the existing one that is ran poorly... I’d rather spend my money I
Owasso, but when it comes to seeing movies, I’ll drive rob tulsa or Claremore to have a nicer
place!

12/28/2018 9:25 PM

17

No

12/28/2018 9:42 AM

18

N/A

12/28/2018 6:52 AM

19

No

12/27/2018 10:21 PM

20

No

12/27/2018 10:19 PM

21

More non chain restaurants and dining options

12/27/2018 10:18 PM

22

No

12/27/2018 9:58 PM

23

NO MORE SOCCER FIELDS. PLEASE. We need to a few more youth football fields like Neinheis
in BA. They could also be used to host lacrosse tournaments. REVENUE and deversify the
sporting opportunities here.

12/27/2018 9:32 PM

24

Road and mountain bike byways, paths and trails. Cycling is huge in this part of the country with
you professionals.

12/27/2018 9:23 PM

25

No

12/27/2018 9:20 PM

26

No

12/27/2018 8:31 PM
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27

I don't think money should be spent on a gateway element on the highway. We would attract more
people with entertainment options. We also need a much bigger library to keep up with the growth
of the city.

12/27/2018 8:14 PM

28

Better movie theater, more options for adult date night

12/27/2018 6:42 PM

29

Anything added needs to be affordable for the whole community. Keep in mind not all residents
have deep pockets.

12/27/2018 5:43 PM

30

Include more of a mix of small businesses and high end companies

12/27/2018 5:11 PM

31

Bike trails, continued development of the red bud district, increased walkability and attraction of
professional level jobs that you don't need to drive to Tulsa for.

12/27/2018 4:26 PM

32

Trails.

12/27/2018 3:51 PM

33

No

12/27/2018 2:27 PM

34

Community pool Things to do out with the family, Putt putt, etc Renovated movie theater

12/27/2018 2:17 PM

35

More bars, a music venue

12/27/2018 12:38 PM

36

Maybe music venue

12/27/2018 11:07 AM

37

No ideas currently.

12/27/2018 10:41 AM

38

This all really comes down to voting where to spend our money. Well if we can attract tourists,
then we'll have more money. So I think it would be wise to INVEST in things that bring people here
so that they can spend THEIR money in OUR city. - Universities - Professional sports teams Impressive, unique architecture - Large malls or shopping strips (Owasso does this pretty well) Beautiful natural views - Amusement Parks - Large businesses (Google, Amazon...) - Top notch
schools (Owasso sports and band do well at this) - Trendy aesthetic (think of Portland and Seattle.
We need to bring ART to Owasso. Sculptures, murals, graffiti, architecture...)

12/27/2018 10:25 AM

39

A city pool that's outdoor and has a life guard

12/27/2018 10:16 AM

40

I already suggested a walking/running trail around the existing golf park with marked km. You
need something that would attract serious racers.

12/27/2018 10:08 AM

41

Bike lanes and mountain bike trails. Bentonville, AR and to a lesser extent Collinsville and
Claremore are proving that development in this area attracts people to the community.

12/27/2018 10:01 AM

42

Performing arts building or theatre for concerts and guest speakers

12/27/2018 9:43 AM

43

Something for teens to do, especially during the summer.

12/27/2018 9:28 AM

44

NEED running/biking paths!! Roads are dangerous and drivers pay no attention. Existing park
trails need maintained. Centennial park is bad!!!!

12/27/2018 9:26 AM

45

An incredible pizza would be amazing. Very family friendly environment

12/27/2018 9:06 AM

46

No

12/27/2018 9:02 AM

47

Owass needs mountain bike trails

12/27/2018 8:52 AM

48

BARS!! Develop a night life and the taxes will help pay for other things.

12/27/2018 8:30 AM

49

More entertainment that is FREE to do

12/27/2018 8:02 AM

50

No

12/27/2018 7:56 AM

51

No

12/27/2018 7:50 AM

52

None

12/27/2018 6:24 AM

53

Something like go-carts or a multipurpose arcade such as main event/incredible pizza

12/27/2018 4:33 AM

54

N/a

12/27/2018 12:50 AM

55

N/a

12/27/2018 12:46 AM

56

Continued Main Street and 76th Street development and improvement. My family frequents
downtown Tulsa.

12/27/2018 12:06 AM

57

If a person does not feel safe in the community, not much else matters. Studies show that the
number one need for women is to feel safe. The need for security. Then you can thrive in other
areas.

12/26/2018 11:48 PM
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58

No

12/26/2018 11:33 PM

59

Better movie theater, bars, a Dave & Busters, more shops

12/26/2018 11:24 PM

60

No

12/26/2018 11:16 PM

61

No

12/26/2018 11:11 PM

62

Na

12/26/2018 10:59 PM

63

A new movie theater, mini golf

12/26/2018 10:52 PM

64

.

12/26/2018 10:51 PM

65

Unless there are sufficient local jobs to attract young professionals, I'm not sure how effective
these features would be in bringing them to Owasso specifically.

12/26/2018 10:39 PM

66

something to bridge the development that is starting in Tulsa for young professionals to bring them
to Owasso would be great!

12/26/2018 10:34 PM

67

There is plenty to offer in Owasso plus Tulsa is so close if they’re looking for something else.

12/26/2018 10:26 PM

68

The movie theater needs a MAJOR update! There isn’t anything for young adults to really do
except a couple of bars. Nothing that makes you want to stay in town for a date night. If you want
to do something you have to drive in to Tulsa. Having Moreno businesses that are geared toward
giving people an activity to do would be ideal not just dinner. Although some nicer dinner options
along the lines of Smoke would be nice.

12/26/2018 10:19 PM

69

N/A

12/26/2018 10:01 PM

70

No

12/26/2018 9:32 PM

71

Upscale water park with a facility for lap swimming. To include an indoor pool, water slides, lazy
river, concessions, locker rooms with shower and dressing areas. Private party room rental
availability.

12/26/2018 8:50 PM

72

Venues for live music

12/26/2018 8:27 PM

73

No

12/26/2018 8:26 PM

74

Better movie theater, performing arts theater.

12/26/2018 7:22 PM

75

Separate paths for bikes and walker/joggers as bike riders of today think they own the paths and
have right of way over walkers/pedestrians. Or maybe a little education on the subject and signage
on Park paths.

12/26/2018 6:35 PM

76

No

12/26/2018 6:14 PM

77

We do not need a sign to stand us apart of any other town. We have plenty of hotels to host
events. We have an nice theater at the high school as well that can be used.

12/26/2018 6:11 PM

78

You should’ve thought about this 20 years ago

12/23/2018 8:35 AM

79

Be careful if you generic white people sculptures!

12/21/2018 3:59 PM

80

I'd love to see the Redbud district to be developed similarly to the Rose District in BA. More
locally-owned restaurants and bars. Also, we need more running/walking/biking trails.

12/19/2018 1:47 PM

81

no

12/18/2018 5:48 PM

82

Running trails, pool

12/18/2018 5:49 AM

83

N/A

12/17/2018 10:58 PM

84

No

12/16/2018 9:49 PM

85

Escape rooms. Stained glass, cooking class....

12/16/2018 2:13 PM

86

NA

12/15/2018 10:35 PM

87

Offer tax breaks to the financial/technological companies headquartered in the area for
deveopmtent

12/15/2018 8:17 PM

88

More entertainment.

12/15/2018 7:39 AM

89

More movie options or at least a remodeled theater.

12/14/2018 9:06 AM
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90

A community PAC and a community pool. Our school swim team should not be driving to
Claremore everyday to practice and compete.

12/14/2018 7:46 AM

91

PLEASE put in a SWIMMING POOL! Our suburb in KC was a little larger than the city of Owasso,
and we had SIX city pools to choose from! You are raising a whole generation of kids who won't
be confident swimmers, which is scary. Nobody wants to swim in an indoor pool (the Y) during the
summer! It is too expensive for most people to add a pool to their backyards, and many
subdivisions don't have a pool. It's really pretty ridiculous. Owasso can support an outdoor pool.

12/14/2018 5:45 AM

92

A lap pool for the high school would be great that could also be used by the community. Claremore
has an amazing rec center if you want to build something new do something like that.

12/14/2018 1:42 AM

93

China has adult parks with adult size recreational equipment. We would be a first if we did that

12/14/2018 12:08 AM

94

Recreation and entertainment facilities should be privately funded. We don't need bigger
government in Owasso.

12/13/2018 11:33 PM

95

I'm not sure what would entertainment we need- but a old falling apart movie theatre, a bowling
alley, and roller skating isn't enough to keep our community entertained. Laser Tag? Put-put Golf?
Updated theatre?

12/13/2018 11:28 PM

96

no

12/13/2018 9:11 PM

97

Roads

12/13/2018 9:11 PM

98

Are you just looking for more excuses to raise taxes???

12/13/2018 2:16 PM

99

A performing arts or events venue in the Redbud district would be great

12/13/2018 1:42 PM

100

No

12/13/2018 1:14 PM

101

Focus less on quantity and more on quality!

12/13/2018 1:10 PM

102

More non-chain restaurants and entertainment venues.

12/13/2018 12:50 PM

103

An outdoor area to host concerts,car shows, craft fairs, preferably a grassy area similar to the
downtown Guthrie Green

12/13/2018 12:15 PM

104

no

12/13/2018 12:03 PM

105

No

12/13/2018 11:58 AM

106

No

12/13/2018 11:56 AM

107

Better quality movie theatre

12/13/2018 11:48 AM

108

Owasso is growing at a fast rate and the cost of living is on the rise I don't know where else our
town can go without running into the surrounding towns

12/13/2018 11:46 AM

109

no

12/13/2018 11:38 AM

110

No

12/13/2018 11:36 AM

111

no

12/13/2018 10:04 AM

112

No

12/13/2018 9:22 AM

113

No

12/4/2018 2:31 PM

114

No

11/28/2018 10:25 AM

115

Just places/activities that you can have groups.

11/26/2018 2:50 PM

116

Upgraded theater, cultural activities more publicized, indoor activity center for adults, night life
activities (dancing, mingling, comedy club, etc) , amusement park.

11/26/2018 12:51 AM

117

We are going the right direction. Keep the state focused on widening 169 from 76th to 66th. Then
ASAP 86th to 76th. Double down on widening of Garnett. Also the redevelopment of downtown
Owasso :-) However, don't run off Cathy's Pharmacy, Bill & Ruth's, or Giant Subs. Need even
more affordable eating choices along 76th. Young Professionals may be attracted at first to Tulsa,
because of entertainment and dining choices, but eventually many will want to have families. Then
solid public safety resources, access to quality health care providers, plentiful quality water and
the number one thing, Is keep up the great work Owasso Schools, public and private

11/25/2018 4:35 PM

118

N/a

11/20/2018 6:00 AM
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119

n/a

11/19/2018 1:39 PM

120

Movie theater, performing arts center, community theater/ballet, etc.

11/19/2018 10:32 AM

121

Owasso needs entertainment options that stay open until midnight that could be in the Redbud
district

11/19/2018 10:20 AM

122

A performing arts center separate from the school is GREATLY needed! It wouldn't even need to
be as big, just another location.

11/19/2018 9:22 AM

123

no

11/19/2018 9:19 AM

124

No

11/19/2018 9:14 AM

125

Please consider the addition of a Community center such as Claremore. Our Swim team and
Community of all ages could benefit from this. Walking/ Bicycle trails throughout the city would be
fantastic!!

11/19/2018 8:55 AM

126

A Ram as you enter the town sorta like the Bronze Buffalo.

11/19/2018 8:34 AM

127

No

11/19/2018 8:21 AM

128

no

11/19/2018 8:08 AM

129

To foster small business startups a business share think tank area would be excellent! It is hard to
launch a business with actual space for running a business affordably in Owasso.

11/19/2018 8:07 AM

130

no

11/19/2018 7:59 AM

131

Stop building. This was such a nice town when we moved here in 1980. No one asked the people
that lived here then if we wanted a larger town.

11/19/2018 7:57 AM

132

no

11/19/2018 7:46 AM

133

No

11/19/2018 7:45 AM

134

I think there are areas we do good at but maintenance always seems to be an issue. In addition to
providing walking/biking paths or better park amenities, we have to make sure we as a community
can maintain them too.

11/18/2018 11:40 AM

135

No

11/17/2018 10:28 AM

136

We need a new/upgraded movie theater terribly. Ours looks like it came straight out of the 90's.
Although we still use it regularly. An additional theater would be ideal, rather than just a bigger
one as the one we have here is nearly Always crowded when school is out.

11/16/2018 2:58 PM

137

No.

11/14/2018 3:55 PM

138

can't think of anything at the moment

11/14/2018 9:22 AM

139

What is there to do besides eat or go to a rundown movie theater? If I move to Owasso,
entertainment's really the only thing I need to go to Tulsa for. If I move to Tulsa, I'll never come
back to Owasso.

11/13/2018 3:13 PM

140

recreation and entertainment are important to attract all ages

11/12/2018 10:46 AM

141

If there is any way possible to obtain funding for the dog park improvements this could be a huge
draw to our community!!! More shade structures are critical, but the expansion with a trail under
the railroad to the pond and an agility course would get Owasso serious notice via the Internet. I
have met many out of town visitors at the dog park and these improvements would bring so many
more to our community from all over the region! Then they'll get to see what an excellent
community you have made!

11/12/2018 9:38 AM

142

owasso could do more for their seniors

11/12/2018 9:18 AM

143

Bars, restaurants open later than 10pm, better movie theater, arts events, festivals, etc, not
everyone in Owasso has a family & not everyone wants to be in by 10pm. There needs to be a
little bit of a night life added to Owasso as well as more arts (concerts, performances, festivals).

11/10/2018 9:05 PM

144

need more traffic control before any more fancy entertainment - having a quiet bedroom
community is not a bad thing. speeding in neighborhood streets is a big problem.

11/9/2018 9:27 AM

145

No

11/8/2018 3:31 PM
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146

Young professionals are looking for places to socialize with each other (coffee shops, pubs, etc.)
In addition, these young families are attracted to communities that have things for their kids to do
(playgrounds, splashpads, indoor sports facilities, etc.)

11/7/2018 4:59 PM

147

More activities and fun things to go

11/6/2018 12:16 PM

148

SWIMMING POOL - not the Y kiddie pee pool!!!

11/3/2018 1:07 PM

149

No

11/3/2018 7:03 AM

150

An element to really say welcome to Owasso would be great! Maybe another movie theater.
Expand the library to include a nice play ground outside.

11/2/2018 8:06 PM

151

more hip young clubs, food, pubs, music venues

11/2/2018 2:22 PM

152

No

11/2/2018 12:22 PM

153

No

11/2/2018 12:18 PM

154

Updated movie theater, Ice skating, Game cafe, putt-putt, ropes courses, swimming pool/water
park, comedy club, piano bar, escape rooms, indoor/outdoor go-cart racing, movie grill, flying tee,
music venue,

11/2/2018 10:46 AM

155

Things like top golf

11/2/2018 10:19 AM

156

No

11/2/2018 6:11 AM

157

We have lots of restaurants and shopping. Would like to have other things to do like a nice movie
theater, miniature golf, batting cages, parks, walking and biking trails. These are the biggest things
I go to tulsa to do.

11/1/2018 7:36 PM

158

JP's is a nice bar. We need more. We also don't need to have the major community events to be
run by the churches. Alcohol should be available at some functions.

11/1/2018 5:53 PM

159

Bowling, laser tag, better bars.

11/1/2018 4:57 PM

160

A new movie theater.

11/1/2018 3:43 PM

161

something like claremore expo center / fairgrounds facility with a city pool, exercise equipment,
indoor basketball court / track.

11/1/2018 11:06 AM

162

More sideways and bike lanes for ease of travel around town

11/1/2018 10:42 AM

163

I would love a preforming arts center in Owasso!!!

11/1/2018 8:03 AM

164

While there are parks and restaurants in Owasso, I feel that there is a need for a larger variety of
activities for people to do.

10/31/2018 9:31 PM

165

Implement a network of biking/walking trails that connect to Mohawk Park, the city of Tulsa trails,
and the trails that exist to the north of us.

10/31/2018 2:53 PM

166

No.

10/31/2018 12:52 PM

167

Not really

10/31/2018 9:51 AM

168

Venue and/or large hotel conference center next to Tulsa Tech - can be used for ice skating,
basketball, concerts, etc.

10/31/2018 7:50 AM

169

Continue bringing uptown style facilities, businesses and attractions to Main Street.

10/30/2018 9:03 PM

170

The visual appeal of the city is lacking. The drive along Hwy 169 is not inviting and does not
showcase Owasso.

10/30/2018 4:11 PM

171

a ''Gateway Element'' should be considered a must..(NOT JUST A SIGN).... must b seen from both
north and south directions on hwy 169... smaller versions at all other entrances to the city

10/30/2018 3:34 PM

172

A public indoor/outdoor swimming pool would be a great addition not only to the community but to
our swim team as well!!

10/30/2018 9:37 AM

173

no

10/30/2018 5:54 AM

174

No

10/29/2018 9:11 PM

175

No

10/29/2018 9:10 PM

176

Focus on health. Get bike lanes, parks that engage for activities. Promote healthy
eating/activities/and lifestyles

10/29/2018 9:07 PM
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177

More places that offer alcoholic drinks, live entertainment, game/trivia nights.

10/29/2018 3:43 PM

178

Casino

10/29/2018 3:37 PM

179

No

10/29/2018 3:05 PM

180

No

10/29/2018 2:17 PM

181

none

10/28/2018 7:21 PM

182

If we want to attract young, single professionals yes but I think the young family professionals will
live here and go to Tulsa for entertainment.

10/28/2018 5:48 PM

183

Spending money on some sort of highway display would be a poor decision. Who cares if people
know where we begin on the highway. Its more about what we have here than what we look like.
Be real.

10/28/2018 12:06 PM

184

No

10/28/2018 7:10 AM

185

N/A

10/28/2018 2:58 AM

186

Yes, don't group recreation and entertainment together. We need entertainment, but not more
recreational venues, unless you want to add just an actual pool.

10/27/2018 9:18 PM

187

I think more entertainment Better Movie Theater, Putt Putt Golf, Another Splash Pad, Places
where you can Rent Bikes, Scooters ect to have family time and paths where you can go around
the city.

10/27/2018 3:49 PM

188

You would need a balance in this. Not all young or seniors, you need a good mix. Just like a family

10/27/2018 2:59 PM

189

When you address entrance to the city to set us apart from other communities, do not forgot 169 is
not our only major gateway. Highway 75 is a much more traveled interstate/interconnected
pathway than 169... it attracts visitors from Kansas to 1-40 and beyond. It’s a somewhat neglected
facet to our community. (Not to mention with the phenomenons neighborhood growth along 86th
between Memorial and Yale; we will DEFINITELY need some traffic safety measures addressed.
There is a urgent need for our city to advocate and facilitate traffic lights at Sheridan and 86th,
even if it is not inside the city limits. These residents of Owasso depend on our government to
protect our children and families who have chosen Owasso as their new homes.

10/27/2018 8:35 AM

190

No

10/27/2018 8:20 AM

191

We'd like to see a large rec center with indoor sports facilities, community swimming pools, rock
climbing, racquetball and pickleball courts, and rec nights such as bingo, etc. We'd also like to see
a new movie theater. Other options would be murder mystery dinner and comedy club.

10/26/2018 11:03 PM

192

No

10/26/2018 10:55 AM

193

I think we should have more young professionals as long as the options to attract them do not add
more potential for crime.

10/26/2018 7:10 AM

194

No

10/26/2018 6:31 AM

195

More places for adults to have a social life as well. Everyone is raising kids but we are still adults.

10/25/2018 7:15 PM

196

I’ve discussed the missed opportunity of not engaging our Senior sector. RVers bring revenue to
the table.

10/25/2018 5:27 PM

197

Having something (especially coming from the south near 169) that not only says "you're in
Owasso", but shouts it from the rooftop needs to be constructed. Pond, stream, bridge, monument,
gathering area. We are Owasso, not just where Tulsa gradually fades into.

10/25/2018 4:16 PM

198

investing in, and improving the quality of, Bailey Ranch Golf Club

10/25/2018 2:02 PM

199

Quality outdoor basketball courts, a racquetball center, a quality movie theater, more mixed use
developments like the Smoke Building

10/25/2018 1:32 PM

200

Unfortunately, I do not.

10/25/2018 1:12 PM

201

.

10/25/2018 10:46 AM

202

Upgrade movie theater at least

10/25/2018 10:38 AM

203

No

10/25/2018 10:31 AM
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204

There isn't much to attract younger single or childless married professionals to Owasso. Everyone
of these that I know that has lived here or considered it, has moved or chosen to live in Tulsa.

10/25/2018 9:20 AM

205

Most cities focus on young families and young professionals, maybe we just need professional and
well established families. More and more young children, means over crowding in the schools
which leads to more and more schools being built, which means our residents being taxed even
more. It's already very expensive to live in Owasso. We don't need to make it any worse.

10/25/2018 7:18 AM

206

A new movie theatre would be great as well as a space for indoor performing arts, music,
entertainment alternatives for the public.

10/25/2018 7:12 AM

207

Theater play set outdoors in park. Any kind of art performance in Owasso few times a year.

10/25/2018 6:08 AM

208

N/A

10/25/2018 5:22 AM

209

I don't.

10/25/2018 3:22 AM

210

No

10/25/2018 1:28 AM

211

We have a concert in the park series in our suburb near Houston. We had a public pool that we
could use to swim as a family. We had movies in the park too during the summer. There were a
few craft fairs in the public park also. We had a big fireworks show with vendors and a music band.
We would shuttle from a school or groc store to the park bc it was a big event. No money was ever
charged for the community events. We had a parade for each holiday. Santa would come to
EVERY neighborhood in our town on a big fire truck and throw candy to the children. They would
turn the siren on so the children knew when Santa was near. Such a fun place to live.

10/24/2018 10:40 PM

212

Yes. With more professional jobs offering good pay in Owasso, we are a very attractive community
to live in. Tulsa being close by would provide any further recreation and/or entertainment for the
younger professionals.

10/24/2018 10:36 PM

213

No

10/24/2018 10:32 PM

214

I’d be happy if the floors weren’t sticky in the movie theatre! Haha!

10/24/2018 9:34 PM

215

Overall good area for families

10/24/2018 9:10 PM

216

No

10/24/2018 9:02 PM

217

No

10/24/2018 8:49 PM

218

No.

10/24/2018 8:32 PM

219

Better movie theater. Something else to do besides movies or bowling.

10/24/2018 8:28 PM

220

More upscale restaurants and bars with music venues

10/24/2018 8:06 PM

221

No

10/24/2018 8:04 PM

222

No

10/24/2018 7:55 PM

223

We need HEALTHY OPTIONS for dining. We are severely lacking in that area.

10/24/2018 7:47 PM

224

More night life activities

10/24/2018 7:31 PM

225

No

10/24/2018 7:17 PM

226

More options for restaurants that open late. Lower lease cost for more business opportunities.

10/24/2018 7:09 PM

227

Craft breweries

10/24/2018 6:45 PM

228

As long as Owasso remains safe! Make sure we have enough good Police to keep the crime
element out of the venues.

10/24/2018 6:39 PM

229

No

10/24/2018 5:59 PM

230

Need a skywalk or tunnel built on 129 for the mid high & high school kids to walk back in forth
without creating a traffic hazard.

10/24/2018 5:36 PM

231

A pool for the community and Owasso High School Swim Team.

10/24/2018 5:28 PM

232

I don't think we need to attract anyone else... but we do need more recreation and entertainment
for the people who do LIVE here.

10/24/2018 4:52 PM

233

City Government should stay focused on the core services

10/24/2018 4:41 PM

234

Fix the movie theatre ours is so gross we need a new one

10/24/2018 4:20 PM
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235

I would like to see less chain restaurants and more unique, independent eateries. Bike lanes on
the roads and a nature area or park, with trails if possible.

10/24/2018 4:10 PM

236

No

10/24/2018 3:44 PM

237

Better variety of restaurants (smoothie place, coffee shops, healthier places to eat). I also believe
better jogging and cycling trails will attract younger individuals.

10/24/2018 3:28 PM

238

No

10/24/2018 3:19 PM

239

no

10/24/2018 3:14 PM

240

We need a skywalk connecting the west and east campuses of the high school- BEFORE there is
a Tragedy!

10/24/2018 3:11 PM

241

Find a new place for the nasty chicken facility to be! When you come to town, you shouldn’t have
to smell it first. New and nice movie theater!!!! We should have a brand new one and nice!!! Wheels
and Thrills is a blessing but need more things to do as well (Main Event?? Escape rooms??).
Eleminate the wasted space of the storage used by the county next to the library in the old Amco
building. It’s a nice building that should be used as part of city revamp. More buildings on main like
the ones going in. Should compare w the Rose District. Encourage Andolinis to move to the Red
Bud District. School dances should include all students!! Not just the first 700 to get tickets. A
tighter reign on pot heads. My neighbors are outside all day smoking and clogging the streets w
their “friends” who come and go and I was told by others that it’s no use reporting as it’s not a big
enough deal.

10/24/2018 3:10 PM

242

I think Seven6 Main and the Mowery development, a gap will be filled in the community. We have
most chain restaurants and retail here and if restaurants like Smoke and MAD Eats are coming,
others like them will come in afterwards.

10/24/2018 3:07 PM

243

No

10/24/2018 3:07 PM

244

Focus on entertainment. Wheels and thrills was a fantastic addition to the community and I hope
other entertainment concepts will follow their lead!

10/24/2018 3:06 PM

245

no

10/24/2018 3:00 PM

246

We have the water tower we dont need anything else. We need a better movie theater!

10/24/2018 2:56 PM

247

Anything. A movie theater, bowling alley and skating rink aren’t enough, especially when the above
are over priced.

10/24/2018 2:46 PM

248

One thing, I would like to see, is a place where people can come together for a relatively
affordable price and learn to paint, do photography...stuff like that. Somewhere, you can meet
people and learn/perform a hobby

10/24/2018 2:38 PM

249

Museums, gathering places, better restaurant selection, oppurtunities for family owned business,
community rental bike system.

10/24/2018 2:34 PM

250

no

10/24/2018 2:30 PM

251

I think redbud district development is a great start. Attracting more concerts and art festivals at that
venue will help.

10/24/2018 2:25 PM

252

Volleyball courts

10/24/2018 2:08 PM

253

Something like Dave and Busters.

10/24/2018 2:06 PM

254

I don't know but something. Not much to do here so either stay home or have to drive to Tulsa.

10/24/2018 2:06 PM

255

I would support all the above because you get what you pay for... so I'd be happy to pay more in
taxes to improve this city. I hope it happens soon before I move to Jenks.

10/24/2018 1:50 PM

256

A welcome sign on 169 coming from Tulsa

10/24/2018 1:49 PM

257

No

10/24/2018 1:46 PM

258

No

10/24/2018 1:43 PM

259

No

10/24/2018 1:43 PM
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260

Owasso lacks in most areas of sports. We have had 5 kids in sports and have not been impressed
with any. 1. Please put AED at both buildings at the Sports park if there is not already (and other
City owned s[prt's parks) 2. Soccer park is a joke. It can not accommodate the amount of kids
playing soccer. The parking lots (or should we say lack there of) are dangerous. period. Why were
the two north parking lots in soccer area not paved?? Basically, we have no competitive soccer
area. It is poor quality. We end up losing half the local kids in the end to Tulsa teams because of
stuff like this. 2.City-owned spaces/fields to practice: football, lacrosse, and baseball. 3. a gym like
Tulsa-hills "Titan". That gym is widely multi functional. Basically there is no place for anyone to
practice indoors. This includes basketball, soccer, lacrosse, football, volleyball....prety much every
sport can work out on a gym. Instead teams are force to try and get into a church "gym" which we
all know is not the ideal or safest option. Competitive sports is where it is at- huge money and time
is invested. 3.Champion's baseball is horrible. Offer a true rec league for kids coming out of the
YMCA t-ball. Champion's overcharges and is not very forthcoming with where the money actually
goes.

10/24/2018 1:29 PM

261

No

10/24/2018 1:24 PM

262

Olympic pool.

10/24/2018 1:20 PM

263

area need to be developed where people can live and get to entertainment options without driving.
Further develop and expand the redbud district

10/24/2018 1:10 PM

264

O

10/24/2018 1:04 PM

265

No

10/24/2018 12:55 PM

266

More local food, drink options and local shops

10/24/2018 12:47 PM

267

Concentrate on public safety and addressing the traffic congestion (infrastructure) that exists in the
city. That should be the first priority of city government.

10/24/2018 12:34 PM

268

We need a big park like the gathering place to attract other to town. Use Centennial Park

10/24/2018 12:27 PM

269

no

10/24/2018 12:19 PM

270

Sports Park, one way in and out for multiple sports not to mention park is totally inadequate.

10/24/2018 12:18 PM

271

Some adult entertainment venue such as a MAIN EVENT or DAVE AND BUSTERS type business
would be welcomed.

10/24/2018 12:02 PM

272

Owasso needs (1) a quality movie theater with modern amenities such as comfortable reclining
chairs, better food options, alcoholic beverages, and areas open only to adults where they can
enjoy a date night without unruly kids running everywhere; (2) festival grounds for outdoor events
with adequate parking; (3) an event center for indoor tournaments, concerts, etc.; and recreational
areas in the parks (fishing areas, ropes courses, rock climbing, etc.).

10/24/2018 11:54 AM

273

N/a

10/24/2018 11:25 AM

274

Keep developing the Redbud District. Owasso will attract the YPs in their 30s when they are
married with kiddos. Tailoring those recreation and entertainment needs for them AND for seniors
-- the YPs parents and grandparents -- will enhance our community.

10/24/2018 11:25 AM

275

Any entertainment options so Tulsa is not the only place to go for entertainment

10/24/2018 11:23 AM

276

It would be great to have other places for adults besides PJ's like downtown Tulsa does.

10/24/2018 11:21 AM

277

N/A

10/24/2018 11:14 AM

278

x

10/24/2018 11:11 AM

279

On #20 growth will eventually obscure any gateway type item. So use that money to attract
businesses that will fill up the FBO building

10/24/2018 11:10 AM

280

Owasso definitely NEEDS more recreation and entertainment for families!

10/24/2018 11:04 AM

281

The Gathering is perfect.. maybe events for rides and shopping vendors .. or music related
outdoor ... free boot camps.. or easier to gather others to exercise

10/24/2018 10:57 AM

282

Better movie theater, more upscale dining, go carts, batting cages, paint ball, rock climbing,
outdoor live concerts? No bars! Keep those in Tulsa!

10/24/2018 10:55 AM
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For # 20: When I lived in Alabama, I always admired Fairhope, AL. As you were entering Fairhope
there were beautiful crape myrtles lining the median. In city streets there were hanging flowers or
potted flowers by local merchants. I like that Up With Trees has started expanding into the
Owasso area to add more greenery.

10/24/2018 10:49 AM

284

We should follow Broken Arrow's lead on how they developed the Rose District.

10/24/2018 10:46 AM

285

If not already, the Redbud district needs to be a place where patrons can walk from business to
business with adult beverages in their hands. In my experience, most of the great entertainment
districts have this distinction. I feel it would set Owasso apart.

10/24/2018 10:41 AM

286

The Redbud District will help bring the needed environment for young professionals but we also
need additional areas for entertainment-a better movie theater would be great

10/24/2018 10:36 AM

287

I think attracting young professionals will detract from the family atmosphere that makes Owasso
unique.

10/24/2018 10:36 AM

288

Housing options-affordable townhomes/condos, entertainment options

10/24/2018 10:27 AM

289

No

10/24/2018 10:26 AM

290

More entertainment.

10/24/2018 10:25 AM

291

No

10/24/2018 10:23 AM

292

A rock climbing gym with a ropes course or obstacle course, either indoor or outdoor. Outdoor
space with a stage similar to Guthrie Green in Tulsa where festivals could be held.

10/24/2018 10:17 AM

293

Stop trying to appeal to young people. Just make it an all around nice place to live and work. To be
able to work in Owasso would be great.

10/23/2018 9:09 PM

294

Virtual gaming or a safe house. More outdoor eating options.

10/23/2018 8:01 PM

295

Most young professionals are starting to think about where to raise a family. Owasso has a lot of
options in that regards. We will never be and should not try to be a destination for young singles.

10/23/2018 2:42 PM

296

More places to sit outside and gather, more outdoor dining options with character.

10/23/2018 2:34 PM

297

Need more restaurants that aren't chains! There seem to be no family-owned restaurants in
Owasso, just large chains like Chili's and Red Robin, etc

10/23/2018 2:28 PM

298

Indoor competitive swimming pool

10/23/2018 12:07 PM

299

Competition Swim facility!!!!!

10/23/2018 11:55 AM

300

Adding restaurants/ and expanding on the local events as Owasso is currently doing.

10/23/2018 9:35 AM

301

Owasso needs to expand the street off 76th street in order for the new development of the Stone
Canyon shopping district.

10/23/2018 7:11 AM

302

Movie theaters, something like a Dave’s & busters, and Flying T.

10/23/2018 5:38 AM

303

Not at this time.

10/23/2018 4:58 AM

304

I strongly agree that Owasso needs more entertainment and recreation. I love this city and it’s a
great place to raise my kids but it is incredibly boring. The highlight of a day/night in Owasso is
going to eat and to Target or TJ Maxx.

10/22/2018 10:59 PM

305

none

10/22/2018 10:28 PM

306

No

10/22/2018 8:19 PM

307

There just isn’t many places to go in Owasso for a date night.

10/22/2018 8:12 PM

308

Top Golf

10/22/2018 8:10 PM

309

Nightlife would help

10/22/2018 8:08 PM

310

Town center for young families

10/22/2018 8:01 PM

311

Ditch the character signs. They are ineffective.

10/22/2018 6:37 PM

312

Na

10/22/2018 12:53 PM

313

The reason I like this community is the family oriented atmosphere. I don't want to attract young
professionals. The last thing we need are clubs and Mary jane

10/22/2018 9:42 AM
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314

Owasso needs bike trails!!!

10/22/2018 8:26 AM

315

POOL

10/22/2018 8:02 AM

316

We could benefit from more bars, live music, adult/co-ed sports leagues and recreational options
(i.e. Top Golf, Putt-Putt, Comedy Club, etc.).

10/21/2018 4:41 PM

317

Top Golf, Bars, Concerts

10/21/2018 4:34 PM

318

Na

10/21/2018 12:04 PM

319

Young professionals are fickle, however, they do like to be entertained. I can't help but wonder
why the PAC at the High School might not be an appropriate venue for entertainment.

10/21/2018 10:58 AM

320

We had a gateway feature with the twin bridges. Instead of preserving them (maybe slightly offsite like Catoosa), they were destroyed.

10/21/2018 6:34 AM

321

No

10/20/2018 9:12 PM

322

I think expanding our downtown will help.

10/20/2018 10:07 AM

323

No

10/20/2018 1:56 AM

324

A rec center with multi lane swimming and workout facility,the YMCA is to limited. A movie theater
sorry the one in Owasso is a kiddy day care facility. Bicycle lanes, not just talk but actual Bicycle
friendly.

10/19/2018 11:42 PM

325

N/a

10/19/2018 9:28 PM

326

A concert venue.

10/19/2018 4:39 PM

327

Movie theater Activities for teens

10/19/2018 2:45 PM

328

No

10/19/2018 2:16 PM

329

Not really

10/19/2018 1:22 PM

330

No

10/19/2018 10:26 AM

331

I love the flags on 169 during holidays.

10/19/2018 10:06 AM

332

Promote the city as much as possible

10/19/2018 9:42 AM

333

No

10/19/2018 8:14 AM

334

Quit your wasteful spending.

10/19/2018 7:34 AM

335

Owasso doesn’t need to attract and more people for sports, entertainment, or the young and rich.
What it needs is a greater fellowship between those living here. It needs to be welcoming yet
maintain a small close family feel. Growing is counter intuitive to such.

10/19/2018 12:59 AM

336

no

10/18/2018 9:59 PM

337

Nicer movie theater and events

10/18/2018 9:31 PM

338

An updated movie theatre, paintball maze, go carts, miniature golf, Skyzone would all be great
additions to Owasso.

10/18/2018 8:53 PM

339

Keep adding to the parks. Consider adding a cross country/ longer running and biking trail
connecting many areas of the community where traffic doesn’t impact.

10/18/2018 8:40 PM

340

Spend that money on road improve ment

10/18/2018 6:52 PM

341

It will increase taxes

10/18/2018 5:55 PM

342

Please remain a family focused community, no need to try to attract a bunch of young
professionals, they don’t want to be here unless they already have family here, don’t force
something and waste a bunch of money on something that isn’t going to happen.

10/18/2018 5:19 PM

343

I would like to see more unique attractions like comedy club, gathering place, aquarium, zoo, Dave
and busters etc

10/18/2018 5:14 PM

344

Tulsa has these options and is close enough to enjoy these activities

10/18/2018 5:00 PM

345

Yes - again, more on-trend retail and entertainment. No more fried chicken joints and burger
places that make Owasso seem like any old small backwards country town. We are more than
that here!

10/18/2018 3:12 PM
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346

Indoor waterpark

10/18/2018 2:17 PM

347

I don't think we HAVE to have additional walking trails but the answers weren't appropriate
because there wasn't a "neutral" option. Yes, eventually we will need more event facilities but what
we currently have available to us is amazing. The prices just tend to be outrageous. I do not think
we need an identity feature along the highway. Owasso easily stands out from other communities.
That would be a waste of money that could be spent on something useful. I don't know that we
need to "expand" youth facilities, but definitely putting a focus on those areas would certainly
benefit our retail/restaurant/hotels, therefore impacting our tax base. I think what's happening in
the Redbud District is going to attract Young Professionals, but we desperately more quality jobs
in the area, otherwise we won't be able to keep our young professionals around here for very long.
It will be too expensive for them.

10/18/2018 1:44 PM

348

Need recreational centers

10/18/2018 12:31 PM

349

Bring in more areas that are not food based. Smoke free bars and places that are not kid friendly
to attract a younger workforce.

10/18/2018 12:07 PM

350

Mini golf

10/18/2018 10:53 AM

351

No

10/18/2018 10:40 AM

352

I would strongly urge planners not to waste precious funds on "an identity feature or gateway
element," which is completely unnecessary and presumably expensive. However, we have many
neighborhoods for which residents cannot get to shopping and service options without driving an
automobile to do so; i.e., the city lacks both a safe means of walking or bicycling and a low-cost,
non-private public transportation system.

10/18/2018 10:22 AM

353

I think Owasso has a great start in planning the outdoor amphitheater in the Red Bud District.

10/18/2018 10:18 AM

354

Better community center events that are less expensive

10/18/2018 9:07 AM

355

No

10/18/2018 9:02 AM

356

Need more for families to do.

10/18/2018 8:50 AM

357

No

10/18/2018 8:43 AM

358

We need activities badly. Rock wall climbing, dance club, anything especially for teens! A kiddie
park would be great (like Bartlesville has). We don’t have anything like that in Tulsa.

10/18/2018 8:11 AM

359

None

10/18/2018 7:53 AM

360

Hang out places that aren’t bars.

10/18/2018 7:36 AM

361

No

10/18/2018 7:23 AM

362

No

10/18/2018 7:22 AM

363

No

10/18/2018 6:43 AM

364

-

10/18/2018 6:35 AM

365

No

10/18/2018 6:31 AM

366

Less chain coffee shops and restaurants, more small bar with live music or local coffee hang outs.

10/18/2018 6:30 AM

367

Outdoor recreation areas

10/18/2018 3:26 AM

368

Something like the Flying Tee would be great here!

10/18/2018 12:11 AM

369

I think we have plenty for children’s to do and a lot of shopping place which is why crime rate is
climbing.

10/17/2018 11:55 PM

370

Need to have an indoor pool facility. Also would love to see the YMCA upgraded and be more
involved with the community!

10/17/2018 11:34 PM

371

year round food truck park indie coffeehouses coworking spaces food hall (copy and paste Guthrie
Green/Bricktown...)

10/17/2018 11:24 PM

372

no

10/17/2018 11:02 PM

373

Tabletop gaming is very popular now, so a tabletop gaming cafe would be great. Owasso needs
another bar too, maybe an arcade bar for adults.

10/17/2018 10:36 PM
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374

Patriot is attracting plenty of professionals. Smoke will contribute. People come to owasso for the
peace and quiet. 1. Rebuild Tastee Freeze on Sok's corner near Ator fielderly for tourism. Rebuild
old bank at A&W and Trisha Yearwood put in a "Merchantile / Trisha s Southern Kitchen ". Garth
do opening concert at Owasso green

10/17/2018 10:33 PM

375

I don't have any suggestions however I feel it is important to attract and keep young people in the
community as they are the future. I love that you have a YMCA and feel that other family oriented
features would help attract young professionals.

10/17/2018 10:27 PM

376

Performing Arts

10/17/2018 9:47 PM

377

n/a

10/17/2018 9:35 PM

378

There isn’t enough for young professionals/younger parents. We feel for date nights we have to go
into Tulsa. The movie theatre desperately needs to be renovated and updated to compete with the
Warren and other Tulsa theatres.

10/17/2018 9:28 PM

379

Owasso needs more events for teens. We have a rollerskating rink, but that is all.

10/17/2018 9:08 PM

380

Develop redbud similar to brookside or cherry street with pubs and reataurants

10/17/2018 9:04 PM

381

Better movie theater, maybe a place like main event, an escape room, etc

10/17/2018 8:45 PM

382

Owasso needs options that are open past 10 pm. We also need indoor entertainment options for
children and families besides Wheels and Thrills.

10/17/2018 8:44 PM

383

No

10/17/2018 8:43 PM

384

The biggest area I feel owasso is lacking is a nice trail system for walking, running, biking. Helps
to foster an active and healthy community. The pathfinder park system in Bartlesville is the ONLY
area I feel Bartlesville was ahead of owasso

10/17/2018 8:37 PM

385

need to increase youth sports facilities to attract people coming to our community - need to add
facilities for adult sports

10/17/2018 8:33 PM

386

No

10/17/2018 8:31 PM

387

NA

10/17/2018 8:17 PM

388

I would like to see downtown owasso developed more and made more attractive. It is heading in
that direction and i am thankful. I think the parades should be held on Main Street to keep that
small town feel. I wish we had more options for coffee, places to meet and have community, more
local restaurants and a dance hall/bar similar to whiskey 918 in Tulsa.

10/17/2018 8:16 PM

389

Better movie theater and more entertainment options.

10/17/2018 8:06 PM

390

I’m a business owner, we have so many commercial businesses coming in, I know if so many
young talented people who would love a chance to thrive in Owasso but can’t afford rent or getting
established. I am thriving and it’s my personal goal to support many other young women starting
out in our community. I wish there was a way the city could help them and if there is how do we
get involved? -Dana Rowe Mind and Body Essentials

10/17/2018 8:03 PM

391

Main event, rock climbing, social places

10/17/2018 8:02 PM

392

We need an updated movie theatre

10/17/2018 7:52 PM

393

no

10/17/2018 7:48 PM

394

Event center: indoor and outdoor concert options

10/17/2018 7:46 PM

395

No

10/17/2018 7:42 PM

396

Better movie theatre, outdoor spaces, maybe a brewery

10/17/2018 7:42 PM

397

Top Golf. More sit down restaurants that are nice but not terribly expensive. Bars in nicer areas
(wine bar)

10/17/2018 7:35 PM

398

If I had the money I would love to open a mini putt putt facility with indoor and outdoor options with
batting cages. We need something like this desperately! We need a top golf/flying tee type option
too. Indoor facilities that can be used year round to facilitate active lifestyles.

10/17/2018 7:32 PM

399

Entertainment and dining options are boring.

10/17/2018 7:27 PM

400

no.

10/17/2018 7:27 PM
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401

Trails for runners and cyclists would be awesome.

10/17/2018 7:19 PM

402

Young professionals would rather go to Tulsa for their recreation and entertainment. You really
don't want to keep running into your neighbors and coworkers while out to have fun and relax.

10/17/2018 7:15 PM

403

I say leave Tulsa to keep all the "big entertainment" options, it isn't very far away and that keeps
the crime associated with more people in Tulsa.

10/17/2018 7:14 PM

404

Dedicated lacrosse fields

10/17/2018 7:13 PM

405

No

10/17/2018 7:10 PM

406

No

10/17/2018 7:03 PM

407

A recreation center, public swimming pool/park. A warren movie theater.

10/17/2018 6:52 PM

408

No

10/17/2018 6:27 PM

409

No

10/17/2018 6:24 PM

410

No Designated lacrosse fields are the fastest growing sport in Oklahoma! There’s no swimming
pool for our high school team. We’re missing out big time with FOR and zero swim team support

10/17/2018 6:15 PM

411

No

10/17/2018 5:58 PM

412

Young adult sports, something such as outdoor volleyball courts, sand volleyball courts,
Community teams or clubs

10/17/2018 5:36 PM

413

Possibly a good cultural arts center for entertainment...small concerts, plays, film events (like what
Circle Cinema does, but here in Owasso)

10/17/2018 5:31 PM

414

Golf courses that are nice but you don’t have to be a member to get on, higher end dining options,
outdoor sports bar/casual dining spots, live music venues

10/17/2018 5:26 PM

415

No

10/17/2018 5:13 PM

416

No

10/17/2018 5:11 PM

417

N/A

10/17/2018 4:57 PM

418

Yes. Build a multi-purpose family and young adult entertainment park. Use highway land. Have
mini golf, a waterpark, go karts, etc. Right there near 116th, and then fix the crap that is FOR and
the baseball fields to create an incredible place for tournaments. They'd play hand-in-hand and
allow teams to buy recreation passes for both.

10/17/2018 4:41 PM

419

No

10/17/2018 4:26 PM

420

Better movie theater; wine bars and breweries.

10/17/2018 3:52 PM

421

There’s not a lot of options for entertainment unless you are a child.

10/17/2018 3:41 PM

422

No

10/17/2018 3:37 PM

423

The idea of attracting young professionals is good in theory but unless you are pulling in a major
employer that has a tie to young professionals, Owasso isn’t going to be the community of choice.

10/17/2018 3:27 PM

424

No

10/17/2018 3:26 PM

425

Young adults 16 to 25 have very limited options for entertainment

10/17/2018 3:17 PM

426

no

10/17/2018 3:09 PM

427

no

10/17/2018 2:35 PM

428

Upgrade movie theater, wine bar, a place other than PJ's where adults can gather for a nice night
out or drinks with friends.

10/17/2018 2:27 PM

429

We need an aquatic center with an indoor pool for the high school swim team and older adults to
be able to use to exercise without being disturbed by a bunch of kids running around getting in the
way. An outdoor facility with a big pool, water slides, lazy river, cabanas, concessions, locker room
with showers to be used for entertainment.

10/17/2018 2:20 PM

430

No

10/17/2018 2:20 PM

431

Not really

10/17/2018 2:13 PM

432

Hard to say. Not sure what it is that young professionals would be looking for.

10/17/2018 2:10 PM
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433

A movie theater like the Warren Place theater in BA. I go there over the Owasso theater or any of
the ones in Tulsa. Getting a meal and an adult drink while watching a movie with no kids in the
room is great. Owasso needs this.

10/17/2018 2:01 PM

434

Swimming pool, horseback riding

10/17/2018 1:52 PM

435

No

10/17/2018 1:50 PM

436

What's going on with the "penthouse" in the First Bank of Owasso? They could finish that space
and rent it out for all KINDS of functions. Weddings, parties...maybe even put a long term
apartment/condo up there for execs coming in from Macy's or Amazon. Just a thought.

10/17/2018 1:50 PM

437

No

10/17/2018 1:26 PM

438

No

10/17/2018 1:26 PM

439

Owasso needs to develop walking/biking trails for older citizens to take advantage of instead of
having to drive somewhere.

10/17/2018 1:14 PM

440

Owasso needs more recreation and entertainment features for teens and families with teens, such
as an aquatic center.

10/17/2018 1:08 PM

441

I think these features are very important for the established residents in Owasso.

10/17/2018 1:06 PM

442

None

10/17/2018 1:00 PM

443

Nope. Doesn't matter to me at all.

10/17/2018 12:57 PM

444

No

10/17/2018 12:57 PM

445

Just make sure you are taking care of the intersections and streets - this has all been left behind
and forgotten. The process is slow and the roads are horrible, the intersections are dangerous.
Too many 4 way stop intersections and too many roads need to be widened or redone.

10/17/2018 12:56 PM

446

The availability of featuring the arts is vital to the spirit of a city. A community art gallery would be a
nice start. It could feature local artists and maybe pair them with some more successful artists from
Tulsa.

10/17/2018 12:39 PM

447

No

10/17/2018 12:28 PM

448

Please don't waste money on a gateway/entry feature for the community. A sign that says
"welcome to Owasso" will suffice.

10/17/2018 12:18 PM

449

No

10/17/2018 12:13 PM

450

That white fence along HWY 169 is a cheesy eyesore in constant need of repair. It was a bad idea
from the start.

10/17/2018 11:49 AM

451

More shopping, dining, movies, bars

10/17/2018 11:46 AM

452

No

10/17/2018 11:40 AM

453

.

10/17/2018 11:27 AM

454

Diversity in food, restaurants, other than mexiacan and chicken places. More
Asian/Mediterranean/indian

10/17/2018 11:24 AM

455

Need local pool and more reasons to draw sports venues here

10/17/2018 11:13 AM

456

A safe city comes first and crime in Owasso is growing and more violent than in the past.

10/17/2018 10:58 AM

457

Less eateries more things to do

10/17/2018 10:58 AM

458

New movie theater, escape room entertainment, young professionals organization. We have
enough banks, Tex-Mex restaurants, Quik Trips, and landscape companies.

10/17/2018 10:55 AM

459

get Bells to open in Owasso or something like it would be awesome. some type of sports venue for
armature events and small concerts.

10/17/2018 10:54 AM

460

Outdoor venues like Guthrie Green has

10/17/2018 10:52 AM

461

Musical / theatrical venue; better/newer movie theater; better use of large park grounds for events.

10/17/2018 10:37 AM

462

More Disc Golf!!!!

10/17/2018 10:30 AM

463

I know it's wishful thinking but a water/ amusement park could draw in a lot of revenue from all
over this area of the state.

10/17/2018 10:04 AM
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464

Lacrosse fields to attract money for games!

10/17/2018 10:01 AM

465

No

10/17/2018 10:00 AM

466

.

10/17/2018 9:54 AM

467

We have bowling, we have a run down movie theater and we have skating. All expensive
activities. What else is there to do?!? We need more splash pads to try to quell the overcrowding of
the one we have. One splash pad for the size of Owasso?? That doesn’t make sense. The roads
and traffic to get anywhere in Owasso is ridiculous.

10/17/2018 9:49 AM

468

Connect the sidewalks. You cannot walk a mile square in this town without having to walk on the
street at some point, or without having to jump across a huge drainage ditch. How's a person in a
wheelchair supposed to get around.

10/17/2018 9:38 AM

469

Need a Pool

10/17/2018 9:30 AM

470

Would like to see adult sports leagues: basketball, flag football, baseball/softball, etc.

10/17/2018 9:29 AM

471

Owasso needs entertainment features for Adults and children, especially our Teens. Sorry, I don't
have any suggestions.

10/17/2018 9:25 AM

472

No

10/17/2018 9:19 AM

473

We need an affordable gym with better options. Such as hot tub and sauna.

10/17/2018 9:15 AM

474

no

10/17/2018 9:09 AM

475

Young people are fickle. Chasing their changing fads would be an expensive and frustrating
boondoggle.

10/17/2018 9:08 AM

476

We need a new/better movie theater

10/17/2018 9:04 AM

477

No

10/17/2018 8:59 AM

478

Need a 2nd movie theater.

10/17/2018 8:57 AM

479

No

10/17/2018 8:56 AM

480

No

10/17/2018 8:49 AM

481

A city pool! A community center like the one in Sand Springs would be amazing!

10/17/2018 8:48 AM

482

Cycling path all around the city. The movie theater needs to be spruced up.

10/17/2018 8:48 AM

483

more trendy little cafes coffee shops, escape rooms, biking trails bigger YMCA, lager programs for
senior exercise at the community center

10/17/2018 8:45 AM

484

We definitely need to develop main street to be more like Brookside in Tulsa. Or have a shopping
area like Utica Square. A water park of some sort. Doesn't have to be like Big Splash. Look at
NRH20 in North Richland Hills Texas. Good size for the community.

10/17/2018 8:44 AM

485

No

10/17/2018 8:42 AM

486

No

10/17/2018 8:39 AM

487

I think we need to quit spending money on junk like the statues and parks.

10/17/2018 8:39 AM

488

The way to attract young professionals is thru high quality housing and safe neighborhoods.
Apartments do the opposite.

10/17/2018 8:35 AM

489

No

10/17/2018 8:23 AM

490

Stop wasting taxpayers money on things that do not immediately add to the bottom line health of
the city.

10/17/2018 8:15 AM

491

No

10/17/2018 8:11 AM

492

The sports park needs a south road access. If there was an emergency we only have one exit. For
tournaments or Saturday spring sports the roads are busy. Also a stop light on 116 for that
entrance

10/17/2018 7:54 AM

493

I think the Redbud District is a good start to enable festivals and a great Gathering each month.
Night life in the Redbud District will also add enticement (restaurants/establishments with live
music).

10/17/2018 7:54 AM

494

Swimming pool, sidewalks, and walking trails.

10/17/2018 7:50 AM
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495

I would love to see another bar type place for adults to go hang out. I like PJ's but there needs to
be a few more options.

10/17/2018 7:46 AM

496

No

10/17/2018 7:03 AM

497

Owasso needs a swimming pool (like jenks)

10/17/2018 6:59 AM

498

Aquatic Center!! Consult with usaswimming.org on how to build one that is appropriate for this size
community, and is sustainable. Partner together with an oil company to get it done (as was done in
Bartlesville/Phillips and OKC/American Energy). Multi-purpose cultural venue would be nice. If
"entertainment" means night-clubs for young single professionals - no thanks, but a concert venue
would be good.

10/17/2018 6:59 AM

499

Community pool would be great. Also curbside recycling needs to happen

10/17/2018 6:57 AM

500

No

10/17/2018 6:52 AM

501

Not at thistine

10/17/2018 6:51 AM

502

No need for another PAC. The school already has that. It’s not a priority.

10/17/2018 6:36 AM

503

No

10/17/2018 6:30 AM

504

Consider carbon footprint, environmental and sustainability. Bike lanes wind generators, solar
energy, LEED Certified community.

10/17/2018 6:22 AM

505

Additional movie theater, something like Main Event where adults can have fun with or without
kids, outdoor go-karts. Put up a poll on your website with this question where people can vote on
what they want, and they can also add to the list.

10/17/2018 6:09 AM

506

New movie complex.

10/17/2018 5:57 AM

507

A new movie theater with other entertainment options/food fun

10/17/2018 5:52 AM

508

A nice gym.

10/17/2018 5:50 AM

509

I would love to see some companies move in that will offer our families more options for
recreation. A putt putt course, a commute swimming pool, something hat we don’t have to drive to
Tulsa for.

10/17/2018 5:32 AM

510

No

10/17/2018 5:29 AM

511

No

10/17/2018 5:19 AM

512

No

10/17/2018 5:16 AM

513

Bike lanes and trails are badly needed.

10/17/2018 5:12 AM

514

Better transportation infrastructure

10/17/2018 3:28 AM

515

Round 1 arcade!

10/17/2018 3:06 AM

516

You don't need a bigger sports complex to play better ball games... You need better coaches and
players. There is plenty of recreation activities when they aren't crowded at the normal hours... A
gateway to say that you are in Owasso is a completely ridiculous way to spend money.. kick that
person off the committee..

10/17/2018 12:52 AM

517

No

10/16/2018 11:44 PM

518

Something similar to mane event and places with live entertainment/events.

10/16/2018 11:27 PM

519

We need to keep quiet about Owasso so it doesn't turn into Tulsa - big city, crime, etc.

10/16/2018 10:59 PM

520

See previous suggestions

10/16/2018 10:53 PM

521

No

10/16/2018 10:24 PM

522

Need to focus more on families.

10/16/2018 10:06 PM

523

no

10/16/2018 10:05 PM

524

Main event, incredible pizza, concerts, overall entertaInvent not related to churches or schools

10/16/2018 9:55 PM

525

Actual variety of restaurants.. better entertainment options.. QUIT BUILDING HOTELS

10/16/2018 9:27 PM

526

Owasso high school needs an aquatic center like jenks, ok has

10/16/2018 9:21 PM
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527

Owasso lacks the environmental sustainability and green living features that many younger people
desire. These factors have been proven to increase mental and physical health and wellbeing.

10/16/2018 9:02 PM

528

Sane as I already mentioned.

10/16/2018 9:00 PM

529

No

10/16/2018 8:56 PM

530

Community rev center and community pool—indoor and outdoor.

10/16/2018 8:56 PM

531

I don't think Owasso is lacking in entertainment.

10/16/2018 8:48 PM

532

An event center for concerts, etc

10/16/2018 8:44 PM

533

Young professionals aside, Owasso needs a brand new theater with adequate parking. Turn the
one on 86th into a $1 theater.

10/16/2018 8:32 PM

534

No

10/16/2018 8:24 PM

535

More walkable and bike friendly connectivity between neighborhoods and commercial/recreational
areas would be a major first step (new road projects can help, but in some cases especially 96th
between Garnett and 169 there is a need for retro reforming of relatively new development).
Increased downtown-style development in Redbud District, to extent City can influence that.

10/16/2018 8:23 PM

536

Adult sports/activities

10/16/2018 8:12 PM

537

City of Owasso needs a public pool again. I loved going to the pool when I was a kid. The city is
loosing out on this.

10/16/2018 8:11 PM

538

No, not really.

10/16/2018 8:09 PM

539

More like downtown tulsa area

10/16/2018 8:02 PM

540

New bigger nicer movie theatre, more unique dining with bar & out door seating,... or Main Event
type venue,

10/16/2018 8:02 PM

541

No

10/16/2018 7:53 PM

542

I think we need a public indoor pool for our high school swim team and others swimmers. Not sure
where this fits into the list of q and a.

10/16/2018 7:50 PM

543

Get a pool!

10/16/2018 7:47 PM

544

No

10/16/2018 7:47 PM

545

no

10/16/2018 7:47 PM

546

No

10/16/2018 7:43 PM

547

A small sports venue (around 7,000 seats) arena would be cool.

10/16/2018 7:42 PM

548

No

10/16/2018 7:35 PM

549

New movie theater, nicer dining options

10/16/2018 7:30 PM

550

Owasso needs to spend money where it is most needed. Streets, supporting our lower income
community, being less "exclusive" And more INclusive

10/16/2018 7:30 PM

551

No

10/16/2018 7:24 PM

552

Public swimming pool! We are the largest community in OK without one. NOW!

10/16/2018 7:15 PM

553

and just as importantly their children. If you don't play sports in Owasso, there's very little to do
and teenagers have nothing if they don't play sports. As we grow there will be more need to
support families who are not sports oriented.

10/16/2018 7:14 PM

554

Owasso needs a pool. Only 6A school in the state without a pool. Most surrounding towns 1/2 the
size have aquatics centers.

10/16/2018 7:13 PM

555

Need some local microbrewery or the like.

10/16/2018 7:05 PM

556

Needs a community pool 8 lanes 25 yards to accommodate the swim program take a look at the
Monet MO YMCA. It’s a perfect example of a rec center that would be a huge impact in this
community

10/16/2018 7:04 PM

557

A path to tulsa would be great. Bike path. We need to keep the city small and maybe look at how
much is to much. We dont live in tulsa for a reason.

10/16/2018 7:00 PM
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558

I know a manufacturer that was looking at Owasso and was completely dissatisfied with the city
and their lack of desire to entertain the idea of them coming out here from Tulsa. So sad!

10/16/2018 6:58 PM

559

No

10/16/2018 6:57 PM

560

Our movie theater is out dated. We also need adult entertainment options.

10/16/2018 6:52 PM

561

Na

10/16/2018 6:38 PM

562

No

10/16/2018 6:37 PM

563

N/A

10/16/2018 6:33 PM

564

There is currently enough of a dividing line between Owasso and Tulsa on 169...you can tell
where Owasso starts. But as Amazon builds on 46th I am sure there will not be as much open
space to tell.

10/16/2018 6:32 PM

565

No

10/16/2018 6:31 PM

566

Not a necessary use of tax dollars

10/16/2018 6:27 PM

567

No

10/16/2018 6:27 PM

568

Besides a revamp of the movie theater, a comedy club or real "hangout" kind of bar would be
awesome.and a place like Main Event or even a Dave and Busters type place would be great too
for family fun

10/16/2018 6:24 PM

569

Shooting Range, Basket Ball Courts, Tennis Courts, Swimming Pool, Horseback Riding

10/16/2018 6:23 PM

570

No

10/16/2018 6:22 PM

571

Need an outdoor community pool!!! We go to Broken Arrow to swim during the summer and get
tired of driving there. Not everyone can afford their own pool and not all neighborhoods have a
pool available . YMC ok however I can’t stabd the strong choline smell in an indoor facility

10/16/2018 6:18 PM

572

Performing Arts Center; a Community Theater,

10/16/2018 6:16 PM

573

My college senior would like a nice place to enjoy a coffee or a glass of wine with friends. A place
with a casual urban atmosphere that stays open until midnight. Someplace you could go after a
movie.

10/16/2018 6:16 PM

574

No

10/16/2018 6:14 PM

575

N/A

10/16/2018 6:03 PM

576

More investment in attracting white collar tech jobs

10/16/2018 6:02 PM

577

Not essential function of government!

10/16/2018 5:55 PM

578

I would like more activities for families. The theater really needs to be made over. Possibly other
attractions such as laser tag, etc. We love the Wheels and Thrills!

10/16/2018 5:51 PM

579

Local entertainment

10/16/2018 5:51 PM

580

More restaurants

10/16/2018 5:46 PM

581

Mountain bike trails would be amazing. More outdoor spaces, especially geared toward those who
may not be involved in any kind of sport ball activity.

10/16/2018 5:44 PM

582

The revitalization of downtown is a step in the right direction.

10/16/2018 5:37 PM

583

No

10/16/2018 5:36 PM

584

Better movie theatre. Better choices for night life (pjs is the best bar we have and that’s sad). We
have such great momentum but we need to make smart decisions on who and what we bring in.

10/16/2018 5:34 PM

585

I don’t have suggestions for this question

10/16/2018 5:34 PM

586

Upgraded movie theatre, large indoor/outdoor public pool. Small indoor or outdoor concert venue.
More festivals. High end dealership such as Nissan/Infiniti,BMW ETC. Ice rink. Proffesional office
space.

10/16/2018 5:30 PM

587

No

10/16/2018 5:25 PM

588

We attracted the class A state championship game last year. You are doing your job on this front

10/16/2018 5:23 PM
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589

A nice safe bike trail around town or connect to surrounding towns. Ie: Sperry, Collinsville,
Claremore.

10/16/2018 5:20 PM

590

WATER PARK in place of the golf course. At least the water park would get used. A $5 or $7
entry fee with lots of water slides and things would be so helpful. We also very much worry about
flooding in our neighborhood if we get massive rain because our stormwater drainage system is
eroding and filling in our pond and the ditch it drains into is not remotely large enough to handle
much water as it leaves Barrington and enters the school property on 86th. We were told by city
works that our HOA was responsible for maintaining the stormwater drainage ditch/greenbelt and
pond even though erosion is the problem and no one in an HOA is an engineer with knowledge of
how to deal with and plan for all that.

10/16/2018 5:18 PM

591

no

10/16/2018 5:15 PM

592

Not sure

10/16/2018 5:13 PM

593

We really need a community pool and more trails that connect the city.

10/16/2018 5:13 PM

594

better movie theater, more retail and eating establishments,

10/16/2018 5:12 PM

595

Nightlife, more places for kids birthday party’s, maybe like putt putt and bumper car type place for
family fun?

10/16/2018 5:11 PM

596

More sidewalk is needed down Mingo & 96th streets. There are whole sections of sidewalk that are
needed to keep walkers and joggers out of the road and off the damp grass.

10/16/2018 5:10 PM

597

N/A

10/16/2018 5:09 PM

598

Expand white fence on east side 169 passed 86th. Many towns have special features on their
overpasses, such as decorative fencing and seasonal flowers and decorations that can be seen
from the highway. Nice touches.

10/16/2018 5:06 PM

599

None

10/16/2018 4:52 PM

600

Better movie theater.

10/16/2018 4:51 PM

601

Child care services options need to be included in this survey

10/16/2018 4:50 PM

602

Need something for young adults with no children (bars, night life ect).

10/16/2018 4:41 PM

603

Owasso needs a new movie theater or redone movie theater

10/16/2018 4:35 PM

604

Need more agriculture related

10/16/2018 4:34 PM

605

A performing arts center would be great!

10/16/2018 4:26 PM

606

Owasso needs a water park

10/16/2018 4:23 PM

607

Coffee, other late night hang out options. Fewer chains. Brewery with live music.

10/16/2018 4:23 PM

608

We need an indoor walking/jogging facility. The city needs to visit Branson and see their RecPlex
that includes walking indoor and outdoor,swimming pool, picnic pavilions, and ball fields.

10/16/2018 4:20 PM

609

Continued development of Redbud district will make Owasso more attractive to young
professionals

10/16/2018 4:18 PM

610

None

10/16/2018 4:13 PM
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Q23 How would you rate the condition of Owasso's neighborhood
streets?
Answered: 1,311

Skipped: 13

Excellent

Good

Fair

Poor

Very Poor
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Excellent

2.82%

Good

37.68%

494

Fair

42.94%

563

Poor

12.28%

161

Very Poor

4.27%

TOTAL

37

56
1,311
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Q24 How would you rate the condition of Owasso's main arterial streets?
Answered: 1,311

Skipped: 13
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548

Fair

36.38%

477
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170

Very Poor

4.96%

TOTAL

51

65
1,311
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Q25 In what areas do you think Owasso needs to improve?
Answered: 997

Skipped: 327

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

Owasso needs nightlife spots for local entertainment.

12/31/2018 4:01 PM

2

Stated above

12/31/2018 12:40 PM

3

I would like to see more forward thinking businesses. Once’s that focus on health and preserving
the planet. Young people don’t want to eat at a soulless corporate chain. We want businesses that
recycle and give back. Businesses that care about what they put into their food.

12/31/2018 10:06 AM

4

It needs something to give it a distinct character. The Rosebud District could be the start of that.

12/31/2018 9:44 AM

5

Traffic flow, safe walking/cycling options to get around town.

12/31/2018 8:55 AM

6

Infrastructure for bottleneck traffic on 96th St N west side is more difficult to navigate in high traffic

12/31/2018 8:38 AM

7

We LOVE the OWASSO library. However, it would be great to make it bigger. The meeting room is
utilized a lot and it would be nice to have 2 rooms, a larger children’s area, more computer options
as they are always full. It is a place where people can meet with different groups, host activities
and events for the community, the summer reading program is a huge hit and we love that you can
enjoy a great book for free! We have a growing community that would benefit from a larger,
updated library.

12/30/2018 8:53 PM

8

Congestion on 85N is bad!

12/30/2018 5:26 PM

9

Street/street planning Shop local venues Manufacturing businesses

12/30/2018 4:45 PM

10

Public transportation to Tulsa. Extended yard waste program.

12/30/2018 3:46 PM

11

We need a decent rec center for families and older adults. The Y is not sufficient. Look at
Claremore's for what it should be.

12/30/2018 2:27 PM

12

Fixing up areas that are falling apart such as the parks or neighborhood entrances so we do not
become a community that is run down. Providing entertainment for youth so they have a place to
go and do not wind up getting into trouble. ie the mcalisters deli area problem after school.

12/30/2018 10:53 AM

13

Traffic is the only thing I could complain about. Maybe widen the roads in the most congested
areas?

12/29/2018 11:34 PM

14

Finish the road projects quickly or before starting new ones. Grown business by bringing in more
entertainment and dining options

12/29/2018 8:40 PM

15

All have been addressed

12/29/2018 8:36 PM

16

The streets are horrible.

12/29/2018 5:13 PM

17

Speed of road construction. More open parks/trees. Do we need retail/gas stations on every corner
intersection??

12/29/2018 12:19 PM

18

The stop lights are awful. They are timed and make traffic a nightmare.

12/29/2018 11:01 AM

19

Traffic engineer did a horrible job at 169, 129th and 96th street intersection.

12/29/2018 2:43 AM

20

infrastructure

12/29/2018 1:46 AM

21

Intersection at 96th/129th Family friendly entertainment, improved movie theater More play areas
at parks with plenty of seating

12/29/2018 12:10 AM

22

Dining options, updated movie theater, more local shops

12/28/2018 10:26 PM

23

116th widening and traffic lights at Garrett Farm intersection.

12/28/2018 9:25 PM

24

Just keep striving to be great. Doing a good job.

12/28/2018 9:42 AM

25

Trails and bicycle paths

12/28/2018 9:41 AM

26

Would love to have an outdoor public pool/water park.

12/28/2018 7:44 AM
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27

Widen streets...stay ahead of growth. It seems like we are always playing catch up. Look at Frisco,
Texas for example they build large roads in anticipation of growth.

12/28/2018 7:16 AM

28

Traffic lights need adjustments. Too many times congestion could be avoided.

12/28/2018 6:52 AM

29

Utility biling and affordable living

12/27/2018 11:16 PM

30

Safety is becoming an issue, both because of crime and traffic. It would also be nice to see more
healthful restaurant options and a cleaner movie theater.

12/27/2018 11:06 PM

31

More stoplights at crucial intersections. Like 106th and hwy 169. Widen more streets.

12/27/2018 10:40 PM

32

They need to widen or improve streets BEFORE they put in new buildings/attractions instead of
waiting until everything is built and running. This has happened so many times, I've lost count. If
they're putting in a new shopping center, hospital, whatever, obviously traffic is going to skyrocket
in the area and they wait for all that traffic to be a major problem before widening streets.

12/27/2018 10:23 PM

33

Expand busy streets that are getting too much overflow of traffic

12/27/2018 10:21 PM

34

Streets, enlarging the recycling center.

12/27/2018 10:19 PM

35

Better movie theater 96th & 129th intersection Another splash pad Another Chick Fil A

12/27/2018 10:13 PM

36

Traffic congestion. Improved trails, sports facilities. Specifically traffic in and out of soccer complex
on 116th. An entrance/exit on 106th would be incredible.

12/27/2018 9:58 PM

37

Please don’t waste money on sidewalks/trails like Tulsa. Focus on bringing in more businesses to
Improve job opportunities, relieve some stress of our crowded roads and hire more police!

12/27/2018 9:32 PM

38

We need some draw that will set us apart from the neighboring communities. I think Bentonville,
AR is a great example of a community that has invested into the cycling culture in a way that has
paid dividends in annual revenues.

12/27/2018 9:23 PM

39

No

12/27/2018 8:31 PM

40

Better streets and also the lights along 96th are timed poorly for traffic flow

12/27/2018 8:26 PM

41

Curbside recycling, more support for services like police, fire, community center, and library. More
entertainment options and bars so people don't have to go to Tulsa. And a decent movie theater!!
Ours is embarrassing. I bet there are a lot of people who eat dinner in Tulsa because that's where
they go see a movie too.

12/27/2018 8:14 PM

42

76st needs lights with left turn signals. By McDonald’s, Arvest, and 129th street do not have a light
to turn left on going North or South. When it’s busy it gets backed up easy.

12/27/2018 7:55 PM

43

Streets and entertainment

12/27/2018 7:11 PM

44

Better roads....wider! 86th street west to 75.

12/27/2018 7:05 PM

45

Movie theater, more food and retail.

12/27/2018 6:42 PM

46

An aggressive plan to maintain roads outside of downtown. Current pothole,berm, and dip and
bump repair is a disgrace. Include bad traffic light timing in that also.

12/27/2018 6:34 PM

47

Widening streets to help traffic flow, increased police presence in neighborhoods perhaps to cut
down on break ins, curbside recycling, healthier dining options, things for teens and young adults
to do

12/27/2018 6:11 PM

48

Sound barrier 76th St N to 86thst N on west side of highway!

12/27/2018 5:43 PM

49

Potholes, walking trails, more small businesses and high volume driving companies, and a variety
of entertainment and community options for families

12/27/2018 5:11 PM

50

Complete connected community, as mentioned above, connect to main Tulsa area bike paths,
develop our own bike and walking paths (see a host of towns in Colorado).

12/27/2018 4:26 PM

51

Bike and walk ways. A community pool

12/27/2018 3:54 PM

52

Trail system would set Owasso apart

12/27/2018 3:51 PM

53

Expansion of the highly traveled 116th street. With the Neighborhood market, new fire station, and
other new businesses along this road is causing major congestion.

12/27/2018 3:48 PM

54

76th street needs revamped.

12/27/2018 2:27 PM
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55

More trails/lanes for jogging and biking, widen 76th street, entertainment venue for concerts, more
non-chain restaurants

12/27/2018 2:18 PM

56

Transportation options

12/27/2018 1:41 PM

57

Traffic congestion

12/27/2018 12:54 PM

58

Traffic on 76th, 86th and 96th. More bars for younger people Have a better area where people can
hang out. We need more of a downtown area

12/27/2018 12:38 PM

59

Bike Trails and street improvements

12/27/2018 12:33 PM

60

Bicycle and hiking trails!

12/27/2018 12:32 PM

61

Walking and bike trails

12/27/2018 11:28 AM

62

Definitly improve streets. Widen 76 all the way. Need a book store. More places to eat like jack in
the box. Burger king.

12/27/2018 11:07 AM

63

We need to have more family entertainment options like public swimming facilities, ice rink during
holiday season, and multipurpose facilities for youth, sports, and events

12/27/2018 10:47 AM

64

I think we need to do more in regards to recycling; ensure all housing areas have roads that are
recently paved and smooth for safety reasons as kids are playing in our streets and sidewalks with
their bicycles, skates, skateboards and hoverboards. I also think more walking paths and picnic
areas and benches are needed in our parks.

12/27/2018 10:41 AM

65

Streets and roads

12/27/2018 10:16 AM

66

Centennial park is such a beautiful park, but when it rains it floods and and causes a huge mess
on the road and there after in the summer the mosquitos are terrible. Maybe fixing the drainage
system, pond or road to prevent that. Also maybe not allowing the ducks to be fed, that also
causes a stink. Also, Garnett is such a terrible street that needs to be fixed, that way more people
travel through and see the local businesses that are there.

12/27/2018 10:09 AM

67

Widen more main streets. Add sidewalks.

12/27/2018 10:08 AM

68

Outdoor recreation opportunities not related to youth sports.

12/27/2018 10:01 AM

69

Walking paths, recycling and larger entertainment

12/27/2018 9:43 AM

70

The roads were designed apparently at random, the lights were timed without any forethought, and
169 needs to be 3 lanes to at least 86th. Street design and layout are abominable.

12/27/2018 9:28 AM

71

Roads need widened (76th & 96th), traffic lights need changed to keep people from blocking
intersections. Long distance running/biking paths need built, park paths need maintained.

12/27/2018 9:26 AM

72

Side roads and neighborhood roads past 96th street

12/27/2018 9:06 AM

73

IDK

12/27/2018 9:02 AM

74

Outdoor recreation and increase/promoters outdoor recreation and health

12/27/2018 8:52 AM

75

A night life and parks. We need bars and trails to compete with other communities.

12/27/2018 8:30 AM

76

I’m not sure

12/27/2018 8:02 AM

77

Streets/congestion

12/27/2018 7:56 AM

78

Street congestion specially 96th between 129th and on ramp. Also light on 129th going to 96th ( by
sams expressway street) maybe make more noticeable. Everyone almost runs it.

12/27/2018 7:50 AM

79

Traffic congestion is my biggest issue with owasso. I know we’ve grown so quickly and we’ve been
able to keep up in most areas (retail, restaurants, housing) but our streets are becoming
impossible to navigate after school and after work.

12/27/2018 7:28 AM

80

Better traffic flow is imperative for continued growth.

12/27/2018 7:01 AM

81

Properly planning how to carry out all these plans being mentioned without sticking it to the
homeowners off Owasso. Proper appropriation of funds needs to be utilized to achieve
improvements, but without making the public feel like we're needing a second job to offset the
difference.

12/27/2018 6:59 AM

82

The streets need the most improvement!! Just the quality of up keep with everything.

12/27/2018 6:24 AM

83

Better movie theater and a pool, more entertainment places

12/27/2018 6:14 AM
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84

I wish there was a stop light and/or more lighting at Memorial and 116th. It’s hard to see where the
turn is in dark and also heavy traffic to turn left at times. Widen 116th all the way to highway 75.
Take the City Hall sign off the side of building of old Central Baptist church. It hasn’t been the city
hall for years and I’m not sure what it is. More and better splash pads for kids. Could one be added
to Funtastic Island? Could we add another large and a small pavilion for groups to use at same
time? Updated theater. Another Chik Fila. Street dance during Gathering on Main. The character
trait banners have served their time. Remove and go with a new campaign with different signs.

12/27/2018 4:59 AM

85

Traffic management

12/27/2018 4:55 AM

86

Railroad crossing on 116th near mingo needs redone badly as well as the pot-holes all along
116th from the railroad to the ace hardware

12/27/2018 4:33 AM

87

Streets, curbside recycling, venues for youth

12/27/2018 3:38 AM

88

German corner area looks a little rough

12/27/2018 1:14 AM

89

More community events/gathering areas. Improving roads for better flow of traffic. Increasing
safety as the city continues to grow.

12/27/2018 12:50 AM

90

Overcrowding of schools and figuring out traffic during rush hours.

12/27/2018 12:46 AM

91

We need to be more environmentally conscious... don't spray weed killer in drains age ditch areas,
for example. Clean up our creeks and pond water in the parks. This matters to young
professionals considering living here.

12/27/2018 12:06 AM

92

More cops on the streets and better recycling options. Transportation to Tulsa on a train is a
dream.

12/26/2018 11:48 PM

93

Dining and crime and traffic flow

12/26/2018 11:35 PM

94

Improve streets. Quality jobs.

12/26/2018 11:33 PM

95

Improve roads....traffic.....traffic lights, PLEASE. The amount of congestion is mind knumbing at
times, especially when sitting at a stop light with a green light and you can’t go anywhere. It drives
everyone crazy, y’all know that. Find a way to fix it. I’ve never seen a city as nice and as big as
Owasso have issues with traffic lights like we do.

12/26/2018 11:16 PM

96

Traffic control around the High School in the morning and afternoon would be nice.

12/26/2018 11:11 PM

97

Traffic congestion

12/26/2018 11:01 PM

98

Need more retail and restaurants. More activities and street functions

12/26/2018 10:59 PM

99

Biking trails, better selection of restaurants and new movie theater

12/26/2018 10:52 PM

100

I would like to see more safety features added to the streets (stop light at 86th and Sheridan,
changing the intersection of 106th and Memorial, the 169 area on 106th where cars are crossing
multiple lanes at multiple points in a close proximity)

12/26/2018 10:51 PM

101

Roads-They should have been expanded 10 years ago from 76th to 116th and from Memorial to
145th. The expansion after all the new housing is going to be more costly and take longer. Good
Jobs-Tulsa isn’t really doing well with keeping or getting well paid jobs. Owasso needs to try and
attract some high paying small business to the community.

12/26/2018 10:45 PM

102

96th street needs to work on the lights 96 and 129 is really a bad area

12/26/2018 10:43 PM

103

The bushes and trees in the Smith Farm Shopping center need to be cut back. They block the
view of drivers when they need to pull into the main road from the parking lots. We need more fine
dining and more places for families to go. The AMC theater is old and should be improved. We
need more healthier options for places to eat as well.

12/26/2018 10:42 PM

104

Paving older neighborhood roads and improving traffic flow at major intersections (lights are a
mess).

12/26/2018 10:39 PM

105

not sure

12/26/2018 10:34 PM

106

Additional parking for football- keeping them to park isn’t their own area

12/26/2018 10:30 PM

107

86th St and 96th St traffic - widen streets

12/26/2018 10:26 PM

108

We need curbside recycling. More recreational activities. Finer dining options, less of the same
food options (fried chicken, Mexican, burgers). Traffic control along 96th and 129th

12/26/2018 10:19 PM

109

Streets, increased police numbers

12/26/2018 10:19 PM
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110

Streets/Library/Construction Areas Finished

12/26/2018 10:01 PM

111

Recreation, walking trails, just things to do in general

12/26/2018 9:52 PM

112

Street repair. I’m seeing improvements, but there are plenty that still need help. Ex: That spot on
86th by the taco bueno/Reasors entrance is terrible. Also, 96th and 129th traffic signals and
intersection still a problem.

12/26/2018 9:49 PM

113

Streets, recycling

12/26/2018 9:43 PM

114

Walking/running trails, Recycling services, cultural experiences

12/26/2018 9:32 PM

115

Curbside recycling options

12/26/2018 9:07 PM

116

Streets widening and repairs should be a priority. We are outgrowing our streets at a rapid pace.

12/26/2018 9:03 PM

117

Streets and Recycling Services (other than the Recycling Center)

12/26/2018 8:52 PM

118

Traffic light control over by Walgreens and CVS on 96th and 129th.

12/26/2018 8:50 PM

119

Elementary Schools need more parking a roads for drop off and pick up

12/26/2018 8:32 PM

120

1)Timing of stop lights so more than 2 cars can get through an intersection. 2) Curbside recycling.

12/26/2018 8:27 PM

121

N/a

12/26/2018 8:26 PM

122

nature walk areas, complete widening of major streets

12/26/2018 7:53 PM

123

Traffic flow on 86th street to I-75. Widening of 169 through Owasso.

12/26/2018 7:22 PM

124

The housing and roads near main street / the library have been looking run down and kinda
gloomy for years.

12/26/2018 6:39 PM

125

More quality restaurants like Cheddars, Abuelo's and fix neighborhood streets

12/26/2018 6:38 PM

126

76th street is finally being completed .... took way too long. Street lights/ sidewalks along major
streets ( 129th for example ... only has 2-3 street lights from 96th to 86th ) 145th has no sidewalks
to speak of , etc

12/26/2018 6:14 PM

127

Bringing in more healthy restaurant and healthy recreation that includes proper green space, like
trees. Improving roads and the flow of traffic. Being more involved with planning of retail space to
make sure it isn't poorly planned and a nuisance to surrounding neighbors. Better highways in and
out of town. For example, a faster route to Claremore or to Highway 75.

12/26/2018 6:11 PM

128

Fix the roads

12/26/2018 6:08 PM

129

more police, involvement by the police to mentor teenagers to be drug free

12/26/2018 5:55 PM

130

Some places need lights instead of stop signs. Ex. 106th and 129th.

12/26/2018 5:22 PM

131

Street Rehabilitation. Police and Fire services adequate to the size of city they serve. From what
research I have done, both of those departments are understaffed.

12/26/2018 4:54 PM

132

Streets, congestion we have like 5 Walgreens no where good high quality food.

12/23/2018 8:35 AM

133

Public rec center and Olympic size pool

12/21/2018 3:59 PM

134

Less focus on the church/family/religious crowd, and more focus on attracting young
professionals. More small, locally-owned businesses, including bars and restaurants. More
outdoor recreational spaces with running trails.

12/19/2018 1:47 PM

135

Street widding

12/18/2018 5:48 PM

136

Road repairs

12/18/2018 5:49 AM

137

Streets, curb side recycling, and we need Texas Roadhouse

12/17/2018 10:58 PM

138

Road, public services, heath(specialist doctors), redistribution of school districts(kids should be
closer to their school)

12/16/2018 9:49 PM

139

Improvement of streets and places for adults, 18 and above, with mental health issues to live in
groups homes or assisted living apartments.

12/16/2018 2:13 PM

140

Street widening to accommodate the growing population, and recycling pick-up services for people
who may not be able to visit the recycling center

12/15/2018 10:35 PM
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141

Widen 169 to 3 lanes thru to Collinsville. How many more accident do there need to be before this
can happen?

12/15/2018 8:17 PM

142

Widening of 86th st from 169 to 145th. More recreation/sports parks. Better light signal timing on
86th st east of 169.

12/15/2018 7:39 AM

143

I would like to see less more city involved activities. I think we should support community business
as well as major market chain. We should support communication throughout town neighborhoods
and keep police/fire needs covered as much as possible. When a community has a strong base, it
can combat outside problems and welcome new blessings.

12/14/2018 7:31 PM

144

Recycling curbside. Better timing of traffic lights at busy intersections, walking, biking trails. Not
very user friendly to those not using a car to get around

12/14/2018 3:27 PM

145

More street work to help with traffic.

12/14/2018 1:35 PM

146

More refined restaurants not chain related. More entertainment venues that are new and clean.

12/14/2018 9:06 AM

147

Certain neighborhood streets are in abysmal condition. Owasso needs a community pool. The
YMCA does not count nor does it meet actual community needs.

12/14/2018 7:46 AM

148

SWIMMING POOL

12/14/2018 5:45 AM

149

Bike lanes or shoulders on roads.

12/14/2018 1:42 AM

150

Bike lanes. Let’s be an exercise town like Aspen CO

12/14/2018 12:08 AM

151

Already stated above. Thank you for lots of free text boxes to give input. In my past experience,
despite asking for citizen input, the city already has their agenda in place and these surveys don't
have much impact.

12/13/2018 11:33 PM

152

Widen streets and improve traffic flow/timing of lights

12/13/2018 11:30 PM

153

More community events- Gathering on Main is a big draw for people of all ages! More things like
that!

12/13/2018 11:28 PM

154

Watch retail growth. We don’t need everything right here

12/13/2018 10:12 PM

155

Owasso needs sidewalks/trails and more neighborhood security.

12/13/2018 10:05 PM

156

roads and congestions on 96th street North

12/13/2018 9:11 PM

157

Roads

12/13/2018 9:11 PM

158

A nice community sports center like Claremore has with a large swimming pool and indoor walk-in
facilities. The Y in Owasso is too small and Expensive. The Movie theater needs better
management or it needs to be closed. It’s been disgusting for years. Please widen 106th st North
east to 146th East ave. Traffic backs up significantly on weekday evenings.

12/13/2018 8:26 PM

159

More green spaces-too much concrete.

12/13/2018 5:14 PM

160

Do something about water drainage and runoff. It’s not managed well

12/13/2018 4:57 PM

161

A pool for the high school, rehab the paths at centennial park, streets are terrible in Preston Lakes
especially in phase 1.

12/13/2018 2:46 PM

162

Quit spending so much money on statues and pocket parks and come up with a LOW COST OR
NO COST transportation service for seniors that live at home, but have trouble driving to
appointments or getting to the grocery stores in Owasso.

12/13/2018 2:16 PM

163

Traffic congestion. More big restaurants. No more fast food chains.

12/13/2018 1:35 PM

164

We NEED curbside recycling.

12/13/2018 1:14 PM

165

Fix the streets and traffic light timing before you expand the community anymore.

12/13/2018 1:10 PM

166

Roads

12/13/2018 12:31 PM

167

improving arterial streets for better traffic flow/control

12/13/2018 12:29 PM

168

The main streets accessing housing developments that help support Owasso like 76th Street 86th
Street 96th Street 106th Street that extend East out of Owasso city limits

12/13/2018 12:15 PM

169

widen major streets 76th, 86th, 96th ahead of traffic need traffic issues at major intersections.
(coming off 169 @ 86) etc.

12/13/2018 12:03 PM
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170

Continued support and expansion of law enforcement and fire department as the city grows.

12/13/2018 11:58 AM

171

Arterial streets need to be widened/ improved to ease the traffic congestion caused by Owasso's
growing populace. Owasso needs to attract jobs and/or entertainment that will allow it to keep pace
with other Tulsa suburbs.

12/13/2018 11:56 AM

172

Get things done faster. Rodney Ray told me 76th street would be widened 15 years ago. It still
has not been done. There always seems to be shifting priorities. I see some activity taking place
like utilities being relocated. Until I see see dirt being moved I will be a skeptic.

12/13/2018 11:54 AM

173

Traffic management on 96th Street Biking trails

12/13/2018 11:48 AM

174

It needs to fix the streets and too many people parking in the streets in the neighborhood and too
many people driving way to fast in the nieghborhoods

12/13/2018 11:46 AM

175

be forward thinking not catching up thinking when it comes to roads.

12/13/2018 11:38 AM

176

Needs Curbside Recycling

12/13/2018 11:36 AM

177

Streets, more walking\nature trails\outdoor activity options, etc.

12/13/2018 11:32 AM

178

I think the stop lights and traffic on 96th and hwy-169 is very congested. There are many times the
traffic is backed up into the intersection because the lights are not coordinated to keep the flow of
traffic moving smoothly. I don’t know exactly what can be done about it but it seems to be an issue
of “road rage” especially at busy times of day. Another area is the new Kum and Go going in on
106th Street. They need to expand the road to have a turning lane into the gas station. I foresee it
being an issue that will cause traffic congestion. I already have run into a few traffic problems
during the construction of the facility.

12/13/2018 9:22 AM

179

Owasso needs to build another high school asap. The school system needs to offer orchestra not
just band. Curbside recycling would be amazing. More walking, jogging trails would be awesome.
A few more restaurants and shopping options would be an improvement too.

12/13/2018 9:17 AM

180

Our community is overweight & kids are getting obese too so outdoor amenities are essential for
us all

12/13/2018 9:07 AM

181

We have to expand the streets to account for all the traffic. Garnett and 76th widening has taken
WAY too long, and there's a long list past those. Quality sports facilities that can host HIGH quality
tournaments or events can bring millions to the city and to local businesses. A little here and a little
there helps, but they need a large makeover to have the biggest impact.

12/9/2018 10:34 PM

182

Curbside recycling and trash reduction (streets/medians are ALWAYS full of garage)

12/4/2018 2:31 PM

183

First ....staff . The City Of Owasso staff has no training or knowledge in "building character,
families, and community ..

12/3/2018 9:21 AM

184

The Four way light at 76 street North and North Owasso Expressway needs a left turn signal to be
added, pedestrian walkways need to be added on 76 street North so pedestrians do not cross
Mingo Valley Expressway, lastly 76 street North needs to be updated to 4 lanes from North
Owasso Expressway to N 129 E Ave

11/30/2018 10:58 AM

185

Cohesive community design, primarily streets and parking.

11/28/2018 10:25 AM

186

I think lighting for the streets is very important because it can get dangerous to drive on two lane
roads, especially with hills, when it is so dark.

11/26/2018 2:50 PM

187

Infrastructure to keep up with growth. Keep the schools competitive educationally. Fun things to do
besides golf... Culture, art, music... Gathering on Main is great! More opportunities to stay in
Owasso.

11/26/2018 12:51 AM

188

Keep working on the congestion on the arterial streets. You don't want to hear this, but may want
to encourage development on other than 86th. One thing that might help is to connect 96th from
Garnet clear through to Hwy 75. It will be difficult and expensive, but get an interchange from 169
at 66th st to get the big trucks into the industrial district in S. Owasso and out Cherrokee park,
might make it easier on 76th. Finally N Main needs some rehab in the right lane, especially N
bound. You want to attract people to Main St. Fix It. Also the transition from 83rd street to Owasso
Expressway is rough, Not just pot holes, but I think Owasso Expressway has had too many
overlays compared to 80th and 83rd. a transition needs to be made to these busy residential
streets.

11/25/2018 4:35 PM

189

Roads, sidewalks, parks, transportation.

11/20/2018 6:00 AM

190

Absolutely must have curbside recycling.

11/19/2018 5:37 PM
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191

Maybe the arts? and supporting small business?

11/19/2018 1:39 PM

192

Additional retail, restaurants, and entertainment options are always great perks to living here. I
feel like we have the basics well covered because of the vision and foresight of our predecessors. I
greatly appreciate the opportunity to live and work in this community. My husband has a great job
in Tulsa, and I'm thankful for the incomes we can earn living in this area of the state. That's the
main reason we don't live where we were born (Southwest Oklahoma). I am grateful for
cleanliness, safety, and the character values we stand for in Owasso. I think it makes it a great
place to live. There is not another city in the area I would move to - I think of how sprawled out
Broken Arrow is and how elitist and sort of "closed off" the city of Jenks feels. My parents live in
Norman, and I dearly love their community because the education level of their citizenry is so
much higher, and with that comes a more informed voter. A more willing participant in democracy.
I sometimes wish our people had a bit more polish, more follow-through, sometimes more teeth
(depending on the event). There is a bit of Collinsville that seeps in at times and I'm always
grateful to not live north of Hwy. 20.

11/19/2018 10:32 AM

193

Recycling Correct the ability to either enter or exit Hwy 169 and 96th near the 129th & 96th st
intersection. That is a mess.

11/19/2018 10:20 AM

194

Owasso is getting more crowded; too many housing developments.

11/19/2018 9:19 AM

195

Build on the momentum of the Redbud District. Don't let that growth be isolated to Main Street.

11/19/2018 9:14 AM

196

Structurally: Fix our streets, add adult health incentives such as swimming, and walking/Bicycle
trails.Healthy activities yield healthy community! This will attract and keep our young professionals.
Safety: Add additional police force and SRO's to school (OPD are great and our family appreciates
them so)

11/19/2018 8:55 AM

197

Infrastructure around the city.

11/19/2018 8:34 AM

198

Traffic flow in a few key areas!

11/19/2018 8:24 AM

199

Can't think of anything

11/19/2018 8:21 AM

200

streets

11/19/2018 8:12 AM

201

Traffic congestion

11/19/2018 8:08 AM

202

Kids need sidewalks!

11/19/2018 8:07 AM

203

Widening of streets to make it safer for bicycle commuters and improvement on community use
sports complex.

11/19/2018 7:59 AM

204

n/a

11/19/2018 7:57 AM

205

none

11/19/2018 7:46 AM

206

The police need to give tickets at 96th and 129th for the cars blocking the intersection trying to
beat the light.

11/19/2018 7:45 AM

207

We need to get better about supporting our neighborhoods and the programs/events that keep
them going. Without great neighborhoods, we won't have a great community. Also, future
improvements to public places need to include ongoing maintenance. It's one thing to build a great
park or playground, it's another thing to maintain it.

11/18/2018 11:40 AM

208

Streets, traffic congestion. If I were looking to locate a business in or near Owasso that employed
many people, I would really have to think twice about because often it’s very difficult to drive from
one side of town to the other - mostly during rush hour times. I think often that our streets are not
sufficient for the level of traffic we have.

11/17/2018 10:28 AM

209

It's grown so fast and the roads are always the last to be widened or repaved. Seems like the City
is always playing 'catch-up'.

11/16/2018 3:00 PM

210

We need the stubbed off street in Bailey Ranch Addition opened that would lead to Lowes and on
to 96th Street.

11/14/2018 3:55 PM

211

community services

11/14/2018 9:22 AM

212

Entertainment/Activities for adults

11/13/2018 3:13 PM

213

more things to do in the parks and community areas. Trash removed from all public areas.
maintain high levels of security/safety

11/12/2018 10:46 AM
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214

If there is any way possible to obtain funding for the dog park improvements this could be a huge
draw to our community!!! More shade structures are critical, but the expansion with a trail under
the railroad to the pond and an agility course would get Owasso serious notice via the Internet. I
have met many out of town visitors at the dog park and these improvements would bring so many
more to our community from all over the region! Then they'll get to see what an excellent
community you have made! : )

11/12/2018 9:38 AM

215

consider the senior population more

11/12/2018 9:18 AM

216

Street light timing, neighborhood streets, curbside Recycling.

11/11/2018 10:00 AM

217

Street repair is #1. 106th between 169 & 145th is a complete disaster & getting worse. Will hate to
see what it turns into after Kum & go opens. Get a variety of food & restaurants & bars that are
open later than 10p. Activities that attracted singles & young professionals.

11/10/2018 9:05 PM

218

a few more speed bumps-notice new "speed tables" in Ator. those are nice

11/9/2018 9:27 AM

219

400 block of 22nd St needs streets and sidewalks repaired.

11/8/2018 3:40 PM

220

Follow up on what city leaders promise. Quit spending thousands of dollars on Bailey Golf course
and spend it on roads.

11/7/2018 8:16 PM

221

Reducing traffic congestion by expanding major roads or roads that have seen
growth/development in recent years and years to come.

11/7/2018 4:59 PM

222

Dog park, entertainment, restaurant variety. There are too many fast food and burger places.
Maybe something like a Qdoba or a Vietnamese pho place!

11/6/2018 12:16 PM

223

The downtown area is long overdue but exciting to see redevelopment there. More transportation
options. Safe Pedestrian and Bike lanes/routes, etc.

11/6/2018 9:53 AM

224

Restaurants. No more fast food, fried chicken, repeat fast food chains... I would like to see small
business, quality food.. ex. Smoke Entertainment

11/5/2018 11:01 AM

225

The crime rate seems to be rising. Find a way to curb that. There's a lot more home and auto
break-ins, more shop lifting, etc. It's getting to the point where I'm sometimes nervous, not only
while shopping in Owasso stores, but in Owasso store parking lots, as well

11/4/2018 12:14 AM

226

PUBLIC RECREATION CENTER When we moved here in 1980 there was a rec center with
volleyball, exercise class, etc AND a great public pool

11/3/2018 1:07 PM

227

Owasso needs more restaurants. We would love a public swimming pool!! I think a brand new
movie theater would be really nice!!

11/3/2018 9:59 AM

228

Arterial street widening: 116th st between 169 and 75, Garnett from 96th to 116th or higher. Lobby
for 169 and 75 widening, before our commuters are completely stalled every day!!

11/3/2018 7:03 AM

229

More attention is needed for the low income students in our schools.

11/3/2018 5:28 AM

230

We haven't lived here long, but we really enjoy being here. The main streets are rough, but still
way better than Tulsa roads. We need to really impliment recycling!

11/2/2018 8:06 PM

231

Roadways are very narrow here and not a lot of sidewalks or bike lanes.

11/2/2018 3:33 PM

232

116th from 169 to Garnett, traffic lanes, and lights from wal mart shopping center to the only exit
with a stop light.

11/2/2018 2:22 PM

233

More police and fire

11/2/2018 12:22 PM

234

76th St at the Fairview Cemetery entrance. NOT safe at all!!! I visit my parents' graves a lot at the
cemetery and am terrified entering and leaving the cemetery. An entrance at the back of the
cemetery near the NW shed would be much safer! Maybe make an entrance road leading from the
East service road going behind Braum's, Charlie's Chicken and the other businesses. Thank you!

11/2/2018 12:18 PM

235

Streets and more side walks

11/2/2018 11:23 AM

236

Improve traffic congestion. Work with the high school on conservative use of the stadium lights

11/2/2018 11:16 AM

237

Entertainment!

11/2/2018 10:46 AM

238

For my money, it's a good place to live. I would like to see more QUALITY (read, not poorly
constructed cookie-cutter) affordable neighborhoods. A bit more walkability would be nice as well.
It's not terrible, but there are places where the sidewalks just stop.

11/2/2018 10:05 AM
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239

We need better parks and walking trails. We need to continue to support our schools so we can
stand out to attract more businesses. Hotels increase crime we need to stop building hotels on
every corner. Bring in true revenue that offers better paying jobs. Housekeeping jobs at hotels
surely are not all we have to offer in ways of attracting businesses.

11/2/2018 9:48 AM

240

Timing and location of stop lights. Lights are poorly timed at many intersections. Street surfaces
need improved and many need to be widened.

11/2/2018 6:11 AM

241

Traffic flow. Service roads and 76th st.

11/2/2018 3:02 AM

242

Sidewalks, walking and biking trails, recreation and entertainment, street and parking lot layout and
planning. Driving through the Walmart parking lot is total chaos. Neighborhood crime and safety.

11/1/2018 7:36 PM

243

Feeder road and 96th near Walgreens is to congested. Their should be turn lanes. More
community events. If we build a unique event location, please don't make the mistake of the
gathering place. Provide adequate parking.

11/1/2018 5:53 PM

244

Better job opportunities would be number one. Low paying jobs will only hurt a community. There
should be ways to attract more tech, O & G, Fintech jobs to diversify employment options in
Oklahoma.

11/1/2018 4:57 PM

245

Fitness & health needs to be focused on. Weather it's retail, food or exercise options. All of it.

11/1/2018 4:13 PM

246

Get these streets widened and turn lights on 116th. I know it's in the works but it's really bad at the
Reasors, Mcdonald light with no left arrows and the street next to Sonic should be no left, to many
accidents. And I see you finally are starting on 76th that should have already been done. Way too
slow at getting roads capable with traffic.

11/1/2018 3:43 PM

247

Street expansions and increase speed limit to 40 mph

11/1/2018 3:08 PM

248

Roads roads roads

11/1/2018 1:11 PM

249

ROADS. Just imagine if all of the arterial roads were widened what kind of growth that would bring.
This alone would help remove the blighted look about the town especially if the overpasses were
stylish in appearance. This town had so much potential but you have got to speed up the road
progress asap and communicate the expected completion dates.

11/1/2018 11:06 AM

250

I would like to see more sidewalk and bike lanes. Walking and running trails that connect the city. I
think we are headed in the right direction with the growth and development downtown.

11/1/2018 10:42 AM

251

Building the street and transportation infrastructure. Widening and stripping the roads. Making it a
more walkable community (making sure that there are adequate sidewalks for people to get from
one place to another, adequate lighting for walking, etc.) I live in the Owasso School District, but
have a Collinsville mailing address. I would like to have an Owasso address instead of a
Collinsville mailing address.

11/1/2018 8:03 AM

252

As we grow, my biggest concern is that Owasso will turn into Tulsa (crime-wise). It is most
important to ensure (first and foremost) that we have enough police officers and that officers have
the supplies, etc. needed to perform their duties. If crime rate starts to increase and we don't have
enough police officers, Owasso will lose its value, regardless of any other assets it may have.

10/31/2018 9:31 PM

253

Don,t Know

10/31/2018 8:19 PM

254

I'd like to see our police force spend a bit more time driving through some of our neighborhoods. It
appalls me to see cars racing through residential neighborhoods where the marked speed limit is
25, and yet the cars routinely travel at least 40. Additionally, many drivers completely ignore the
stop signs in the neighborhoods.

10/31/2018 2:53 PM

255

Bringing more business into the town

10/31/2018 1:19 PM

256

Quality of non-arterial streets, fewer "cookie-cutter" subdivisions.

10/31/2018 12:52 PM

257

#1 streets, and cleanliness if very important!

10/31/2018 9:51 AM

258

Need more higher paying jobs/office complex

10/31/2018 7:50 AM

259

Streets, police, fire.

10/30/2018 4:11 PM

260

City streets, fix drainage, widen certain high traffic streets, and add some red lights instead of 4way stops

10/30/2018 4:05 PM

261

Intersection 0f 129th/106th st widen w turn lanes-rebuild/expand/stoplights... MAKE SAFE!! NOT
SAFE AS IT IS!!

10/30/2018 3:34 PM
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262

Planning ahead for the growth of Owasso. Keeping up with the population growth with wider
streets.

10/30/2018 2:55 PM

263

City needs to be more walkable, bikeable. This would enhance community involvement. Thetr is
No way to safely travel around except in a car.

10/30/2018 2:26 PM

264

Our streets need the most attention.

10/30/2018 9:37 AM

265

roads are in dire need of attention. If a pothole reveals itself, it can be weeks before it is repaired. I
have witnessed this many many times in different locations of our city.

10/30/2018 8:59 AM

266

Traffic congestion is a huge problem. It should not take 10 mins to go from 106th st. to 86th st. The
widening of some main arterial streets is needed. The intersection at 106th & 129th is the worst
intersection in Owasso. There needs to be a turn lane in each direction like there is at 106th &
Garnett.

10/30/2018 8:00 AM

267

main roads, most should be 2 lanes in either direction everywhere, holes need to be fixed faster.
Street lights need to be sensored, congestion gets really bad.

10/30/2018 5:54 AM

268

More nice restaurant

10/29/2018 9:11 PM

269

N/A

10/29/2018 9:10 PM

270

Making it more health focused. We need to encourage a healthier lifestyle.

10/29/2018 9:07 PM

271

Commuting, especially around train tracks. Public transportation, and better job market

10/29/2018 9:00 PM

272

Traffic congestion not only to deal with increase in licensed drivers, but in visitors. Updated turn
lights in some intersections that are missing them.

10/29/2018 8:38 PM

273

More stop lights for safety and better traffic flow.

10/29/2018 7:09 PM

274

Be more mindful when approving business to build or occupy our town. Also, stop approving the
construction of strip shopping centers and churches. We have plenty of both and we have an
inventory of both that are tough to fill. Our roads are terrible, but I think that goes without saying.

10/29/2018 5:16 PM

275

Design Infrastructure for future, stop reacting.

10/29/2018 3:37 PM

276

Get rid of the trains! They make Owasso look bad when people trying to get into Owasso have to
sit and wait on a train that has blocked the road for 30 minutes!

10/29/2018 3:36 PM

277

Sync up the lights at 96th and 129th to prevent traffic jams. Widen streets. 106th, 129th... Healthy
food options.

10/29/2018 3:29 PM

278

Traffic flow

10/29/2018 3:05 PM

279

Stop building new housing and retail developments and focus on maintaining what we have now.

10/29/2018 2:17 PM

280

169 needs to be expanded to 3 lanes and not pinched down when you hit Owasso. The movie
theater needs to renovated/cleaned up. It is absolutely disgusting and has to be violating some sort
of health and safety codes.

10/29/2018 12:51 PM

281

streets

10/28/2018 7:21 PM

282

I believe that owasso is on the verge of another growth spurt and could be a "broken arrow" or an
"Edmond" or "Norman" in the near future if the infrastructure is there. The road widening projects
being worked on right now will help but it needs to be even more. Move farther outward with them
and make both access to and movement within Owasso easier to help facilitate growth and
expansion.

10/28/2018 3:09 PM

283

Traffic flow Newer lights were installed based on traffic flow at that time. Adding extended right
turn lanes with signals would help. And you are well aware of the short sided planning for the 96th
and 129th area. Extension of 169 is critical in attracting new residents. When that’s resolved it will
decrease commute time overall. It’s a huge negative in living here as alternate routes are limited
and even those get backed up and/or extends commute time. It shouldn’t take an hour to get to
South Tulsa

10/28/2018 11:35 AM

284

safety - we need to deal with the amount of robberies/theft, especially in the communities nearest
the highways. REbguilding the downtown with upscale apartments to revitalize also requires
investment in cultural facilities, more (non-chain) type restaurants, and jobs that will support the
cost of living here.

10/28/2018 10:43 AM

285

Senior facility for those 60 and older.

10/28/2018 7:10 AM
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286

In my opinion, I think we should get some more police, and focus on a more nature friendly
environment.

10/28/2018 2:58 AM

287

Streets, intersections

10/27/2018 11:08 PM

288

Stop trying to be so big. Country town feel and way of life is way better than trying to surpass
other towns.

10/27/2018 9:18 PM

289

Better roads, reconfigure the 169/129/96th street intersections, bike paths, recycling pick up, stop
building apartments

10/27/2018 4:26 PM

290

Congestion of a Traffic lights and streets. Bike Trails and Sidewalks Entertainment and Family Fun

10/27/2018 3:49 PM

291

More locally owned restaurants and businesses.

10/27/2018 11:54 AM

292

I addressed those ideas in the last text box.

10/27/2018 8:35 AM

293

Better traffic control

10/27/2018 8:20 AM

294

Street widening is always an issue. We could use a few more full service casual restaurants.
Mostly, though, we'd like to see a large rec center built

10/26/2018 11:03 PM

295

Alot of the streets are so rough,

10/26/2018 10:17 PM

296

streets could use some attention, places in town to spend time with family, increased police to
help with the growing population/housing

10/26/2018 9:46 PM

297

Support for small businesses

10/26/2018 9:36 PM

298

Roads

10/26/2018 4:10 PM

299

Our Criminal element coming in from Tulsa, our police do a great job. They need more help And I
would support more money in that area. We must support our support people in all arears.

10/26/2018 2:31 PM

300

The streets - they’re very congested. The lights are horrible. They add to the congested roads, as
well.

10/26/2018 2:12 PM

301

Maintain police and fire personnel levels on par with the population they service while bringing
different restaurants and businesses to town.

10/26/2018 11:27 AM

302

Infrastructure needs to be expanded to better serve congestion and current/future growth.

10/26/2018 10:55 AM

303

Neighborhood roads need repaired

10/26/2018 9:44 AM

304

Provide police and fire what they need to be effective. Continue improvements along 106th and
116th streets.

10/26/2018 7:10 AM

305

Public safety

10/26/2018 6:31 AM

306

traffic signals, arterial streets,

10/25/2018 7:42 PM

307

Infrastructure..streets

10/25/2018 7:31 PM

308

Streets!

10/25/2018 7:15 PM

309

We need better restaurants and more of a focus on the public schools.

10/25/2018 7:12 PM

310

As stated above. Thank you for listening! Robert S.

10/25/2018 5:27 PM

311

Focus more on who is here and not whom can we attract.

10/25/2018 4:16 PM

312

Properly find the police department and fix the streets

10/25/2018 4:15 PM

313

Curbside recycling, improving overall condition and amenities at sports park

10/25/2018 2:02 PM

314

Traffic congestion can be excessive during daytime hours.

10/25/2018 1:53 PM

315

Traffic flow (think round-a-bouts rather than stop lights every 100 feet. More trails and sidewalk
connections. Every community around us has a trail system, yet we don't and have been promised
trails with the 2003 3rd Penny and the last round of vision funding.

10/25/2018 1:32 PM

316

I think Owasso is a well run City. I think its important to finish the projects that we've started (i.e.
76th St., Garnett, hopefully 116th).

10/25/2018 1:12 PM

317

Arterial streets signalization at intersections. Wider streets and sidewalks near the outskirts of the
city.

10/25/2018 10:46 AM
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318

Recycling at the curb would be nice

10/25/2018 10:38 AM

319

Infrastructure, streets, have enough parks, enforce laws on the books

10/25/2018 10:31 AM

320

Street infrastructure, and relaxing walkway's and trail's.

10/25/2018 10:23 AM

321

synced traffic lights resurface roads 2 lane roads need to be 4 lane roads proactive police vs
reactive police presence at night more animal control officers curbside recycling reopen yardwaste
dump

10/25/2018 9:49 AM

322

Infrastructure improvements to roads, did not keep pace with growth. We don’t need a QT every
mile,

10/25/2018 9:42 AM

323

Recreation and entertainment

10/25/2018 9:20 AM

324

Bike and walking path around city.

10/25/2018 9:02 AM

325

Entertainment for all ages

10/25/2018 8:25 AM

326

Animal shelter and recycling curbside. 169 becoming 3 lanes.

10/25/2018 7:38 AM

327

Roads and accessibility for jogging, walking and biking.

10/25/2018 7:26 AM

328

Most tax increases in the city go to help the police and fire departments. Enough if enough...our
tax dollars need to go toward things such as street improvements.

10/25/2018 7:18 AM

329

Streets rehab and development. More local entertainment options. Continued growth in leisure and
residential. More industrial growth.

10/25/2018 7:12 AM

330

Street signal timing and vehicle presence sensors need improvement at many intersections.
Attract more varieties of dining establishments; there's more than chicken, burgers, and pizza out
there.

10/25/2018 6:40 AM

331

Culture.

10/25/2018 6:08 AM

332

The roads and additional police to keep up with the growing town.

10/25/2018 5:36 AM

333

(In no particular order) City outdoor pool, curbside recycling, helping our schools as much as
possible, expansion of roadways to meet expansion of growth, continued residential growth, more
jobs

10/25/2018 5:22 AM

334

Needs a Event Center

10/25/2018 4:46 AM

335

Streets and traffic light management, most definitely. Safer crosswalks for the schools and better
managed traffic during high traffic times, such as before and after school and during rush hours.

10/25/2018 3:22 AM

336

Streets

10/25/2018 1:28 AM

337

Streets, police pay, more officers, jogging trails

10/25/2018 12:49 AM

338

Streets and retail shopping. More police officers.

10/25/2018 12:04 AM

339

The roads are horrible (It seems to be an Okla problem also). More family entertainment - that
doesn't cost. Public pool would be wonderful! A Chipotle would make my life complete.

10/24/2018 10:40 PM

340

Work with Owasso residents to form a committee willing to lobby or whatever can be done to get
state laws changed to benefit the income of all Oklahoma cities. With this type of change(s),
perhaps the city sales tax would not be the only income for the community to take care of
necessary improvements.

10/24/2018 10:36 PM

341

Curbside recycling

10/24/2018 10:32 PM

342

Stop lights & roads. Stop trying to attract more stores and restaurants! Getting too busy

10/24/2018 9:56 PM

343

I would love to see sidewalks everywhere! Owasso is such an active community, it would be nice
to provide safety to our active residents! There are several neighborhoods within walking distance
of our elementary (Hodson) but there aren’t sidewalks for us to walk our children to school. Also
there is no bike rack for the children. On pretty days my kiddos absolutely love riding their bike to
and from school.

10/24/2018 9:34 PM

344

We need more multi-purpose places to host events and small gatherings that isn't a restaurant. It
would also be nice to not have trains running right at rush hour.

10/24/2018 9:27 PM

345

Traffic flow, more tickets for speeding on streets

10/24/2018 9:10 PM

346

curbside recycling and/or recycle stations strategically placed throughout city

10/24/2018 9:10 PM
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347

Some street improvement would be nice.

10/24/2018 9:02 PM

348

Governmental transparency, city facilities maintenance/upkeep (especially parks), street
improvements (more lights, sidewalks, and better maintenance).

10/24/2018 8:51 PM

349

The neighborhoods by Main Street, broken down and need remodeling

10/24/2018 8:49 PM

350

Family recreation choices. Such as Improve the movie theater.

10/24/2018 8:44 PM

351

The neighborhoods around main street need to be revitalised.

10/24/2018 8:32 PM

352

Entertainment options

10/24/2018 8:28 PM

353

Police services are very understaffed and have poor leadership. Officers appear to have more
concern for image and civil liability than effective policing practices.

10/24/2018 8:15 PM

354

Better options in dining, entertainment, and expanding the area so traffic is no so congested in
business areas.

10/24/2018 8:09 PM

355

Streets, recycling, and better upkeep of parks

10/24/2018 8:04 PM

356

Roads

10/24/2018 8:02 PM

357

Traffic flow near Owasso marketplace

10/24/2018 7:55 PM

358

I definitely believe that we could gain more through entertainment offered in Owasso. There needs
to be more family recreation options as well as adult recreation options as well. I also think we
severely lack healthy options for dining such as restaurants with vegan options, cold-pressed juice,
paleo, low-carb, etc. I believe we could see some amazing growth in the community with those
options.

10/24/2018 7:47 PM

359

entertainment

10/24/2018 7:39 PM

360

More restaurants options and night life activities.

10/24/2018 7:31 PM

361

Our neighborhood streets & main streets from 106th Street N to 116th Street N are awful. They
really need attention.

10/24/2018 7:17 PM

362

Allow the public to use High school track for jogging/walking, or create paved walking path around
the perimeter at Owasso Sports complex. Brighter street lights.

10/24/2018 7:09 PM

363

We need to put some of our funding back into our schools where the state fails to do so. Walk the
halls of the HS. We have a beautiful new jumbo trim screen for the football games yet most of the
classrooms have been without working central heat and air for years! Same issue at the 7th grade
center. Our secondary schools don’t have textbooks in the classrooms or they have one set of
“classroom” books that are decades old and ripping at the seems. Kids on 504 plans or IEPs need
to check those books out and can’t do so bc there aren’t enough. There arent nearly enough
desks for the students who fill those classrooms each day either. And while we are at it, let’s add
some metal detectors at the entries of those school buildings to protect our kids. Our town is
wonderful and beautiful, but none of that matters if we aren’t providing our kids with a solid
education in an environment where they are comfortable and safe to do so.

10/24/2018 6:45 PM

364

So far Owasso is doing a great job with improvements, even though there are 'growing pains'. Just
get it done quickly but safely and keep us informed!

10/24/2018 6:39 PM

365

We need a second high school, improved streets in highly congested areas, and more
entertainment/cultural venues to attract people.

10/24/2018 6:30 PM

366

Streets. Need to do something about the stop lights. One turns green and half a block up the road
the next one turns red.

10/24/2018 6:28 PM

367

Police, Fire, Roads

10/24/2018 6:07 PM

368

Major streets, ie. 4 lane 76th st from stone cayon to 169 hwy. 4 lane 129th st to 116th st N. 4 lane
116th St to Hwy 75. Develop a dedicated Senior center much like centers at Broken Arrow and/or
Skiatook. Improve selection and quality of restaurants from which to choose.

10/24/2018 5:59 PM

369

Less apartments. Keep businesses from pushing into the rural area.

10/24/2018 5:37 PM

370

Synced traffic lights More police presence especially at night Roads that accommodate the traffic
& growth of City Less cookie cutter housing & apartment complexes

10/24/2018 5:36 PM

371

A pool, better streets, and more food and recreation options.

10/24/2018 5:28 PM

372

Roads!

10/24/2018 5:03 PM
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373

The streets need to have the lane lines painted more often. At night and when it rains you cannot
see what lane you are in. Potholes need to be filled more rapidly.

10/24/2018 4:55 PM

374

Get a Kiddy Park like Bartlesville. Continue the sidewalk on 97th street from 86th st. to the
entrance to Bailey Fairways. Fix the dip thing on 19th st. and Birch. Put in an automatic light
changer for cars turning left on 19th. Get a miniture golf course like the one of hwy 169 in tulsa.
Get a Dollar theater. Put online viewing cameras in every class room and hall way in the schools,
so parents can see their kids because Pre K and Kindergartners shouldn't be BULLIED.plus it
would help in other ways too. Take away school absents.. if they have the grades to pass then
they should pass. not drop out because they had one to many absents.. Have free workshops for
kids to experience hands on things that matter like career, hobbies, skills! Get some night life
going.. there is nothing for people who are up at night and sleep during the day. Get a pool hall
with out alcohol for adults.

10/24/2018 4:52 PM

375

Streets

10/24/2018 4:50 PM

376

A new movie theatre or total renovation of ours and neighborhood streets are totally awful. As well
as we have had countless problems with the mail woman and trash man

10/24/2018 4:20 PM

377

N/a

10/24/2018 4:19 PM

378

More diversity in shops and restaurants.... less chains more unique places. Another organic
grocery store would be nice. A bookstore, bike lanes.

10/24/2018 4:10 PM

379

Streets, arterial need to be widened, others need to be resurfaced

10/24/2018 4:05 PM

380

Street and widening the streets

10/24/2018 3:45 PM

381

Streets, stop lights and on/off ramps.

10/24/2018 3:44 PM

382

More specialized Drs of medicine, widen 76 St. North, Continue with the Redbud District

10/24/2018 3:40 PM

383

Dining and entertainment options need more variety

10/24/2018 3:39 PM

384

Outdoor recreation

10/24/2018 3:28 PM

385

street improvement/repair. Flashing yellow arrow for turn lanes

10/24/2018 3:22 PM

386

N/a

10/24/2018 3:19 PM

387

Trails for walking and bike riding

10/24/2018 3:15 PM

388

No opinion

10/24/2018 3:14 PM

389

Walkway over 129th street!

10/24/2018 3:11 PM

390

Most neighborhoods have great streets. Our neighborhood has gotten some new street work but
not the streets we live on and they are the worst. (Right behind post office). Add that to my 1
neighbors who has his pot parties and it makes us look like the one ghetto street in the
neighborhood. It’s nicer than that. Just could use a nice pretty road and the adjacent cull de sac
redone.

10/24/2018 3:10 PM

391

Widening streets to accommodate traffic

10/24/2018 3:08 PM

392

The lights on 96th street are timed terribly at the off ramp of 169...it’s awful there. I dread when I
have to drive from one end of the town to the other because of the stop lights.

10/24/2018 3:07 PM

393

Road conditions

10/24/2018 3:07 PM

394

Older roads need to be repaired and the decaying, run down apartments and housing NEED to be
addressed. It’s an eyesore in an otherwise beautiful community as well as a threat to public safety
by attracting crime and drugs into Owasso.

10/24/2018 3:06 PM

395

north owasso

10/24/2018 3:00 PM

396

Keep the crime rate low!

10/24/2018 2:56 PM

397

Roads and more police to combat he increase in violent crime

10/24/2018 2:53 PM

398

Traffic congestion and accidents. I see too many of them every day and no cops doing anything
about it.

10/24/2018 2:47 PM

399

Streets, pool for community & school us, new movie theater

10/24/2018 2:47 PM
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400

More police officers for patrolling schools and neighborhoods to help in a preventive way rather
than a responsive way.

10/24/2018 2:42 PM

401

First and foremost, I would like to see more money put into police and
firefighting/ambulance....public safety, I guess you would call it. We continue to grow, so we need
more public safety professionals. Then, I think the next priority is the streets. They need work.
Some need widened, some need repaired in general. These are my top 2.

10/24/2018 2:38 PM

402

Street repair

10/24/2018 2:36 PM

403

The roads on main street need improvement. N 121st E Ave strip mall needs clear exists without
bushes or signs blocking the view of oncoming traffic.

10/24/2018 2:34 PM

404

nnnn

10/24/2018 2:30 PM

405

The older areas need attention. Plan growth better to integrate the developments. Learn from
gathering space and plan for parking.

10/24/2018 2:25 PM

406

Making sure we continue to grow with the times with entertainment for adults and families alike
and moving to modernize some of the newer businesses and restaurants moving in.

10/24/2018 2:25 PM

407

Traffic control. Already have plenty of chicken and Tex-Mex restaurants.

10/24/2018 2:17 PM

408

More restaurants

10/24/2018 2:15 PM

409

City beautification (island planters, retail and commercial building requirements/code)

10/24/2018 2:12 PM

410

Bike and walking trails. Expand road from 86th and Memorial toward I-75.

10/24/2018 2:06 PM

411

Expanded streets and more things to do. Expand the city limit lines. 40,000 people in city limits but
100,000 in school line and surrounding areas.

10/24/2018 2:06 PM

412

Caring about life in the city other than bringing in business. Explore other ways to create revenue
beside sales tax. Then we can become a sustainable place to live.

10/24/2018 1:50 PM

413

More police, sidewalks and bike paths, and more entertainment

10/24/2018 1:49 PM

414

Neighborhood roads!

10/24/2018 1:49 PM

415

The traffic lights are horrible.

10/24/2018 1:46 PM

416

improvement in all areas will help any community. You don't want to remain complacent.

10/24/2018 1:44 PM

417

Streets and public safety. We are growing faster than those vital services are keeping up.

10/24/2018 1:43 PM

418

Streets, curbside recycling

10/24/2018 1:43 PM

419

Bigger streets to accommodate traffic,

10/24/2018 1:43 PM

420

The intersection at 106th & 129th needs a light. It is the intersection from hell especially in the
morning before school and after school (Rejoice). It is very dangerous. I also live down 106th and
there are times when I can’t even pull out of my driveway because cars are lined up so far. Light
would make it soooooo much safer.

10/24/2018 1:34 PM

421

1. THE SPORTS PARK!!!!! WHY is there one exit? the back exit does not connect. So literally
there are thousands of families going in and out of one exit for soccer AND baseball. The south
baseball lots are nice....too bad it is rarely used in comparison to the North lots which are packed
and UNSAFE. Why were the soccer parking lots not paved???? Honestly, the park is unsafe...kids
as young as 5 are having to cross a road to get to their practice because there are not enough
fields/parking. Also, I have been out there when a dangerous storm popped up during practice
hours. Cars could not get out of the park because there were hundreds trying to leave at the same
time. It's a liability in my opinion.

10/24/2018 1:29 PM

422

Traffic flow

10/24/2018 1:29 PM

423

Traffic congestion at key times of the day

10/24/2018 1:24 PM

424

The city needs amenities found in a larger YMCA, such as an Olympic sized pool. Bicycle routes
to the Cherokee industrial park, Mohawk/airport area, and North/South throughout the city would
make this a great place to live and contribute to our overall health.

10/24/2018 1:20 PM

425

Streets, more entertainment and retailers.

10/24/2018 1:16 PM

426

The city needs to hire more police/fire to better serve this growing community.

10/24/2018 1:14 PM
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427

Streets in Ator Heights still improvement. Widening of Garnett will be a nightmare while in
progress, but wry niceness when complketed

10/24/2018 1:04 PM

428

Schools

10/24/2018 12:57 PM

429

Traffic violations.

10/24/2018 12:55 PM

430

Widen roads, work on traffic during busy times, provide more entertainment options for families

10/24/2018 12:55 PM

431

I think environmental efforts could be strengthened. Institute a curb recycling program and
educate people on what can and cannot be recycled and the impact recycling has on us locally. If
you institute this in schools, the kids will get excited about it and push to continue it at home. That's
exactly what happened for us. My brother and I were educated about the impact of paper
production and we instituted paper recycling at home. As we've learned more, we've all begun
recycling more! And it's lasted long after my brother and I left hime. I feel like most of the
environmental empathy is due to ignorance.

10/24/2018 12:54 PM

432

Streets, zoning/planning, appropriation of funds.

10/24/2018 12:53 PM

433

More parks, sidewalks...needs to remove many of the stop signs and increase the speed limits on
the rural roads (East)

10/24/2018 12:47 PM

434

The east west corridors in the city are a gauntlet of traffic lights. The are not synchronized to allow
for the smooth flow of traffic. It seems traffic lights are thrown up with out any thought or process.

10/24/2018 12:34 PM

435

Schools, the high school looks like a prison from 86th and 129th. Plant a tree, put a window in the
building. It is a huge let down. Take a look at Yukon high school, it is really nice. The lights in some
parts of the city are ridiculous. 76th and the west service road north/south bound only about three
or four cars get through on the 7 second cycle. Parks, restaurants, shopping, code enforcement
and public safety are keys to a better city.

10/24/2018 12:27 PM

436

Schools

10/24/2018 12:22 PM

437

keeping the older communities updated.

10/24/2018 12:19 PM

438

Senior citizens housing!!!!! Build streets to take running water into drains. Help residents who need
French drains and piers on their housing due to city’s lack of structural engineering adherence to
land development. Citizens rely on the city to make builders and developers develop and build
properly. I feel like I live in the Wild West. Money trumps doing the right thing.

10/24/2018 12:16 PM

439

Traffic control.. right now it’s awful

10/24/2018 12:08 PM

440

Change mindset to be more inclusive and diverse to cultural differences. Become more of a
cultural center for music,art, entertainment.

10/24/2018 12:02 PM

441

Most important at the moment is street improvements.

10/24/2018 11:54 AM

442

With regards to question 24. The traffic flow needs to be fixed.

10/24/2018 11:39 AM

443

With as big of a city that Owasso is we should already have had a curbside recycling program put
into place. We have greatly fallen behind other cities our size when it comes to that. Also they
need to keep expanding the extremely congested roads i.e. 86th street headed towards highway
75.

10/24/2018 11:25 AM

444

More programs for Owasso employers and focus on local businesses. Better parks and recreation
programs and options.

10/24/2018 11:25 AM

445

Implementing curbside recycling. Mr Murph is taken advantage of leaving the businesses having to
clean up after people. This is causing less and less businesses offering this option. The recycle
center is difficult due to limited hours and having to separate recycling.

10/24/2018 11:23 AM

446

Main Street is in very poor condition. You have to stay in the left lane to avoid the jarring of your
car and the people in the right hand land come veer into the left lane which makes it dangerous.
Also when you go down Main to 76th there is no left arrow to turn and with the new restaurants
going in I think there needs to be a signal. There also needs to be a signalization improvement at
76th and 129th. The cars coming down 129th wanting to turn left on 76th always have to run the
red lights to turn especially at 5 pm.

10/24/2018 11:21 AM

447

N/A Maintain current vision...

10/24/2018 11:14 AM

448

x

10/24/2018 11:11 AM
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449

Get REAL in your thinking and planning, with the limit of sales tax revenue we need to define what
we need to do and do it with excellence and quit trying to be like other Cities. Owasso's strengths
will allow is to be unique, we need to set the pace not keep up with the "Joneses"

10/24/2018 11:10 AM

450

Recreation and entertainment for families!

10/24/2018 11:04 AM

451

For a large running community, our sidewalks are beyond awful! Huge cracks, holes & uneven
areas ALL over town. When we run in the early morning hours & have to run in the street to avoid
getting injured on the horrible sidewalks, cars are NOT friendly. But, they typically aren't runners
who have to experience the sidewalks and the injuries that could have or have happened to us.

10/24/2018 11:00 AM

452

Less Chicken and more healthy options to eat. I cannot believe we do not have a Tropical
Smoothie yet. When the first one came to Tulsa, I was sure our city was on top of their game into
obtaining such a place. But no, Tulsa obtain a second and BA beat us. Why so much more
chicken than this place. someone who helps these chains come to our town needs to venture off a
little more and see what is hot. Like the restaurant chain O'Charleys.. for just one example.

10/24/2018 10:57 AM

453

Pretty sure I already stated what needs to be improved. More dining, entertainment/recreation,
improve aesthetics, continue increasing number of police/patrol cars....safety is #1

10/24/2018 10:55 AM

454

traffic control and thinking ahead as businesses come into Owasso. New traffic on 106th street
near 169 with Rejoice and now a convenient store and the stop signs back up daily - just as an
example. Put some forethought into the planning of the traffic and get ahead of the congestion
before it starts. All the stop lights along 96th street, of which some are so close together and not
timed so that you can get through one without blocking traffic. A nightmare. Looks like106th street
is going to be next with stop lights every little bit because we didn't think ahead and the road
intersections are not designed for lots of traffic (106th street east of 169 for example)

10/24/2018 10:50 AM

455

It appears crime has been in the news more lately. I don't know if the crime rate is actually up or
not, but would like the overall safety of the community to be maintained. Traffic congestion is not
good. On Hwy 169, the five miles from 116th to around 86th is generally congested in the morning
traffic, often wrecks. That's why I moved from the N side to S part of Owasso to alleviate that part
of the morning drive. That critical 5 miles made all the difference in my morning commute. Driving
into Owasso after work, Hwy 169 is often congested also with the bottleneck from 3 lanes to 2
lanes northbound. That is my least favorite part of Owasso. Park-wise, I know of a few parks in
Owasso. Many of them are geared toward families with children - Sports Complex, Rayola, not
sure of others. Centennial Park is one of the more peaceful ones. It would be nice to have more of
that. Thank you.

10/24/2018 10:49 AM

456

Zoning to allow for denser development and mixed-use development.

10/24/2018 10:46 AM

457

See above.

10/24/2018 10:43 AM

458

traffic on Garrnet and east 76 street

10/24/2018 10:43 AM

459

Main arterial streets. Places like Broken Arrow and Edmond seem to have made a serious
investment in their street infrastructure and the business and residential growth followed rapidly.

10/24/2018 10:41 AM

460

youth activities

10/24/2018 10:40 AM

461

Main streets to the neighborhoods need widening and repaired, such as 106th and 145th.

10/24/2018 10:37 AM

462

Even though it is under renovation, the area in front of QuikTrip during rush hour is a nightmare,
and I assume with four lanes will just be worse. Also would there be any way to create a sky-way
or bridge across the mid-high and high school for the safety of the kids crossing the road? I know
that would most likely be in a school budget but it seems to make sense to do. The sides could be
winding ramps accessible for the handicap students as well.

10/24/2018 10:36 AM

463

Streets.

10/24/2018 10:36 AM

464

streets, need bikepaths

10/24/2018 10:30 AM

465

Build traffic circles instead of massive stoplights.

10/24/2018 10:30 AM

466

Public Service and streets.

10/24/2018 10:29 AM

467

Continue the street improvements, increase walkability, do something about the traffic signals that
actually improves the flow.

10/24/2018 10:27 AM

468

Entertainment, Outdoor family recreation, Walking Trails, Run/Race location, Sports facilities,
Dining options,nicer restaurants - less fast food we need variety. New or renovated Movie theater
(this is a huge need).

10/24/2018 10:27 AM
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469

I believe the infrastructure needs to increase to meet the demands of a rapidly growing community
to keep pace with the growth.

10/24/2018 10:26 AM

470

Entertainment

10/24/2018 10:25 AM

471

All

10/24/2018 10:23 AM

472

Congestion at lights on 96th Street. The streets around the Redbud District.

10/24/2018 10:23 AM

473

There are a lot of neighborhoods that complain about speeding and running stop signs.
Neighborhoods definitely need better and safer streets for our children.

10/24/2018 10:19 AM

474

Hiring more police and firemen

10/24/2018 10:17 AM

475

I would love to see more recreational places and things to do with younger kids. Possibly
improving the movie theater. A water park/public pool would be great! Similar to those in Broken
Arrow or Sapulpa.

10/24/2018 10:17 AM

476

The thing I like least are the railway crossings in the area of Mingo and 106th. I don't know if the
City can do anything about that, but they are not safe. The track is not visible and there are no
devices, so it makes me avoid that intersection as much as possible.

10/24/2018 10:10 AM

477

Civil engineering. The streets and intersections do not flow well. Growth can be addressed
immediately by simply lining up intersections to assist with flow of traffic better.

10/24/2018 7:38 AM

478

City pool, animal shelter,

10/23/2018 10:40 PM

479

Animal shelter and the main roads. The shelter to not euthanize and main roads need evaluated for
the growth and influx of people. Two lane main roads aren’t cutting it.

10/23/2018 9:09 PM

480

Streets and the animal shelter

10/23/2018 8:25 PM

481

More police presence in the neighborhoods. We do not like the crime increase. We need
something done for all these lost and disgarded pets; like a spay/neuter law.

10/23/2018 8:01 PM

482

More nite life areas and restaurants.

10/23/2018 7:58 PM

483

I can't believe the amount of money we have spent on dog parks and walking trails when our town
kids still don't have a pool. I'm embarrassed when my daughter swims in towns of less than 5000
people who have a fabulous rec center with pool and we have nothing.

10/23/2018 2:42 PM

484

Bringing in retail and restaurants and addressing busy intersections such as HWY 266 and 193rd
outside of Stone Canyon

10/23/2018 2:28 PM

485

Indoor swimming venue should nice all surrounding school districts have access for their teams.
Owasso mom group people are asking for local swim teams which are not available

10/23/2018 12:07 PM

486

Streets are in need of upgrades and repairs. Would love more food and shopping vendors to
attract and keep the younger families here.

10/23/2018 11:45 AM

487

Providing better outdoor trails, biking, hiking, walking, maybe a kids pump track

10/23/2018 11:43 AM

488

We need to attract more quality restaurants. My main complaint with Owasso currently is it is the
fast food capital of the world.

10/23/2018 10:11 AM

489

76th and 96th need widened and resurfaced to 176th steeet.

10/23/2018 9:57 AM

490

More walking trails and bike trails. Large Central Park for the community. It would be nice to have
a park in Owasso for children with disabilities. Equipment at the current parks is limited. A nice
movie theater like Cinemark or Warren. The current one in Owasso is terrible. Trolly type car on all
weekends to take people to different retail shops- not just during the Christmas holiday. More
outdoor festival events- maybe concerts.

10/23/2018 9:48 AM

491

Sit down dining, Improve road conditions, keep it local.

10/23/2018 9:35 AM

492

Main roads and traffic flow

10/23/2018 9:04 AM

493

Expand the 76th street for the Stone Canyon shopping development to be added.

10/23/2018 7:11 AM

494

The 2 lane roads to the east of highway 169, very poor condition. If not a “city” concern it needs to
be communicated to proper departments. It’s still considered Owasso.

10/23/2018 5:38 AM

495

Widen/repair streets

10/23/2018 4:18 AM
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496

I think Owasso greatly needs more entertainment/recreation. Our neighborhood Facebook page
had a new resident ask for a recommendation for “date night” in town. The response was
overwhelmingly “not in Owasso!” I found that sad, but true. The only way to our neighborhood is
via congested two lane roads. No matter which one you choose. 76th, 86th, or 96th. If I had
realized what a pain the commute, just to drive 5 to 7 miles would be, i honestly would’ve
reconsidered buying where I did. Not to mention the fact that the roads seem to have endless
potholes. I already mentioned that bike trails would be a great addition to the city. I also think there
needs to be some kind of oversight to the blasting at the quarries. It seems to be getting worse.
Regardless of what everyone says, I can only imagine the damage it’s doing to our homes.

10/22/2018 10:59 PM

497

Communication - for example: workers started tearing up the street in front of my house today - no
notification.

10/22/2018 10:28 PM

498

76th and streets toward Stone Canyon in desparate need of upgrades

10/22/2018 8:19 PM

499

Roads and safety in public parking lots

10/22/2018 8:12 PM

500

Walking trails, parks - although I think rayola is a Great park Less chain restaurants

10/22/2018 8:08 PM

501

Trails

10/22/2018 8:01 PM

502

Stop stacking intersections/stoplights every 75 feet. Go to Texas and learn how to build access
roads that include highway on/off ramps.

10/22/2018 6:37 PM

503

Better neighborhood streets. More police awareness (community policing). More awareness of the
facility of TCC.

10/22/2018 12:53 PM

504

Walking, biking trials or sidewalks

10/22/2018 9:42 AM

505

Bicycle trails throughout the city connecting schools or surrounding the perimeter of the city and
also bike lanes!

10/22/2018 8:26 AM

506

POOL

10/22/2018 8:02 AM

507

Recycling

10/21/2018 10:41 PM

508

Address the drug problem with youth.

10/21/2018 9:56 PM

509

Entertainment, high-paying jobs, high-end retail, performing arts,

10/21/2018 9:37 PM

510

Wider streets. If more retail and food options are added, locate in different areas - the 96th street
area is already too congested.

10/21/2018 4:41 PM

511

Neighborhood builders pack in houses (narrow driveways, narrow streets). This pushes many
homeowners and families to park in the street which creates 1-lane traffic and multiple accident
prone locations, especially around corners. This upsets alot of homeowners.

10/21/2018 4:34 PM

512

Street widening needs to keep up with influx of new homes being built. New people equals more
traffic on small two lane roads equals nightmare.

10/21/2018 2:32 PM

513

Cycling trails and equipment in the dog park for the dogs to play/train on.

10/21/2018 2:07 PM

514

Need to do more improvements in the older parts of town. Sidewalks, roads , overall appearance.

10/21/2018 1:56 PM

515

96th Street widening (from 129th to Mingo) - too congested and its much worse during the
holidays.

10/21/2018 1:40 PM

516

Bike trails please! More large parks! 1 or 2 more things for family entertainment

10/21/2018 12:04 PM

517

Street repairs all over the place; curbside recycling; revamping the mindset re the golf course;
improvements to the Community Center and other still-used buildings that are over 30 years of
age; there are still some structures along Main Street that look pretty shabby compared to the new
construction right near the intersection with 76th. I would also like to see signage along our main
streets indicating location of places such as the library, police station, City Hall, fire stations,
Community center, recycle center, etc. Maybe with the Redbud logo on them?

10/21/2018 10:58 AM

518

Streets, bike paths and racks, budget overhaul (how much is spent on printing character sheets to
include in city bills that are trashed unread?), traffic flow (especially 96th & 129th)

10/21/2018 6:34 AM

519

Some of the neighborhood streets really need to be repaired.

10/20/2018 9:12 PM

520

Roads to accomodate traffic flow. A reasonable mode of transportation with extended or flexible
hours for citizens that don't drive but need to work and can be more independent.

10/20/2018 5:23 PM

521

Traffic flow and streets

10/20/2018 12:04 PM
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522

Continue the growth and development of downtown Owasso like Broken Arrow has done over the
last few years. As the growth of Owasso continues, we need more parks and recreation areas. We
also need more sports fields so Owasso can continue to compete with Tulsa areas in sports like
soccer & lacrosse.Too many kids have to leave Owasso for better competition.

10/20/2018 10:07 AM

523

96th street traffic flow.

10/20/2018 8:40 AM

524

Streets during rush hours on 86th Street is a mess. Needs to be widened. City needs more police
presence to deter crime maybe?

10/20/2018 8:14 AM

525

Street maintenance (potholes), need more sidewalks, widen main arteries. It would be great if
there was more prompt and comprehensive dead animal retrieval.

10/20/2018 7:22 AM

526

More jogging trails, reduce crowding in schools, outdoor swimming pool

10/20/2018 1:56 AM

527

Read above to see the answer to this question.

10/19/2018 11:42 PM

528

Check out construction sites...especially on 116th/Hwy 20 in between Garnett & Mingo. They
leave it so messy. That's probably where I've gotten the last 3 nails in my tires!

10/19/2018 9:28 PM

529

Streets

10/19/2018 5:39 PM

530

It would really be nice if there was a real “downtown”.....

10/19/2018 4:39 PM

531

The more options for entertainment to bring people to Owasso. Reduce crime and supporting
schools.

10/19/2018 2:45 PM

532

Lots of road congestion. Rush hour is awful.

10/19/2018 2:16 PM

533

We need a community pool.

10/19/2018 1:31 PM

534

Police presence.

10/19/2018 1:22 PM

535

Street improvment of concrete, not continuous black tar on 106th between 129th and Garnett.
There have been times when one could lose a tire from the depth and massive jarring of the hole in
front of Burberry. This street takes your car up and down. I drive it 5 days/week to take my son to
school and it’s awful.

10/19/2018 12:59 PM

536

Streets. Teenage facility, public pool. Ponds in parks need to be taken care of so they do not turn
green. Community garden

10/19/2018 10:48 AM

537

Timing of lights at 96 and 129

10/19/2018 10:26 AM

538

169 Traffic during AM or early 5PM traffic. We want to kill each other and there has got to be a
better way.

10/19/2018 10:06 AM

539

Many neighborhood streets are too narrow arterial streets need more turn lanes

10/19/2018 9:42 AM

540

Traffic control

10/19/2018 8:41 AM

541

Streets especially curbs and sidewalks in many areas. I do a lot of walking and play with my
grandchildren and pushing a stroller in some areas is impossible and people have no respect and
park over the sidewalks. Main street trash collection is a mess. Trashcans get left for days in the
middle of sidewalk and trash trucks leave behind lots of nasty trash in the middle of sidwalk

10/19/2018 7:46 AM

542

106th St East, a stop light at 116th St &145th

10/19/2018 7:35 AM

543

Raise the speed limits on all five lane roads to 45 mph. Quit being nothing but a speed trap with
your ridiculous 35 mph BS. No more traffic signals until you can time the ones you have properly.

10/19/2018 7:34 AM

544

Traffic congestion, badly placed and timed stop lights. Neighborhood streets are used for short
cuts and thoroughfares where speeding is not enforced, 98th St N in El Rio Vista particularly

10/19/2018 5:34 AM

545

Layout! Better forthought of street planning, traffic light flow....... This town has stopped making
sense, it’s all disorganized and lacks and kind of unique quality.

10/19/2018 12:59 AM

546

better traffic control at rush hour at 96th and 129th, traffic light at 129th and 106th

10/18/2018 9:59 PM

547

We need to bring in more white collar professional. Stop allowing so many restaurants that serve
the same types of food to open. Which means we need a better variety of restaurants. More
healthy places to eat. More entertainment. Need to greatly increase the quality of traffic lights.
More right hand turning lanes to help ease congestion at lights. No more billboards on 169. Very
unsightly.

10/18/2018 9:51 PM

548

More sidewalks

10/18/2018 9:50 PM
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549

Traffic congestion. Put turning lanes in. Too many red light runners. Speeding in school zones.

10/18/2018 9:46 PM

550

Streets and additional parks/recreational areas. Community pool with water slide.

10/18/2018 9:31 PM

551

Our streets in Silvercreek are pretty rough. I would enjoy not dodging potholes on our way to and
from work each day.

10/18/2018 8:53 PM

552

Trails and recreational areas as well as traffic congestion on streets. I realize Owasso’s growth is
challenging to keep up with but traffic congestion is rough in many areas.

10/18/2018 8:40 PM

553

Widen 86th street heading west to hwy 75

10/18/2018 8:36 PM

554

Streets especially 106th

10/18/2018 8:06 PM

555

We need a pool for the high school kids to train in and for the community to use.

10/18/2018 7:11 PM

556

Quality road improve ments , quality road repairs,better planning to improve access to retailers
,traffic light synchronizing,(do not block intersection is not an acceptable solution) school zones are
unreasonably long ,need solution for parents picking up school kids, so they don't interfere with
right of way traffic

10/18/2018 6:52 PM

557

Traffic congestion on 96th and 129

10/18/2018 6:49 PM

558

Traffic control around 169 exits

10/18/2018 6:31 PM

559

Traffic light management

10/18/2018 5:55 PM

560

Main street, and the main arterial streets, IE.76th, 86th, 96th, 106th, 116th, as well as 129th and
145th. These streets need a lot of improvement. Other than that maybe another park, and more
places for kids to go besides the skating rink, skate park or bowling alley.

10/18/2018 5:41 PM

561

Roads. Our city has been growing for years and will continue to do so. Our infrastructure is literally
choking the city. We need to expand several roads that are currently overcrowded, and expand
more roads that could potentially see a rise in usage.

10/18/2018 5:31 PM

562

Streets need widening, don’t be like South Tulsa. More community events, we should have an
Independence Day parade!

10/18/2018 5:19 PM

563

Congestion of traffic, creating more lanes. Continue to attract bigger business and dining options.
Increase unique entertainment options.

10/18/2018 5:14 PM

564

Traffic and recycling

10/18/2018 5:00 PM

565

Fix the roads!! Potholes are everywhere

10/18/2018 4:09 PM

566

The main streets need to be wider. More police officers and firefighter/paramedics. Top-quality
sports facilities. More housing options for seniors, like the one that was supposed to be built on
96th Street across from Nottingham.

10/18/2018 3:54 PM

567

More healthy food venues, like Zoe’s Kitchen, and Pei Wei. A new movie theatre. New
neighborhoods , with half acre to acre lots with trees, on the west side of Owasso, like the
Crossing , but more trees.

10/18/2018 3:43 PM

568

More entertainment opportunities, including restaurants and retail. More emphasis should be
placed on knowledge and learning. Ex: there aren’t ANY bookstores. Why? More emphasis should
be placed on healthy lifestyle- fitness related activities, walking trails, etc. City safety, etc.

10/18/2018 3:34 PM

569

Definitely retail and restaurant options. Absolutely better parks and walking trails. Easy, convenient
curbside recycling.

10/18/2018 3:12 PM

570

Need street sign for 106th and 129th E Ave. None there. I think the two 123rd streets off of 86th St
are very confusing and especially for new residents. Why can't one be place and one be street?
Maybe the city could straighten the big curve in front of Taco Bell, it's pretty dangerous.

10/18/2018 2:30 PM

571

I do think streets are an important factor. Some of the side streets and even main traffic roads are
not great. My friend got a flat on 106th after a rain because of the pot holes. The 4-way stop at
106th and 129th is very congested and any accidents there cause major problems. It will be nice
when Garnett is expanded, but it is really hard to get out of the neighborhoods onto Garnett
already. 86th street and 129th and 96th are nice in the main parts of town. So, that is a good move
in the right direction. Not sure how traffic can be addressed because a lot of people live in town,
but I know the city is aware.

10/18/2018 2:17 PM
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572

There are several street projects that are desperately needed, but they are in the works and they
do take time. Other than that, I think we are doing a great job. Amazing things are happening.
There are always nay-sayers, but for the most part, I think everyone loves the quality of life that
Owasso has to offer. I am definitely interested in seeing how the Redbud District develops
because I have 2 - 20 something kids that I would love to have move back home. But they both
live out of state. That's why quality jobs are so important.

10/18/2018 1:44 PM

573

Road expansion on 116th - from highway 169 to garnett; widen 96th southbound exit ramp; close
off 76th northbound exit that leads to the service to lessen traffic by qt and make use of the actual
exit;

10/18/2018 12:31 PM

574

Community pool

10/18/2018 12:15 PM

575

Bring in non kid friendly food or drink places. Change the speed limit to 40-45 in town.

10/18/2018 12:07 PM

576

Intersection of 106th and 129th needs a light and widening

10/18/2018 10:53 AM

577

Lacrosse fields

10/18/2018 10:50 AM

578

Growth needs to continue, but growth that respects the exiting development, not "waive" livability
design standards just to obtain another development

10/18/2018 10:40 AM

579

The physical condition of the streets is fine, but the streets do not adequately accommodate multimodal traffic (i.e., walking, bicycling, AND automotive traffic). There is a noticeable lack of
affordable housing.

10/18/2018 10:22 AM

580

Although I believe Owasso is doing well, the increase of robberies of businesses and homes is
alarming. I also believe a community Recreation Center (like Claremore) would be more affordable
than the YMCA.

10/18/2018 10:18 AM

581

street, community pool or rec centerwould be great.

10/18/2018 10:08 AM

582

Garnett widening needs to be expedited and WILL NEED A SIGNAL regardless of federal funding!!

10/18/2018 9:07 AM

583

Street repairs

10/18/2018 8:50 AM

584

Streets (rehab and expanding-I know that is happening), hiring more police, promoting more
physical health such as biking, running, etc.

10/18/2018 8:43 AM

585

Roads! More activities to keep our people here. Upscale shopping and dining. Bringing people to
Owasso to spend money! Perhaps offer some incentives for the landowners in our land locked city
to invest in things we need instead of poor quality track homes.

10/18/2018 8:11 AM

586

Jasons Deli

10/18/2018 8:11 AM

587

Streets need to be wider and better timed lights.

10/18/2018 7:53 AM

588

Places for families and teens to hang out. Continue to improve neighborhood streets. More
outdoor options for activities. Other restaurant options, love the new pie five. We have too many
burger joints and Mexican food. Would like to see some healthier options available. Hiking trail?
Mall? Bookstore/coffee house/ gelateria?

10/18/2018 7:36 AM

589

Streets. Speed tables in neighborhoods

10/18/2018 7:09 AM

590

Honestly im happy as is, mainly upkeep is needed and maybe some small additional projects but
as long as quality is maintained and upkept id be happy

10/18/2018 6:43 AM

591

-

10/18/2018 6:35 AM

592

Traffic management and streets. Silly speed limits: 35 mph for 5 lane roads and 40-50 mph for 2
lane roads. Placement of traffic lights that are not synchronized to allow for through traffic and
people blocking intersections.

10/18/2018 6:09 AM

593

Walking trails, bike trails, parks and overall healthy lifestyles options.

10/18/2018 4:39 AM

594

Streets Outdoor passive areas

10/18/2018 3:26 AM

595

Better playgrounds for families. Elm creek park really needs updating. Playgrounds with shade.
Quit building churches and fast food places

10/18/2018 1:54 AM

596

The highways are way too jammed and our commute causes a lot of problems for folks.

10/18/2018 12:11 AM

597

86th street, high school area and street so it’s not a battle between you and the buses everyday.
Maybe Staggering Start times at the high school.

10/17/2018 11:55 PM
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598

Streets

10/17/2018 11:38 PM

599

Residential roads in some neighborhoods like Preston Lakes needs improved! Expand the YMCA.
More restraunts not fast food.

10/17/2018 11:34 PM

600

I think the schools need to focus less on sports and more on academics. I also think that we need
to incorporate all of these "centers (6th grade, 7th grade, etc.) into three Junior Highs and 3 High
Schools, and every school gets a new mascot, and a new name. (because the younger kids learn
from big kids, just like in elementary school) We need to get contractors and others who have a
vested interest in the outcome off of city committees and boards - they can't be/aren't objective.
And we need to remember first and foremost that the citizens of Owasso are it's greatest
RESOURCE and not its PRODUCT - so do NOT sell our data, or allow outside companies that
don't care about us to "manage" systems for the city just to save a few dollars. Curbside recycling
should have been done a long time ago - and if you are going to keep that recycle center open,
keep it OPEN - limiting the hours means that people either don't use it, or sneak in and dump trash
inappropriately. And in all things relating to this city and it's schools and it's First Responders and
the very people who sit in that old bank building (you should be ashamed of overpaying for that
building, especially in the condition it was in) every day and help run our city, I beg of you to use
your common sense. To ask yourself if every action you take is *really* in the best interest of the
citizens, and when the answer is no, to use your integrity and your decency to say so. And above
all else, do not let partisan politics creep into city affairs - we are all citizens of this city, this state,
this nation first and foremost. Political party is just a box you tick on your voter registration. Good
luck.

10/17/2018 11:24 PM

601

Funtastic Island Park needs maintenance as well as Elm Creek Park. Get public transportation for
the handicapped, that is city funded. Offer free swimming classes in the community to help prevent
future child drowning.

10/17/2018 11:18 PM

602

more jobs, sports areas

10/17/2018 11:02 PM

603

Street work - whether it’s road repair or putting my the proper street signs. My neighborhood for
example has a few speed bumps, but it’s missing a few signs that indicate there is a bump. Also,
what the heck is going on with garnet between 96th & 106th? Seems like they’re taking forever
just to widen the road? I did not purchase a home i loved in sawgrass because of that. If they’re
going to put a light at 106th and 145th, they should put one at 96th and 145th because that
intersection is a NIGHTMARE.

10/17/2018 10:39 PM

604

Crime is creeping in, especially theft. Traffic is becoming an issue in certain areas.

10/17/2018 10:36 PM

605

Leadership and community. Segregated Vision Bad planning that you want a "downtown" but have
an ugly industrial park. Move Dale and Lee. Tear down donut next to park and move tea house to
Tavern on the green. Add parking where dale & lee for the green and gathering on main. Who
wants an expensive apartment over smoke looking at auto repair! And trash recycling? People
can't stroll main like BA, Claremore and Collinsville. 76 is a 5 lane highway. 76 main will park
people behind and come and go. Not BA where rooftop dining and a chocolate shop. Breakfast on
the sidewalk. You built buildings not a culture.

10/17/2018 10:33 PM

606

I would love the opportunity to ride a bicycle between larger areas, so either bike paths or bike
lanes would be nice.

10/17/2018 10:27 PM

607

Improvements with traffic flow throughout the entire city. Improve bathroom facilities at city parks.
Curbside recycling.

10/17/2018 10:23 PM

608

76 and 86 between hwy 169 to 145th more shopping and eateries

10/17/2018 10:23 PM

609

More food options, entertainment, widening of roads

10/17/2018 10:01 PM

610

More restaurants and retail

10/17/2018 9:47 PM

611

I would like to 76th street widened all the way to Stone Canyon. More homes are being built all
along the way, which will cause more congestion on just a two-lane road.

10/17/2018 9:35 PM

612

There needs to be side walk on 86 connecting all the way down. Currently it breaks for land and
separates the park from the sidewalk forcing you to have to walk into the busy street. The parks
need to be updated and better maintained. See collinsville Park. Our residents need to be staying
and using Owasso instead of going to collinsville.

10/17/2018 9:28 PM

613

Schools are dropping in education services because the teachers are more worried about money
than helping and caring for children

10/17/2018 9:18 PM

614

Owasso needs curb side recycling, a place or places for teens to go for entertainment.

10/17/2018 9:08 PM
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615

Traffic control and partnering better with Tulsa county on connector roads

10/17/2018 9:04 PM

616

Mainly just getting more entertainment options

10/17/2018 8:45 PM

617

More variety of restaurants and shops. More secondary schools. Slow the building of new
neighborhoods and focus on community members that are already here. More indoor
entertainment options!!!

10/17/2018 8:44 PM

618

Too many stray dogs running all over. Enforce the leash law and start impounding all that are
loose.

10/17/2018 8:43 PM

619

I already mentioned a trail system. After that I feel the greatest area of improvement would be
street widening and other measures to handle to increase in traffic bc of the great amenities we
have in owasso. 86th near Sheridan crossing should be 4 lanes, 86th and 96th around 169 is
always congested. 169 is terrible in the mornings and afternoon. I wish they would extend the 6
lanes all the way to 116th. But owasso truly is a great community. Please don’t cave to schools of
thought thatbsay you need to turn it into a low income slum. There are so many options to help the
low income community just a few miles away in north Tulsa. Keep owasso safe and vibrant.
Continue to bring in good jobs and fun things for families to do and owasso will continue to be the
shining star it is.

10/17/2018 8:37 PM

620

streets - recreation options by adding tennis/basketball courts /walking-running trails

10/17/2018 8:33 PM

621

Add an affordable community rec center. Prioritize safety and low crime rates.

10/17/2018 8:30 PM

622

Better maintenance of centennial park paths, they are so uneven. Need to expand intersections
that are constantly backed up.

10/17/2018 8:27 PM

623

Repaving 96th between Garnett and 129th. It is an embarrassment to our city to visitors. Make
widening identified streets more of a priority.

10/17/2018 8:25 PM

624

Less fast food; this does not lend to a healthier community and is taking up more city space.
Quality sit down restaurants would be much more appealing. Moreover, the lack of bicycle trails in
Owasso is disheartening. We have a local bicycle shop and now Academy; many of Owasso’s
residents are cyclists and this community is NOT cyclist friendly. There are few safe shoulders or
bike specific areas on the road so cyclists can commute to work or have a safe way out of the city
for leisure riding. There aren’t even signs to promote awareness that drivers should share the road
with cyclists. My husband is frequently harassed by drivers who throw things out the window, drive
too close (whether they are familiar with bicycle laws is an entirely different problem in itself),
and/or yell profanities, or intentionally try to run him off the road altogether. We’ve cycled for over
a decade and lived in various cities that welcomed and respected cyclists on the road, as the laws
for sharing the road are similar from state to state, it’s pretty sad to see a city like Owasso offer
nothing for cycling- a continuously increasing sport and leisure activity.

10/17/2018 8:17 PM

625

Main Street

10/17/2018 8:16 PM

626

Recycling!

10/17/2018 8:14 PM

627

The traffic/streets are terrible. Also there seems to be a rise in crime over the last few years.

10/17/2018 8:14 PM

628

Traffic, crime

10/17/2018 8:09 PM

629

More night, weekend entertainment & places for adults to get together. More kid friendly activities

10/17/2018 8:06 PM

630

106th St. N. And 129th E. Ave. Intersection need to be widened and have a traffic light. And in
general, address the street congestion at intersections when people block intersections and run
red lights.

10/17/2018 8:06 PM

631

Healthy eating, support small upcoming business owners.

10/17/2018 8:03 PM

632

Downtown, better streets, better traffic flow!

10/17/2018 8:02 PM

633

We need more entertainment choices. More festivals or outdoor events.

10/17/2018 7:57 PM

634

Street widening behind need -96th st from 169 to 129. 145th Hwy 20 to 86th, 76th from 169
heading east

10/17/2018 7:53 PM

635

We need 2 high schools.. OHS is over crowded and it’s crazy

10/17/2018 7:52 PM

636

We need biking & running trails for many miles!!

10/17/2018 7:48 PM

637

no

10/17/2018 7:48 PM
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638

Traffic congestion. The flow is terrible on the main roads. More natural parks with shade and a city
pool.

10/17/2018 7:47 PM

639

The main streets- 76th-96th need updated for better traffic control. Need to keep the police and fire
department growing to keep up with the crime that will continue to grow with the city growing.

10/17/2018 7:46 PM

640

Healthy dining options, hiking and running trails

10/17/2018 7:44 PM

641

Revamp movie theater

10/17/2018 7:42 PM

642

More diversity and things to do

10/17/2018 7:42 PM

643

Entertainment and street congestion

10/17/2018 7:35 PM

644

Widen key streets, add sidewalks everywhere, bike paths, recycling

10/17/2018 7:32 PM

645

More upper level schools. Make owasso unique. Stop bringing in chains. Make this city stand
apart from others. Less strip malls, more local options.

10/17/2018 7:27 PM

646

Stop letting developers decide the direction of the town. Get the police to slow bad drivers down by
doing the jobs and write some tickets.

10/17/2018 7:27 PM

647

Recycling. There should be curbside recycling offered.

10/17/2018 7:19 PM

648

parks that provide picnic areas, bike and walking trails. Fishing from the bank or a dock.
Restrooms and last but not least, a swimming pool.

10/17/2018 7:15 PM

649

Stop lights at all busy intersections need to be adjusted.

10/17/2018 7:14 PM

650

We need a higher quality of food; healthy foods. No more fast food type places, there is a huge
obesity problem in Oklahoma, healthy choices create a better community.

10/17/2018 7:14 PM

651

Traffic control! To many people running red lights. Traffic gets so backed up at 86 & memorial
because there isn't a turn lane. We need bike lanes so they aren't backing up traffic on the main
streets

10/17/2018 7:14 PM

652

It seems owasso has been very focused on maintaining and expanding main roads but roads like
Yale from 116th to 76th are in desperate need as well

10/17/2018 7:14 PM

653

116th street and German corner

10/17/2018 7:13 PM

654

Running trails, downtown bars, restaurants, entertainment

10/17/2018 7:12 PM

655

Better sinc of traffic control. You have to wait too long when there isn't any traffic.

10/17/2018 7:10 PM

656

I think it has been covered.

10/17/2018 7:03 PM

657

Not sure

10/17/2018 7:03 PM

658

Dogs in this city are out of control. In neighborhoods and parks, people are not made to keep them
on leashes

10/17/2018 7:02 PM

659

Desperately need running and bike trails!!! Ive been a resident for 12 years and so disappointed
we have nothing developed. Many of us go to Riverside for safety to exercise.

10/17/2018 6:52 PM

660

Traffic congestion, recycling

10/17/2018 6:39 PM

661

More quality restaurants and shopping and breakfast options

10/17/2018 6:28 PM

662

Make sure streets size keep up with developing neighborhoods

10/17/2018 6:27 PM

663

I would like each school to have their own individual resource officer.

10/17/2018 6:25 PM

664

Streets. School class sizes. Traffic.

10/17/2018 6:24 PM

665

Widen the streets and get rid of the 4 way stops on the more congested streets.

10/17/2018 6:16 PM

666

Roads. Schools

10/17/2018 5:58 PM

667

I would like to see the street projects start to take root BEFORE the growth. Meaning you see what
is coming in your community, so take care of the additional lights and widening to help the people
of your community be able to navigate it successfully.

10/17/2018 5:44 PM

668

Congestion on Street, Recreation, and restaurants. Particularly healthier options

10/17/2018 5:36 PM

669

Roads that are on the East side of 169, 76th, 86th, 96...I know the plans are in place for 76th St.
which will help, but farther East to 177th. I know some is in Rogers county, but....

10/17/2018 5:31 PM
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670

Street widening, overly congested traffic, crime

10/17/2018 5:30 PM

671

Traffic congestion on the main roads. Additional entertainment venues

10/17/2018 5:26 PM

672

Getting a bike area away from the busy streets

10/17/2018 5:13 PM

673

Stop lights, wider roads, fix potholes.

10/17/2018 5:11 PM

674

Widen 116th street especially where the sports park is located.

10/17/2018 5:06 PM

675

Parking in neighborhood streets. It’s a safety hazard as emergency vehicles wouldn’t be able to
get through neighborhood streets such as Lake Valkey due to cars parked in streets.

10/17/2018 4:57 PM

676

On 116 st n by Owasso Sports Complex. That road need to be wider. Maybe a have a center turn
lane. When there are games you cannot get through. No ambulance will be able to get through
with all of the traffic. Having a center turn lane would help relief some of the congestion during the
games.

10/17/2018 4:48 PM

677

We've got to continue funding safety and fire. But we MUST look at a quality of living bond. The
last time, the OTA got ahold of this and made it sound like crap. You need to get someone who
actually understands marketing campaigns to help make the community aware of the true issues a
bond. I know you can't legally try to sway a vote. Awareness alone is enough.

10/17/2018 4:41 PM

678

Please expand infrastructure more quickly to support new business and residential growth. Would
love a pool like BA!

10/17/2018 4:37 PM

679

More affordable youth sports, more entertainment options for adults.

10/17/2018 4:26 PM

680

Country roads

10/17/2018 4:03 PM

681

widen roads

10/17/2018 4:02 PM

682

Better coordination of city stop lights.

10/17/2018 3:52 PM

683

Quality lower-cost housing (75-100,000)

10/17/2018 3:52 PM

684

There are several busy roads and intersections that need to improve. The road going out to
Owasso Soccer fields gets horrendous during soccer season. Need to do more surveying at
lighted intersections. 76th and 129th especially.

10/17/2018 3:41 PM

685

Traffic flow, plain and simple. If people have to continue to deal with poor traffic flow there is a
notion that it just isn’t worth it. Also, I know Owasso is a thriving metropolis, but there should be
little reason to have every damn stoplight going every night. After 10PM It is possible to hit every
red light and take 10 minutes to go 1 mile and not encounter another car on 96th.

10/17/2018 3:27 PM

686

The roads, sub division roads are too small and narrow. Also more entertainment for kids.

10/17/2018 3:24 PM

687

Streets Garneet widening has been discussed since we moved to Owasso in 2005 and it is still not
complete. We can see progress but there are still days that go by with no one visably working on
it.

10/17/2018 3:17 PM

688

Roads... roads... roads... stop spending massive amounts of taxpayer money on parks, golf
courses, sports centers, etc and focus on repairing the streets.

10/17/2018 3:11 PM

689

Streets and traffic

10/17/2018 3:10 PM

690

Parks/nature trails. Dont think Owasso needs to grow much larger. Keep small town appeal

10/17/2018 3:10 PM

691

downtown, 76th st n

10/17/2018 3:09 PM

692

The City of Owasso needs to do a better job of promoting public events, i.e. City Council elections,
special elections and other events of public interest. It would cost little or nothing, for example, to
put an informative flyer in our monthly utility bill to keep the public informed of special events
important to our local residents.

10/17/2018 3:05 PM

693

I think we need some kind of bridge for the high school students to walk over so they aren’t
walking through the street. Someone could do a lot of harm with their car in a very short amount of
time.

10/17/2018 2:38 PM

694

76th between main and 169, main street, fill up patches for other roads that are a little rough

10/17/2018 2:35 PM

695

Improve traffic flow and releive the afternoon congestion. Many roads need improvement.

10/17/2018 2:29 PM
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696

Keep bringing great retail options and restaurants to town. Need to widen some of the streets and
fix some of the neighborhood streets for sure! Better access in and out of the Owasso Sports
complex.

10/17/2018 2:27 PM

697

The way the buses enter and exit the high school on 129th is a traffic mess. The buses need to
enter and exit the parking lot at the light instead of the backside of the West campus. Overall,
Owasso is a good place and we are thrilled with the investment being made in the Redbud
District....wish another name would have been chosen though, as that's what Broken Arrow and
several other communities call their's. At least it doesn't sound like a cult worship center like
Tulsa's The Gathering Place. Horrible name!

10/17/2018 2:20 PM

698

Traffic

10/17/2018 2:20 PM

699

Owasso is great! Update park bathrooms and parks in general. Better community center as well as
basketball courts and other free things for youth

10/17/2018 2:13 PM

700

1. Manufacturing. 2. Law abiding police and city employees. While I respect the officers and know
how dangerous their job is, I would like to see them obey traffic laws just like everyone else. I also
see several city vehicles acting like they are above the law as well. 3. I would like to see
better/more drug enforcement units. 4. Better patrolling of traffic violations. It is becoming like no
one in Owasso knows what a stop sign or red light are any more. I feel unsafe at times coming to
an intersection.

10/17/2018 2:10 PM

701

Streets and better traffic control light system. Too many times traffics at a stand still at lights due to
all lights being red, or the light is red with no traffic going through the green light. Traffic controlled
lights have never worked very well in this city.

10/17/2018 2:08 PM

702

Streets by far! 116th needs expanded west of 169. 126th from 161st to Garnett is in horrible
condition. Garnett north of 96th needs to be expanded as well as 76th St. Let's focus on those
areas and not the repaving of Smith Farm.

10/17/2018 2:01 PM

703

Fixing all the neighborhood streets and keep them maintained. Doing something about speeding,
red light running. We need a more present police force.

10/17/2018 1:56 PM

704

Roads need to be widened & potholes repaired.

10/17/2018 1:54 PM

705

Better traffic management. Vehicular density is out of control.

10/17/2018 1:53 PM

706

Streets, classroom size, more teachers, more special needs appropriate facilities.

10/17/2018 1:52 PM

707

Better maintenance of streets; think about future of residents that are aging-offer recreation or
social activities-gathering places for them.

10/17/2018 1:50 PM

708

Traffic flow but, not sure how to make that better. More people just means more cars.

10/17/2018 1:50 PM

709

First and foremost, the streets.

10/17/2018 1:35 PM

710

Streets and street lights

10/17/2018 1:27 PM

711

None

10/17/2018 1:26 PM

712

96th Street, intersections at 96th and 125th, 106th Street.

10/17/2018 1:26 PM

713

older neighborhoods needs better street, water need to widen 76 from hwy 169 to 129th E Ave.
this has beengoingon for over 10 years.

10/17/2018 1:15 PM

714

Develop a recycling program in conjunction with waste pickup.

10/17/2018 1:14 PM

715

Neighborhood streets and traffic controll

10/17/2018 1:08 PM

716

It's very important for the teens to have something to do during the summer. An aquatics park
would fill that gap, and the Owasso swim team would have a true home.

10/17/2018 1:08 PM

717

Owasso has grown as a community since I have lived here. I am disappointed in the entertainment
options that are available for the entire family. Oklahoma summers can be extremely hot and a
splash pad is not always ideal for everyone when it's over 95 degrees. Youth sports seem to be
very limited and overly priced. We lack clean facilities at all of the parks. Day care options are
limited for the size of the growing community. The streets have become very congested with the
increased development around town.

10/17/2018 1:06 PM

718

None

10/17/2018 1:00 PM
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719

Stop wasting money. And eliminate the "good old boy" network. Get some decent people on the
council and stop hiding council elections. Seems to me like the city doesn't want people voting in
the council elections.

10/17/2018 12:57 PM

720

The area at 86th & 129th where a lot of visitors pass thru looks awful. Local business/property
owners along both streets need to clean up. City needs to clean up the 4 corners at 86th & 129th.

10/17/2018 12:57 PM

721

86th and 96th

10/17/2018 12:57 PM

722

Roads and intersections.

10/17/2018 12:56 PM

723

We need an indoor pool. The one at the y is not structured for the needs for true exercise. It is nice
for the young people with the playground and slide, but not so great for those of us who want to
exercise.

10/17/2018 12:39 PM

724

Education

10/17/2018 12:30 PM

725

Recreation areas

10/17/2018 12:28 PM

726

Invest in amenities to support local community organizations - Owasso Community Choir, Owasso
Community Theater, Owasso Youth Orcehstra, etc. - like a multi-function performing arts venue
that is not run by the high school or the Community Center (which charges these non-profits way
too much for use, making it necessary for them to find others places to meet and rehearse).

10/17/2018 12:18 PM

727

Keep improving schools, need transportation options, more entertainment options and keep crime
down.

10/17/2018 12:13 PM

728

I realize this is a work in progress and you are doing the best you can, but the traffic patterns and
lights need some work.

10/17/2018 12:10 PM

729

Street improvements

10/17/2018 12:01 PM

730

Sell the golf course and spend the money on streets. Stop sub-standard street construction like
96th from Garnett to 129th that have to be repaired/rebuilt too soon at great expense. Stop putting
in too many traffic signals. You are causing traffic jams. We need much better planning. Like not
allowing Rejoice church to open a school without improving the 106th and 129th intersection. Then
improving 106th and 145th before 106th and 129th where traffic is stacked up every day and
several people have been killed.

10/17/2018 11:49 AM

731

Streets

10/17/2018 11:46 AM

732

Restaurants

10/17/2018 11:45 AM

733

Quality jobs

10/17/2018 11:40 AM

734

Arterial streets

10/17/2018 11:39 AM

735

Street work, Hwy 20

10/17/2018 11:27 AM

736

Recycling services

10/17/2018 11:26 AM

737

Diversity in food/retail, entertaininment, upgrade of parks, trails

10/17/2018 11:24 AM

738

Redbud and surroundings area and the flooding and trails at Central Park pond

10/17/2018 11:19 AM

739

Streets - wider and smoother!!!!

10/17/2018 11:13 AM

740

Increase streets budget! Increase Police force as well as police training. Quit Building city facilities
like the money pit at &6th and Main!

10/17/2018 11:12 AM

741

Street improvements and recycling options.

10/17/2018 11:10 AM

742

Streets/traffic flow is becoming a problem due to rapid growth. Also Consider road over freeway
from Aldi(service road? Area to smith farm market place. Less taxes - sales tax is higher than
California! Make food items exempt from sales tax per California.

10/17/2018 11:04 AM

743

Bringing in companies with high salary positions. Stop the growth in crime and violence. Stop all
support for illegals.

10/17/2018 10:58 AM

744

Streets, entertainment

10/17/2018 10:58 AM

745

New movie theater

10/17/2018 10:55 AM

746

more for the youth to do

10/17/2018 10:54 AM
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747

Making more concise decisions when when spending tax payers money. Such as ........ Putting in
left turn lane and not putting in left turn lights doesn’t make sense. Intersections sich as E 116th St
N and 129 does not make sense. Especially when this is a safety issue for citizens.

10/17/2018 10:52 AM

748

More shopping and entertainment

10/17/2018 10:51 AM

749

More Adult entertainment, one bathroom open at each park 24/7,

10/17/2018 10:51 AM

750

Street repair is definitely number one.....Owasso has done a horrible job in this area. The city
charter should be rewritten to form a strong mayoral form of gov't instead of what we have
now....the city manager is currently given too much power.

10/17/2018 10:50 AM

751

Making changes to attract better jobs, specifically those associated with internet development.
Owasso's proximity to Google's datacenter in Pryor could be better leveraged and getting
homegrown IT and internet could be a new industry that is sorely lacking in the Tulsa area. A
community run ISP could be useful in that regard.

10/17/2018 10:37 AM

752

Entertainment! Young People are bored and are having to drive to Tulsa to find entertainment!
Keep us in OUR city by keeping us entertained and safe.

10/17/2018 10:30 AM

753

Dining, the options are limited and repetitive. How many chicken places does one city need? We
need higher end fare and more diversity.

10/17/2018 10:14 AM

754

A school resource officer at every secondary and elementary school when school is in session. Or
allow school staff to legally conceal carry. Or at least put up a sign saying some staff are armed,
wether they are or not. Get rid of the "Our location is undefended" a.k.a. "gun-free zone" sign.
Because the only people that sign defends you from are law-abiding citizens. What's the response
time of an officer to stop to a threat all the way out at Stone Canyon if he is way over at Barnes or
Bailey elementary when he gets the call? Owasso children's safety should be the City of Owasso's
first concern.

10/17/2018 10:04 AM

755

More entertainment

10/17/2018 10:01 AM

756

Street widening projects seem to progress too slowly. Traffic signals are needed at the entrances
to neighborhoods (Sawgrass) regardless of what a study has shown. Try getting out of these
neighborhoods a few times a day and you would understand.

10/17/2018 10:00 AM

757

higher paying jobs, bike paths/walking trails, street maintenance, housing options,

10/17/2018 9:54 AM

758

Neighborhood access, there are several places where a neighborhood could be connected to a
street (Bailey Ranch Estates and the street west of Lowe's for example) to make it easier to get out
of the neighborhood

10/17/2018 9:51 AM

759

Roads! Entertainment, more affordable housing for those that aren’t rich and who cannot afford
these hundred thousand dollar homes. Why doesn’t Owasso have a public pool? Or a wading pool
with an attached splash pad?

10/17/2018 9:49 AM

760

We've got to get ahead on widening roads; it's just taking too long to get the main arterial streets
up to 4 lanes. We need to continue to promote quality retail development; we don't need more strip
malls.

10/17/2018 9:39 AM

761

Traffic flow is horrible in this city. Stop putting lights within a block of one another. Sidewalks need
to be connected and passable by wheelchair. Green waste needs to be available year round. And
we need high paying jobs, not more fast food.

10/17/2018 9:38 AM

762

As previously mentioned regarding fast food restaurant choices and placement, biking trails, street
improvements (not just filling a pothole that will open back up in a few weeks-106th and 116th are
terrible), more community events, a budget for additional police officers (this isn’t a complaint,
simply an observation-they do a great job), brighter street lights in neighborhoods

10/17/2018 9:36 AM

763

All roads need widened and stop lights installed. Plan ahead.

10/17/2018 9:33 AM

764

Owasso needs a public pool

10/17/2018 9:30 AM

765

Owasso Sports Park. Entry/Exit is always crowded. I don't believe a light and widened 116th is
enough relief. Needs a second option.

10/17/2018 9:29 AM

766

Quality of roads is paramount, less stoplights and more traffic circles, engaging the community
through more league sports, less spending on city hall improvements and more spending towards
essential functions to reduce utility bills for customers, e.g. safety, water, trash, sewer, etc.

10/17/2018 9:29 AM
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767

Street conditions, expand (add more lanes) to existing streets. when adding dinning places, try to
do some choices that are not mexican, hamburgers, chicken, pizza. We need a good steakhouse,
Italian and home cooking dinning choices. Add entertainment options for adults, teens and young
children. Smaller class size in schools and add teachers/help for kids with learning disabilities.

10/17/2018 9:25 AM

768

streets

10/17/2018 9:25 AM

769

96th St is very congested and the lights do not sync correctly creating backups-fix the timing and
widen the roads. Also the three lanes leading into Owasso on 169 need to continue because it
causes a major traffic jam. Continue the third lane to 96th St on 169.

10/17/2018 9:24 AM

770

Traffic and messed up intersections with traffic lights not timed or something is wrong. Hire an
engineer.

10/17/2018 9:19 AM

771

School traffic flow, road conditions, beautifying downtown.

10/17/2018 9:17 AM

772

Need a bike/nature trail. We lived in Bartlesville and they have a wonderful one and miss it greatly.

10/17/2018 9:15 AM

773

More personality/Unique features. Hopeful that the Redbud district will improve this. Would love to
see the success that Broken Arrow has seen with their downtown.

10/17/2018 9:15 AM

774

Maintaining streets and traffic congestion and certain intersections.

10/17/2018 9:14 AM

775

Stop building traffic lights every

10/17/2018 9:10 AM

776

Police department

10/17/2018 9:09 AM

777

N/A

10/17/2018 9:08 AM

778

Improve traffic flow, fix pot holes, and add shoulders & sidewalks to high traffic roads.

10/17/2018 9:04 AM

779

Being more inclusive of all residents

10/17/2018 8:59 AM

780

We need a nice brick or stone OWASSO sign for people to notice as they enter Owasso on
Highway 169. We could get the money for that by dropping the "City of Character" project that is
not necessary.

10/17/2018 8:57 AM

781

provide more staff to assist code enforcement in keeping our city beautiful - especially in the older
neighborhoods

10/17/2018 8:57 AM

782

Neighborhood streets being done now, great! An additional post office.

10/17/2018 8:56 AM

783

Some of the back streets like 106th could use repair. Also, the curbside recycling.

10/17/2018 8:49 AM

784

The traffic lights are ridiculous

10/17/2018 8:48 AM

785

STREET LIGHTS! More community center/park/pool options for young children and teens and
families

10/17/2018 8:48 AM

786

Street congestion and road quality. Several intersections, like 96th and 129th, are completely
ridiculous and not thought out completely before it was designed. Road quality also leaves much to
be desired.....

10/17/2018 8:48 AM

787

Repair of existing streets. Family restaurants needed (not fast food).

10/17/2018 8:48 AM

788

Cycle & walking paths. Landscaping, planting.

10/17/2018 8:48 AM

789

bike and walking trails.....more security in neighborhoods lots of little things happening so more
police the ones we have are outstanding but more are needed

10/17/2018 8:45 AM

790

Develop Main Street, need a more modern movie theater as the city has outgrown the one we
have.

10/17/2018 8:44 AM

791

We need a swimming pool so our swim team can stay in town and so kids can be on a local swim
team instead of having to go to Tulsa, Oolagah, or Claremore.

10/17/2018 8:44 AM

792

Recreational facilities for young families, sports complexes to attract regional competitions and
more upscale restaurants

10/17/2018 8:43 AM

793

96th and 169 area is horrible

10/17/2018 8:42 AM

794

N/A

10/17/2018 8:39 AM

795

Stick to police and fire not all the other junk.

10/17/2018 8:39 AM

796

Streets

10/17/2018 8:23 AM
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797

Spend taxpayer money on roads, transportation first. The rest will follow.

10/17/2018 8:15 AM

798

Street repair, entertainment for families

10/17/2018 8:11 AM

799

More entertainment venues. More variety of restaurants.

10/17/2018 7:54 AM

800

Streets are #1. We need smoother streets and better traffic movement control (96th and 129th, for
example). We need home recycling opportunities. It is 2018 and there are abilities to help reduce
our carbon footprint but our city is not effectively promoting this for our residents and it is a hassle
to keep trash in our garage and then take it to a recycle location. It needs to be promoted,
encouraged, and made simple.

10/17/2018 7:54 AM

801

Keep focusing on family and not so much making money and bringing more people in.

10/17/2018 7:46 AM

802

Addition of new restaurants, bookstore, activities,continue with redbud expansion

10/17/2018 7:34 AM

803

We need sidewalks on all the streets! I won’t let my kids ride their bikes outside of our
neighborhood for this reason. We also need an upgraded movie theater.

10/17/2018 7:07 AM

804

Senior housing.

10/17/2018 7:05 AM

805

Crime seems to be more of an issue, which I realize unfortunately comes with growth. The variety
of restaurants is lacking, we need more local and unique options rather than so many chain
restaurants. Something like The Tavern would be amazing. Timing of the stop lights in some areas
badly needs to be evaluated. 96th and 129th seems to be the worst.

10/17/2018 7:03 AM

806

Owasso needs a swimming pool like jenks

10/17/2018 6:59 AM

807

Transition to a community with higher paying jobs - more tech, etc - along 169 north of 106th, not
just in the Cherokee Industrial Park or the Port. We have the space, good highway access.
Bringing higher paying jobs will bring more tax revenue, and more income for better, more diverse
facilities.

10/17/2018 6:59 AM

808

We need to update our main roads, hwy 169 through Owasso needs to be widened, roads
maintained better. Curbside recycling would be great. And a community pool /water park.

10/17/2018 6:57 AM

809

Curbside recycling - be a leader in environmental change/protection! Bike and walking trails - your
healthcare for employees is excellent, but trails would help improve health and well being for the
whole community.

10/17/2018 6:52 AM

810

Streets, recreation, entertainment

10/17/2018 6:51 AM

811

Owasso needs to continue to widen and improve streets in the residential areas. I know that there
is already work being done on many streets so this should be taken care of soon.

10/17/2018 6:48 AM

812

Fix the streets, curbside recycling, more sidewalks, offer more youth recreational areas like
basketball court venues! A pool for our public school swim team & community would be fantastic!

10/17/2018 6:36 AM

813

Traffic lights are a tremendous problem on 86 and 96 streets. Either greater separation or removal
of some lights are greatly needed

10/17/2018 6:30 AM

814

Streets and a Rec Center with a pool. Bike friendly paths and lanes. 76th street is horrible from
129th all the way to HWY 75.

10/17/2018 6:28 AM

815

See response above

10/17/2018 6:22 AM

816

Community pool and bike paths would be awesome!

10/17/2018 6:16 AM

817

The intersection lights, traffic flow need to improve greatly

10/17/2018 6:11 AM

818

Improve streets, especially on Main. Traffic lights where the new Kum n Go on 106th is. Street
improvement in that area (most of it is Rogers county on 106th it's HORRIBLE). We need to stop
building our allowing more apartment buildings. That's where a lot of this new crime is coming
from. It brings in temporary renters where we need permanent owners instead.

10/17/2018 6:09 AM

819

Safety, crime prevention

10/17/2018 5:58 AM

820

Widen streets, 116th, Garnett.

10/17/2018 5:57 AM

821

Need a higher speed connection to highway 75 for northbound travel.

10/17/2018 5:52 AM

822

Street, traffic, entertainment, a nice gym, public pool

10/17/2018 5:50 AM

823

Curbside recycling, lower utility bills, walking trail oils be nice

10/17/2018 5:48 AM
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824

Streets, trash pick up

10/17/2018 5:46 AM

825

Side street like 106th need fixed badly!!

10/17/2018 5:38 AM

826

Wider roads. Lights at some of the busier intersections ( lights at 116th and 129th, needs a turn
arrow)

10/17/2018 5:32 AM

827

Traffic flow on 106th near highway 169

10/17/2018 5:29 AM

828

Older owasso

10/17/2018 5:21 AM

829

More walking/biking trails throughout the city. More focus on safety. Focus on less stoplights in a
row and better traffic management.

10/17/2018 5:19 AM

830

Owasso needs bike lanes, more sidewalks. It is difficult to bike or walk safely through many areas
of the town.

10/17/2018 5:12 AM

831

Roads Entertainment options I.e bigger movie theater More quality retail and dining Getting a
handle on increased crime and robberies

10/17/2018 3:28 AM

832

If it looks like a road.. but feels like iraq... That.... That is where you need to improve.

10/17/2018 12:52 AM

833

Schools need help with the vaping situation in minors and to find a way our children can ne safe at
high school...the 129th crossing is horrible. The doors are open too much and a person could run
their car through our children. Please help.

10/16/2018 11:44 PM

834

No more apartments and hotels, quality housing instead.

10/16/2018 11:27 PM

835

Can't think of anything right now.

10/16/2018 10:59 PM

836

I would love to see downtown like broken arrows downtown. They have ever Thursday live music
at a light up splash pad. A great time for the community to come together and have fun.

10/16/2018 10:57 PM

837

Repaving of all neighborhood streets particularly the areas between Honey Creek & El Rio Vista
needs major attention. Some local areas where grass have grown up is an eyesore and needs
routine maintenance. Better retail, restaurants, & entertainment are all areas for Owasso to
improve in.

10/16/2018 10:53 PM

838

Some of the outlying roads are decaying and need attention.

10/16/2018 10:38 PM

839

Streets and development

10/16/2018 10:24 PM

840

Infrastructure and water drainage

10/16/2018 10:12 PM

841

Someone needs to take a more proactive approach versus a reactionary posture. You’ll never
catch up otherwise

10/16/2018 10:06 PM

842

Get rid of the lame City of Character signs, which never have a correct definition of the word--it's
always slanted. Improve non-team-sports recreation opportunies.

10/16/2018 10:05 PM

843

Community inclusion events other than Main Street and high school football

10/16/2018 9:55 PM

844

There needs to be variety.. in many areas. Retail, restaurants, entertainment etc

10/16/2018 9:27 PM

845

ROADS. RESTAURANTS

10/16/2018 9:23 PM

846

Owasso needs a state of the art aquatic center. Owasso should be the leader in swimming in the
east side of the state

10/16/2018 9:21 PM

847

More amenities and offerings making it attractive to others —better quality restaurants, better
sports complexes (incl a swimming pool!), better entertainment,

10/16/2018 9:13 PM

848

Traffic

10/16/2018 9:11 PM

849

Downtown needs to be improved. The city should focus on quality over quantity in regards to
restaurants, there are few fine dining/ fresh options and a plethora of fast food joints.

10/16/2018 9:02 PM

850

All items already metuobed

10/16/2018 9:00 PM

851

Main Street

10/16/2018 8:59 PM

852

Roads

10/16/2018 8:56 PM

853

We live in "old Owasso" or otherwise known as the area around main street. This area needs
attention in the neighborhoods. It needs help in maintaining and encouraging residents to care for
their properties. It's becoming very run down in many parts.

10/16/2018 8:48 PM
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854

Traffic flow, entertainment options for adults, an active downtown.

10/16/2018 8:44 PM

855

Restaurant choice

10/16/2018 8:33 PM

856

Widen more main roads, like 116th. Raise the speed limit to keep up with progress, like on 129th.
Fix the potholes the right way--no more band aids, like on 106th. A a theater. Owasso needs a
theater please.

10/16/2018 8:32 PM

857

More lanes i.e. eliminate two-lane roads, synced traffic lights, affordable housing that isn't
apartments.

10/16/2018 8:24 PM

858

Areas most under the City's control would include evaluating traffic flow in areas where very short
segments of road between multiple intersections are blocked in heavy traffic by excessive light
placement, or placement of intersections generally. Rehab of streets, even streets expanded in
last generation, to include proper sidewalks. Rehab and resurface of streets that are suffering from
repeated patching and splicing caused by hodge podge lane widenings and realignments over the
years due to growth.

10/16/2018 8:23 PM

859

Seems to take way too long for street improvements, I think 2 projects 76 street and Garnett have
been in planning for 10 years.

10/16/2018 8:13 PM

860

Sprucing up the 76th street area, especially since the Redbud District is developing. Road
congestion on 96th and 169 area. More family friending (indoor) entertainment options. Greater
variety in restaurants. Staying on top of crime, especially as the population increases.

10/16/2018 8:13 PM

861

Streets, streets, streets! And restaurants choices and movie theater

10/16/2018 8:12 PM

862

The city needs to improve the condition of the streets, this has been an ongoing problem since the
mid 80's. Also the city needs a public pool again.

10/16/2018 8:11 PM

863

We definately need more quality jobs options.

10/16/2018 8:09 PM

864

Streets and extend sewer service outside city limits.

10/16/2018 8:07 PM

865

Need to time traffic lights to avoid unnecessary congestion. Especially at 96th and 129th

10/16/2018 8:06 PM

866

More diverse restaurant options, more walking/biking trails,

10/16/2018 8:04 PM

867

Traffic lights on 96th and 86th Another splash pad More family amenities (movies in the park, food
truck Wednesday and yoga in the park. More concerts during the first weekend of the month
durning the summer months they could Featuring local artists)

10/16/2018 8:02 PM

868

Better maintain common/public areas with landscaping, more entertainment options for all ages...
control increasing crime rate.

10/16/2018 8:02 PM

869

Congestion of streets and timing of traffic lights

10/16/2018 7:56 PM

870

Crime

10/16/2018 7:53 PM

871

Sidewalks, trails, parks, recreation, etc.

10/16/2018 7:50 PM

872

I would like to see a public indoor pool and am honestly surprised there is not one.

10/16/2018 7:50 PM

873

Fixing the roads so as to avoid having to pay for new tires every year, not crappy politicains, and a
community pool!

10/16/2018 7:47 PM

874

Traffic congestion on 96th street near 169! Those street lights are not synced by Walgreens. More
activities. Better entertainment options so you can stay in owasso instead of heading south to
Tulsa.

10/16/2018 7:47 PM

875

senior center for older people

10/16/2018 7:47 PM

876

More entertainment options for teens.

10/16/2018 7:44 PM

877

Infrastructure to manage traffic congestion

10/16/2018 7:43 PM

878

Definitely the infrastructure to improve traffic flow. It’s very choppy and tough to get around town.

10/16/2018 7:42 PM

879

More parks and trails!!! Roads around the sports complex need to be widened.

10/16/2018 7:39 PM

880

The red light in front of Academy needs to be changed to a loop system (detection in the ground)
in order for it to work properly. The current system doesn’t work properly detecting cars turning left
outside of Ator heights or out of Academy. Also, please address the bushes and hedges that block
the view coming out of parking lots in the smith farm shopping center. It’s super dangerous.

10/16/2018 7:35 PM
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881

Better traffic flow

10/16/2018 7:35 PM

882

Downtown overall, all arterial streets either through repair and or Expansion. Build infrastructure
before housing editions are built.

10/16/2018 7:30 PM

883

I've grown up in Owasso and I feel like it is much less safe than when I was even a teenager. In
the last 10 years I feel like crime has jumped, bullying and fighting has become a major issue, and
the schools are more concerned with the image of safety than actual student care and safety. I
want Owasso to stop pretending to be fancy and exclusive and start proving to be inclusive. Stop
putting character traits on signs and start acting it out on the streets, in our businesses, and in the
classrooms. Else the Owasso I grew up to love will be lost.

10/16/2018 7:30 PM

884

Community pool, new movie theater, new restaurants

10/16/2018 7:29 PM

885

Streets and timing of traffic lights for sure. 86th street and 96th street are a nightmare if you catch
the wrong light cycle.

10/16/2018 7:27 PM

886

Swimming pool, activities for all ages, community center

10/16/2018 7:19 PM

887

Widen 76th St NOW. It is way overdue. 96th St. N. is soon needed too. The city is expanding
faster than the street dept. can keep up. Build a public swimming pool (olympic size) that can be
utilized by the school swim team and the city.

10/16/2018 7:15 PM

888

Street expansion!

10/16/2018 7:14 PM

889

Owasso needs a pool or aquatic center.

10/16/2018 7:13 PM

890

Syncing Traffic lights with realistic wait times for all directions of traffic.

10/16/2018 7:12 PM

891

Don't stagnate in the kind of retail and restaurant ventures in the city

10/16/2018 7:05 PM

892

Aquatics center

10/16/2018 7:04 PM

893

Curbside recycling and neighborhood street resurfacing

10/16/2018 7:04 PM

894

Traffic flow!

10/16/2018 7:03 PM

895

Infrastructure with roads. It isn’t keeping up with growth.

10/16/2018 7:00 PM

896

106th street area. Look at the businesses and maybe stop with all the convenience stores. Lol

10/16/2018 7:00 PM

897

Variety of jobs needed not just retail and restaurants.

10/16/2018 6:58 PM

898

Preserving small town feel, preserving the rural aspect of owasso. It’s sad to me that all the farm
land is becoming densely packed neighborhoods. I understand progress but that was what made
owasso different from BA, Jenks, etc

10/16/2018 6:57 PM

899

Sidewalks to connect neighborhoods That currently don’t have sidewalks. I live in Lake Valley and I
would love to be able to walk to the shopping center with Sprouts and Sam’s Club but that is
impossible.

10/16/2018 6:55 PM

900

All of the above.

10/16/2018 6:53 PM

901

The lights at 96th and 129th need some creative engineering to alliviate congestion

10/16/2018 6:52 PM

902

Widen some of the newer major road. 106 and 129 and 145

10/16/2018 6:50 PM

903

Hwy 169 needs three lanes all the way through 116th st to stop the bottleneck of traffic. Need
more quality restaraunts like Charleston’s, Fleming’s ect. Speeding in neighborhoods is a huge
issue as well.

10/16/2018 6:46 PM

904

The 169 corridor desperately needs widened from 66th street north to 106th street north.

10/16/2018 6:45 PM

905

Na

10/16/2018 6:38 PM

906

None

10/16/2018 6:37 PM

907

Streets

10/16/2018 6:35 PM

908

2 lane roads are a mess. Need expanded with lights at intersection. Too much traffic to not have
this already

10/16/2018 6:33 PM

909

More recreational walking trails shopping options and dinning/night life

10/16/2018 6:32 PM

910

Street widening. Additional lights for the soccer complex Additional entrance/ exit at the soccer /
baseball / softball field. More restaurants More stores Additional High paying jobs

10/16/2018 6:32 PM
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911

Roads, crime, schools

10/16/2018 6:31 PM

912

Crack down on small neighborhood crime and parking on neighborhood streets that causes safety
issues

10/16/2018 6:28 PM

913

Curbside recycling. Poor streets. More crime control

10/16/2018 6:27 PM

914

Definitely street improvements needs to be done, notice when street projects are being done and
not just on social media. Neighborhoods need to be made aware with door hangers or in their
billing statements. Signals need to be re-calibrated as some are longer lights and some are
shorter lights and having the syncopation fixed on the signals would help reduce back up traffic on
major roads.

10/16/2018 6:27 PM

915

Widening of major roads needs to be expedited (i.e. Garnett or 76th St. N.). Walking/jogging/biking
paths would be awesome! And trying to acquire an actual movie theater that belongs in this
decade, I'd love to see a Warren type theater with drinks and a restaurant!

10/16/2018 6:24 PM

916

Look at Broken Arrow and get new blood to run the city.

10/16/2018 6:24 PM

917

Affordable Independent living for Seniors

10/16/2018 6:24 PM

918

Entertainment and streets in more rural areas

10/16/2018 6:24 PM

919

Leadership and after hours Teenage Harassment!

10/16/2018 6:23 PM

920

Streets need improvement. City grew to fast and didn’t accommodate all the extra people on the
road.

10/16/2018 6:22 PM

921

Our streets need to be replaced in some areas, not just patched. We need to do a better job of
bringing in a variety of affordable dining options.

10/16/2018 6:21 PM

922

Needs more 4 lane streets Needs more restaurants Needs more retail shops Better traffic flow
along 96th St North (stop lights)

10/16/2018 6:18 PM

923

Juvenile crime needs to be handled more strictly

10/16/2018 6:16 PM

924

Traffic control on 96th St, particularly around 129th East Ave.

10/16/2018 6:16 PM

925

Less chain restaurants -

10/16/2018 6:14 PM

926

Infrastructure, roads

10/16/2018 6:11 PM

927

Streets in the older neighborhoods

10/16/2018 6:11 PM

928

Neighborhood streets

10/16/2018 6:03 PM

929

Too many low paying jobs attracting non or low taxpayers, Owasso needs more local high paid
professional jobs, specifically in the tech industry.

10/16/2018 6:02 PM

930

106 St N / Garnett area

10/16/2018 6:01 PM

931

Traffic flow, more Elementary schools to lower class sizes, more things for families to do together

10/16/2018 6:01 PM

932

Infrastructure-roads and intersections. Especially the mess at 76th St /Expressway/169 by QT,
Arvest and Braums.

10/16/2018 5:56 PM

933

STREETS and LOWER TAXES!

10/16/2018 5:55 PM

934

Widening roads- which I know is being worked on. More entertainment options for families. Less
focus on fast food chains.

10/16/2018 5:51 PM

935

Wider roads, more 4 lane streets on the main streets (86, 96, 106, 116th)

10/16/2018 5:51 PM

936

Traffic congestion

10/16/2018 5:49 PM

937

More outdoor space. Walking, hiking, biking trails. More OUTDOORness... give us dirt or gravel
paths for for biking g and jogging. Less pavement. The dog park needs a better water system and
shade.

10/16/2018 5:44 PM

938

Quickly improving roads.

10/16/2018 5:41 PM

939

Fill the potholes and put in traffic lights to get out of neighborhoods on Garnett or provide an
additional exit out of the neighborhood

10/16/2018 5:40 PM

940

Stop building

10/16/2018 5:37 PM

941

Rapid road expansion. More entertainment.

10/16/2018 5:37 PM
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942

Traffic nightmare needs to be addressed

10/16/2018 5:36 PM

943

111th St N was torn up a month ago and no one has been back to pave the street. I noticed the
side streets along 129th st between 96th N to 116th St N are all torn up as well. Can we please
get these roads re paved. It is very frustrating having all that gravel and loose oil.

10/16/2018 5:34 PM

944

169 corridor. It looks awful with all the older businesses. This is such a great city but that area is
an eye sore. Better entertainment options. Or at least more options. Buffalo Wild Wings and PJ’s
were great but that’s pretty much it when it comes to adult nightlife.

10/16/2018 5:34 PM

945

Quality roads to drive on and city planning, concerning traffic. I’m okay with the expansion we are
seeing of our great city, but not loving the congestion on the roads in certain areas. Especially in
areas where there are multiple stoplights back to back. Sometimes you get through one light just
to sit at the next light, or you can’t go through the current light because traffic is backed up at that
red light. Also, we need road expansion for traffic flowing on 116th from 169 going through the
intersection at 116th and 129th. It’s difficult at times to turn left in any direction at that light. With
the new school and neighborhood being built, that area will need expanded for better flow and
safety. Thank you for conducting this survey and for all you do for Owasso!! My kids and I love the
splash pad and parks. Thank you for investing in our future! Happy and healthy kids grow into
happy and productive citizens!

10/16/2018 5:34 PM

946

Some roads need to be widened(i.e. 106th st) to alleve traffic congestion. More entertainment
options for adults. More variety in restraunt choices( we have plenty of burgers and chicken
here,no more!) Curbside recycling for city limits and out of city limits.

10/16/2018 5:30 PM

947

Street maintenance and lights. There is notorious congestion on 76th, 86th & 96th between 129th
to Garnett.

10/16/2018 5:30 PM

948

Crime. School safety. Bullying. Drugs in schools.

10/16/2018 5:28 PM

949

NA

10/16/2018 5:25 PM

950

Streets: several have pot holes. Lights: there are several that do not change timely.

10/16/2018 5:24 PM

951

Reduce the number of stoplights around the highway—create access roads. Widen streets before
it’s needed.

10/16/2018 5:24 PM

952

I think I’ve been clear in my previous statements

10/16/2018 5:23 PM

953

Bike trails.

10/16/2018 5:20 PM

954

The stoplights along 86th need to be synchronized better.

10/16/2018 5:20 PM

955

parks and activities for older kids, get rid of the money pit golf course and replace it with a water
park

10/16/2018 5:18 PM

956

??

10/16/2018 5:15 PM

957

Traffic flow, street widened, better variety of restaurants, more entertainment for kids, youth, adults
so we don’t need to drive into Tulsa

10/16/2018 5:13 PM

958

Streets need fixed, traffic is a nightmare on 86th after school and on 96th between 169 and 129th,
there is no community pool.

10/16/2018 5:13 PM

959

traffic and traffic lights are horrible, something needs to be done on the 76/169 and 86/169 areas,
to much traffic back up. also why to the side streets have precedence over the main streets in
regard to traffic light, have never lived anywhere where when someone pulls up to a traffic light
from a side street the main arterial street always has to stop because of red lights, craziest thing i
have ever seen in regards to traffic and 95% of the lights are like that, slows down the flow of
traffic for one or two cars.

10/16/2018 5:12 PM

960

I think there should be a cat leash law ( our neighborhood has tons of strays and I can’t take them
to animal shelter unless I pay) also animal control needs more ways of contact and better
response time. Stray dogs are also a huge issue. Owasso PD is doing their best but there are
multiple drug houses in my neighborhood. (Remington Place)

10/16/2018 5:11 PM

961

More hours/days for the recycling center. Competition sized indoor pool. Look to Claremore's rec
center for an example.

10/16/2018 5:10 PM

962

Fixing roads in older n

10/16/2018 5:09 PM

963

Streets. An second entrance to Hayward Smith Elementary from the service road. Street layout
and access to businesses.

10/16/2018 5:06 PM
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964

CONTINUE TO EXPAND INFRASTRUCTURE TO AREAS NOT SERVED

10/16/2018 5:01 PM

965

Timing ofvthectraffic lights stinks. 76th street needs to be widend.

10/16/2018 4:57 PM

966

Traffic flow needs improvement. As new housing developments come along the developer should
have the responsibility to improve the streets along these new developments.

10/16/2018 4:52 PM

967

Expanding the major streets that connect to Tulsa to keep up with the growth in population.

10/16/2018 4:52 PM

968

Sidewalks are missing in areas. Streets and congestion are getting worse

10/16/2018 4:51 PM

969

Roads, timing of lights

10/16/2018 4:51 PM

970

street lights and traffic controls need to be improved

10/16/2018 4:50 PM

971

The streets. Congestion.

10/16/2018 4:43 PM

972

Centralized sports park. 106th street widening and stop lights. Options for child and teen
entertainment

10/16/2018 4:43 PM

973

Some of the older neighbors! We need to stop expanding outward and focus on the neighborhoods
on 76-86th

10/16/2018 4:41 PM

974

public transportation. neighborhood streets (copper meadows).

10/16/2018 4:37 PM

975

Movie theater

10/16/2018 4:35 PM

976

Na

10/16/2018 4:34 PM

977

Owasso needs trails. There are a lot of bicyclists that try to travel along the back roads outside of
town, but as Owasso continues to grow out of the city limits, traffic along the back roads is
increasing, making it dangerous for the bicyclists to travel those roads.

10/16/2018 4:33 PM

978

Improve certain streets. Need safe bike trails and lanes. Another park like centennial park. Better
restaurant choices that are not chains & offer healthier food choices.

10/16/2018 4:29 PM

979

Fix the roads! Also bring in a farmers market so we don’t have to go to Tulsa.

10/16/2018 4:26 PM

980

86th street to highway 75 expansion

10/16/2018 4:25 PM

981

The roads stink and need help! Too easily congested with traffic.

10/16/2018 4:23 PM

982

More splash pads, better attention to street repair, looking to bring in main corporate businesses
for development

10/16/2018 4:23 PM

983

Fewer chains.

10/16/2018 4:23 PM

984

Recreation for adults

10/16/2018 4:20 PM

985

Owasso is doing well, but perhaps not on the same level of Broken Arrow. More investment would
help keep young adults from moving out of Owasso when they graduate HS and College.

10/16/2018 4:18 PM

986

Street maintenance and improvement to keep up with growth

10/16/2018 4:13 PM

987

The street lights. Garnett needs to be wider

10/16/2018 3:52 PM

988

Road widening, not putting in retail that attracts crime!, family oriented entertainment like
waterpark and youth facilities, bike trails, a real movie theater!, a performance theater

10/16/2018 3:52 PM

989

Sidewalks, community pool, keep crime down

10/16/2018 3:52 PM

990

Fewer apartments. Develop less and take really good care of what you have.

10/16/2018 3:50 PM

991

Outlying roads needs widened and maintained better. Hire adequate amount of
firefighters/paramedics for the size of this city.

10/16/2018 3:47 PM

992

Streets

10/16/2018 3:46 PM

993

Managing traffic, trash collection, attracting higher paying jobs. And, either take better care of Ator
field (1-2 inch drop offs on both sides of the 120 yard field are just waiting to cause injury to a
youth athlete) or, more football fields as most youth teams practice on or next to baseball fields or
on church lots.

10/16/2018 3:45 PM

994

Continue to pursue excellence!

10/16/2018 3:44 PM

995

Library system is over loaded and facilities need major upgrades. Higher paying job opportunities.
Crime Rate is increasing at an alarming rate

10/16/2018 3:39 PM
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996

Owasso doesn't seem to have ever heard of turn lanes. Roundabouts are superior to 4-way stops
in every way. Putting traffic lights a few hundred feet from one another will always lead to bad
congestion during peak hours.

10/16/2018 3:38 PM

997

Trails and entertainment

10/16/2018 3:31 PM
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Q26 In your opinion, what would make Owasso a better community?
Answered: 751

Skipped: 573

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

See question 25

12/31/2018 4:01 PM

2

Stated above

12/31/2018 12:40 PM

3

More public outdoor venues for events that bring people outdoors and together. Maybe a food
truck Friday or something like that.

12/31/2018 10:06 AM

4

I can't think of a thing.

12/31/2018 8:55 AM

5

Higher end dining and shopping options

12/31/2018 8:38 AM

6

The Redbud area will be a wonderful addition once it is finished. We look forward to the options for
entertainment and a growing community.

12/30/2018 8:53 PM

7

Wider streets would help. More divided streets. Traffic congestion is a big problem

12/30/2018 5:26 PM

8

There needs to be something that all people can get behind

12/30/2018 4:45 PM

9

Lower speed limits to 25mph, allowing neighborhood electric vehicles to use all our streets,
reducing noise while increasing liveability, and making our streets friendlier for cyclists and
pedestrians.

12/30/2018 3:46 PM

10

More opportunities for physical recreation through the parks department, not private gyms.

12/30/2018 2:27 PM

11

Focusing on the youth and providing them outlets and Drug education. Providing a safer night life
with patrol... so much seems to happen when the sun goes down

12/30/2018 10:53 AM

12

Owasso is a wonderful community! Would love an update at the movie theater!

12/29/2018 11:34 PM

13

N/A

12/29/2018 8:36 PM

14

Improving streets and syncing traffic lights especially at 86th St. and at 96th St. And widening
streets with turn lanes on 106th.

12/29/2018 5:13 PM

15

Community Events to help Owasso out.

12/29/2018 12:19 PM

16

Better stop lights, less angry people.

12/29/2018 11:01 AM

17

For the rock quarry to stop blasting and shaking my house.

12/29/2018 1:46 AM

18

Anything that improves safety and security at schools, community places and retail locations.

12/28/2018 9:25 PM

19

Just need to work on congestion at the highway connections and work on some facelifts to some
older areas

12/28/2018 9:42 AM

20

Keeping a small community feel even as Owasso experiences rapid growth.

12/28/2018 7:36 AM

21

Less lower income housing and apartments. These massive neighborhoods and apartments has
changed the demographics and is changing our schools. They have also brought more crime. Just
look at the Greens apartments for example

12/28/2018 7:16 AM

22

Good paying quality jobs. Let me work here instead of driving to downtown Tulsa daily.

12/28/2018 6:52 AM

23

It's growing at an overwhelming rate - minimizing "growing pains" seems key.

12/27/2018 11:06 PM

24

More police. Seems crimes have been getting worse around here

12/27/2018 10:23 PM

25

It’s already great. The improvements downtown are a welcome to an area that needed them.

12/27/2018 10:19 PM

26

-

12/27/2018 9:58 PM

27

More schools so that we can have smaller class sizes and more police. Safe cities with great
schools will always thrive!!

12/27/2018 9:32 PM

28

Na

12/27/2018 8:31 PM

29

Curbside recycling, more parks and trails, walk ability, more sidewalks

12/27/2018 8:26 PM
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30

See above.

12/27/2018 8:14 PM

31

Bike friendly roads and parks along with nice wooded or trees walking/ hiking trails.

12/27/2018 7:55 PM

32

Improved roads

12/27/2018 7:05 PM

33

Same as above

12/27/2018 6:42 PM

34

No more business or residential growth. More is not better.

12/27/2018 6:34 PM

35

See last answer

12/27/2018 6:11 PM

36

Continue and increase free public gatherings.

12/27/2018 5:43 PM

37

Community center with a variety of ways to get involved

12/27/2018 5:11 PM

38

Attract professional level jobs. Retail is shrinking in the big box format, it's moving online. While
we'll always have some retail and that's great, we can not be depending on retail in 15 years as
we are now.

12/27/2018 4:26 PM

39

Attention to infrastructure. Parks and rec areas are good but if the streets are weren’t worth
traveling on what good is it to have those amenities?

12/27/2018 3:48 PM

40

More mid class housing or apartments. I hate that all the apartments want $1,000 bucks a month
for a one bedroom or they are very run down and ghetto looking if they are actually affordable.

12/27/2018 2:27 PM

41

Transportation options, especially for elderly and disabled.

12/27/2018 1:41 PM

42

More things to do

12/27/2018 12:38 PM

43

Get rid of nasty apartments on main. No low in come housing.

12/27/2018 11:07 AM

44

We love the Owasso community just would like to see it keep up with areas such as broken arrow
on development

12/27/2018 10:47 AM

45

If it was inclusive to all levels of income. From the extreme poor to extreme rich

12/27/2018 10:16 AM

46

I feel that more nighttime entertainment for adults would be beneficial since most people choose to
travel to Tulsa or bigger cities. Maybe a diversity in restaurants.

12/27/2018 10:09 AM

47

Safety and affordable

12/27/2018 9:43 AM

48

Fix street layout and operation

12/27/2018 9:28 AM

49

Set high standards, keep crime low, work on drug free communities. Promote healthy activities.
Running paths!!! Sidewalks to stay off roads. Widen streets where needed. Bring in business and
not the same after same thing. Need more options. Healthy eating options are necessary. Not
another burger or chicken joint.

12/27/2018 9:26 AM

50

More family events

12/27/2018 9:06 AM

51

IDK

12/27/2018 9:02 AM

52

Engage citizens and increased health initiatives

12/27/2018 8:52 AM

53

Actual businesses that will bring in real revenue for the city.

12/27/2018 8:30 AM

54

Having more things to do for teens and everyone not littering and taking after there own trash
issues or just there own lawn issues and make everything look more neat

12/27/2018 8:02 AM

55

More inclusivity

12/27/2018 7:56 AM

56

Continued mindset of growth

12/27/2018 7:50 AM

57

As listed above

12/27/2018 7:28 AM

58

Developer-led revitalization of older neighborhoods seems sensible. Emphasis on luring quality
jobs into the city. Currently most people still commute into Tulsa for work.

12/27/2018 7:01 AM

59

Improved neighborhood streets and improved police response when calls are made.

12/27/2018 6:59 AM

60

None

12/27/2018 6:24 AM

61

City swimming pool. We have a lot of lower income families that need things to do.

12/27/2018 4:59 AM

62

Continue building up the downtown area

12/27/2018 4:55 AM
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63

More stop lights in highway 20 it scares me! Maybe a children’s theater or a way to get the seniors
more involved with kids

12/27/2018 1:42 AM

64

More outdoor/ cultural areas to just enjoy being outside that feel safe and relaxing

12/27/2018 1:14 AM

65

Same as listed above

12/27/2018 12:50 AM

66

Providing water fountains at parks along with more outdoor spaces for all types of families and
people. Walking trails, bike trails, disc golf.

12/27/2018 12:46 AM

67

Bigger is not always better. Quality should be our goal in all areas of growth, including housing,
restaurants, and recreation. Balance the 'chain' retail space with unique options. Continued
development of quality community-based free or inexpensive activities and service opportunities.

12/27/2018 12:06 AM

68

Idk

12/26/2018 11:35 PM

69

The community as a whole is fantastic. It has everything we need for the most part. Just need to fix
what I said on the previous question :)

12/26/2018 11:16 PM

70

More entertainment venues

12/26/2018 11:01 PM

71

More retailers, restaurants and outdoor activities.

12/26/2018 10:59 PM

72

More surveillance at night throughout neighborhoods. There has been an increase in crime at
night.

12/26/2018 10:52 PM

73

.

12/26/2018 10:51 PM

74

Previously mentioned better roads and high paying jobs.

12/26/2018 10:45 PM

75

A performing arts center would be a great addition to the town, though I have no idea where to put
it.

12/26/2018 10:39 PM

76

already mentioned

12/26/2018 10:34 PM

77

I understand why houses is more. But the quality of houses is lower.

12/26/2018 10:30 PM

78

Widening 96th St, bringing more businesses to 86th St, getting a Trader Joe’s

12/26/2018 10:26 PM

79

More things to do not places to eat or shop

12/26/2018 10:19 PM

80

Lower Crime Rates

12/26/2018 10:01 PM

81

More things to do, more small town charm downtown, and some unique restaurants. We have a lot
of chains and it gets boring quickly. But we do need a Chipotle!! Ha.

12/26/2018 9:52 PM

82

I love the Redbud district development. I think it’s going o be a great asset to Owasso. I hope it
expands.

12/26/2018 9:49 PM

83

Running trails & recycling

12/26/2018 9:32 PM

84

Bike trails and sidewalks clean up of the area around 86th and mingo beyond the place where the
road ends. Trees and concrete looks like a major dumping ground and a major eye sore

12/26/2018 9:03 PM

85

Continuing with the character traits

12/26/2018 8:52 PM

86

Things appear to be headed in the right direction. Hire additional police officers to patrol and
monitor our neighborhoods and school areas.

12/26/2018 8:50 PM

87

Higher teacher pay!

12/26/2018 8:32 PM

88

See comments in question 25.

12/26/2018 8:27 PM

89

N/a

12/26/2018 8:26 PM

90

I love our community best place I have ever lived!

12/26/2018 7:53 PM

91

City Parades need to move away from the shopping areas and back to Main Street.

12/26/2018 7:22 PM

92

Honestly, I'm pretty satisfied with it as it is.

12/26/2018 6:39 PM

93

Keep improving their city

12/26/2018 6:38 PM

94

Honestly I can't answer that since I've haven't felt a part of a community since I moved here in
2001. With the digital age I feel that we have all lost this ability. I'd like to see more respect,
kindness, and acceptance of others.

12/26/2018 6:11 PM
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95

The community is great!

12/26/2018 4:54 PM

96

Turn the clock back 10 years

12/23/2018 8:35 AM

97

More input from community

12/21/2018 3:59 PM

98

More parks, trails, and outdoor spaces! More small, locally-owned business.

12/19/2018 1:47 PM

99

Just keep it safe

12/18/2018 5:49 AM

100

Not sure. It's pretty great as is. I'm sure you'll get some bs answers here about the crime and how
people don't feel safe here. They need to get over themselves. They have no idea what crime is.

12/17/2018 10:58 PM

101

Better school district distribution, better road, public service

12/16/2018 9:49 PM

102

Continued development.

12/16/2018 4:53 PM

103

I'm not sure, I'd have to think about it.

12/16/2018 2:13 PM

104

Unsure

12/15/2018 10:35 PM

105

Attracting technology/financial companies to office in owasso

12/15/2018 8:17 PM

106

Less apartment housing.

12/15/2018 7:39 AM

107

More community activities

12/14/2018 7:31 PM

108

Sidewalks, streetlights in older areas, flowers in our parks, benches to sit on in Parks

12/14/2018 3:27 PM

109

More places to eat, attractions, places to walk and ride bikes.

12/14/2018 1:35 PM

110

Trails, arts venue, and a pool

12/14/2018 7:46 AM

111

SWIMMING POOL

12/14/2018 5:45 AM

112

Bike lanes

12/14/2018 1:42 AM

113

Bike lanes

12/14/2018 12:08 AM

114

Keep it family focused

12/13/2018 11:28 PM

115

not sure

12/13/2018 9:11 PM

116

Roads

12/13/2018 9:11 PM

117

Listed in previous response

12/13/2018 8:26 PM

118

Lower taxes

12/13/2018 4:57 PM

119

Na

12/13/2018 4:22 PM

120

A facility similar to the Fitness center in Claremore!

12/13/2018 2:46 PM

121

Catering a little more to it's senior citizens instead of constantly trying to come up with more ways
to spoil the kids in Owasso. The kids aren't the ones that have been paying all the taxes over all
the years, the seniors are.

12/13/2018 2:16 PM

122

I think it’s already a great community

12/13/2018 1:35 PM

123

Curbside recycling

12/13/2018 1:14 PM

124

Keep the government simple and encourage citizen lead projects.

12/13/2018 1:10 PM

125

The housing addition developers need to do their share expanding the streets leading to their
development. Collect fees for expanding the streets to at least a three-lane the middle one being a
turn lane. Or making it 4 lane but the developers should be responsible after all they're making the
money make the developers pay for this

12/13/2018 12:15 PM

126

More businesses

12/13/2018 12:03 PM

127

People helping people.

12/13/2018 11:58 AM

128

More entertainment options such as entertainment businesses or carnivals, festivals or expos.

12/13/2018 11:56 AM

129

Just keep on being Owasso.

12/13/2018 11:54 AM

130

promotion of different ethnic groups through Gathering on Main

12/13/2018 11:48 AM

131

Better safety in schools better streets

12/13/2018 11:46 AM
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132

maybe more community events like the block party on main

12/13/2018 11:38 AM

133

Curbside Recycling

12/13/2018 11:36 AM

134

More community centered activities. Annual events like Tulsa has; ex: Mayfest, Octoberfest that
would bring people to Owasso every year.

12/13/2018 9:22 AM

135

I love the gathering on main st it brings us together. Trail days needs to move out of that horrible
parking lot & to a nicer place & we need a fall festival.

12/13/2018 9:07 AM

136

Already stated.

12/4/2018 2:31 PM

137

A better feeling of acceptance

12/3/2018 9:21 AM

138

More ways to get involved & to meet people!

11/26/2018 2:50 PM

139

Better marketing of events, a city Pool/water park/amusement park and food trucks

11/26/2018 12:51 AM

140

Pretty good as it, but do not think growth at any cost. Think sustainable growth. Making sure we
have infrastructure and services public and private to keep up with the growth. Owassso is already
growing ready or not, and it doesn't look like it's slowing down. The way things are going we will
have to annex Collinsville, and by the way visit our suburb, Tulsa.

11/25/2018 4:35 PM

141

a more affordable rec center than ymca a public pool arts opportunities

11/19/2018 1:39 PM

142

The comments above really speak to this question. You cannot gate keep a community to make it
"Pleasantville," and with size and options come new pockets of trouble/headaches. I think we are
great now, and will continue to make wise choices with the leadership we have in place.

11/19/2018 10:32 AM

143

Investigate what it takes to attract young professionals to Owasso. Why do they buy homes in
MidTown (Tulsa) and not in Owasso.

11/19/2018 10:20 AM

144

Hold on to its identity. We don't have to be Broken Arrow. Or Jenks. We are Owasso. Who we are
will continue to attract families and businesses as long as we don't forget who we are.

11/19/2018 9:14 AM

145

Structurally: Fix our streets, add adult health incentives such as swimming, and walking/Bicycle
trails.Healthy activities yield healthy community! This will attract and keep our young professionals.
Safety: Add additional police force and SRO's to school (OPD are great and our family appreciates
them so)

11/19/2018 8:55 AM

146

Places for kids to hang out

11/19/2018 8:34 AM

147

Can't think of anything. Love it the way it is.

11/19/2018 8:21 AM

148

better streets

11/19/2018 8:12 AM

149

.

11/19/2018 8:08 AM

150

Sidewalks, park lighting later in the night, more passive enjoyment areas that connect to sidewalks
and parks. A place for small businesses to startup or get support.

11/19/2018 8:07 AM

151

Continue to focus on core values.

11/19/2018 7:59 AM

152

Stop growing

11/19/2018 7:57 AM

153

I think Owasso is a great community.

11/19/2018 7:46 AM

154

Growth of the downtown district.

11/19/2018 7:45 AM

155

I think just building on the programs we have. The Redbud District is an exciting improvement to
the downtown area along with Redbud Park. The Gathering on Main event is also a great
attraction for Owasso. However, parking is and will continue to be an issue for these great
improvements if the city doesn't provide it. If you can't park and walk to these great events, people
will not show up or support them.

11/18/2018 11:40 AM

156

Smoother steeets that are able to deal with the level of traffic we have. Alternate routes.

11/17/2018 10:28 AM

157

We're moving in the right direction; this survey shows you're interested in our thoughts! Some
bigger employers in the city limits; quality entertainment (new movie theater and a community
PAC); walking trails to connect parks/neighborhoods -- any quality of life type projects would
enhance our community.

11/16/2018 3:00 PM

158

More community involvement.

11/16/2018 2:58 PM

159

Additional restaurants. Add services for seniors at Community Center.

11/14/2018 3:55 PM
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160

more free service options available

11/14/2018 9:22 AM

161

make sure safety, cleanliness and entertainment, recreation areas are clean and safe

11/12/2018 10:46 AM

162

If there is any way possible to obtain funding for the dog park improvements this could be a huge
draw to our community!!! More shade structures are critical, but the expansion with a trail under
the railroad to the pond and an agility course would get Owasso serious notice via the Internet. I
have met many out of town visitors at the dog park and these improvements would bring so many
more to our community from all over the region! Then they'll get to see what an excellent
community you have made! : )

11/12/2018 9:38 AM

163

same

11/12/2018 9:18 AM

164

Better streets. Owasso is growing too fast & can't keep up with the growth which has now turned
into a bad thing. Pair down the growth, get caught up on street widening & added signals... once
you're streets are able to safely handle the increase THEN build more shopping outlets or event
centers or whatever... but not having the streets to accommodate the growth is poor planning & is
making Owasso look & feel really bad... not a nice community without nice streets, it makes all the
difference!

11/10/2018 9:05 PM

165

no more tall buildings this isn't Tulsa. More green spaces and trees. the wildlife still need homes.

11/9/2018 9:27 AM

166

Better roads and increasing number of police personnel.

11/7/2018 8:16 PM

167

Having a diverse economy/tax base (not all retail). Improving parks and quality of life amenities.
Better roads/less traffic.

11/7/2018 4:59 PM

168

More low priced apartments, nothing fancy. I feel like you have to sacrifice safety in order to make
ends meet with housing

11/6/2018 12:16 PM

169

More Quality of life in the 25-45 age range... hopefully downtown revitalization will accomplish
much of that. And attract more variety in shops and restaurants. Streets are always important but
take time to address. Quality jobs/career options more local.

11/6/2018 9:53 AM

170

I wish their was an easily accessible way for citizens to contact the city with comments, concerns,
suggestions, and questions any time they wanted to, and not have to wait for a survey

11/4/2018 12:14 AM

171

Seriously? More informed, diverse government aware of all races and religions and cultures. Oh,
and how about a rec center with a real pool. Have your seen the Claremore rec center? Why do
we have to drive out of town for those opportunities?

11/3/2018 1:07 PM

172

A nice community center!!

11/3/2018 9:59 AM

173

More outdoor interactions with each other. We are already doing great, but activities and social
events outdoors are always great!

11/3/2018 7:03 AM

174

More development and clean up in the Redbud District.

11/3/2018 5:28 AM

175

Same as answered previously

11/2/2018 12:22 PM

176

More free entertainment activities like the Gathering on Main.

11/2/2018 12:18 PM

177

Qdoba and more walking/biking trails

11/2/2018 11:16 AM

178

Things to do to keep people in Owasso and spend money there.

11/2/2018 10:46 AM

179

Wouldn't mind some healthy eating options. Maybe a more stringent noise ordinance. Otherwise
my only complaints are about some people's attitudes towards the world, but that comes with any
community where there are lots of people.

11/2/2018 10:05 AM

180

More quality housing and neighborhoods for senior adults.

11/2/2018 6:11 AM

181

Better flow of traffic. More things to do other than just shopping and eating. Better and bigger
parks. Safe neighborhoods. Ability to easily and safely navigate through town by walking or biking.
Walking, jogging, and biking trails in a natural setting like a big park with lots of trees and ponds.
Like Centennial Park but bigger and more spread out.

11/1/2018 7:36 PM

182

More neighborhood events so people know and care about each other. Less crime. It is starting to
feel like some areas of Tulsa.

11/1/2018 5:53 PM

183

We love Owasso. I would like to suggest that more options for shopping and entertainment would
benefit everyone.

11/1/2018 4:57 PM

184

?

11/1/2018 4:13 PM
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185

Better streets, lights and sidewalks along major streets so those who don't have transportation
have a safe place to walk.

11/1/2018 3:43 PM

186

Roads

11/1/2018 1:11 PM

187

perhaps better advocate for the blighted under used existing comm/residential areas. the lust for
an expanding sales tax base is really starting to rear its ugly head in many ways. city needs to
diversify it's revenue stream and quit being so beholden to new commercial/retail low wage
development. You must find ways to counter balance the city/developer mutual desires for retail
growth. Otherwise, tulsa just sprawls into us, the city median income drops, neighboring rural
communities began to avoid visiting owasso (coupled with the city's retail funnel being potentially
choked by expanding rural use of online shopping) and the blight just continues to expand. Luckily,
we have the geographical barrier of Bird Creek so i doubt that sprawl will ever happen from the
outside in. Anyways i am equally excited and concerned about what the general landscape within
the actual City Limits of Owasso will look like in the next 15-20 years.

11/1/2018 11:06 AM

188

More pedestrian and bicycle friendly roads and trails throughout the city

11/1/2018 10:42 AM

189

Adequate, high paying jobs. A better built environment (roads, sidewalks, walking trails, etc.) I love
the white picket fences on the sides of the roads along 169. I would like to see more of this
throughout the city.

11/1/2018 8:03 AM

190

More police officers, more community/Owasso activities, beautifully landscaped public areas (to
encourage families to walk around Owasso and spend in Owasso), and more sidewalks.

10/31/2018 9:31 PM

191

More help for us old folks.

10/31/2018 8:19 PM

192

Greater police monitoring of intersections where cars tend to roll through red lights and race
through yellow lights.

10/31/2018 2:53 PM

193

Growing along 116th street

10/31/2018 1:19 PM

194

Streets and safety for all citizens

10/31/2018 9:51 AM

195

More cultural centers and museums

10/30/2018 4:05 PM

196

MORE POLICE PATROLS THRU NEIGHBORHOODS...REBUILD/WIDEN W TURN LANES/ADD
LIGHTS 106th/129th st intersection

10/30/2018 3:34 PM

197

Walking, biking options, and a public pool

10/30/2018 2:26 PM

198

Stop retail and developmentsl growth.

10/30/2018 9:37 AM

199

politeness...one of the nicest places to live because of the people.

10/30/2018 8:59 AM

200

More entertainment options for families.

10/30/2018 8:00 AM

201

more apartments that will help disabled and/or elderly people by accepting OHFA and still be
clean, safe and not outrageous. Tulsa has apartments in good areas for $500 for 1 bedroom, yet
here the cheapest apartments are $595 for a 1 bedroom and the complex is at least 30 years old

10/30/2018 5:54 AM

202

Na

10/29/2018 9:11 PM

203

N/A

10/29/2018 9:10 PM

204

Bike lanes

10/29/2018 9:07 PM

205

Better job options

10/29/2018 9:00 PM

206

More support for special needs and mental support for kids. Too many times, we have to travel to
other cities to be seen and that’s hard when you have 4 kids.

10/29/2018 8:38 PM

207

More stop lights for safety and traffic flow

10/29/2018 7:09 PM

208

Attract employers that have higher paying wages. We are veering in a direction that brings many
lower per hour wage jobs and with that brings a lot of issues. Crime is on the rise and as a life long
resident, I’m aware that with growth that will happen. But our PD can only do so much and do a
wonderful job with acting very quickly and efficiently.

10/29/2018 5:16 PM

209

Catch up with growth and build for future.

10/29/2018 3:37 PM

210

Stop with the housing construction

10/29/2018 3:36 PM

211

Clean, better landscaping

10/29/2018 3:05 PM
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212

Maintaining what we have without thinking we have to keep building more.

10/29/2018 2:17 PM

213

more things to do

10/28/2018 7:21 PM

214

Already stated

10/28/2018 11:35 AM

215

Build a facility to better suit seniors.

10/28/2018 7:10 AM

216

To slow down on growth and focus on making the town safer and try to get back to our small town
feel.

10/28/2018 2:58 AM

217

Better streets, safer intersections

10/27/2018 11:08 PM

218

See above.

10/27/2018 9:18 PM

219

I’m not sure.. I think having more outdoor entertainment for family to come together and create
more community would be great.. sidewalks and bike trails would be huge improvment. I think the
gatherings on main have been great in helping with that. And I’m excited about the new redbud
district and what that will do:-)

10/27/2018 3:49 PM

220

1. Increased police officer manpower 2. Positive community interaction opportunities with police
officers-maybe events, casual opportunities and such. 2. A fire department located on the West
perimeter of Owasso

10/27/2018 8:35 AM

221

Support for small businesses

10/26/2018 9:36 PM

222

Continue asking for input from the people and use our money wisely.

10/26/2018 2:31 PM

223

Do more things like the freestanding JCPenney store. allow Target to build a super target. Bring in
more destination stores like Sams club or an outlet mall.

10/26/2018 11:27 AM

224

Less crime.

10/26/2018 10:55 AM

225

Keep crime at bay.

10/26/2018 7:10 AM

226

Public safety

10/26/2018 6:31 AM

227

better traffic flow, higher quality jobs, more place officers when funds available

10/25/2018 7:42 PM

228

More community activities.

10/25/2018 7:15 PM

229

Overpass on the railroad tracks. RV specific development

10/25/2018 5:27 PM

230

If the population of the city stayed the same, and no more people from out of town came to shop (I
know you want those tax dollars so bad) that already does.

10/25/2018 4:16 PM

231

Better law enforcement and better streets

10/25/2018 4:15 PM

232

Easing traffic congestion in key places around town. 86th street and 96th/169

10/25/2018 2:02 PM

233

More diverse opinions. It is WAY to conservative in its thinking and that in my opinion is keeping it
from being a great community.

10/25/2018 1:32 PM

234

Infrastructure, streets, have enough parks, enforce laws on the books

10/25/2018 10:31 AM

235

synced traffic lights resurface roads 2 lane roads need to be 4 lane roads proactive police vs
reactive police presence at night more animal control officers curbside recycling reopen yardwaste
dump more green/natural areas pollinator garden monarch waystation

10/25/2018 9:49 AM

236

Less expansion in outlying areas, farmland being overdeveloped taking away from the rural feel

10/25/2018 9:42 AM

237

Just keep doing what you are doing. We are headed in the right direction and just need to
continue down this path. Keep it up!

10/25/2018 9:20 AM

238

Bike and walking paths

10/25/2018 9:02 AM

239

Increase capacity to many of the roads in Owasso. Congestion is getting worse by the day.

10/25/2018 8:25 AM

240

More police force employees patrolling neighborhoods to prohibit speeding and road rage. I love
the newsletters on character. Owasso does a lot of things right!

10/25/2018 7:38 AM

241

Already stated.

10/25/2018 7:26 AM

242

More affordable utilities, better streets, better spending of our tax dollars. Instead of hiring more
and more employees, put that money to better use and get our streets repaired.

10/25/2018 7:18 AM

243

As Owasso grows please don't lose the small town character that the current citizens exemplify.

10/25/2018 7:12 AM
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244

More outdoor activities for adults.

10/25/2018 7:03 AM

245

Stronger public engagement in cultural life

10/25/2018 6:08 AM

246

The completion of the Redbud District and city events will rapidly help to grow and bond the
community.

10/25/2018 5:22 AM

247

Better managed handicapped services. Better managed traffic.

10/25/2018 3:22 AM

248

Keep the streets up and More speed tables in neighborhoods

10/25/2018 1:28 AM

249

Maintaining peace of mind

10/25/2018 12:49 AM

250

Less people who cause problems.

10/24/2018 10:52 PM

251

see above

10/24/2018 10:40 PM

252

If the above opinion could work, Owasso and all Oklahoma cities could be better supporters of
infrastructure, street repairs, and further services to residents in the communities.

10/24/2018 10:36 PM

253

Focus on our impact on the earth. Build more outdoor spaces for people to spend time.

10/24/2018 10:32 PM

254

Reduce growth

10/24/2018 9:56 PM

255

We love Owasso!

10/24/2018 9:34 PM

256

More high end eating establishments

10/24/2018 9:10 PM

257

less urbanization

10/24/2018 9:10 PM

258

Not letting up on the bars and the dui. Or gang activity.

10/24/2018 9:02 PM

259

Less government involvement and more community involvement.

10/24/2018 8:51 PM

260

Safer schools

10/24/2018 8:49 PM

261

Slow down the expansion before it loses the small town appeal

10/24/2018 8:44 PM

262

More walking trails, improved park quality with new trees, more high quality splash pads.

10/24/2018 8:32 PM

263

Improving traffic flow during rush hour where needed.

10/24/2018 8:28 PM

264

If people would not depend on the police department for every issue. It is ok for people to be riding
their bikes and out walking. It does not mean that they are "up to no good."

10/24/2018 8:09 PM

265

Maybe some more entertainment options for families and couples

10/24/2018 8:04 PM

266

More shopping and restaurants. Less crime.

10/24/2018 7:55 PM

267

Providing and adapting to the changing of the community and people.

10/24/2018 7:31 PM

268

I love Owasso, don’t want to live anywhere else.

10/24/2018 7:17 PM

269

Put our money back into our schools.

10/24/2018 6:45 PM

270

Again, just keep out the crime elements!

10/24/2018 6:39 PM

271

Greater opportunity for the citizens to come together—more festivals, parks, community events,
etc.

10/24/2018 6:30 PM

272

Been here since 1978. Love it here.

10/24/2018 6:28 PM

273

Attractions for young professionals, road improvements, public safety improvements

10/24/2018 6:07 PM

274

See above. But, Owasso needs to better control the cost of the services provided. Utility cost i.e.
Water, sewer, trash services are starting to get out of hand with what seems to be little control.

10/24/2018 5:59 PM

275

Less crime and drugs

10/24/2018 5:37 PM

276

Curbside recycling Yardwaste reopen Nature park/trails Monarch waystation Polinator garden

10/24/2018 5:36 PM

277

A pool, better streets, and more food and recreation options.

10/24/2018 5:28 PM

278

Stop building on all the farmland. Pretty soon we will be as big as Tulsa.

10/24/2018 5:03 PM

279

Idk everything I wrote on # 25. Advertise better about the free things to do in Owasso. and Keep
Weed lovers out of our town. If they want to grow and smoke, do it in another town... Keep
Owasso Clean!

10/24/2018 4:52 PM
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280

Remain focused on the main city services, Police, Fire, streets and water.

10/24/2018 4:41 PM

281

More events everyone can go to

10/24/2018 4:20 PM

282

More walking trails

10/24/2018 4:19 PM

283

Nothing particular comes to mind

10/24/2018 4:10 PM

284

A dome over the entire city and better public transportation in/around Owasso and to/from Tulsa.
Other than that, it's a great place.

10/24/2018 3:44 PM

285

Take more interest in getting people together and making friends with their neighbors

10/24/2018 3:40 PM

286

keep balance of services and not grow too big too fast

10/24/2018 3:22 PM

287

Don't know - it's a great place to live

10/24/2018 3:14 PM

288

Synchronized traffic signals.

10/24/2018 3:11 PM

289

Bigger downtown area, bigger sports facility (like Overland Park, KS), more things to do besides
eat and shop.

10/24/2018 3:10 PM

290

Make the 169 corridor more attractive...bury power poles and require new businesses to adhere to
some Kind of building codes where they have a more unified and attractive look.

10/24/2018 3:07 PM

291

A seafood restaurant

10/24/2018 3:07 PM

292

Continue road improvements and anticipate growth rather than reacting to it. Clean up the old
apartments.

10/24/2018 3:06 PM

293

??

10/24/2018 3:00 PM

294

Better entertainment venues.

10/24/2018 2:56 PM

295

Spend the money to fix roads right the first time and not having to redo them often.

10/24/2018 2:53 PM

296

Less apartments.

10/24/2018 2:47 PM

297

Feature a spot for the citizen of the week/month and a small informational article about them. It can
be an adult or a kid who demonstrates the character trait for that week/month.

10/24/2018 2:42 PM

298

More recreational activities and better restaurant selection. Also curbside recycling services are
needed for a cleaner environment.

10/24/2018 2:34 PM

299

nnnn

10/24/2018 2:30 PM

300

Make it more walkable and bike-friendly. This helps with integration of the old to the new.

10/24/2018 2:25 PM

301

No opinion

10/24/2018 2:17 PM

302

Improved nature or preserve areas and parks.

10/24/2018 2:12 PM

303

Downtown venues for Adults.

10/24/2018 2:06 PM

304

Keep up the good work.

10/24/2018 2:06 PM

305

Roads with shoulders so bikes could share the road, bigger intersections for congested traffic
which exists other than when school gets out, a public pool and drastic improvement in the
baseball complex and bathrooms at the parks.

10/24/2018 1:50 PM

306

More police

10/24/2018 1:49 PM

307

More character

10/24/2018 1:49 PM

308

Better outreach by city leaders. When there is a city problem it is very hard to speak to correct
person.

10/24/2018 1:46 PM

309

Just continuing to develop. Making more options for the teens to have as far a entertainment.

10/24/2018 1:44 PM

310

Enhance downtown.

10/24/2018 1:43 PM

311

Continuing to grow and promote community events/activities

10/24/2018 1:43 PM

312

More entertainment options. Better movie theaters. Maybe something like a main event type place.

10/24/2018 1:34 PM
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313

Build a nice sports complex. Take a look at Scheel's facility in Kansas City or even the new Titan
complex near Tulsa Hills. Planned out, fields that could hold a tournament. Right now we can't
even hold a true- soccer tournament or use the fields at night (not all size fields are lighted). Same
for football and lacrosse!! These complexes rent out their fields and make so much $. Yes it is a
huge investment, but it brings in ridiculous amounts of $ (rented out for tournaments every
weekend!!!). Fields could be used for soccer and lacrosse and football.

10/24/2018 1:29 PM

314

Less people

10/24/2018 1:24 PM

315

Less focus on religion.

10/24/2018 1:20 PM

316

Strong sense of community.

10/24/2018 1:16 PM

317

Maybe more activities for older single people moving into the area.

10/24/2018 1:04 PM

318

Easier to get around in traffic.

10/24/2018 12:57 PM

319

Better roads, more entertainment

10/24/2018 12:55 PM

320

I feel like the Rosebud district is moving in this direction a bit, but neighborhoods and shopping
centers that are designed to be walkable, full of places to shop and spend time (like restaurants)
that are local and full of character tend to bring people together more. It's an area we're proud of,
we become better acquainted with and more supportive of local businesses, and if everyone is out
walking instead of sitting in their cars, it feels more personable.

10/24/2018 12:54 PM

321

Stop bringing apartments and hotels that attract idiots.

10/24/2018 12:53 PM

322

More parks, police officers at schools for safety.

10/24/2018 12:47 PM

323

Stop worrying about compete with Tulsa, or the other suburbs. There is nothing wrong with being
a suburban community with good schools and safe neighborhoods.

10/24/2018 12:34 PM

324

See above

10/24/2018 12:27 PM

325

making sure that every neighborhood is clean and updated. not rundown.

10/24/2018 12:19 PM

326

Have already said

10/24/2018 12:16 PM

327

Controlled growth and a better (new) zoning and planning commission ..

10/24/2018 12:08 PM

328

Increased participation and support for community programs to assist working families.

10/24/2018 12:02 PM

329

More entertainment options.

10/24/2018 11:54 AM

330

I would like to see some sort of community transportation system year round instead of only
around holidays. AND bike lanes on the roads.

10/24/2018 11:39 AM

331

More community events for younger children

10/24/2018 11:25 AM

332

Creating a sense of place in the downtown and making Owasso more recreation-friendly.

10/24/2018 11:25 AM

333

Maintaining safety and crime levels

10/24/2018 11:23 AM

334

Improved timing on signals at 96th and 129th. Traffic always gets backed up and people end up
blocking the intersections until the next light changes.

10/24/2018 11:21 AM

335

Greater access to more activities but never forget the inter-city parks and green areas.

10/24/2018 11:14 AM

336

x

10/24/2018 11:11 AM

337

I love Owasso, I have faith in the leadership it has shown for almost 20 years.

10/24/2018 11:10 AM

338

Recreation and entertainment for families! People come to Owasso to eat and shop. Period. We
go everywhere else for everything else. There's nothing here to do with your family.

10/24/2018 11:04 AM

339

Exercise/Health and desirable food chains. definitely need it for the people who live here.. but the
more we put in Hotels the more we need it also. And what about a Warren Theater ... mimic BA.

10/24/2018 10:57 AM

340

Improve aesthetics and work on entertainment/recreation. I know...already on it w/ RedBud...great
job by the way!

10/24/2018 10:55 AM

341

better traffic control

10/24/2018 10:50 AM

342

To make the improvements in # 25. But, I like the City of Character thing, and how that permeates
throughout the community. Continue that. Thank you.

10/24/2018 10:49 AM

343

Variety in development

10/24/2018 10:46 AM
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344

A nice water park, and a trail system that would offer a 5 or 10 mile loop for biking would be a
good start.

10/24/2018 10:43 AM

345

doing great

10/24/2018 10:43 AM

346

Rapid public transportation to the airport, downtown Tulsa and other major areas of employment
outside of our city limits. An in town bus service to transport our residents who are transportation
challenged.

10/24/2018 10:41 AM

347

A night life! No place to just go have fun and have a few drinks.

10/24/2018 10:40 AM

348

Owasso is already a great community, but could always be better. Community Development
should infiltrate through the schools and encourage the kids to become involved in their community
more, besides just the once a year event to clean up. There are other events they could do. Go
spend a few hours at one of our nursing homes volunteering, clean a veterans grave, help with an
after school program at the elementary for reading....

10/24/2018 10:36 AM

349

More community activities.

10/24/2018 10:36 AM

350

see above

10/24/2018 10:30 AM

351

Less traffic. j/k, less people! Again, j/k. It's pretty good as is. Home recycling program, a path or
sidewalk over 169 would be convenient for bikers or runners/walkers, and fix some potholes on
106.

10/24/2018 10:30 AM

352

More options

10/24/2018 10:29 AM

353

Keep up with the improvements, encourage small businesses, add other housing options that
aren't $300K+

10/24/2018 10:27 AM

354

Entertainment, Outdoor family recreation, Walking Trails, Run/Race location, Sports facilities,
Dining options,nicer restaurants - less fast food we need variety. New or renovated Movie theater
(this is a huge need).

10/24/2018 10:27 AM

355

Development of more career jobs than short term retail growth. Also, development of a strong
growth plan to meet the increasing demands placed by the rapid growth.

10/24/2018 10:26 AM

356

Entertainment

10/24/2018 10:25 AM

357

None

10/24/2018 10:23 AM

358

I think Owasso is a great community. I feel it is important to look out for everyone and help out
whenever we can.

10/24/2018 10:19 AM

359

More traffic / speed enforcement

10/24/2018 7:38 AM

360

Better roads and more alert police.

10/23/2018 9:09 PM

361

Fix up the amc. It’s awful; we go to Tulsa now; sometimes clear to Olympia

10/23/2018 8:01 PM

362

More stuff to do

10/23/2018 7:58 PM

363

POOL!!!! Of all the venues I think we are lacking, this continues to be #1 on the list!!

10/23/2018 2:42 PM

364

maintaining the small town feel - Owasso streets are not equipped for the population growth of
thousands of people. Need to preserve some open space with large parks.

10/23/2018 2:28 PM

365

Turn quarry into a lake!

10/23/2018 11:55 AM

366

Stayed above

10/23/2018 9:35 AM

367

Better choices for food And entertainment. Education to what many call Owasso a “commuter
city”, so that people realize what Owasso has to offer in the city and give more opportunities for
shopping and dining to be done in the city. Right now most people commute to what they need
instead of staying in Owasso. We are new residents (from Bixby, OK) and the only downfall is that
there isn’t a lot around here in terms of dining and shopping. A mall, a Super Target, more fine
dining restaurants as well as the expansion of the downtown district with boutique shops (similar to
how Broken Arrow has done) would all be great for Owasso.

10/23/2018 7:11 AM

368

I would love to see a theater that is up to date versus driving into Broken Arrow weekly and
spending money for dinner and entertainment there when it could be in Owasso.

10/23/2018 5:38 AM

369

Easier access into town from Tulsa

10/23/2018 4:18 AM
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370

Any kind of entertainment geared towards adults/young adults (we seem to have a lot for young
children), more unique restaurants, less chain restaurants, bike trails.

10/22/2018 10:59 PM

371

More family oriented events

10/22/2018 8:12 PM

372

People continue to look out for each other

10/22/2018 8:08 PM

373

Better connection to outdoor activities

10/22/2018 8:01 PM

374

Take care of the infrastructure (engineering and maintenance). Attract good restaurants and retail.
Have the police stop actual crime instead of just making traffic stops.

10/22/2018 6:37 PM

375

See above

10/22/2018 12:53 PM

376

Walking and biking trails to connect community

10/22/2018 9:42 AM

377

Bike lanes, and bike trails.

10/22/2018 8:26 AM

378

POOL

10/22/2018 8:02 AM

379

Curb side recycling

10/21/2018 10:41 PM

380

Improvements that would attract companies with high-paying jobs. Hospital ERs with the ability to
handle trauma cases - too often people go to Tulsa hospitals.

10/21/2018 9:37 PM

381

More events for all ages.

10/21/2018 4:41 PM

382

More entertainment for the whole family. My wife and I are 28 and when our families come up
we're forced to leave Owasso to do anything for fun besides go shopping somewhere.

10/21/2018 4:34 PM

383

Slow down new home development until main thoroughfares are close to being done.

10/21/2018 2:32 PM

384

If people would get out and get acquainted. I think the city does things that help if people
participate. I also think this is a pretty paranoid community from reading postings on Next Door.
People around here can be ridiculously paranoid. I'm more afraid of being shot by a neighbor than
a criminal.

10/21/2018 2:07 PM

385

Doing things that bring people together.

10/21/2018 1:56 PM

386

More festivals or parades

10/21/2018 12:04 PM

387

Reliable, affordable public transportation, available at least six days a week. (Many churches have
their own buses.) A dedicated phone line for citizens to call with a complaint about a pothole in the
street in front of their house, or with questions about what department of the City they should
address with a question, or which school their child would attend if they wanted to move to a
different neighborhood. Just a general info department.

10/21/2018 10:58 AM

388

Lower property taxes, more higher paying jobs, more efficient infrastructure

10/21/2018 6:34 AM

389

Not Sure

10/20/2018 9:12 PM

390

More police presence in the 35mph zones. I like the Police reports-they help identify issues that
citizens can be aware of

10/20/2018 5:23 PM

391

Answered above, but we love Owasso!

10/20/2018 10:07 AM

392

Safer for families less crime, better condition of streets

10/20/2018 8:14 AM

393

Keep liberal progressives off city councils, don't bow to corporate bribes and lobbying, keep
supporting law enforcement, fix the streets.

10/20/2018 7:22 AM

394

Increase community events, although I am happy with what is offered

10/20/2018 1:56 AM

395

See above

10/19/2018 11:42 PM

396

N/a

10/19/2018 9:28 PM

397

Sidewalks

10/19/2018 5:39 PM

398

Movie theater so I don’t have to go to Tulsa

10/19/2018 2:45 PM

399

Performing arts center, wider roads, etc.

10/19/2018 2:16 PM

400

We need a community pool.

10/19/2018 1:31 PM

401

We all work together to have a great community.We is very important.

10/19/2018 1:22 PM
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402

Covenants enforced for those who do not take care of property. Public pool. Teenage facility
STREETS repaired

10/19/2018 10:48 AM

403

Idk

10/19/2018 10:26 AM

404

used to be great ...

10/19/2018 10:24 AM

405

Winning more sports championships. Keep up the neighborhood initiative (it's like PTA for schools:
if your individual involvements for that go up the schools go up. Same for neighborhoods: if
involvement goes up, we have the tools to make our community even better.

10/19/2018 10:06 AM

406

Better infrastructure for streets and curbside recycling

10/19/2018 9:42 AM

407

I’ve lived in Owasso for 40 years and I love living here. My only suggestion for improvement is due
to the growth of this city, traffic control lags way behind.

10/19/2018 8:41 AM

408

Owasso is a great community already. We just need to keep the old homes that are being turned
into rentals up to date. They make the community look bad when it's the first thing you see driving
into town. As locals it is not hard to drive past them everyday and get used to the look of some
areas until you leave for a week or just drive to a new area to you and then you see it with new
eyes. I grew up in a Miami Oklahoma. It used to be a beautiful town when I was young. At some
point the city gave up and I'm ashamed to even say I grew up there now because of what people
think about the community. Let's not slide down that hill

10/19/2018 7:46 AM

409

Quit making it so hard with regulations for new business.

10/19/2018 7:34 AM

410

Same as above

10/19/2018 12:59 AM

411

Don't overbuild at major intersections for better traffic control

10/18/2018 9:59 PM

412

More entertainment this includes indoor and outdoor.

10/18/2018 9:51 PM

413

Not growing anymore with food chains and retailers in the community.

10/18/2018 9:50 PM

414

A larger variety of restaurants. Too many of the same old thing.

10/18/2018 9:46 PM

415

More involvement

10/18/2018 9:31 PM

416

More running trails

10/18/2018 8:40 PM

417

We need a pool for the high school kids to train in and for the community to use.

10/18/2018 7:11 PM

418

Read response to #25 !

10/18/2018 6:52 PM

419

More entertainment for families.

10/18/2018 6:49 PM

420

More police visibility

10/18/2018 6:31 PM

421

Higher paying jobs

10/18/2018 5:55 PM

422

Not forgetting we are a family town, a community where we help each other every day. Without
community we are just a town on the map.

10/18/2018 5:41 PM

423

The same as the previous question

10/18/2018 5:14 PM

424

Better traffic management and better recycling options

10/18/2018 5:00 PM

425

Build an underpass for the railroad crossing on 76th Street. Build a pedestrian bridge on 129th E.
Avenue for the high school students to use, rather than crossing the road (which is unsafe for the
students, and creates a traffic nightmare. Bring in a four-year college/university. Host more special
events like the Gathering on Main.

10/18/2018 3:54 PM

426

Answered above^

10/18/2018 3:34 PM

427

Definitely retail and restaurant options. Absolutely better parks and walking trails. Easy, convenient
curbside recycling.

10/18/2018 3:12 PM

428

Probably more job opportunities, more affordable housing for senior citizens.

10/18/2018 2:30 PM

429

Continue to push for faith and family in the community. I know that structural change happen
slowly, but keep pushing forward. Thanks for putting out a survey where the community members
can respond!

10/18/2018 2:17 PM

430

I can't imagine anything better!

10/18/2018 1:44 PM

431

Widen streets to accommodate traffic. Large sporting complex to draw in revenue for the city

10/18/2018 1:36 PM
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432

Better roads to lessen traffic

10/18/2018 12:31 PM

433

??

10/18/2018 10:53 AM

434

Lacrosse fields Curbside recycle

10/18/2018 10:50 AM

435

Pay the city councilpersons something for their time, say a minimum of $100/ month. This would
give the citizens more & better choices for their representatives.

10/18/2018 10:40 AM

436

More diversity

10/18/2018 10:22 AM

437

Continued focus on safety and providing a school resource officer to each school rather than
traveling- which I know is a budget thing, but wishful thinking. :)

10/18/2018 10:18 AM

438

small town feel

10/18/2018 10:08 AM

439

Keep on keeping on

10/18/2018 9:07 AM

440

No more low-income housing

10/18/2018 8:50 AM

441

More community love ❤️

10/18/2018 8:11 AM

442

Jasons Deli

10/18/2018 8:11 AM

443

I love the neighborhood block party and the gathering on main. Possibly having something similar
to this extending throughout the year instead of just in the summer at an indoor facility.

10/18/2018 7:36 AM

444

Staying safe, staying friendly, I just want to note that i love owassos police force, i see ok highway
patrol and tulsa pd sitting and watching as people speed by, dont use blinkers, and overall break
the law but i have seen owasso pd in action and i always praise them to other people.

10/18/2018 6:43 AM

445

-

10/18/2018 6:35 AM

446

Study other cities outside of Oklahoma to see how things are done and encourage innovation (not
the 'this is how we have always done it' attitude).

10/18/2018 6:09 AM

447

More entertainment. A community pool. More activities for babies and kids.

10/18/2018 5:57 AM

448

Parks that serve the community. A dog park that’s next to a playground so kids can play.
Community park things like movies or reading or yoga.

10/18/2018 1:54 AM

449

Things to go do with our friends and family on the weekend.

10/18/2018 12:11 AM

450

Lower crime rate and better classroom sizes

10/17/2018 11:55 PM

451

Pro-active city government and not just reactive

10/17/2018 11:38 PM

452

STOP TRYING TO REBUILD THE PAST. It looks stupid, and it fools no one. The "Redbud
District" has no Redbud trees... shouldn't there be some, somewhere? And don't just copy what
other towns (like BA) have done - look to see WHY they have a thriving downtown (for example)
and then see how that can be implemented for Owasso. Let's stop building churches and banks just for a bit - until things are a bit more balanced; we need sit down restaurants, we need
affordable housing, we need to fill vacant lots and buildings first. Let's build a bridge from the east
side of 169 (say around Southern Ag) over to Smith Farm Market to connect those two shopping
and dining areas. Focus on keeping neighborhoods clean and attractive - especially the legacy
neighborhoods could use some serious attention from Code Enforcement. You can't attract the
kind of people who will buy house and raise families if you have rednecks parking in the yard and
throwing beer cans in the grass. Ask Economic Development to "fill in the gaps" for some of the
kinds of stores that we are still missing - and keep the 96th street corridor strong and vibrant as
you start to develop other shopping/dining areas around town. Don't repeat the mistakes that were
made with the (original) downtown, then 76th, then 86th.

10/17/2018 11:24 PM

453

See answer to my last question

10/17/2018 11:18 PM

454

I really feel that the growth needs to slow down. Otherwise, the crime will rise too quickly and kill
the city.

10/17/2018 10:36 PM

455

Better vision and less focus on football and the good ol boy club.

10/17/2018 10:33 PM

456

So far, so good. I have lived here for only one year so I'm still learning about the community.

10/17/2018 10:27 PM

457

Keeping us safe. Good job OPD

10/17/2018 10:23 PM

458

Continue to promote safety and focus on schools

10/17/2018 9:47 PM
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459

Maybe have a "Newcomers organization" to help new residences feel welcome and learn about
the amenities, ordinances, etc.

10/17/2018 9:35 PM

460

Cleaner and safer parks by updating facilities to remove mulch and put in better playground
equipment. Facilities need to also be cleaned/maintained more often. Owasso also needs an
updated movie theatre. Our movie theatre is very outdated and just awful.

10/17/2018 9:28 PM

461

Teachers that care about the children and not the money

10/17/2018 9:18 PM

462

More entertainment options and curbside recycling.

10/17/2018 8:45 PM

463

Slow way down on the building of new neighborhoods

10/17/2018 8:44 PM

464

Na

10/17/2018 8:43 PM

465

See above answer

10/17/2018 8:37 PM

466

improved traffic flow - continued investment in the downtown area - adding recreation options need walking-running-biking trails -

10/17/2018 8:33 PM

467

Community rec center that is affordable to all residents. Include a large pool for lap swimming.
(And don’t allow groups to reserve all the lanes)

10/17/2018 8:30 PM

468

Need affordable housing, like patio homes or townhouses for older people. Right now, Baptist
Village is about the only choice. Too much is concentrated on young families and you do not have
much for older people, especially ones without family.

10/17/2018 8:25 PM

469

Less cheap housing development (i.e. the horribly crooked and cheaply built homes like Simmons
and the like; apartments), safer and wider roads, less fried chicken and hamburger garbage.

10/17/2018 8:17 PM

470

More places to get people together

10/17/2018 8:16 PM

471

Recycling

10/17/2018 8:14 PM

472

Better crime prevention, better streets/traffic, more accessible public transportation

10/17/2018 8:14 PM

473

Continue to improve education.

10/17/2018 8:09 PM

474

See the above answer to question 25.

10/17/2018 8:06 PM

475

Healthy lifestyles. Something has to change.

10/17/2018 8:03 PM

476

More hometown business

10/17/2018 8:02 PM

477

..

10/17/2018 7:52 PM

478

no

10/17/2018 7:48 PM

479

Children’s museums or places families can spend time together

10/17/2018 7:47 PM

480

Same answer as answer 25.

10/17/2018 7:46 PM

481

N/a

10/17/2018 7:42 PM

482

More local restaurants and diversity

10/17/2018 7:42 PM

483

It’s already a great community however I think there could be some improvement in the schools
regarding bullying.

10/17/2018 7:32 PM

484

Already answered. I love the people in owasso.

10/17/2018 7:27 PM

485

To slow down a little. Don't build another housing addition before the streets can handle it

10/17/2018 7:27 PM

486

Running trails and curbside recycling

10/17/2018 7:19 PM

487

Widen 86th St. N between Memorial and Hwy 75. Road repair. Improve the views from 169 and
75.

10/17/2018 7:15 PM

488

Owasso is growing. With growth come crime. I feel like we have a very small police force. I would
love to see more funding going towards additional patrol officers.

10/17/2018 7:14 PM

489

Na

10/17/2018 7:13 PM

490

I know we are growing, but I hope we don’t lose our hometown feeling.

10/17/2018 7:03 PM

491

Not sure

10/17/2018 7:03 PM

492

More outdoor rec and entertainment venues

10/17/2018 6:52 PM
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493

Fix the traffic, more parks and places to exercise

10/17/2018 6:39 PM

494

Entertainment

10/17/2018 6:27 PM

495

More involvement from the community.

10/17/2018 6:24 PM

496

Let’s be healthy here. Develope a reason to stay, bike trails, fields for the kids. And please no
more baseball or football...some of us could care less.

10/17/2018 6:15 PM

497

Schools.

10/17/2018 5:58 PM

498

Awareness of the Obesity problem in Owasso. Maybe highlight the gyms in different Fitness
outlets in Owasso as well as bring healthier options to restaurants, maybe even incorporate a
natural grocers or Whole Foods. this town focuses too much on Youth and their Sports and not
enough on adults and keeping them healthy enough to see their kids grow old.

10/17/2018 5:36 PM

499

Mostly what I listed above, little better (wider) roads for safety, bike lanes, side walks, etc. and a
Jack in the Box!!! Thanks!

10/17/2018 5:31 PM

500

I moved to owasso years ago to get away from the crime in tulsa. With so much growth in owasso,
the crime has gone from barely there to every single day something happens. It's not as safe as it
used to be. I liked it better when it was too expensive for everyone to live here.

10/17/2018 5:30 PM

501

Less low end housing, not starter homes, but the old neighborhoods

10/17/2018 5:26 PM

502

Love it the way it is!

10/17/2018 5:13 PM

503

More services for poor. Cheaper housing, more quality jobs

10/17/2018 5:11 PM

504

It is a good community.

10/17/2018 5:06 PM

505

More jobs. Healthier restaurant options. Promote and allow food trucks and encourage a farmers
market like Tulsa and BA and Claremore

10/17/2018 4:57 PM

506

Funding for more things to improve our Quality of Life. How do we get that? More tax revenue from
sales. How do we get that? Create incredible tournament facilities with beautiful turf fields, and
then amazing entertainment options for the weekends for those folks to do. You need a visionary
to jump into a role there at the city - or a consultant who lives here and has a passion for it - and
use them to help make these things happen.

10/17/2018 4:41 PM

507

More activities like Gathering on Main

10/17/2018 4:37 PM

508

If you brought the twin bridges back :)

10/17/2018 4:26 PM

509

better traffic flow

10/17/2018 4:02 PM

510

More activities and festivals. I don’t even think I know who the city leaders are.

10/17/2018 3:41 PM

511

As much as I am cynical towards this town, it is great. The city of character stuff has run its course
and it is time to move on from it. It looks cheap. It has been going on since I returned from the Air
Force, nearly 13 years ago (at least).

10/17/2018 3:27 PM

512

We are growing to big to fast. The infastructure has not kept up with the popualtion growth. Just
drive on 96th or 86th streets. 120th and 116th 4 way stop backs up, it takes me sometime 5
minutes just to get out of my Bailey Ranch neighborhood onto Garnett due to traffic. It appears that
with the rapid growth there should also be a revenue increase for the city but it is not correlating to
infastructure improvements. Side walks and bike paths are also needed. Shopping is good but
more entertainment options are also needed (not just restaruants). There are also needs to be
something done to decrease crime rates and increase traffic law enforcement in neighborhoods. 5
years ago there was hardly any talk of robberies and vandalism but now it seems to be more
common place. I live on the corner of a 3 way stop and vehicle disregard the stop signs daily (not
just slow and go) but we are told we cannot get speed humps. Lastly when money is needed stop
targeting proprty taxes. there has been growth in renters and they do not pay property taxes if
more money is needed it needs to come from all.

10/17/2018 3:17 PM

513

To refrain from growing inretail businesses, try to keep small townappeal as much as possible

10/17/2018 3:10 PM

514

more park and rec areas.

10/17/2018 3:09 PM

515

Honesty, integrity and greater transparency in our city government -- too much is being concealed
from the public.

10/17/2018 3:05 PM

516

I think overall Owasso is a great community. The community as a whole is kind and considerate.

10/17/2018 2:38 PM
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517

More businesses

10/17/2018 2:35 PM

518

Reduce the crime creeping in, larger homesteads. More youth sports.

10/17/2018 2:29 PM

519

Great school, sense of community and the definite separation from Tulsa.

10/17/2018 2:27 PM

520

Street repair. Better traffic signal management.

10/17/2018 2:20 PM

521

Fix the congestion at some of the traffic lights

10/17/2018 2:20 PM

522

Keep the growth mindset, increase diversity

10/17/2018 2:13 PM

523

Same as question 25 more or less?

10/17/2018 2:10 PM

524

Keep working at it

10/17/2018 2:08 PM

525

More recreation for kids. Mine go to Tulsa to find something to do. Imagine capturing that money in
Owasso instead.

10/17/2018 2:01 PM

526

Traffic enforcement cameras. Doing something about residents who let yards and property go to
trash. More law enforcement.

10/17/2018 1:56 PM

527

Continue to build up Main Street.

10/17/2018 1:54 PM

528

Improve Main Street activities.

10/17/2018 1:53 PM

529

No opinion

10/17/2018 1:50 PM

530

Not sure, I've loved living in Owasso for the past three years. We've very excited about the
Redbud District and look forward to spending the rest of our lives here.

10/17/2018 1:50 PM

531

By continuing to bring things to Owasso like, Gathering on Main, parades, etc.

10/17/2018 1:35 PM

532

Bike trail to tulsa

10/17/2018 1:26 PM

533

Stay the course, I like the direction we're going.

10/17/2018 1:26 PM

534

Owasso very much reminds me of Moore. People live here to avoid the population density of Tulsa
and commute to work and entertainment venues. Sticks and bricks retail has rapidly become a
thing of the past. We could care less about the retail shopping here since over 90% of our
purchases are made online. There is little to do here with regard to entertainment. No public pools,
no local theater, ballet, no evidence nor homage to its origin, no local SPCA, few professional
employment opportunities. It lacks character. There is nothing unique here and doubtful we will
stay long term.

10/17/2018 1:15 PM

535

staying with the small town theme

10/17/2018 1:14 PM

536

#25

10/17/2018 1:08 PM

537

An aquatics park. Have I mentioned an aquatics park?

10/17/2018 1:08 PM

538

Focusing more on activities for young families, more youth sports to keep children healthier (at an
affordable price), restrooms that are clean and upgraded, more community involvement.

10/17/2018 1:06 PM

539

None

10/17/2018 1:00 PM

540

See my answer to question 25.

10/17/2018 12:57 PM

541

The City needs to make a decision if they are going to take care of what they have or keep
building and letting the older areas fall!

10/17/2018 12:57 PM

542

Safety

10/17/2018 12:57 PM

543

A no-kill animal shelter. Also, it is not pedestrian friendly - several places there is no where for
anyone to walk safely. A nice movie theater. Safe streets and intersections. Keeping the
community upscale helps keep crime out as well.

10/17/2018 12:56 PM

544

Better interaction between the police and young people. Not that our police are doing a bad job,
it's just in today's climate more interaction at a young age will serve to show our police are regular
people too. Deserving of our respect and kindness.

10/17/2018 12:39 PM

545

Just keep doing what you’re doing

10/17/2018 12:30 PM

546

A vastly improved community center

10/17/2018 12:28 PM

547

A multi-functional performing arts center not run by the high school or Community Center.

10/17/2018 12:18 PM
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548

Improving schools and lowering the crime rate, more entertainment options, better jobs, revitalize
old areas and curb-side recycling.

10/17/2018 12:13 PM

549

The central park near the police department has the potential to add to the community feel; I'm
looking forward to these improvements.

10/17/2018 12:10 PM

550

Better money management from City Hall. You hire too many consultants, then don't take their
advice. You've been told to sell the golf course multiple times but don't do anything. Less
favoritism for local good old boys. You let them run Owasso for their own advantage at our
expense. It keeps outside money/people from coming in and holds us back. We need to level the
playing field and be fair to all.

10/17/2018 11:49 AM

551

Pool. Better streets. More dining options.

10/17/2018 11:46 AM

552

Better jobs, safer, more retail and sit down upscale restaurants

10/17/2018 11:40 AM

553

Good jobs

10/17/2018 11:39 AM

554

Expansion of entertainment and dining, development of more major businesses

10/17/2018 11:24 AM

555

Not that it is not in place now, but good leadership and foresight.

10/17/2018 11:19 AM

556

Better streets

10/17/2018 11:13 AM

557

better streets, stop building so many apartments!

10/17/2018 11:12 AM

558

More shopping and restaurants.

10/17/2018 11:10 AM

559

Some form of public transportation - such as bus/tram. Curbside recycling. Public storm shelter(s)

10/17/2018 11:04 AM

560

No illegals.

10/17/2018 10:58 AM

561

Entertainment

10/17/2018 10:58 AM

562

Attempts at opportunities for neighbors to communicate with each other.

10/17/2018 10:55 AM

563

???

10/17/2018 10:54 AM

564

More police patrol in neighborhoods. Especially during prime crime times at night. I have had my
house broken in to inthe middle of the night. Safe walking trails and parks. Better roads in all
neighborhoods. There seems to be an emphasis on upkeep in newer neighborhoods and ignoring
older neighborhoods. Attracting more jobs. Especially jobs with livable wages. Owasso Schools
offering as many options for students as possible. Safe schools. Provide exceptional public
services.

10/17/2018 10:52 AM

565

It’s already a great community! I would love to have some of the things here that I have to drive
into Tulsa for. A mini golf course would be very nice, Whole Foods grocer, Bed, Bath & Beyond to
name a few,

10/17/2018 10:51 AM

566

Revitalization of the Red Bud District.

10/17/2018 10:50 AM

567

Continued outreach and events that bring people together during the entire year.

10/17/2018 10:37 AM

568

A more realistic speed limit... Also more entertainment!

10/17/2018 10:30 AM

569

A larger police presence. Make criminals feel afraid to even pass through our community.
Because they feel to walk right out of our stores without paying for merchandise. They feel free to
walk our neighborhoods at night and steal anything they like. They feel free to take packages off
porches in broad daylight.

10/17/2018 10:04 AM

570

Not sure. We like it here.

10/17/2018 10:00 AM

571

The same things that were mentioned above and crime seems to be happening a lot around here.

10/17/2018 9:49 AM

572

Events and a location where we can come together as a community. Continued development
along main street will help.

10/17/2018 9:39 AM

573

Stop the massive growth. Keep the small town feel and improve what exists before growing
anymore.

10/17/2018 9:38 AM

574

The above

10/17/2018 9:36 AM

575

Higher taxes

10/17/2018 9:33 AM

576

A pool

10/17/2018 9:30 AM
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577

Does Owasso want to be a city? or a town? It feels like a suburb. Lots of people like suburbs. Have
you thought about music in the park once a week during summer? Thursday nights are usually
good. Families can pack a picnic. That is something a suburb would do.

10/17/2018 9:30 AM

578

Less emphasis on collecting more revenue by increasing sales tax. By improving existing services
and essential functions, more folks will be attracted to Owasso and will spend more time/money
here, thereby increasing tax revenue without government intervention.

10/17/2018 9:29 AM

579

Same answer as question 25.

10/17/2018 9:25 AM

580

streets, reduce petty crime, breaking in cars

10/17/2018 9:25 AM

581

Large recreational spot with playground, walking/jogging trails, pond, nice landscaping and has
bathrooms. More quality restaurants, more character with buildings and entrances to Owasso. I
love how downtown is getting a facelift. Please continue that...I would love to have a nice
downtown to walk around with a lot of different shops, bakeries, eateries, antiques, etc. It would be
nice to have more entertainment options such as miniature golf, arcade, billiards, go carts, etc.
Family related but not just for small kids, for teenagers too.

10/17/2018 9:24 AM

582

Better transportation options more retail and restaurants

10/17/2018 9:19 AM

583

More entertainment options

10/17/2018 9:17 AM

584

Less crime, we seem to be having some issues lately and it has become concerning.

10/17/2018 9:15 AM

585

More personality/Unique features. Hopeful that the Redbud district will improve this. Would love to
see the success that Broken Arrow has seen with their downtown.

10/17/2018 9:15 AM

586

Maintaining streets

10/17/2018 9:14 AM

587

Not sure

10/17/2018 9:09 AM

588

Move farther away from Tulsa and their big city problems. :-)

10/17/2018 9:08 AM

589

As stated above. We kind of fall short in that area

10/17/2018 8:59 AM

590

More hometown goodness. The new development on main street is a good start. We could use
more of that. Our museum really needs to be updated. No one goes there. Traffic lights need to be
adjusted for better traffic movement. Stop putting traffic lights where they are not really necessary,
like in front of Academy, less than 1 block from the other light at Smith Farm.

10/17/2018 8:57 AM

591

A performing arts center, widening of main artery streets and connecting county roads, as west
86th st to us 75, east 76th st. 116th st. west to us 75.

10/17/2018 8:56 AM

592

A children's museum

10/17/2018 8:49 AM

593

Better roads, better roads design.

10/17/2018 8:48 AM

594

More restaurant options.

10/17/2018 8:48 AM

595

Continued investment in schools

10/17/2018 8:48 AM

596

I love living here and don't foresee leaving. I am concerned about the crime that seems to be
increasing. Would like to see more popular retail stores like H&M, DSW, come to the city and some
other food establishments like Zoe's, Pei Wei, Torchy's Tacos etc. Also more things for the kids to
do. The skating rink was a great addition.

10/17/2018 8:44 AM

597

None

10/17/2018 8:42 AM

598

N/A

10/17/2018 8:39 AM

599

More police and tougher police

10/17/2018 8:39 AM

600

Less police stops just to rack up additional income for the city.

10/17/2018 8:15 AM

601

Better roads and traffic control. Continuing the improvements is important. We were recently in
downtown BA on an evening and the city is flourishing. It’s amazing and I can’t wait to see
Owasso in the same beautiful state!

10/17/2018 7:54 AM

602

To keep the small town feel. Keep encouraging the character qualities. Keep letting the teachers
now how important they are.

10/17/2018 7:46 AM

603

Stated above

10/17/2018 7:34 AM

604

Affordable housing.

10/17/2018 7:05 AM
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605

For the things listed above to be addressed.

10/17/2018 7:03 AM

606

Swimming pool like jenks

10/17/2018 6:59 AM

607

Continue to emphasize strong families, faith communities, and good neighborhood. Focus on
bringing tech jobs, industry jobs, rather than retain/restaurant jobs. Diversify facilities. Bike/walking
trails, aquatic facilities, etc.

10/17/2018 6:59 AM

608

Less crime, more activities for families.

10/17/2018 6:57 AM

609

See #25

10/17/2018 6:52 AM

610

Increased first responders and training. More recreational activities, attractions. More local, less
chain restaurants. Areas with outside seating.

10/17/2018 6:51 AM

611

Owasso has tons of things going for it and I believe the only issue will be trying to keep up with the
continued growth over the next 10 years while also dealing with rising crime in the area.

10/17/2018 6:48 AM

612

I love Owasso!!

10/17/2018 6:36 AM

613

Traffic control

10/17/2018 6:30 AM

614

See response above

10/17/2018 6:22 AM

615

More entertainment options, walking trails, basketball goals and amenities for the older kids.

10/17/2018 6:09 AM

616

More entertainment options with walking paths connecting - like Bricktown

10/17/2018 5:52 AM

617

It's great

10/17/2018 5:50 AM

618

Extend shopping, improve trash pick up

10/17/2018 5:46 AM

619

Less crime in neighborhoods and retail areas.

10/17/2018 5:38 AM

620

Bringing in more recreation options for families. Right now we have skating, movies, and parks.

10/17/2018 5:32 AM

621

Na

10/17/2018 5:29 AM

622

Community pool. And a kid please to eat like chuckie cheese or space aliens

10/17/2018 5:21 AM

623

Crackdown on crime. It has gotten a little out of control. Police are doing a great job.

10/17/2018 5:19 AM

624

Seems a segment of people have forgotten how to be good neighbors. They don’t consider how
their actions affect people around them, affect the property values, etc. Not sure the “City” can do
much to change that.

10/17/2018 5:10 AM

625

Better community centers More kid friendly activities

10/17/2018 3:28 AM

626

The people

10/17/2018 3:06 AM

627

Clearing the traffic congestion. Promoting community events in other areas of the town instead of
cramming people into main Street where there is no parking.

10/17/2018 12:52 AM

628

Police patrol in designated areas. It would help since we have grown so much so fast.

10/16/2018 11:44 PM

629

You’re on the right track!

10/16/2018 11:27 PM

630

I know you can't keep people from moving to Owasso, but being "small town" is what I love about
it.

10/16/2018 10:59 PM

631

Elected officials doing their job and being accountable. Understanding the necessity of diversity &
inclusion to promote oneness as a human race. Having Owasso residents oppose/decline what is
actually built or proposed in Owasso. Several years ago a local meeting was held about
community development which gave the residents a voice. Thank you for this survey, our voices
must be heard!!

10/16/2018 10:53 PM

632

N/A

10/16/2018 10:24 PM

633

I truly don’t know. I’m out of here as soon as my youngest graduates high school. I don’t want my
future grandkids growing up here.

10/16/2018 10:06 PM

634

A rec center like Claremore and a nature park like Harrell in BA.

10/16/2018 10:05 PM

635

Either major upgrade to Ator Field or build a new one

10/16/2018 9:55 PM

636

Listen to the people. Find ways to allow the voice of the people to be heard

10/16/2018 9:27 PM
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637

I believe it’s growing at a pretty good rate. City officials need to stay on top of the growth.

10/16/2018 9:11 PM

638

Same as above

10/16/2018 9:00 PM

639

More night life options

10/16/2018 8:56 PM

640

Stronger neighborhood programs for those neighborhoods that do not have an HOA. We need
safer streets and more enforcement of traffic safety in our neighborhoods.

10/16/2018 8:48 PM

641

Improvement of neighborhood streets. Give more help to neighborhood HO Associations with
maintenance of parks and ponds.

10/16/2018 8:44 PM

642

Community services need to keep ahead of growth.

10/16/2018 8:44 PM

643

More restaurants

10/16/2018 8:33 PM

644

Take a break from building more neighborhoods and apartments, especially apartments. The city
government's idea that we need growth is taking away that small town feel, which is why we
moved here in the first place. And please level the abandoned Las Americas on German corner.
So many people drive through that intersection, including visitors to our town heading to the Sports
Complex. What an eyesore and a misrepresentation of Owasso! Thank you.

10/16/2018 8:32 PM

645

Sidewalks, road rehab, pool/aquatics, downtown scene.

10/16/2018 8:23 PM

646

More entertainment options

10/16/2018 8:13 PM

647

More community activities to bring people together

10/16/2018 8:12 PM

648

Somehow getting back the small town charm and feel.

10/16/2018 8:11 PM

649

See my answer to 25.

10/16/2018 8:09 PM

650

Stop trying to copy what other cities are doing and be unique.

10/16/2018 8:06 PM

651

More things for young people in the community to do.

10/16/2018 8:02 PM

652

Focus on recreation

10/16/2018 7:56 PM

653

Reduce crime

10/16/2018 7:53 PM

654

I really enjoy the secular events like Gathering on Main and Harvest Festival.

10/16/2018 7:50 PM

655

See above

10/16/2018 7:47 PM

656

Overall it’s doing good.

10/16/2018 7:47 PM

657

Taking time to try to take care that Seniors have thing

10/16/2018 7:47 PM

658

Better streets and a city pool.

10/16/2018 7:44 PM

659

Na

10/16/2018 7:43 PM

660

It needs to get rid of all the farm houses on Garnett between 96th and 106th Street. That would
create a lot of space for retail, entertainment and other amenities

10/16/2018 7:42 PM

661

More recreational opportunities for being outdoors. A city pool would be nice as well.

10/16/2018 7:39 PM

662

Keep on keeping on.

10/16/2018 7:35 PM

663

More retail and entertainment

10/16/2018 7:35 PM

664

Improved infrastructure to accommodate residents and guests from other towns who
shop/dine/recreate in Owasso. Community based activities.

10/16/2018 7:30 PM

665

Actions speak louder than words. Remember that the next time you make a character trait sign.

10/16/2018 7:30 PM

666

More opportunities to experience the arts! Music, stage play, etc

10/16/2018 7:27 PM

667

Attempts to unite the community and give it a focus, identity.

10/16/2018 7:19 PM

668

Public transportation to Tulsa on a daily regularly scheduled basis would be good.

10/16/2018 7:15 PM

669

More events like Main Street, more entertainment venues and more outreach to those who aren't
sports oriented or who don't have elementary aged children. Better communications on volunteer
opportunities would be nice especially if all events and communications from the city were
centered in one spot.

10/16/2018 7:14 PM

670

A pool

10/16/2018 7:13 PM
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671

More all community-wide events and gatherings.

10/16/2018 7:05 PM

672

This community needs a place for family’s to gather such as a community pool

10/16/2018 7:04 PM

673

Staying small. Help with all the crime that has been going on.

10/16/2018 7:00 PM

674

Diversity

10/16/2018 6:58 PM

675

I think things are good

10/16/2018 6:57 PM

676

Better adult entertainment

10/16/2018 6:52 PM

677

Keep crime out. All the petty theft and crime is getting people talking (going through cars, vehicle
theft, theft from local stores).

10/16/2018 6:46 PM

678

A large amusement park or water park or similar.

10/16/2018 6:45 PM

679

The people

10/16/2018 6:38 PM

680

None

10/16/2018 6:37 PM

681

Better equality for all incomes in an areas

10/16/2018 6:35 PM

682

n/a

10/16/2018 6:33 PM

683

Additional community events.

10/16/2018 6:32 PM

684

Already answered with other questions

10/16/2018 6:31 PM

685

Festivals- not the main street one! Lower crime rate.

10/16/2018 6:27 PM

686

More family friendly things to do. A trampoline park like skyzone, a public swimming pool not just
the YMCA, another splash pad.

10/16/2018 6:27 PM

687

I'd like to see more festivals, kind of like Trail Days and the Gathering on Main. Real community
events. Maybe really promote a farmer's market that can compete with Cherry Street's.

10/16/2018 6:24 PM

688

Needs better streets!

10/16/2018 6:24 PM

689

Its wonderful as is. With the Redbud district coming and our Gathering on Main. Will be great

10/16/2018 6:24 PM

690

Lower Taxes, Less Entitlement, and Better Wealth Distribution!

10/16/2018 6:23 PM

691

More things to do

10/16/2018 6:22 PM

692

See answer #25

10/16/2018 6:21 PM

693

See response from question 25.

10/16/2018 6:18 PM

694

widen the streets to help with traffic flow

10/16/2018 6:16 PM

695

More community events like The Gathering on Main.

10/16/2018 6:16 PM

696

Better Gathering spaces - Downtown!

10/16/2018 6:14 PM

697

Owasso is already pretty great. Just need to up the police force to keep riffraff out.

10/16/2018 6:11 PM

698

More activities at the community center for younger residents

10/16/2018 6:11 PM

699

Keeping crime in check. I know there is little that can be done to stop outsiders from coming here
to commit crime. It just seems we are seen as an easy target. I am a Manager for a local retailer
here and the response and results are greatly appreciated.

10/16/2018 6:03 PM

700

More school funding for smaller classrooms and paying teachers more to attract the best teachers.
Even if it meant raising my taxes a bit.

10/16/2018 6:02 PM

701

Continue to encourage people to be apart of the community through events and commonality

10/16/2018 6:01 PM

702

Make roads safer.....Less drug/alcohol abusers on our roads, less texting while driving, better
traffic flow, less theft crimes

10/16/2018 6:01 PM

703

roads that are capable of moving the traffic that is now aweful everywhere.

10/16/2018 5:56 PM

704

LOWER TAXES!

10/16/2018 5:55 PM

705

The city is doing a great job of listening to citizens. I love the concept of the Redbud District and
can’t wait to see it finished. Keep the small town feel!

10/16/2018 5:51 PM
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706

City pool, local entertainment, more 4 lane roads for safety, more fine dining vs fast food
restaurants

10/16/2018 5:51 PM

707

More community events

10/16/2018 5:49 PM

708

I love things like the farmer's market. That brings neighbors together.

10/16/2018 5:44 PM

709

Continued growth and structured planning

10/16/2018 5:41 PM

710

Lower the fee to take a bag of trash to the center. It was $1 per bag when we moved here 4 years
ago and now it is $3 a bag. Utilities are expensive here

10/16/2018 5:40 PM

711

Less people

10/16/2018 5:37 PM

712

Owasso is on the right track

10/16/2018 5:37 PM

713

Continue to grow the way we have

10/16/2018 5:34 PM

714

The reasons that I listed above about streets and city planning. Again, I’m alright with the
expansion of our city for the most part, but it seems like we have an abundance of apartments,
hotels, and banks. Are all of these being fully utilized? If not, let’s not build more.

10/16/2018 5:34 PM

715

More community events,events for young proffesionals.

10/16/2018 5:30 PM

716

just overall better than anywhere else!

10/16/2018 5:25 PM

717

Create community resources such as bike trails, farmers markets, community centers...etc.

10/16/2018 5:24 PM

718

Keep doing what you’re doing, and improve one elementary district

10/16/2018 5:23 PM

719

more crack down on drugs at our school campus. SOOoooo tired of hearing that all the kids know
who the drug dealers all and how many kids are coming to school drunk and stoned and selling
drugs but we no longer have drug dogs on campus. That is nuts! Drugs are 1000x more likely to
kill our kids than a predator, tornado, or just about anything else. 72,000 people lost their lives to
drug overdoses last year. It's time our cities get involved in prevention and crackdown before it
gets out of control even more.

10/16/2018 5:18 PM

720

not sure... it's been a pretty good community thus far

10/16/2018 5:15 PM

721

Bring in better paying jobs in Owasso, now the majority of the professional jobs are in Tulsa.

10/16/2018 5:13 PM

722

More trails, a pool, fix the roads and traffic issues, develop more retail and dining as owasso
expands

10/16/2018 5:13 PM

723

safety, better flowing traffic, retail/restaurants, parks

10/16/2018 5:12 PM

724

Love Owasso

10/16/2018 5:11 PM

725

We love it here, so keep up the good work.

10/16/2018 5:10 PM

726

Fixing up old neighborhood Roads like 99th st N.

10/16/2018 5:09 PM

727

KEEPING THE FOCUS ON IMPROVING THE COMMUNITY IN A VARIETY OF AREAS AND
NOT GETTING COMPLACIENT

10/16/2018 5:01 PM

728

Big swimming pool with slides, etc like Broken arrow has.

10/16/2018 4:57 PM

729

A cohesive plan. Less fast food restaurants - encouragement for small businesses to establish
themselves in Owasso.

10/16/2018 4:52 PM

730

it is already a great one. let's keep it that way

10/16/2018 4:50 PM

731

Options for child and teen entertainment

10/16/2018 4:43 PM

732

A new movie theater

10/16/2018 4:35 PM

733

Need to be more agricultural

10/16/2018 4:34 PM

734

Items listed above.

10/16/2018 4:29 PM

735

more places to eat, other than just chicken, bbq and Mexican!

10/16/2018 4:26 PM

736

Widen and fix the roads. Pave all the dirt roads!

10/16/2018 4:26 PM

737

Water park, outlet mall, more museum options or places to attract tourist.

10/16/2018 4:23 PM

738

More family gathering opportunities

10/16/2018 4:23 PM
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739

Being good neighbors.

10/16/2018 4:23 PM

740

More free things to do for families.

10/16/2018 4:20 PM

741

Neighborhood parks, more trails, public pool

10/16/2018 4:13 PM

742

More entertainment options

10/16/2018 3:52 PM

743

Less crime! Better traffic flow

10/16/2018 3:52 PM

744

Opportunity for all walks of life to interact

10/16/2018 3:52 PM

745

A larger library, nicer police officers, more open spaces for outside activities. Take care of what
you have instead of abandoning old and always moving north and east to develop new. Last time I
visited Three Lakes park it was in terrible shape.

10/16/2018 3:50 PM

746

City Staff that finds a way to make things happen. Improve streets soon.

10/16/2018 3:46 PM

747

Better traffic management and higher paying jobs would the top.

10/16/2018 3:45 PM

748

Continue to engage the citizens

10/16/2018 3:44 PM

749

Better work between the Library and city to provide city sponsored programs, Better management
and direction for the Gathering, development of infrastructure to lure in higher paying jobs

10/16/2018 3:39 PM

750

Less apartments. No, no no to new apartments. They are an absolute scourge.

10/16/2018 3:38 PM

751

Hiking and biking trails along with more entertainment venues.

10/16/2018 3:31 PM
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